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PREFACE.

The Committee of the Young Men's Christian

Association rejoice in being privileged to send forth

the fifth course of Lectures to Young Men, which

have been delivered in connexion with the Society.

Whether they regard the benefits which have at-

tended the delivery, or the publication of their Lec-

tures, they perceive manifold reasons for devout

thankfulness to that God "from whom all holy

desires, all good counsels, and all just works do

proceed/'

At the present period of great mental activity,

when there is so much in the popular literature that

is negative or doubtful in relation to God's remedial

provisions for man's deepest necessities, it is of great

importance that similar treatises to the following

Lectures should be widely circulated. It has been

very gratifying to find, that of the last series an

aggregate of upwards of 170,000 copies have been

sold.

As in previous instances, miscellaneous topics

have been preferred for this course, from a strong

conviction that, as a whole, they are far more
adapted to secure the end sought than a consecu-

tive series would be. Such is the degree of care

and intensity of mind that are now exercised in
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commercial pursuits, that it only appears consulting

an urgent necessity in trying to win the ears of

young men unaccustomed to the ordinary means of

spiritual instruction, by varying the aspect under

which the vital principles of personal and social

religion are exhibited. As with the Lectures and
the Noblemen and Gentlemen who took part as

Chairmen, so with the subjects of address, whatever

may be their circumstantial diversity, they may all

be seen with unity of purpose moving in relation to

a central truth which all possess in common. In

the labour of love, of which these lectures are the

fruit, may be seen an illustration of the fact that the

interests of the various portions of the Church are

but one.

The Young Men's Christian Association ear-

nestly commend this volume to the thoughtful and
prayerful consideration of young men, under the

persuasion that the Gospel, whose principles it illus-

trates or confirms, " is the fulfilment of all hopes,

the perfection of all philosophy, the interpretation of

all revelations, and the key to all the seeming con-

tradictions of the physical and moral world."

HENRY TARLTON,

Secretaey.

libraky and offices, 7 gresham street, city.

K.B.— The Secretary will be happy to supply information, in refer-

ence to the design and operations of the Association, to any one

who may desire it.
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The /olloivmg Lecture was delivered with very slight help

from notes, and the report afterwards corrected as it

passed through the press ; this will account for a certain

want of compression and finish; hut if there be less of

dahorateness, it is trusted there will he more offervour

andfreedom
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My Lord,—my youthful Friends,

—

It is uot my iuteutiou to occupy your time by pre-

liminary remai-ks : I will at once, therefore, enter on

the momentous theme on which, through God's assist-

ance, I am to enlarge this evening.

Light is self-manifestative— its own best evidence

" Whatsoever doth make manifest is light." What light

is to the physical, truth is to the moral and intellectual

world ; truth, like light, is self-revealing. Fully seen,

it cannot but be recognised; and fairly recognised, it

cannot be disbelieved. Granted that it is often un-

recognised, and still oftener unbelieved, this in nowise

invalidates the fact of its reality. There are many

eyes that do not see the light; to others it appears

discoloui'ed or obscured: but does any man therefore

question its existence '? The organ, not the object, is

in fault ; it only needs that the organ become perfect,

that the light may become manifest. Even so the moral

and intellectual eye must be opened and prepared before

the light of tmth can beam upon it.

If ordinaiy truth involve its own proof, how much
more extraordinaiy, or divine, truth? If the taper
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which -we kindle makes itself manifest, how much more

the sun which God hath enkindled ! In his works the

finger-prints of Deity are clear and distinct,— so dis-

tinct, that though Art may imitate, she cannot counter-

feit ; her finest joerformances bear no comparison with

their great original. " Who can paint like nature ? " And
how much more, then, in that word which he has magni-

fied above all his name, might we anticipate that the traces

of the hand of the great Author would be clear and

unequivocal,— so clear as to carry conviction, so une-

quivocal as to set forgery at defiance. If " the heavens

declare the gloiy of God, and the firmament sheweth

his handiwork," might we not expect that much more

would revelation declare his glory— the glorious Gospel

of the blessed God reflect the brightness of its author ?

If the manifestation of God in his works is so clear

that the heathen are without excuse because they know

him not, and knowing him not do not adore him as the

Creator, much more must they to whom the Gospel of

his grace comes be inexcusable if they do not know,

and knowing do not adore, the Redeemer that it un-

folds.

Opening the iuspii'ed record with such anticipations

and conclusions as these, no right-minded man will be

disappointed. In the very outset we are arrested by

a striking peculiarity of the Bible,— that it challenges

unhesitating obedience and implicit faith. It does not

come reasoning, it comes revealing ; it does not come
simply persuading, it comes commanding. Its language

is :
" He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved;

he that believeth not shall be damned." " He that

believeth on the Son is not condemned : but he that

believeth not, is condemned alreadj^ because he hath not
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believed in tlie name of the only-begotten Son of God."

Sucli language assumes that the Bible is self-proving; for

if implicit faith be demanded of every man to whom the

Gospel comes, the Gospel must, if time, have within

itself sufficient evidence for eveiy man to whom it comes,

that it is the truth of God. Were it not thus pro

vided with its ow^n credentials,—did it not come bearing

in its hand the tokens that it is from God, it would be

arbitrary, inconsistent, and unreasonable, to command

eveiy man to believe, and to pronounce damnation on

him that disbelieves. Yet the Bible everywhere holds

this language. To disobey it is to disobey God ; to

obey it is to obey God. Jesus himself thus spake

.

" He that is of God heareth God's words ; ye therefore

hear them not, because ye are not of God." His

Apostles held similar language :
" If our Gospel be

hid, it is hid to them that are lost, in whom the god

of this world has blinded the minds of them which

believe not, lest the light of the glorious Gospel of

Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto

them." Indeed, nothing can be clearer than that the

Bible assumes that the Bible authenticates itself, and

that eveiy man to whom it comes, and who simply,

honestly, and earnestly searches it, must be convinced

that it is the voice of his Creator and Judge.

Of incomparable moment is this interior demon

stration. The historical evidences of the Gospel may

suffice to rescue a man from infidelity ; but it is the

inward proof and power of the Gospel which must rescue

a sinner from sin and Satan. For it is not the belief

that the Gospel is true which saves, but tlie belief of

the truths which the Gospel contains. A man may

receive the word of God as a revelation from God, and
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yet he may neglect it, or he may deny it in works

whilst he acknowledges it in words. A saving faith is

therefore the result of internal, rather than of external

proof. The external leads the way to the internal,

conducts the inquirer to the open temple door ; but if a

man stop short of the recesses of the sanctuary, he is as

the shedder of blood would have been who should have

fled to the veiy threshold of the city of refuge, and dal-

lied and lingered on the steps till the avenger of blood

had sheathed his weapon in his heart. Thus, my dear

young hearers, you will perceive how peculiar the in-

terest and how paramount the importance of the theme

of the Lecture I am about to address to you— even
•' the Bible Self-evidential" or, more largely, the proofs

enstamped on the very pages of Holy Scripture which

evince it to be a direct revelation from God.

This address appropriately follows the one I had the

privilege ofdelivering to you last year. I then endeavoured

to shew the futility of the assaults made on the fortress

of our faith by modei'n sceptical philosophers : I am
now to endeavour to point out to you the strength and

impregnableness of the munitions of that fortress. And
in doing so I would cast myself on the merciful succour

of God, whose blessing on my former feeble effort I

must humbly acknowledge, and to whose blessing, on

my present irapei'fect attempt, I alone look for success.

I love to contemplate the Bible in the view in which

this subject places it before us— I love to contemplate

it as perfect in itself, as evolving on eveiy eai'nest,

honest student, light which must convince— I love to

i-egard it as a mighty tower, immovable in its own in-

ward solidity. Not indeed that we would for a moment

distrust or disparage the outworks of historical evidence

;
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they are most important in their place and they are strong

as they are important. We -would feaidessly say to the

scoraer, " Walk round about the citadel of our faith,

mark well its bulwarks, tell its towers ; incessantly

assailed, they have never been shaken, and the more

they have been beleaguered the more they have been

found insubvertible." We glory in the fulness, the

amplitude, the clearness of what are commonly styled

"the external evidences," but at the same time we glory

still more in the fact, that if all the outworks were car-

ried (which they never can be), the citadel itself would

remain unmoved and immutable, because self-sustained.

For my own part, I have no hesitation in saying, that

were all the external evidences gone, I should not for

an instant be shaken in my conviction of the truth of

the Gospel ; I would stake my hope for eternity upon it

as undoubtiugly as before.

Let me remark, ere I enter further into my subject,

that the intenial and external evidences cannot be veiy

nicely distinguished. They so interlace— so act and

re-act upon one another— that in dwelling on the one

class of proofs we must to a certain extent touch upon

the other. But nice discrimination on this point is not

needed, and we make the remai'k simply to forestall

objection. Let me now invite your earnest and candid

attention, first to some general remarks on the sacred

volume, and then to a few selected and specific internal

evidences of the most exalted and convincing kind.

Open your Bible— examine its contents. Is there

not about the book something altogether incomparable

and alone ? It stands out amid other writings as the

sun stands out amid the tapers which we kindle here

below. The more you search into the Bible, the more
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you are captivated with tlie aii' of simplicity, honesty,

and truthfulness, which pervades it. All the sacred

\vriters, whether more learned or illiterate, whether

peasants or princes, fishermen or philosophers,— all

write with the same exquisite genuineness of style, with

the same translucent integrity of sentiment; you find

throughout their pages an utter absence of all rheto-

rical artifice, all that savours of craft or effect— eveiy-

thing that looks like bespeaking acquiescence, coaxing

credit, or foi-cing faith.

Then there is a grand characteristic which marks the

inspired Scriptui'es throughout, and demands the most

reverential regard. There is a voice of authority and

majesty in all their communications. They do not come

to us guessing at truth, reasoning about truth, telling

us what the writers have discovered by philosojDhy, or

learning, or research ; but they come enunciating tmth
in the name and with the supremacy of God. They do

not say, "Thus it maybe," or "Thus we have proved

it to be," or " Thus we have discovered it to be ;" but,

" Thus saith the Lord
;

" " Hear ye the word of the

Lord;" "Thus saith the high and lofty One that in-

habiteth eternity
;

" the seers all speak as his messen-

gers ; the sound of the voice is human, but the message

of the voice is divine ; slight them, and you slight their

Master, you slight the God whose revelation they

bear. From first to last, expressly or by implication,

this tone and style of omnipotent and indisputable

supremacy pervades the Bible.

How perfectly is the consistency of the holy records

with this assumption maintained ! You do not find

the writers now speaking with authority, and now
speaking doubtfully—now speaking distinctly as the
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silver trumpet of heaven, and now giving an uncertain

sound as an instrument of earth ; but throughout there

is the same sustained character of majesty, infallibility,

divinity. It could not be that all should be thus in

glorious keeping, had the penmen been either dupes or

impostors.

But note another preternatural feature of the Bible

—

the wondrous harmony of sentiment and coincidence

of purpose which may be traced, from the first verse in

Genesis to the last verse in the Revelation. Consider

the multitude of writers employed ; consider their

various capacities of mind, and peculiarities of habit,

association, and country; consider how diversified in

kind and degree their education ; consider how they

wrote under eveiy variety of circumstance ; consider

that they wrote at inteiTals during a period extending

over ISOO years, at the least ; consider that they wrote,

therefore, without any possibility of concert or collu-

sion ; measure all these impediments in the way of

conspiracy, and then contemplate the exquisite unity of

sj)irit, the aitless consentaneousness of end and design

which distinguishes their work, so that the more you

scmtinise the building as a whole, the more you find

stone fitted to its fellow stone, a? d the entire fabric,

from its foundation to its topstone, fitly framed and

cemented together:— contemplate all this, and then

say, can you help ciying out, " Truly this is the archi-

tecture of God !

"

All this gathers fresh power and demonstration when
we compare these writings with the various writings

which have either pretended to be divine, or have been

imitations of the tnie revelation. You have only to
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look into the Koran of Mahomet, the Shasters of the

Hindoos, or the books of Confucius, in order to per-

ceive how utterly they fade before the calm divine light

of the one revelation of God. You will find through-

out them so much of contradiction, so much of hu-

man feeling and prejudice, so much of loose and lo"-

morality, so much that is coarse, sensual, earthly, and

imperfect (man himself, imperfect as he is, being the

judge), that you can no more mistake them for the

Bible, than you can mistake the meteor of the marsh

for the noonday sun. They utterly stultify whatever

pretension they make to divine authority; they make
it manifest that their authors were either fanatics or

impostors.

Similar will be the result, if you compare the word

of God with those multiplied imitations of it which

have been palmed upon the world, and some of which

have been got up with considerable cleverness. Be-

sides a variety of pretended Apostolical epistles, we

have the Apociyphal, which the Church of Rome accepts

as of like authority with the Holy Scriptures, but which

we Protestants repudiate. Now, in reference to these,

we would ask any si mple, well-taught student of reve-

lation, whether he ev er, in those Bibles where the Apo-

crypha is, perhaps unwisely, bound up, passed from the

inspired to the uninspired— from the mystic enclo-

sure of heaven to the wilderness of human invention

—that he did not at once feel he had made a transi-

tion from the heavenly to the earthly, from the plants

which Gods right hand had planted to the shnibs which

man had made to grow. If there was any advantage in

having the Apociypha bound up in the centre of the
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Bible, it was to shew how utterly the original bids de-

fiance to all counterfeits, and needs but to be brought

into contact with them in order to detect the cheat.

The Holy Bible is therefore alike without precedent

and without parallel ; it owns no original, and admits

of no rival. But time would fiiil me to enlarge on these

general proofs of divine inspiration ; I must content

myself with reminding my young friends that there is

a special field of most satisfactoiy illustration open to

them, in the multitudinous coincidences in the various

parts of the word of God with each other, and with what

existed in the world at the times when they were written.

You have only to take the "Horse Paulinas" of Paley

as a clue and key, by which you are to follow out the

captivating track which he partially explored in order

that you may gather a rich recompense of reward in

finding out more and more of those endless minuter

harmonies of the Scriptures, which i-esemble the gold-

grains mingled with the sand of the river,— the more

you wash and sift the sand, the more the precious par-

ticles are discovered.

But we hasten from the general to the specific

;

and would instance as the first great innate proof of

the divinity of the Bible, the views which it discloses

of the Lord God Almighty. The primary and highest

purpose of revelation must be, to give the knowledge of

the Most High. If man without revelation could have

known God, revelation need not have been given to

man ; at least, its chiefest end would have been ob-

viated. But if man be without the knowledge of God
by nature— if reason be so darkened, and the pages of

creation so blotted by sin, that " the world by wisdom

knew not, knows not, and never can know God," then
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how urgent and intense the necessity that the creature

should have a revelation of the Creator— of him in

whom he lives and moves and has his being, and inwhom

he must live and move and have his being to all eternity.

Ignorance here, how fearful ! how wretched! how iniin-

ous ! The word of God has come to discover God to us.

Need I remind you how pitiful were the attempts

of human philosophy to disclose him to the world ?

Need I remind jon of the hateful Polytheism and loath-

some idolatry which once overspread the earth, and still

overspreads it where revelation is unknown? Need I

remind you how men " changed the glory of the in-

corruptible God into the similitude of a calf that eateth

hay," into the likenesses of four-footed beasts, and

creeping things, and vilest monsters? Need I remind

you how they sometimes represented the " Holy, holy,

holy Lord God " as resembling the prince of darkness

more than the Lord of light and love ? Need I remind

you that the finest notions and speculations of the

most cultivated heathen philosophers about the Deity

were in some respects hardly more congruous than the

gross conceptions of the darkened multitude ? And if

here and there you find loftier sentiments respecting

the Holy One, it is evident whence they have been bor-

rowed ; you at once detect some of the lineaments of

revelation, however soiled and disfigured they may be.

It is not to be told how much has been derived, directly

or indirectly, from Revelation, of that wherewith infidel

philosophers would taunt us, as if man's mind had found

it out, when in reality man's mind had only filched it

from the Bible.

But oh, what a God is the God of Scripture ! How-
ever dark our views and degraded our minds, yet we
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SO far retain somewhat of our pristine capacity that we

can recognise our Creator when he is displayed to us

in his own light and gloiy. And who can read the

Bible, unless he be uttei'ly besotted and depraved, with-

out being overwhelmed at the majesty and harmony

•wherewith God is revealed ? What conceptions of his

nature! what descriptive sentences instinct with Deity!

" God is a spirit, and they that worship him must worship

him in spirit and in truth;" " God is light;" "God is

love;" "They cease not day nor night, crying, Holy,

holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts, the whole earth is full

of his glory." Is not this the living portraiture of

him that contrived all things by his wisdom, beautified

all things with his goodness, and upholds all things by

his power?

Nor let it be forgotten that God revealed by him-

self is not abstract and inapproachable, but we have a

practical and a personal revelation of the infinite to the

finite; and this God is our God. God, in revelation,

is brought do\7n to man's understanding, and brought

home to man's heart, and yet not degraded by his con-

descension, nor in anywise shorn of his glory by bis com-

munion with his poor fallen children of clay. God in

all his grace is still God in all his glory—the God of

Scripture is the God for man. True it is, that infidels

take hold of those representations, borrowed from human
nature and material things, which shadow forth God to

his creatures, and wrest and ridicule them ; but it is the

glory of God that he condescends so to speak that we may
understand, and so to veil himself in figure that many
may apprehend him. Let those stand the consequences

•who stumble at the letter because they will not receive

the spirit ; but if through the letter •we penetrate to the
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spirit, we find that these adumbrations of the Deity are

as sublime as they ai-e simple. Will it, then, be said,

" But there are mysteries in the knowledge of God,

his ways, and his works, as revealed in Scripture, at

which reason stumbles, and which far transcend our

reach ? " We answer. These, instead of disproving,

tend to substantiate the divine origin of the record.

If there were no mysteries in the professed discovery

of God to his finite creatures, the document would be

self - condemned. The mysteries of divine revelation

are among the strongest pillars that buttress and sus-

tain it. A God without mysteiy would be a God with-

out infinitude. There must be mysteiy where thei'e is

infinitude ; and therefore in this, as in other respects,

^he Bible is consistent with itself and worthy of the

authorship it claims. In the study of the Holy Scrip-

tui'e, let it never be foi'gotten that we " cannot by

searching find out God ;

" we cannot " find out the Al-

mighty to perfection." Let it never be forgotten that

if his ways and thoughts as disclosed by himself some-

times seem strange and awful to us, they appear so

simply because of the narrowness of our mental vision

on the one hand, and the boundless elevation of his

counsels and dealings on the other. " My thoughts,"

says he, " are not yoiu' thoughts, neither are your ways

my ways ; for as the heavens are higher than the earth,

so are my ways higher than your ways, and my thoughts

than 3'our thoughts." The fathomless depths, the in-

accessible heights, indicated in the disclosures of God
in the Bible, constitute one of the strongest innate

evidences that it is divine No men, much less such

men as the writers of Scripture were, could ever

have conceived these things nobler than our thoughts
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and loftier than oui' ways, had it not oeen given

thera by that God in -whose name they spoke, and

by whose Spirit they were filled. " For what man know-

eth the things of a man save the spirit of man which is

in him? Even so the things of God kuoweth no man,

but the Spirit of God. But God hath revealed them to

his messengers by his Spirit ; for the Spirit searcheth

all things, yea, the deep things of God."

Another peculiarity in the Scriptural disclosures of

God is the manifestation of the glorious doctrine of his

superintending and all-pervading Providence. Most of

the heathen philosophers, even those who wrote best

about the Divine Being, represented him as inactive and

indiffei'ent, dwelling in lofty seclusion, looking down

with sovereign apathy on the world he had made, and

on the creatures he had called into existence. How
different is God as revealed by himself ! He represents

himself as caring for all, oven-uling all, sustaining all.

We ai'e taught in Scripture that whilst " he speaks,

and it is done ; commands, and it stands fast ;" whilst

he wings the archangel, guides the stars in their coui'ses,

takes up the isles as a veiy little thing, and metes out

the waters of the ocean in the hollow of his hand,—
he at the same time decides a sparrow's death and

numbers the very hairs of his people's heads. How
befitting the majesty of the great God ! for with the

Infinite there can be no little, no great, no hard, no

easy, no comparison, no degree ;
" with him one day

is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one

day"— an insect as an ai'changel, and an atom as a

world. "We make God such an one as oui'selves,

find then we find fault \vith what he really is. But

whence our perplexities and misconceptions ? Because
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our narrowness cannot expand to his vastness, nor

our meanness soar to his majesty. The more our

mind is enlarged and our heart purified, the more we
shall see the perfection of his providence ; and where

we cannot comprehend, we shall in silence adore. What
though he be "a God that hideth himself?" What
though " clouds and darkness be round about him ?"

Through the openings of the curtains of that thick

pavilion we can see rays of light, which tell us that

"righteousness and judgment are the habitation of his

throne," that his ways are all wisdom, and his works all

truth.

A. kindred evidence, evolved upon the devout mind
from the pages of revelation, arises out of the discoveries

which it makes of life and immortality, the resurrection

and the judgment to come. That unseen world which

is, in truth, the real world, whilst this is but a shadow

— that unseen world to which we are hastening— our

cradle here, our dwelling there— that unseen world, on

account of which alone this world hath any moment or

solidity, for " all is vanity and vexation of spirit,"—

a

vapour, a lie, a paradox, a dizzy dream, without immor-

tality and eternity,— that unseen world, how unknown !

how impenetrable ! how exceeding awful with thick

darkness to fallen man, it is but for the lamp of revela-

tion ! Look into all the pitiful pictures of a future state

which you can find, whether in the Koran, in the dreams

of Pagan philosophy, or in the grosser dreams of Pagan

mythology ; and how self-contradictory they are ! how
mean, how sensual, how unbecoming ! The paradise

of Mahomet,— more fit for animals than for angels!

The notions of things invisible which Cicero, or Plato,

or Socrates propounds, how dim, how vague, how puerile
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they are ! The glorious doctrine of a resurrection—that

mans whole nature shall live again— was hardly so

much as imagined by the ancient sages ; so that the

philosophers of Athens mocked at St. Paul as setting

forth "strange gods "when he "j^reached to them Jesus

and the resurrection"—they scoffed at the very notion of

it. In like manner, with reference to ajudgment to come,

was there anything tangible, anything congruous, any-

thing rational, in their strange fancies ? But turn to the

book of God, and at once it brings life and immortality

to light ; it draws aside the thick curtain that shrouds

the world unseen— it discloses to us heaven in all its

purity, harmony, and glory ; hell in all its horrors, with

its never-dying worm and its never-failing fire ; it un-

folds the mysteries of the resurrection, describing the

womb of the world as big with a wondrous birth, as

travailing against the last day, when all the dead, both

small and great, shall i"ise in the completeness of their

nature, and stand before the judgment-seat of Christ.

It represents the stupendous scenes of the last day with

a majesty the most impressive, a solemnity the most

overwhelming, and a righteousness the most incontro-

vertible. Everything is clear, everything equitable

:

the simple principle of decision—the deeds done in the

body, whether they be good or whether they be bad.

Thus, it teaches that time is the seed-season for eter

nity— that we are forming the gulf here which will b*:

fixed hereafter— that we are assuming the character

in time which will be enstamped upon us through

out eternity, where the filthy shall be filthy still, th

holy shall be holy still, the righteous shall be righteou-

still, so that God will " vindicate eternal provideno

and justify his ways to man." Whence, tlien, did th«

c
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unskilled writers of the Bible derive their mai-vellous

intimacy with " the things not seen ?" Whence came

it that they should in their discoveries so immeasurably

surpass all that the profoundest philosophy and the lof-

tiest genius had ever accomplished ? Whence, but that

He who speaks from heaven spake by them, and He that

inhabiteth eternity revealed its recesses to them.

But we advance to what may be regarded as evi-

dence more plain and convincing than the illimitable

argument on which we have just dilated, because more

within the province of human judgment, and appealing

more directly to our hearts and minds. The morality

of the Holy Scriptures proves them to he divine. No man

acquainted with the ethical writings of heathen philo-

sophers, or indeed with the moral systems of sceptical

philosophers, will need to be informed that they are

unsatisfactory and inconsistent. It has been calcu-

lated that some hundreds of answers have been given

by ethical writers to the question, the vital question,

"What is the chief good for man?" If men could

not agree on this fundamental point how could they

be agreed in the rest ? And if you look narrowly

into their codes and theories, you will find that they

are superficial,— having respect chiefly to open acts;

you will find that they are circumscribed,—not suited to

mankind, but to particular nations, or pai'ticular classes

;

and you will find that they often confound light with

darkness, and good with evil, characterising some vir-

tues as vices, and some vices as virtues. They hold

up to admiration the bold and active virtues ; but tram-

ple under foot, or overlook altogether, the modest but

fragrant violets and lilies of the valley— those meeker

virtues of the inner man, those passive graces which.
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after all, are the sweetest and loveliest flowers that

bloom in this wilderness of sorrow and sin. But -when

you turn to the morality of the Bible all is changed.

At once you are struck with its spirituality. It does

not aim at whitewashing the sepulchre, it aims at

cleansing it from all its impurities ; it does not content

itself with striving to heal the streams, it seeks to cast

salt into the fountain-head ; it does not content itself

with dressing and pruning the wild olive-tree, it tries

to make the tree good that the fruit may be good. It

traces all moral conduct to the heart ; out of the heart,

it teaches, are " the issues of life ; " it enjoins the care

of the heart, the culture of the heart, the government

of the heart, as the soul of all morality. It thus shews

itself to have come from Him who made the heart, who

knows the heart, and -whose demand is, " My son, give

me thy heart." It teaches that " the thought of foolish

ness is sin ; " the impure desire, adultery in the seed

;

indulged malice, murder in the germ ; and thus it brings

home to man the knowledge of sin in its essence, and of

duty in its elements. At the same time it is as universal

as it is spiritual. It suits all men, of all classes, in all

conditions, in all varieties of civil and social circum-

stances ; it embraces alike the clown and the sage, the

monarch and the mendicant, the freeman and the slave

— it has rules for all— it has motives for all— it

reaches the case and comes home to the heart of all ; it

meets us eveiywhere, it touches us in everything ; we

can do nothing, we can think nothing, we can feel

nothing, to which the law of God does not extend. It

is like the atmosphere, which always and in every place

encompasses us ; as we cannot go from the presence, so

neither can we escape from the law of God.
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Hence, too, the standard of purity which it sets up

IS infalHble. It makes the will of God the one unvary-

ing rule of human duty. It does not, as other codes of

morals and systems of ethics more or less do, consider

what is expedient, but what is right ; what man would

have us do, but what God would have us do. It does

not refer us to divers masters— it does not appeal to

uncertain precedents— it uses not divers weights—
it does not recognise divers measures—in all difficulties

it bids us ask, " What saith the Lord?"— in all duties

it teaches us to inquire, "Lord, what wouldst thou have

us to do?" It thus bases morality on godliness, and

teaches us that where there is no godliness there can

be no true morality, because the man who is disloyal to

his Creator cannot be faithful to his fellow-creatures.

And what can be more admirable than the manner

in which some of the revelations of the divine law com-

bine simplicity with sublimity, and compendiousness with

comprehensiveness ? How powerful a proof that the Bible

is the word of God is found in the grandeur—the incom-

parable, the infinite grandeur—of that summary of the

law, " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine

heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy under-

standing, and with all thy might ; and thou shalt love

thy neighbour as thyself !
" Could that sentence have

come from uninspired tongue or pen ? Could it have

been conceived by any being but that God who is light

and love ? What condensation !—The whole law in one

word ! What benignity! that one word "Love !" What
comprehensiveness !—Every duty— relative, social, per-

sonal— to God, to man, for time, for eternity, bound

up in " love," perfect love to God and man. At the

same time, how simple !—'One of our Sunday scholai's,
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yea, one of our artless infants, who has a loving heart

towards God and man, may thus understand the whole

law better than the most philosophic infidel, who, whilst

he discourses bravely about philanthropy and benevo-

lence, has his heart estranged from love to God, and

devoid of love to man. The key that is wanted to un-

lock the import of this compendium of the law is not

the key of the intellect, but the key of the heart. It is

a loving heart best knows what is the whole duty of man
to man, and the whole duty of man to his Maker.

And is not this a lovely view of the law of God?

Other systems of morals have appealed principally to

the selfishness of man, to his interests or his fears. And,

copying these, the Church of Rome has converted the

religion of love and liberty into a religion of terror and

bondage. How diverse from, the glorious original ! But

whatever the so-called Catholic Church may have done,

we appeal from her dogmas to the true Catholic rule of

the Universal Church—the word of God—for "the Bible,

the Bible only, is the religion of Protestants." We
appeal from the so-called Catholic standard to the true

Catholic standard ; and what do we find ? It is not

said, "Thou shalt dread the Lord thy God;" neither

is it said, " For thine own convenience, or thine own

advantaije, or because it is the best policy, thou shalt

love thy neighbour as thyself;" but it is said, with

sublime simplicity, " Love God with all your powers

;

love your fellow-creatures as yourselves." And what

shall we say of that which has been well styled the

golden rule, " Do to others as you would have others do

to you ? " And what of that divine sentiment, worthy

of the lips from which it fell, " It is more blessed to

give than to receive?" Could that sentiment have had
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its birthplace in the sordid heart of man? Could it

have been conceived by any mind save the mind of

God?
Examine in all itb bearings the morality of the Bible,

and then say is it not the tnie economy of human hap

piness ? AVe challenge the whole race of infidels to say,

•whether all the schemes for ameliorating the lot of man
which have ever been devised or attempted, all the plans

for remedying the social, political, and moral evils which

afflict us, can bear any comparison "with the moral system

taught by Christ, which, if carried out through the length

and breadth of the world, would almost trausform it

into Eden again ? How happy were the people in such

a case ! how happy that people that should have the

Lord for their God ! What little of solid happiness and

sound virtue we have we owe it all to the Bible. The
less men live according to the Bible, the less you can

trust them, and the less happy they are. Strangers to

peace, they are strangers to purity of heart. It is

remarkable that infidels themselves are aware of this

fact. I once had the painful task to attend the death-

bed of an infidel— the most accomplished for his

standing, and the most intense in his malignity that I

ever encountered. He died, as he had lived, a blas-

phemer of Christ ; but be said with horror to me, when

I spoke of his children, " I would not for the world

have them imbibe my sentiments— I would not for the

world have them read my infidel books ;" and he left it

in solemn charge to his wife that she should burn them

when he was gone ; for he said, however they might be

good for him, he knew that they would be injurious to

them, and that the Bible, false or true, was the best

code of morals and the best guide that he could leave
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to his fatherless daughters in a sad and selfish world.

How forceful such indirect testimonies wrung from the

lips of unbelievers !
" Their rock is not as our Rock,

even our enemies themselves being judges." We con-

clude, therefore, that the morality of Scripture must

have been the offspring of God.

Next in order, and not a whit behind the last

evidence in closeness of application and clearness of

demonstration, is the evidence which the Bible carries

with it from its preternatural accordancy with the real

state, nature, and necessities of man. Marvellous is

the way in which it avouches itself to the conscience

and the consciousness of every honest student of its

pages, proving that it knows what is in man, and there-

fore must be from that Being who made man, and who,

when he proposes the question, " Who can know the

heart?" assumes it as his own indefeasible prerogative :

" I, the Lord, search the heart ; I try the reins." But

hei*e it ought to be i*emarked, in the outset, that the

nature of man, and his present condition, are, when

viewed apart fi"om the light of the Bible, involved in

utter confusion and darkness. You have only to in-

vestigate what has been written about man, the strange

theories which have been broached concerning his

strange state, and why it is so, and how it became so,

in oi-der that you may abundantly verify our statement.

There is without and within man much that utterly

peii)le.x.e3 him. On the one hand, he has much that

tells him that his Creator must have been beneficent;

on the other hand, he has much more that seems irre-

concilable with beneficence : on the one hand, he finds

much in himself that is exalted, refined, aspiring ; on

the other hand, he finds a great deal more that is
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degrading, sensual, earthly ; on the one hand, he has

desires, imaginations, and hopes, which indicate a lofty

birth ; but, on the other hand, he has appetites, passions,

and pitiful infirmities, which sometimes so confound

and distract him that he is almost tempted to suppose

that some fiend must have called him into being, and

made him to be a mockery and a self-contradiction.

Oh ! as one of our poets exclaims,

—

" What a mystery to man is man !"

If viewed in no other light but the light of reason,

what a mass of paradoxes ! what an inexplicable riddle

!

what a libel on his Creator ! But the Bible, the

Bible only, solves these difficulties, unravels these

intricacies, clears up these contradictions ; telling us,

plainly and simply, that " God made man upright,"

stamped him with his image, and fashioned him after

his likeness ; but that man sought out for himself divers

inventions, listened to the tempter, accepted the temp-

tation, fell from his Creator, became corrupt as a

necessaiy consequence of transgression, and, corrupt

himself, transmitted a corrupt nature to his progeny

;

for "who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean ?

"

and such as the tree is, such will be the scions propa-

gated from the stem. It tells us all this in a narrative

so artless, so truthful, so graphic, that it cai'ries con-

viction of its authenticity to every unbiassed and sub-

missive mind. Thus it accounts for the strange anta-

gonisms in the human lot, and the strange collisions in

the human breast. Man, it teaches us, is a temple in

ruins, grand in its very desolation. It tells us why it is

that, heaven-derived, we seek for higher things ; and

yet, degraded by a birth in sin, we giovel in the
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dust, and become the slaves of our own lusts and

passions.

It makes its appeal to that conscience within us which

still witnesses for God, however our lusts and passions

may sometimes clamour it down, or drag it at their

chariot-wheels. There is in man a conscience which

tells him what is right and what is wrong— at least in

their broader distinctions ; accompanying that perception

of right and wrong there is a dread of guilt when we

do wrong— a sense of satisfaction when we do right;

and connected with that sense of guilt and of satis-

faction there is the recognition of a great Supreme

Judge. Conscience could indeed have no existence, or

at least no power, if there were no Supreme Rvder to

whose tribunal she must refer. Now this advocate for

God in the human breast resj)onds to the testimony of

God in his word :
" And he himself knew what was in

man ;" so it may be said of his Gospel, as it was said of

Jesus, " It knows what is in man." It penetrates all the

intricacies of his inmost labyrinths, it lights up all the

dark recesses of the caverns of the heart, it holds up

to the inner man a mirror which so reflects him upon

himself that he cannot help recognising the likeness,

though there aie lineaments, perhaps, which he had

never discerned before, but which, when brought before

him in that mysterious glass, flash conviction on his

mind, so that he stands self-revealed and self-convicted,

and owns that this is of a truth the word of God.

Hence it often happens that men— bad men, infidel

men— have been forced to say of the book what the

woman of Samaria said of its Author, " Come, see a

book that told me all that ever I did ; is not this the

word of God ?" They have been compelled to acknow-
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ledge that it has so traced out their hidden history, so

fathomed their deepest secrets, so laid open their inmost

thoughts, that none but he " to whom all hearts are

open, all desires kuowu, and from whom no secrets are

hid," could have been its author.

And then what a bold, a startling, a revolting testi-

mony it bears concerning fallen man ! It does not

come flattering us, as an imposture would have done ; it

does not discourse soothingly of the dignity of human

nature or the beauty of natural virtue ; it does not tell

us of our perfectibility, or represent that, after all, we

are but slightly deflected from what is right. No ; but

it comes with the stern, the startling, the repulsive

testimony, that " eveiy imagination of the thoughts of

man's heait is only evil continually ;
" that " the heart

is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked ;"

that " the carnal mind is enmity against God ; " that

" the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit

of God, for they are foolishness to it ; neither can he

know them, because they are siiiritually discerned."

Is it thus that impostors would have striven to palm

their fables on mankind ? Is this the way they would

have adopted in order to conciliate the confidence and

bespeak the good-will of the race to whom they addressed

their forgery ? But Scripture knows no flattery and no

fear. It tells man the plain, unbending truth ; and if he

will but listen earnestly to that truth, there comes an echo,

in spite of the clamour of prejudice and passion, from

the depths of his inmost nature, which responds to the

testimony of God, and says, " It is truth— it is truth,

though it condemns me." And so it often happens,

that " the thoughts and intents of the heart " are dis-

cerned, and the Bible proves itself to be " shai'j'er
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than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing

asunder of the joints and marrow, and of the soul

and spirit;" and thus it becomes evident that the

matchless weapon must have been forged and tempered

by the hand divine. We would appeal to those who

have searched and proved themselves by the light

of Scripture, whether they do not find, whatever

civilisation and education may have accomplished for

them, notwithstanding all that happier circumstances

and happier training may have accomplished for them,

yea, notwithstanding all that the grace of God may have

accomplished in their soul, that there are in them by

nature the rudiments and seeds of every sin and abomi-

nation ; and that if they have been kept and made to

differ from the vilest, it is God, and God alone, who

has made them to differ. I am satisfied that there

is not a right-judging man who knows his Bible and

his heart in this assembly, who, if he had been forced

to witness the execution of those desperate wretches,

whose foulest deed this day underwent its meet and

fearful retribution, so far as the law of man is concerned,

— sui'ely none here would have been guilty of staring

at the horrible sight with a vague, vile, debasing curi-

osity, as so many of their fellow-citizens, to the disgrace

of humanity, are reported to have done— a curiosity as

heartless as it is corrupting, and as degrading as it is

cruel and un-Christian—which ought to be, and we
trust shortly will be, eluded, by having our executions so

far in private that only a limited number shall witness

them for justice sake ; and that thus we shall no longer

have those dread scenes of human vengeance— which,

where blood is shed, we believe the law of God requires

— flaunting before the public eye, and made subjects
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for the print-sliop, the ballad, and the obscene jest,

but surrounded with such fitting and awful seclusion

and silence, as will, on the one hand, favour repentance

in the criminal, and, on the other, strike the deeper

awe into the community.* You will pardon this di-

gression, into which the feelings of the moment plunged

me ; and now, resuming the thread of my observations,

I repeat it, had an enlightened and spiritually-minded

man been forced to witness that dread spectacle, sure

I am he would not have said, in the pride of his

heart, as Hazael, " Is thy servant a dog that he should

do this ? " but he would rather have said, with solemn

humility and thankfulness, as the martyr Bradford was

wont to say, when he saw a culprit going to the scaffold,

" There, but for the gi-ace of God, goes John Bradford."

Ah, we know not what is in our heart till opportunity

sen'e and temptation fan into flame the latent spark

;

and therefore the testimony of Scripture, hard and
harsh as it may seem, however humbling to human pride,

and however hateful to. infidel philosophy, will, after all,

be found to be the simple, sober truth concerning man,
for from within " out of the heart proceed evil thoughts,

murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness,

blasphemies : and these are the things that defile a

man."

Thus, then, the perfect developement of man which

* This lecture was given in the evening of the day on which
the miserable Mannings were executed. It is a singular coinci-

dence that a suggestion, very similar to the one otfered in the

above digression, yviih a view of obviating the glaring evils of

executions as at present conducted, appeared the following

moming in a leading London journal from the pen of a popular
wTiter. It is deeply to be desired that the question may not be
allowed to sleep.
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the Scriptures present to him proves that they are from

God. And what shall I more say? If the Divine word

authenticates itself to man by its knowledge of what he

is, it no less authenticates itself to him by its knowledge

of what he needs. What does he find, if he tries to

satisfy for his guilt or to make himself good '? Does he

not find his efforts bootless and his off"erings vain?

Does he not find that with all his attempts to expiate

the past, to make atonement to God for his soul, by

penances, or pilgrimages, or alms-deeds, or by whatever

other shift, or by whatever other sophistry, he may strive

to quiet the upbraidings of his conscience and to ap-

pease the cravings of his guilty soul, he can discover

no rest, no refuge, no redemption, till he comes to the

glorious Gospel of the blessed God. There is revealed

a balm eff'ectual for his wounds— there an expiation

commensurate with his guilt— there a strength to be

perfected in his weakness—there a justification infinitely

complete through the blood and righteousness of God
incarnate— and there a regeneration through the power

of the Holy Ghost, issuing in a progressive sancti-

fication, by which he shall be changed from glory into

gloiy, till, in the language of the sublime Te Deuin, he

is "lifted up for ever." Here all the necessities of

man are met ; and let the humble suppliant for mercy

and grace only make full trial of these revelations— let

him thoroughly test the promises— let him fairly bring

to the experimental proof these prophecies (for such pro-

mises are in a certain sense prophecies)— let him ask,

and see if he receive— let him seek, and see if he

find— let him look to Jesus, and see if there be forgive-

ness with him— let him trust in Jesus, and see if there

be help and hope for the penitent— let him be strong
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in the Spirit of God— let him be earnest, faithful,

persevering in prayer— let him struggle to do the -will

of God while he is praying for power to do it, making

every effort, not in his own strength, but in the strength

he implores;— let him do all this, without self-con-

fidence and self-righteousness, renouncing all trust in

what he has done or can do, and resting solely on the

finished righteousness of the incarnate Word ;
— let him

do all this heartily, continuously, unwearyingly, and, as

the Bible is true, and as the Lord God Omnipotent

liveth, he shall not do it in vain. Light will gradually

dawn upon his darkness, hope irradiate his despair,

strength be infused into his weakness, wisdom into his

foolishness, energy into his efforts, victoiy into his con-

flicts, holiness into his heart, happiness into his bosom,

and life immortal will spring up in his soul. Then

indeed he will "have the witness in himself"— then

indeed he will set to his seal that God is true and his

Word the very truth.

We are well aware that the infidel will sneer at this

reasoning ; that he will say, " It is all the day-dream

of a heated imagination, the fond offspring of enthu-

siasm." But we ask, " Has the man whom the physician

has made whole a sufficient and satisfactoiy proof of the

efficacy of the medicine which he took and of the skil-

fulness of the treatment which he underwent ? Or is it

a sufficient and satisfactory proof to the prisoner that

he has been pai'doned by his sovereign, that his fetters

are knocked off, his prison-doors thrown wide, and he

himself set at large ?" If so, then is pardon to the

criminal who is accepted in Christ ; then is strength to

the palsied man who through Christ rises and walks;

then is spiritual health to the man who, having tried
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every other physician in vain, has at last touched the

hem of the garment of the Physician in Gilead, and had

applied to him the hahn that is there : then, we say, is

the peace, the health, the liberty of that ransomed, re-

novated, emancipated soul, an evidence to the individual's

own self of the verity of the Bible, so clear that no so

phistiy can beguile him out of it, so conclusive that no

assaults can shake his confidence.

There is but one grand internal evidence more on which

I shall enlarge, and however advanced the hour, bear with

me if I do not pass lightly over a field of proof, which,

to my mind, appears to furnish the crowning and con-

summating demonstration that the Bible is of God— an

evidence on which we might safely rest the truth of

Divine revelation. We refer to the history, the character,

and the icork of our Lord Jesus Christ, as recorded in the

Holy Gospel. Divine revelation is, from first to last, the

revelation of Jesus Christ. " The testimony of Jesus is

the spirit of prophecy." No less is it the spirit of the

types, the prefigurations, the histories, the genealogies,

the narratives, the poems of the Bible. No man can

understand the Bible who does not take Christ as the

key of the whole. To comprehend Scripture we must

perceive that Christ is the sun of the system, round

which all the various truths contained, like so many

planets, revolve, all owning him as their common centre.

and reflecting upon him the light which they borrow

from him. We should expect, therefore, that the reve-

lation of the Lord Jesus would authenticate the record

which conveys it. And so it does. Take the lowest

view of his history— regard it simply as the portrait of

a perfect man None but the perfect could portray the

perfect, unless, at least he had a perfect model to
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delineate. But all men being imperfect, how was any

man to conceive a perfect man, or who was to serve as

the original ? Hence, all the attempts to sketch a per-

fect character which the loftiest natural genius has ever

made, are found to be intrinsically defective and un-

satisfactory. Some nobler virtues may embellish the

pictures, but they are more or less shaded with manl-

iest imperfections.

It is related of a celebrated Grecian sculptor, that he

searched all Greece with the view of modelling a perfect

figure, and he borrowed here from the most beautiful

a feature, and there from the most graceful a limb ; but

after all the patchwork was apparent ; he could not so

harmonise the different lineaments and members as to

give conginiity and symmetry to the whole ; and just so

the attempt to construct a perfect character out of

virtues l)orrowed from all the best of human kind has

ever failed, because men cannot combine, and adjust,

and harmonise the materials. Under these circum-

stances, in the face of difficulties so insuperable, how

could it have entered into the minds of a few Jemsh

fishermen, without education, without advantages of re-

finement or taste— men brought up in pi'ejudice and

bigotiy, — how could it have entered into their minds to

conceive the idea of drawing, or conceiving it, what

possibility was there of their being able to draw a fault-

less character ? And yet these fishermen of Galilee

not only conceived, but realised the idea ; they painted

one of whom we may say, " Behold the Lamb of God ;

"

" a lamb without blemish and without spot." " Behold

the man!"— "holy, harmless, undefiled, and separate

from sinners." He challenges the inspection of the

prince of darkness on the one hand, and of all the
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infidels and scoffers in the world on the other ; let

them put their finger on a fault or an error tliat

blemishes the character of Jesus of Nazareth.

So marvellous is the testimony of Rousseau that 1

cannot forbear subjoining it. No believer could use

language moi-e glowing, more graphic, or more just :
—

" Is it possible that he whose histoiy the Gospel records

can be but a man ? Do we find that he assumed the tone

of an enthusiast or ambitious sectary ? What sweetness,

what purity in his manners— what an affecting grace-

fulness in his instructions— what sublimity in his

maxims— what profound wisdom in his discourses—
what presence of mind in his replies—how great the

command over passions ! Where is the man, where the

philosopher, who could so live and so die without weak-

ness and without ostentation ? What prepossession—
what blindness must it be to compare Socrates, the son

of Sophronisos, to Jesus, the Son of Man ! What an

infinite disproportion there is between them ! Socrates,

dying without pain and ignominy, easily supported his

character to the last ; and if his death, however easy,

had not crowned his life, it might have been doubted

whether Socrates, with all his wisdom, was anything

more than a vain sophist. He invented, it is said, the

theory of morals— others, however, had before put them

in practice : he had only to say, therefore, what they

had done and to reduce their examples to precept. But

where could Jesus learn among his competitors that

pure and sublime morality of which he only hath given

us both precept and example ? The death of Socrates,

peaceably philosophising with his friends, appears the

most agreeable that could be wished for— that of Jesus,

expiring in the midst of agonising pangs, abused, in-

D
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suited, and accused by a whole nation, the most horrible

that could be feared. Socrates, in receiving the cup of

poison, blessed the weeping executioner who administered

it ; but Jesus, in the midst of excruciating tortures,

prayed for his merciless. Yes ! if the life and death of

Socrates were those of a sage, the life and death of Jesus

were those of a God. Shall we suppose the evangelic

history a mere fiction ? indeed it bears not the marks of

fiction. On the contrary, the history of Socrates, which

nobody presumes to doubt, is not so well attested as that

of Jesus Christ. Such a supposition, in fact, only shifts

the difficulty without removing it. It is more incon-

ceivable that a number of persons should agree to write

such a history than that only one should be the subject

of it. The Jewish authors were incapable of the diction

and strangers to the morality contained in the Gospel,

the marks of whose truth are so striking and inimitable

that the inventor would be a more astonishing character

than the hero."

Surely it will be said to this infatuated man— " Out

of thine own mouth will I judge thee."

So glorious and beautiful is the character of Jesus,

that the more we examine it the more we are astonished

at it. We cannot— time would fail us— do more than

remind you of Christ's unceasing devotion, and of his

devotedness to his Father's will ; how it was his " meat

and drink " to do it ; how his Father's glory was his only

pole-star ; how " Thy will be done " reconciled him to the

bitter cup, and bound him a willing victim on the ago-

nising cross. Nor can we do more than remind you

how perfect was his social virtue— how he " went about

doing good ;

"— exquisite epitome of his life !—how he

laboured " in season and out of season ;
" how wonderful
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his self-denial, his meekness, his patience, his loro, his

forgivinguess ! Trace him from his poor manger to his

bitter cross—trace him from his sepulchre to his throne

of gloiy, and where will you find anything in the blessed

Jesus unbecoming or incomplete ? Was he not ever

as a suu without a mote, as snow without a stain ? Take

another view of his character as a perfect man. What
hannony in that character ! We talk of other characters

as having their characteristic virtues, their distinguishing

qualities, but we dare not, and we ought not, to speak so

of Christ : he had no characteristic virtues— he had no

distinguishing qualities— for all qualities that are ex-

cellent met and mingled in him in perfection, and con-

sequently in harmony ; none overlaid another, none sub-

tracted from another. He was firm, but never harsh

;

he was meek, but never feeble ; he was gentle, but

never yielding ; he was submissive as a lamb to insult,

but bold as a lion for the truth. He dared to do any-

thing and bear anything in the way of duty—he dared

not move a sand-graiu against his Father's will. His

character is in exquisite keeping and proportion ; it

resembles the robe that he wore when led to crucifixion,

which was woven throughout, from the top to the bottom,

without seam or juncture. Or it may be compared to

the rainbow that surrounds his throne, the colours mani-

fold, yet all so tempered and subdued that they form

but one beautiful whole ; no colour more brilliant, none

more pi'ominent than another.

But we take a step higher in contemplating the

history of Jesus. The apostles, the fishermen of Galilee,

not only aspired and attempted to give us a portrait of

a perfect man, they designed and attempted something

immeasurably loftier and more arduous. They professed
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to portray "Emmanuel, God with, us"— "God mani-

fest in tlie flesh," as one of them opens his record by

telling us :
" In the beginning -was the Word, and the

Word was with God, and the Word was God ; and the

Word was made flesh and dwelt amongst us, and we

beheld his glory, the glory as of the only-begotten of

the Father, full of grace and truth." What an un

imaginable attempt !—to delineate the life and character

of one who was perfect man and perfect God in one

mysterious person,— to delineate the birth, the course,

the words, the actions, of one who must not, on the one

hand, belie the truth of his manhood, nor, on the other,

invalidate the truth of his Godhead— who must be,

and appear to be, " inferior to the Father, as touching

his manhood, and yet equal to the Father, as touching his

Godhead !" Such a conception never naturally entered

the mind of man. It could not have suggested itself

without the reality. There may be some caricatures of

it traced in Hindooism and other forms of Pagan

philosophy ; but it is evident that they are but dim

reflections from revelation, darkened indeed, and

utterly degraded. But the character of Emmanuel, as

traced in the Bible, is consistent throughout. If there

are things recorded of him which cannot be reconciled

with his being God alone, and others which are irre-

concilable with his being man alone, take but the twofold

key, God and man in one perfect person, and then you

have harmony in all. Brethren, if there were no other

evidence of the divinity of Holy Scripture but the cha-

racter and history of " God manifest in the flesh," as

painted in its pages, this would satisfy my mind. Be it

remembered, we have not given to us a dim outline, a

shadowy sketch of a mysterious personage, kept in re-
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seiTe, curtained off from observation, just appearing on

a few imposing occasions, but we have God incarnate,

identified with all human feelings and mingling in all

social scenes ; we have God incarnate, weeping with them

that weep and rejoicing w-ith them that rejoice ; we have

him passing through every vicissitude of human ex-

perience and every variety of human woe ; we have him

tempted, and buffeted, and spit upon, and crucified,

and dying, and rising, and ascending up to glory ; and

yet throughout we perceive inimitable consistency and

harmony, provided only we understand the glorious

mystery of his twofold nature, or rather provided only

we believe it ; for belief is the perfection of under-

standing when we come to what is divine.

Time will not allow me to do more than remind you

•with what beautiful interchange and jivxtaposition the

divine and human natures continually manifest them-

selves in that marvellous history. If as man he was

born a helpless babe in a manger for his cradle, as God

heaven echoed to his natal anthem sung by angel voices

— "Gloiy to God in the highest, and on earth peace,

good-will toward men." If as man he slept in the

fisherman's bark amid the roar of the storm, as God he

arose, and said to the winds and the waves, " Peace, be

still; and there was a great calm." If as man he wept

over the grave of Lazarus, and shed human tears in

sympathy with human woe, as God he spake the word,

" Lazarus, come forth ; and the dead arose " If as man
he agonised in the garden, and " sweat great drops of

blood," and prayed, " my Father, if it be possible,

let this cup pass from me," as God he arose and looked

those that would have laid hold of him in the face, and

they fell prostrate on the ground. If as man, upon the
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cross, be cried, " My God, my God, -why hast thou for-

saken me ? " as God he opened the kingdom of heaven

to the penitent suppliant :
— " Who is this that for-

giveth sins also ? " If as man he yielded up the ghost,

in sign that he was God the sun darkened, the roclos

rent, the graves opened, and all nature proclaimed with

the centurion, " Truly, this man -was the Son of God."

But Christ still further attests the divinity of his own

revelation by the stupendous work which as the Word In-

carnate he undertook, and by his life and death achieved.

The atonement accomplished by Christ Jesus proclaims

itself divine. Who amongst created beings could have

formed the idea of it ? Who in heaven, or on earth, or

under the earth, could have imagined that the Creator

should assume the nature of the creature— that in that

creature's stead, as surety and substitute, he should

render to the divine law which the creatui'e had dis-

obeyed, and whose penalties the creature had conse-

quently incurred, an obedience that should more than

satisfy all its requirements, and an expiation that should

more than discharge all its penalties, and so, by a

vicarious submission and satisfaction,— the work of one

in human nature, who could therefore die, and yet of

one in the divine nature, whose death should therefore

have an infinite worth,— by a work, finite, yet infinite,

human, yet divine, as man, yet as God,— complete a

righteousness, which is " unto all and upon all them

that believe"— even " the righteousness of God, which

is of faith in Christ Jesus," who is therefore called

"Jehovah, our righteousness?" There is something in

all this so utterly past man's finding out or imagining,

so revealing the dread Trinity in unity, and unity in

Tiiuity, harmoniously concurring and co-operating in
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the salvation of our lost race, that it furnishes an in-

ternal argument of surpassing grandeur and irrefragable

power.

And what alternative has the infidel or the scoffer?

Either he must accept the monstrous supposition, that

a few ignorant men accomplished what it is morally im-

possible any men could accomplish—what all history

and experience go to prove they could not accomplish

;

or else he must receive a theory which he cannot but ad-

mit is at most only doubtful ; for experience does not

contradict it, because it is beyond its range ; and history

does not discredit it, for the testimony that it bears is,

so far as it goes, in its favour. Either, therefore, the

sceptic must believe a moral impossibility in rejecting

the Gospel, or he must bow submissively to that which

experience does not gainsay, and which history supports.

And now, my dear young hearers,— for to you I have

especially addressed myself— suffer the word of affec-

tionate exhortation— if the Bible carries within itself

such manifestations of genuineness, honesty, simplicity,

divine authority, expressive harmony, and perfect unity

of purpose and plan, as could not belong to a forgery

—

if it furnishes such disclosures of the great God as him-

self alone could make to his fallen creatures— if it un-

folds the world unseen in a way that commends itself to

every right judgment, and proves itself to have come

from him "that inhabiteth eternity"— if the morality

of the Bible is such that it bespeaks itself to be a

reflection of the divine mind, its spirituality so deep,

its applicability so universal— if the Bible reveals man
to himself, in such wise as only he who knows what is

in man could do, at the same time so developing both

the fall and the redemption, the min and the reconcilia-
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tion of mankind, as to evince them to every enlightened

conscience, and bring them home to every sincere heart,

demonstrating the whole to all that try it by its practical

verification in their own experience— if, above all, it

presents to us a perfect portrait of a perfect man, nay

more, a consistent portrait of God incarnate, together

with the record of a glorious and unimaginable atone-

ment, wrought out by Emmanuel, meeting all the

exigencies of man and all the requirements of God,—
then at what conchision can we arrive but that the word

which contains all this is the word of the living God,
" the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,"

which to reject is inevitably to be lost, which to receive

is infallibly to be saved ?

If, then, there has been led into this assembly

—

whether thoughtlessly, or from curiosity, or from a

spirit of oj^position, or (as in charity we would rather

hope) from a spirit of inquiry,— an individual who has

been the dupe of infidelity, I would put it solemnly to

his conscience, as in the presence of that God before

whom we shall alike ere long stand to give account

—

Have you arrived at your fearful conclusion after the

fullest, the fairest, the most devout, the most persever-

ing, the most earnest, the most intense, the most un-

wearying effort to prove the Bible true ? Has not your

object rather been to prove it false ? Have you not

been an enemy to the Bible, because you had made the

Bible your enemy "? Have you not wished to be an

infidel, and has not the wish been the parent of the

delusion ? Go, my fellow immortal ! go to thy Bible

and to thy knees ; pray to God to open thine eyes to

understand his Word ; search it as it bids thee search

it ; test it as it bids thee test it ; do so at every cost,
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every hazard, every sacrifice ;— for remember tlie alter-

native. If thou sayest to me, "If the Bible be false,

what dost thou gain ?" I rejoin, " If the Bible be true,

what dost thou lose ?" " What shall it profit a man if

he shall gaiu the whole world and lose his own soul?"

God grant to you who profess to believe, that you

may not rest contented with a general admission that

the Bible is a revelation from God ; but remember that

it is a direct personal revelation to you, and to me, and

to eveiy human being to whom it comes. Do not lose

yourselves in generalities, do not imagine that you will

float to heaven because with the multitude you simply

acknowledge the divine authority of Holy Scripture ; but

remember, the truths of the Bible must be wrought into

your hearts, must be illustrated in your lives, must

prove the power of God unto your salvation. You must

attain to the blessed assurance of the apostle, " I know

in whom I have believed." Trust and tiy, try and trust,

and the Gospel will evolve its light and power upon

your souls.

And whilst we exalt the Bible ourselves, let us assert

its supremacy in the midst of a gainsaying and wicked

world. Never was thei-e a day when the simple supremacy

of the Bible was more assailed, though it be covertly

and indirectly done, than at the present day. Infi-

delity has not the effronteiy to walk abroad unmasked

and unblushing amid the light of modern intelligence,

and in the face of awakened Christianity ; but she comes

skulking under the guise of latitudinarianism, neology,

and philosophy falsely so called, professing to dethrone,

not to denounce revelation. Challenge, therefore, under

all circumstances and on all occasions, challenge indis-

putable supremacy for the word of God— supremacy in
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the heart, supremacy in the understanding, supremacy

in the closet, supremacy at the family fireside, supremacy

in the exchange, supremacy in the cabinet, supremacy

in the court, supremai^y in the hall of judicature, su-

premacy in the laws of the land, supremacy in all the

affairs of the world. Nothing can be true that con-

tradicts the Bible, and therefore the Bible, in its indirect

influence, at least, in its controlling power, is as much

in place in the senate as in the sanctuaiy, in the cabinet

as in the closet, in the state as in the social circle.

Maintain this great principle, fearless of consequences.

Stand by the Bible, and the God of the Bible will stand

by you. The man, whether in private or public life, as

a student or a statesman, who places one foot on the

rock of eternity, and the other foot on the slippery,

miry clay of human expediency, will never be stedfast,

he has no sure footing ; but he who plants both his feet

on the adamantine rock of everlasting truth, may brave

all the scoffs of man, and defy all the powers of hell.

The watchword of thousands in these times is, " No
sacredness in the Sabbath, and no supremacy for the

Bible ;
" be our watcliwoi'd, " An uudesecrated Sabbath

and an uncompromised Bible."

Thank God, a spirit is rousing, a voice is going

forth through our land, " An unbroken Sabbath for

every Briton, and an unsophisticated Bible for every

child of man !
" But let us not halt in our onward move-

ment. Remember, always, there is an antagonist move-

ment which hangs out the flag of liberalism, latitudi-

narianism, indifferency to all sects and parties ; but it is

a movement— I speak it advisedly— so far as it leaves

the Bible behind it, downwards to hell, not upwards to

heaven We must, therefore, have no pause, and enter
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into no compromise. We must aim at doing away with

every national infringement of the day of God, and

every national disparagement of the book of God.

Nor let me forget to add, if the Bible be so sure,

so paramount, so infinitely precious, how overwhelming

the responsibility which rests on those who are put in

ti-ust with this unspeakable gift for a lost world ! Alas !

that there should be three-fourths of the inhabitants of

the earth who have not one ray of the only light that

can teach a sinner his ruin and his redemption, his God
and his Saviour, his hope and his happiness. " Tell

it not in Gath, publish it not in the streets of Askelon,"

lest the godless and profane should scoff; but let the

Church arise, in her various branches— let all who hold

the Bible to be the one standard of faith and practice

for a guilty world arise, and let the young men vie with

the hoaiy-haired— let all arise with redoubled zeal to

cany out the glorious purpose of giving the Bible and

the power to read it and an evangelist to guide him into

the understanding of it to eveiy member of the human
family. The biblical and missionary enterprises of

Britain constitute her truest greatness and her brightest

glory. Oh, that the millions spent in intoxicating

liquors and criminal indulgences were saved from Satan

and hell, and poured into the channels which send forth

the waters of life to ii'rigate and fertilise the boundless

wildeiTi^sses of the world ! Let Christendom rise to

the standard of Christianity, and the infidel will be

silenced, and the scoffer put to shame.

For yourselves, beloved, I would only add, may God
" stablish, strengthen, settle you," on the everlasting

Mount of Revelation ! Amid the storms and the bil-

lows, the shipwi'ecks and the conflicts, of this weary and
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iroublesome world, how sweet, how calm the simple faith

that rests unfalteiingly on the testimonies of the Al-

mighty ! There is truth, there is reality, there is im-

mutability, there is etornity !
" The world passeth away

and the lust thereof ; hut he that doeth the will of God
abideth for ever " And now, my dear young brethren,

" I commend you to God and to the word of his grace,

which is able to build you up, and to give you an in-

heritance among all them that are sanctified, through

faith which is in Christ Jesus." Amen apd Amen.
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THE INFLUENCE OE ROMANISM.

It is not the intention of the present discourse to

enter upon any discussion of the different points of doc-

trine at issue between the Komish Church and its oppo-

nents. I set out with the assumption that I am ad-

di'essing an audience composed chiefly, if not entirely,

of Protestants ; of persons, consequently, who may be

presumed to have, on good and sufficient grounds, made

up their minds in regard to the erroneousness and dan-

ger of the peculiar tenets of that Church against which

they profess to protest. Proceeding upon this assump-

tion, I feel myself entitled to dispense with any attempt

to prove the Church of Rome in error ; this, for the

present, I assume : and the end at which I aim is to il-

lustrate, in certain particulars, ihe practical working and

general tendency of this unscriptural, delusive, and perni-

cious system.

Such an end I take to be not undesirable and not ille-

gitimate. After one has, by a process of investigation,

arrived at the conclusion that the doctrines of Romanism

are unscriptural, unreasonable, and delusive, one natu-

rally experiences a feeling of curiosity to know how this

system operates. As eveiy religious system must exer-

cise a marked effect upon those by whom it is received,
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no one can I'eflect upon the multitudes who profess

Romanism without being incited to inquire,— what is

the general effect of this system upon the minds, the

characters, the morals, the religion, the feelings of the

people among whom it reigns ? And as such a question

naturally arises to the mind, so is it one which we may
most lawfully entertain and attempt to answer. For,

though it is not fair to excite a prejudice in the first in-

stance, either for or against any religious system, by

calling attention to its working, prior to any considera-

tion of its intrinsic qualities, and though it would he

imsafe to fix upon any occurrence in the history of a

religious system as an evidence of its peculiar tendency,

unless we were able, from previous acquaintance with

its principles, to trace that occurrence to some one of

those principles as its soui'ce ; yet, on the other hand,

when we have on good grounds arrived at a theoretical

estimate of any religious system, by bringing its peculiar

tenets to the standai'd of reason and Scripture, nothing

can forbid our going forth to the scrutiny of its practical

working, vrith a view of ascertaining the results to which

such principles lead, and from these results attempting

to estimate the practical worth of the system itself. The

rule of our Saviour, " By their fruits ye shall know

them," is one which we can in no case with safety neg-

lect in judging of others, and in no case refuse to have

applied to ourselves.

To all who have paid any attention to the subject, it

must be obvious that the question now before us, if taken

up in all its extent, is greatly too vast to be considered

even cursorily in one discourse. This, therefore, T shall

not attempt ; all I shall aim at will be to notice one or

two prominent points, and to offer on them such illus-
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trations as may seem to me to place the actual tendency

and effects of Romanism in their true light.

The points to which I would call jour attention are

the influence of Romanism, 1st, upon the intellectual cha-

racter of its votaries ; 2dly, on their moral character,

including under this latter, also, their religious cha-

racter A just estimate of these points will go far to

enable us to form a correct opinion as to the general

influence and tendency of Romanism.

I. It must be obvious to eveiy reflecting mind, that

the religion of a people must necessarily exercise a pow

erful influence upon the intellectual character of that

people, either for good or for evil. Of this there can be

no doubt when we consider that religious exercises are

commonly amongst the earliest efforts of an intellectual

kind which a child puts forth,— that they are exercises

which naturally take a strong hold upon the mind,

—

that they are exercises which, for the most part, are of

continual occurrence, and that they are exercises upon

which the events of life and the anticijiations of futurity

continually tend to throw us back. Under such circum-

stances, it is natural to expect that we should find the

general intellectual character, both of individuals and of

nations, very powerfully affected by the character of the

religion in which they have been trained.

Experience bears us out in this assumption. If we

compare idolatrous nations, for instance, -with nations

which worship the one God, w'e observe very obvious and

traceable marks of intellectual difference between the

two. Even amongst idolatrous nations themselves, such

differences are perceptible, where the form, of idolatiy

has, in the one case, differed much from that in the

other ; as when, for instance, we compare the ancient

F,
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idolaters of Greece and Rome with those of Persia or

India. The intellectual character of a Hindoo differs

much from that of a Mahometan, though born under the

same sun, natives of the same soil, and living under the

same laws. In like manner, the intellectual develope-

ment of the Christian is usually strikingly different from

that of the Mahometan, though both professedly wor-

shippers of the same God, and though both living, it

may be, under the same general influences of a political

or social character. We may naturally expect, therefore,

to find the difference of religion between Catholic and

Protestant exerting a powerful influence upon the in-

tellectual character of each.

And we do find this. Pass from a company of Pro-

testant Christians into one of Catholics, and you almost

seem to have exchanged one race for another. Or

compare the pages of a genuine Protestant divine with

those of a Catholic ; and, apart altogether from any

diversity of sentiment, there is a difference of intel-

lectual character which cannot but at once strike the

attentive reader. In the Protestant he will find a

breadth of conception, a freedom of thought, and an

energy of argument, which he will in vain search for

in the Catholic ; while in the latter he will not fail to

be struck with the timid caution, the scrupulous hesi-

tancy, the minute distinctions, the frequent dogmatism,

and the pervading want of freedom and vigour, which

mark his style. The same may be said of the general

literature of Catholic countries as compared with that of

Protestant. In point of vigour, originality, and useful-

ness, the latter immeasurably transcends the former.

On looking over the history of modern literature, we

may ask,—where is the department of literature (ex-
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cepting, perhaps, that of poetiy, and that of scholastic

divinity, and in the former of these rather nominally

than really, for what hold had Romanism on Dante.

Tasso, or Boccaccio, though in form Romanists?*) in

which we possess first-rate works, the authors of which

have not been denounced by the Romish Church as

either infidels or heretics ? Take the literature of

France, for instance. When you have mentioned the

names of Massillon, Bossuet, and Descartes, you have

well-nigh exhausted the list of first-class men among

the genuine Catholics of France ; and of these, the first

two were famous rather for a brilliant genius than foi-

powerful intellect, and the third approached to the

very verge of heresy, and dragged his orthodoxy as a

burdensome chain, with which he would fain have dis-

pensed. To the other great names which have adorned

the literature and science of France, Romanism can lay

no claim. Pascal was a Jansenist, who was vigorous in

spite of his early connexion with Romanism, but whose

mind never entirely threw ofi" early fetters, or rose to

its full force, save when provoked to lash the coi'-

ruptions, or resist the usurpations, of Rome. Moliere

was a man to whom the clergy of Paris refused Christ-

ian burial. Voltaire, Rousseau, La Place, and their

confederates, were, with hardly an exception, infidels.

Cuvier was a Protestant ; and of the great names of

French literature in the present day, there is hardly

one which is not at this moment arrayed in fierce hos-

tility against the cause of Rome. Or compare, if you like

it better, nation with nation. Take Austria and place

it by the side of Prussia ; or Holland, and place it by

* See the curious book of Rossetti, " Sullo Spirito Antipa-

pale dei Classici Italian!." Lond. 182.3.
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the side of Belgium ; or the Catholic cantons of Swit-

zerland, and place them by the Protestant cantons ;

and then let candour declare on which side lies, I do

not say the preponderance merely, but the vast pre-

ponderance of intellectual power, as manifested in ex-

tent of learning, in manliness of literature, or in vigour

of enterprise.* Or suppose you compare the Catholic;

with the Protestant writers in our own empire. Take

the class-books of our Edinburgh professors, and com-

pare them with the text-books at Maynooth and at

Oscot, and you will stand amazed at the immeasurable

intellectual superiority of the former over the latter.

Or compare the number of Catholic authors who have

attained reputation in Britain— I do not say with the

number of Protestant authors, for that would be unfair,

but with the number which the relative proportions of the

* I am happy to be able to confirm my own judgment on this

head by the authority of a distinguished historian, who docs not

usually shew any bigoted hostility to the Eomish Church. I

mean Mr. Macaulay. In liis " History of England," recently

pul)lished, he thus writes :—" From the time when the barbarians

overran the Western Empire, to the time of the revival of let-

ters, the influence of the Church ofEome had been generally

favourable to science, to civihsation, and to good government.

But during the last tliree centuries, to stunt the growth of the

human mind has been her chief object. Throughout Christ-

endom, whatever advance has been made in knowledge, in free-

dom, in wealth, and in the arts of life, has been made in spite

of her, and has everjwhere been in inverse proportion to her

power. The loveliest and most fertile provinces of Europe

have, under her rule, been sunk in poverty, in political ser-

vitude, and in intellectual torpor, while Protestant countries,

once proverbial for sterility and barbarism, have been turned

by skiU and industry into gardens, and can boast of a long list

of heroes and statesmen, philosophers and poets. "Whoever,
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two populations would lead us to expect, and you will

perhaps be struck to find it so very small. If you

except the names of Lingard, Butler, and Wiseman, I

question if you will find any who, either for research,

for learning, or for general scholarship, have com-

manded any large portion of public notice. When it

is remembered that the Catholic population of the

British empire is nearly one-third of the whole, that

their clergy are very numerous, that they have the

same means of education as the greater part of their

fellow-subjects, and that many of them are in the en-

joyment of situations, where they have both time and

money at their disposal, this singular disproportion on

the field of literature must be allowed to be not a little

remarkable, and, taken in connexion with the other

facts, above glanced at, it evidently points to the ope-

knowing what Italy and Scotland natui-ally ai"e, and what four

hundred years ago they actually were, shall now compare the

country round Eome with the country round Edinburgh, will

be able to form some judgment as to the tendency of Papal

domination. The descent of Spain, once the first among mon-

archies, to the lowest depths of degradation ; the elevation of

Holland, in spite of many natiiral disadvantages, to a position

such as no commonwealth so small has ever reached, teach the

same lesson. 'Whoever passes, in Germany, from a Roman
Catholic to a Protestant principality; in Switzerland from a

Roman CathoUc to a Protestant canton ; in Ireland from a Roman
Catholic to a Protestant county, finds that he has passed from

a lower to a higher grade of ci-viHsation. On the other side of

the Atlantic the same law prevails. The Protestants of the United

States have left far behind them the Roman Catholics of Mexico,

Peru, and Brazil. The Roman Catholics of Canada i-emain

inert while the whole continent round them is in a ferment

with Protestant activity and enterprise."—Vol. i. p. 48.
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ration of something, belonging to Romanism as a

system, which operates unfavourably to the develope-

ment of intellect.

Now it does not anpear to me necessaiy to go far in

order to find out what this something is. Eveiy person

knows that intellectual vigour is the result of intel-

lectual activity, and that intellectual activity can exist

only where the mind is left free to grapple with such

objects of thought as come in its way ; to deal with

them honestly, and for the attainment of truth in re-

gard to them ; and to pursue its course of investigation

unimpeded by any bai'riers, except such as the limits of

its own faculties necessarily impose. Where these con-

ditions are denied, intellectual activity ceases. If a

child, for instance, be educated on the principle of

having everything told him that he is to learn ; of

having eveiy difficulty removed out of his way ; of being

forbid, under severe penalties, so much as to think of

things which are not explained by his master ; of being

encouraged, indolently, to acquiesce in whatever his

teacher says, and to prefer saying as his teacher says

to ascertaining for himself what is right and true, it is

manifest that the result of such education will be to

cramp, to pervert, and to enfeeble the intellectual

powers. But if, in addition to all this, the child be

taught that he cannot ascertain truth for himself ; that

he stands upon the verge of impiety, and incurs the

most awful doom, if he do but by a foot-breadth trans-

gress the path already marked out by an ecclesiastical

power ; that his duty and his interest are to believe

and to act as his spiritual guides direct him, not pre-

suming in any case to ask a reason for what if thus
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required ; that submission to the Church is greatly

better than knowledge ; that a routine of ritual ser-

vices is suflBcient to satisfy the purposes of worship

;

that to look at an image, listen to the distant hut

utterly unintelligible mutterings of a priest, count a few

scores of beads, and utter hastily prayer after prayer,

none of which it may be he understands, are far more

beneficial in a spiritual point of view than to read the

Bible, to investigate its contents, and to attempt pro-

cesses of religious thinking ;—where a discipline such as

this is pursued from the earliest dawn of intelligence, on

through the whole life of the man, what can we expect

of him but that he should be timid, uninquiring, cre-

dulous, indifferent to knowledge, destitute of all those

stirring aspirations after truth which prompt to intel-

lectual effort, and the mere slave of his senses, his ima-

gination, and his priest ?

It is a fundamental doctrine of the Church of Rome
that implicit, unquestioning faith, is due to every part

of the Church's teaching. In becoming acquainted

with Christianity, therefore, a Romanist has nothing to

do but to learn a creed. Now in this no faculty is

exercised but the memory. It may, indeed, be sug-

gested that the understanding also may occasionally be

exercised by the putting forth of an effort to appre-

hend the meaning of what is to be learned. To this

latter exercise, however, the Church of Rome gives no

countenance or encouragement, and that wisely ; for if

a man begins by asking to understand what he is re-

quired to believe, his next step will be to demand

reasons why a doctrine so understood is to be credited
;

and as it is no part of the Church's teaching to give

reasons for her tenets, such profane tendencies are of
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necessity to be suppressed in all her votaries.* Mere
memory, then, is the only faculty which the Church of

Rome directly cultivates as a teacher. The judgment

and the reasoning powers she leaves untutored and

uuencouraged.

Again, the Church of Rome trains all her votaries

in a ritual which is addressed almost exclusively to the

senses, the imagination, and the passions. Enter a

Romish place of worship, and what do you witness ? A
place filled with pictures and statuary, and odorous with

the smoke of medicated incense— a splendidly dressed

priest, kneeling, bowing, and muttering before a glit-

tering altar, with his back turned to the audience—
thrilling peals of music, of which the congregation are

mere auditors— prayers offered and benedictions pro-

nounced in a language of which the people understand

not a word— while of the people themselves, some are

prostrate before a gaudily dressed image intended to

represent the Virgin, some are adoring pictures (often

very hideous ones) of our Saviour, some are hurriedly

muttering over prayers, and some are counting their

beads and looking about them. If, in addition to this,

they be summoned round the pulpit to listen to a

sermon, it is usually a long harangue in praise of some

saint, or an account of some so-called miracles, or a

strenuous inculcation of the doctrine of implicit sub-

mission to the infallible Church, the unspeakable virtue

of penance, or the duties of confession to the priest,

and contributing to one or other of the countless chests

that stand open in every church to receive the gifts of

* The author begs to refer for a fuller ilhistration of this

part of the subject to his work entitled " Anglo-Catholicism not

Apostolical," p. 122.
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the faithful. What there is in all this to instruct, to

interest, to strengthen, or to elevate the intellect, I

need not stop to inquire ; what there is to produce the

very opposite effect I need not stop to point out.

Further, the Church of Rome enjoins upon all her

priests, all monks and nuns, in short, all ecclesiastical

persons, on pain of mortal sin if they neglect it, to

repeat each day, either in public or in private, the

whole service for the day contained in the Breviary.

Hence you see in Catholic countries the priests continu-

ally walking about with their Breviary in their hand, and,

especially in the earlier part of the day, availing them-

selves of all convenient opportunities for reading it. No

book, therefore, can exercise a more powerful influence on

then" minds than this, which they continually read every

day of their lives ; and from no book may we with

greater fairness judge of the kind of religious training

which the Romish Church estimates most highly, and

aims most urgently at diffusion, among her children.

Now of what does this book consist ? Of a few Psalms

in Latin, a few chapters of the Old Testament, and a

few fragments of the Gospels and Epistles, mixed up

with an immense farrago of legends of the saints, full

of all sorts of incredible tales, wild adventures, and

ridiculous practices. It is worthy also of remark that

the Roman Catholic service originally comprised the

whole book of Psalms so divided as to be read through

in a week, and appointed the portions of the Old Testa-

ment to be read alternately with extracts from the

legends of the saints and the writings of the Fathers

;

but when the Breviary was composed, in the middle of

the sixteenth century, such importance was attached to

the legends of the saints, that, to make room for them,
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the greater part of the Psalter, of the extracts from the

Old and New Testament, and all the extracts from the

Fathers, were thrown out, and their place supplied with

a larger portion of the legendary matter, of which now

the Breviaiy principally consists. To read this hook

once through is positively to inflict an injuiy upon

one's intellect : to read it daily, and, as is the case with

multitudes, to read it alone, must exercise upon all the

higher powers of the mind an influence, than which

none can be conceived more enervating and degrading.

As this book is chiefly used by the clergy, it is on them

principally that it exerts its pernicious power ; but its

contents are not confined to them ; on the contrary, one

of the very few kinds of popular literature which the

Church of Rome encourages is the publication in a

cheap fonii of those absurd legends of which the greater

part of the Breviary is composed ; so that in this way

this unwholesome mental food finds its way through all

classes of the people.

And whilst Rome provides this species of reading for

the people, she does what she can to prevent their

procuring any other. As some governments have at-

tempted to secure to themselves a monopoly of the food

required to sustain the lives of their subjects, Rome
would fain keep in her own hands a monopoly of the

food that is required for the minds of her votaries.

The books which a Catholic may not read are with

annual regularity announced to him by a conclave of

cardinals at Rome (at least they used to be), and from

this expurgatorial list he dare not, without sin, select

any work, however interesting in itself, or however

likely to be of use to him. On looking over these lists,

it is curious to see how almost eveiy book of note in the
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departments of theology, history, philosophy, and sci-

ence, whether written by Protestants or not,— almost

every book in which there is anything really calculated

to elevate, to enlarge, or to emancipate the mind, is

placed under an anathema. What, then, is a Catholic

to do in the matter of study ? Obviously one of three

things,— either he must succumb to the iron yoke of

Rome and force his mind to be content with that

meagre fare which Flome provides, though it be little

better than the husks that the swine do eat ; or he

must boldly incur the anathema of his Church and rank

himself with the freethinkers, whom she regularly damns

;

or he must act the part of the hypocrite, and whilst pro-

fessing submission with his lips to the authority of the

Church, bow in secret at the shrine of science and of

intellectual freedom. That the last of these courses is

that adopted by not a few, even of the priests them-

selves, there is reason to believe. As an instance I may
cite the case of the Jesuits La Seur and Jacquier, who

edited an edition, in 1742, of Newton's " Principia."

In that book doctrines are laid down directly contra-

vening the dogmas of the Church regarding the earth's

motion; but what say the editors? "Newton," say

they, " in this third book, assumes the hypothesis of

the earth's motion ; it is only by making this hypothesis

that his propositions could be proved ; hence we have

had to act a character not our own ; but, nevertheless,

we profess obedience to the decrees enacted by the

supreme pontiffs against the earth's motion." I ask, is

it possible to conceive a deeper intellectual degradation,

as well as a greater perversity of moral feeling, than

the authors of this declaration display ? What shall we

say then of the tendency of a system which thus either
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utterly shuts the gate of knowledge against its ad-

herents, or forces them to resort to such despicable ex-

pedients, to enjoy with impunity a glimpse within the

forbidden precincts ? *

There is but one thing more to which I have to refer

in illustration of the topic now before me, and that is,

the influence exercised by the practice of confession

upon the intellects of those who submit to it. There is

no person who needs to be told that confession forms one

of the main sources of priestly power in the Catholic

Church. By the Council of Trent an anathema is pro-

nounced against any who shall deny that confession to

the priest is divinely appointed and made necessary to

salvation ; and all members of the Church of Rome are

required to confess at least once a-year all their mortal

sins, even the most secret, to a piiest, who has the

power of inflicting penances and granting absolution as

he sees meet. Accordingly, hearing confession becomes

one of the most important parts of the duties of a priest,

as making it forms one of the principal duties of the

people. In order to secure the full exercise of this dis-

cipline, it is usual to commence the practice with child-

ren of very tender years, who are sent to confession as

* How strangely does the following declaration, with which

Des Cartes concludes his " Principia," sound in the ears of an

honest inquirer after truth I
" Nevertheless (i. e. after doing his

best to prove his principles), mindful of my own insignificance, I

affirm nothing, but submit all as well to the authority of the

Catholic Church as to the judgments of the wiser sort; nor

would I have any one to believe aught except what evident and

invincible reason persuades him to." The reference to the

authority of the Catholic Church in this strange sentence is

either a piece of covert mockery, or the unwilling homage of a

slave that would renounce his chains if he dared.
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a matter of necessity, and who are aided in their efforts

to discover and confess their sins by the leading ques-

tions of the priest. Of the moral result of this system

it will fall to speak afterwards ; at present I confine

myself to its effects on the intellect. And that these

cannot but be injurious there is surely no one now hear-

ing me who needs to be convinced. I can as easily

conceive of a plant growing into healthy and full deve-

lopement under the pressure of some heavy body, as of

a mind growing into manly and vigorous completeness

under such a discipline. When the innei'most recesses

of the soul have to be thus periodically laid bare to the

scrutiny of a fellow-mortal, who is supposed to hold in

his hand the terrible power of binding or loosing, re-

mitting or retaining, sin, it is impossible but that a

timid, anxious, and slavish habit of mind must be pro-

duced. Why should the man who has to confess every-

thing to his priest seek to j^enetrate into new fields of

thought, when he knows not but that by so doing he

may only be increasing his risk of offending his con-

fessor and receiving his censure ? Why should a man
seek to strengthen and enlarge his capacities only to

feel more painfully the strength of that chain which,

like that of the fettered eagle, calls him back from every

attempted flight to the narrow bounds within which alone

his master permits him to move ? To such an one

knowledge may bring much sorrow; and, therefore, he

is apt to relapse upon the maxim, " Whei'e ignorance is

bliss 'tis folly to be wise." Let Science open to him

her most tempting fields, the incessant dread of that

grim tyrant, before whom he has to unfold every thought

of his soul, holds him back. He gradually relapses into

indifference, a chilly torpor overspreads his faculties
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and he either expends his mental energies upon mere

matters of business and gaiety, or he yields himself up,

body, soul, and spirit, to the dominion of superstition, and

becomes a fierce fanatic or a relentless persecutor.

Such are the influences which, as it appears to me,

conspire to impair the intellectual powers of those who

yield themselves to Romanist guidance. Allow me, in

concluding this part of my subject, to remark, that what I

have said applies exclusively to the system as a system,

and must not be held as applicable to every individual

living under that system. It is one thing to see the

prevailing tendency of a given set of opinions ; it is

quite another thing to pronounce upon the actual cha-

racter of any individual holding these opinions. It is

quite possible for a system to have a bad tendency,

and yet for an individual by whom that system has

been embraced to be in a great degree exempt from

the evil which it tends to produce ; as, on the other

hand, it is possible for an individual to profess adherence

to a very good system, and yet he himself be very far

from being a good man. In the one case the man is

good in spite of his system ; in the other the man is bad

notwithstanding his system. Let no one, therefore,

suppose that I mean to assert that because Romanism

is unfavourable to intellectual freedom and vigour, no

Romanist can ever be gifted with freedom and strength

of intellect ; or that, on the other hand, because Pro-

testantism is favourable to the developement of intellect,

every Protestant must be distinguished by his intel-

ligence and manliness. No ; many Romanists have

risen above the hostile influence of their system, and

many Protestants have proved themselves unworthy of

the privileges of theirs. Systems must be judged of
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from the principles of which they consist, and the gene-

ral influence they exert ; individuals must be judged of

by the evidences which their actual conduct and cha-

racter display.

II. Having in the former part of this lecture ex-

amined the influence of Romanism on the intellectual

character of its votaries, I proceed now to consider its

effects upon their moral and religious character.

And here I am anxious in the outset to say, that I

willingly waive all advantages that I might attempt to

gain by drawing my illustrations from those melancholy

disclosures which have so frequently been made of the

gross corruption, of the vile impurity, and of the bar-

barous tyranny by which individuals and institutions

connected with the Church of Rome have drawn upon

themselves irreparable disgrace. I do this, not upon

the ground that the narratives which have been published,

unfolding the treacheries of the confessional, displaying

the secret obscenities of convents and of monkish cells,

and harrowing the soul with the dark horrors and

murders of the Inquisition, are either untnie or unduly

exaggerated (for I believe that only a small part of the

horrid and revolting truth has been told), but upon the

ground that I wish to make my appeal rather to your

reason and judgment than to your passions ; and that

for this end it is necessaiy to distinguish between the

system of Romanism as such and the conduct of indi-

viduals belonging to that system, or the results of in-

stitutions which have sprung up in the midst of it and

even under its fostering influence. That we should

shut our eyes to these things, I do not say ; nor do I at

all mean to affirm that there would be anything unfair

or unjust in adducing the cases to which I have referred
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as part of the general evidence against Catholicism, and

as part of that tremendous reckoning which the free

spirit of man has yet to settle with this its monster foe ;

all that I intend is simply to intimate my own intention

in this lecture to abstain from drawing upon such

materials. I think I shall find enough in the essential

principles and indispensable practices of Romanism to

convince you that it is morally and religiously hurtful,

without resorting to evidence which a Romanist might

say was furnished by abuses which he, no less than we,

was ready to condemn.

For the same reason I would make a distinction be-

tween the doctrines of Romanism, properly so called,

and the doctrines of the Jesuits. The latter, it is true,

have been sanctioned by the highest authorities in the

Church of Rome ; and it may with truth be further

affirmed, that the extreme immorality of their doctrines

is but a carrying out of the general tendencies of

Romanist casuistiy ; stUl, as, after all, Romanism is not

avowedly Jesuitism, nay, is so far capable of being made

to appear distinct from it, that governments may tolerate

or even establish Romanism, and yet banish Jesuitism

from their domains, it seems but fair, in such an argu-

ment as that I am anxious to pursue, to give this distinc-

tion practical effect, and not to use against Catholicism,

as a whole, evidence that applies directly only against

a system that has grown up in the midst of it.

The unimpeachable course in all such cases is to look

at the general aspect of Catholic countries as comjiared

\rith that of Protestant countries, and to inquire how far

the difference between them is traceable to a difference

of moral and religious tendency in the two systems.

Following this course, I would, in the outset, ask you
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to cast jour eyes over those countries on the Continent

which are most under the influence of Catholicism, and

inquire what is the prevailing chai'acter of the people in

a moral and spiritual point of view. Take Spain, or

Italy, or Finance, and ask what are the distinguishing

features of these countries as respects morals and re-

ligion. Can it be said that private virtue, or general

good faith, or public decency, or national integrity, or

sincere faith, or fervent devotion, or living piety, or in-

telligent godliness, marks and adorns the people of

these countries ? Compare them with their Protestant

neighbours of Germany, Switzerland, or Holland, and

on which side does the pi'eponderance lie as respects the

general good conduct and probity of the people ? On
which side is the largest amount of real piety displayed ?

Or take the popular literature of the Romanist coun-

tries, and compare it with that of Protestant countries,

and in which do we find the greatest purity, the greatest

regard paid to the sacred ties of life, the greatest in-

fusion of a wholesome and elevated tone of virtuous and

upright feeling? Or, in fine, compare the writings of

the Catholic divines and saints with those of the Pro-

testant, or the debates and decisions of Catholic councils

with those of Protestant assemblies and synods, and in

which do we find the greater regard for truth, integrity,

good morals, and spiritual piety ? Let these questions

be asked, and candidly investigated, and what will be

the answer whicli truth dictates?

It will, I think, be this : that, whilst there are ex-

ceptions on both sides, the general character of Pro-

testant populations is prodigiously superior to that of

Catholic populations in everything connected with morals

and religion; that there is more of chastity, of good

F
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faith, of public integrity, and of common honesty, among

the former than among tlie latter ; and that not only is

there more of vital godliness and really spiritual -worship

among the former than among the latter, but that, upon

the whole, there is even more of respect paid to the

forms and ordinances of religion by the former than by

the latter. One may judge pretty exactly of the general

tone of moi'als in a country from little things,— the

straws that float on the surface, and yet indicate very

manifestly the direction of the stream. What traveller,

for instance, has not marked, perhaps to his cost, the

difference between ti'avelling in Protestant Germany

and in Catholic Italy, or even France ? How seldom is

he cheated in the former ; how rarely does he escape being

cheated in the latter? Go into a shop in Berlin, and

make your purchases, and pay for them, and oi'der them

to be sent to your residence, and there is little fear but

you will receive all you paid for ; go into a shop in

Italy, and offer to do the same, and some kind friend

will perhaps whisper to you, " Sir, this is not wise ; you

had better carry away with you what you have pur-

chased." In Holland, a verbal engagement and agree-

ment will do in ordinary cases. Who could trust to this

in Italy, or Spain, or Austria? In the canton of

Geneva, I do not remember that I saw a single beggar ; I

had not gone a mile beyond its boimdaries into Savoy, till,

at every ascent which retarded the progress of the car-

riage, our ears were stunned with the petitions of old,

and young, and middle-aged, who crowded around us for

alms. Introduce the subject of religion in Protestant

Germany, and your views, perhaps, may be disputed,

but it will be with interest and intelligence ; do the

same in Catholic France, and you will draw upon you
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the Stare of the whole company, who, too well-bred, per-

haps, to express their astonishment in ivoj-ds, will not

fail, by one of their peculiar shrugs, to indicate their

sui"passing wonder that anybody at all presentable in

society should speak of religion ; and the whisper will

perhaps go round, " Is he a Jesuit, or a fanatic, or a

droll?" In Protestant countries, the minister of re-

ligion is usually treated with respect and courtesy, and

the house of God usually entered with reverence ; in

Catholic countx'ies, the former is either feared as a su-

perior being, or he is made the butt of incessant scoffs,

and jests, and scandal ; while the latter seems to be very

much a place for loungers, if it be not made the rendezvous

of those who are bent on vice. In the light literature of

Germany there is much that offends honest taste and

a pi'actical mind ; in that of France there is eveiything

to pollute, and degrade, and nain. And when we come

to the matter of personal religion and real piety in the

sight of God, however much we may have to dej^lore the

low state to which it is reduced even in the best of the

Protestant states, yet it exists in a far higher degree in

the very worst of them than in the most enlightened of

the Catholic states.

I repeat, I am not dealing now with individual

cases, or proceeding on pai'tial inductions, I am con-

templating great, broad, national peculiarities, which one

must be blind not to see, and uncaudid not to admit.

Let us now turn to consider some of those peculiarities

of the Romanist system which may be supposed to ac-

count for the state of things at which we have glanced.

AnA, first, I rank among the immoi'al influences and

tendencies of the Romish Church the doctrine which

she avows that there is a distinction between morals
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and religion of such a kind that a man may be r«3-

ligious without being moral or virtuous ;—nay, that some-

times a man must act immorally in order to be religious.

Wherever such a maxim is inculcated it must be obvious

that eveiything like a high-toned, inflexible, unalter-

able morality must be depreciated in the minds of the

people exactly in proportion as the tenet is embraced

by them. Where men believe that they can please

God -without being virtuous, pui'e, and good, it neces-

sarily follows that they will practise moral restraint and

virtuous self-denial only in so far as convenience, or

interest, or a regard to tiie good opinion of then- fellow-

men, constrains them. What else is there to oblige them

to be virtuous ? By means of theii' religion they are

taught that they will be set right with Go<?. • as to their

morals, then, to what bar are they amenable save that

of their fellow-men ? Here, then, there is cleai* v a total

abrogation of moral obligation in the strict sense of the

term. Moral obligation there is none apart from the

fear of God. The man who is honest, and chaste, and

benevolent, merely from regard to the opinion of his

fellow-men, or to the superior worldly advantages of a

virtuous over an immoral life, has the veiy first prin-

ciples of moral obligation yet to learn. What, then,

may we suppose will be the state of a community which

is daily instructed by their spiritual guides to believe

that they may please God and be saved, even though

living in the practice of immorality—that religion is one

thing and a good life another thing—and that, however

desirable in itself morality may be, there is something

far better, and to which, under the name of religion, all

moral rules may be sacrificed ? It can only be the re-

maining sense of decencv. or a resax-d to temnoral ex
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pediency, or the unsilenceable whispering of conscience,

which prevents such a community from rushing into the

excess of immorality and vice.

But this is not all. When we consider what this re-

ligion is which the Church of Rome places above all

good morals, we shall perceive still more distinctly the

evil tendency of the system. Did they mean by religion

in this case, the love, and fear, and service of God, after

a sj)iritual manner, though it would still be a most un-

wholesome doctrine that religion and morals could ever

be incompatible with each other, still it would not be so

practically dangerous as when religion is represented as

something which may not only exist apart from morals,

but which is just as easy for the immoral man as for the

moral. And such is the view of religion given by the

Church of Rome. Religion with them is a ritual ob-

servance and service to the ecclesiastical functionaries.

It is by "the bending of the knee, and the repetition of

prayers and salutations, and the counting of beads on a

rosary, and kissing the ci'ucifix, and other things of the

like sort, that Romanists are taught they must become

and continue religious. By these things God's favour

is secured. A man may steal, and lie, and be unchaste,

and yet stand clear with Heaven by attending scnipu-

lously to the ordinances of the Church ; whilst, on the

other hand, let a man's piety and purity be never so

great, if he neglect the ritual of the Church, he is neces-

sarily damned without hope. Nay, a man may, in the

Church of Rome, acquire merit, and honom% and gloiy,

for deeds of positive crime if done for the senice of the

Church. It is the end, according to Romish casuistry,

which sanctifies the means ; and as the good of the

Church is the greatest of all possible ends, no means
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can be sinful which tend to glorify and advantage her.

Such are the principles of conduct continually held up

to the view of the Romanist ; and they are recommended

to his mind by the examples of many a sainted hero,

whose history is detailed in those legends which, above

all things, the Romanist priests advise their flocks to

read. Of these saints, some were persons who, if all

recorded of them in these legends be true, ought to be

held in perpetual abhorrence ; but their falsehood, their

ciTielty, their robberies, were all for the good of the

Church, or were amply atoned for by penances, floggings,

and prayers, and therefore they are to be gazed on with

wonder and worshipped with reverence. Who can doubt

that discipline such as this must exercise a most dele-

terious effect upon the minds of those who are subjected

to it ? Who can wonder that a loose morality should be

in vogue where such doctrines are taught, and such ex-

amples presented for admiration ? Do men gather

grapes of thorns or figs of thistles ?

But there is a still worse evil in the system of the

Romish Church, wliich inflicts a still deeper wound upon

the moral feelings and sympathies of its adherents

—

and that is, its tendency to destroy the sense of personal

responsibility, and to separate between the morality of

the act and the morality of the motive by which it is

prompted. It may be safely laid down that there is no

real, healthy, moral action save where the individual

feels that he is responsible directly to God for all his

thoughts, feelings, words, and actions. If, by any means,

he can transfer his obligations to another ; if he can, by

merely pleasing that other, engage him to bear the re-

sponsibility of his conduct ; if he can, by an outward act

of the propriety of which his fellow-creature shall judge,
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satisfy the demands of duty, wliatever may be the state

of his own heart at the moment ; it is obvious that he,

to a prodigiously fearful extent, ceases to be a moral

agent, and approximates to the condition of a machine

or a brute. Now such is the tendency of Romanist

doctrines and practices. It is not by setting before men
a perfect standard of morals, and calling upon them in

heart, word, and deed, to be conformed to that, that the

Church of Rome deals with her adherents. No ; it is

by summoning them to tbe bar of a nicely adjusted

casuistiy, too nice and too minute to be apprehended

by the mass, and tiying them by that, that the Church

of Rome manages the moral discipline of her followers.

And what is the consequence ? Take the case of a hum-

ble man not skilled in casuistry, but who has a desire to

do right ; how is he to gratify that desire as an adherent

of Romanism ? Is he to follow the dictates of his own

conscience ? That would not be safe, for how is he to

be sure that his conscience and the priest's will go ex-

actly alike ? Is he, then, to read the Bible and conform

his practice to that? This, too, would for the same

reason be unsafe, even were it permitted to him. What,

then, is he to do '? He can do nothing but this,—strip

himself of all sense of personal responsibility, deliver

himself from all anxiety about any standard of moral

duty, and yield himself up lo his priest, who will, at

confession, tell him what he has done wrong, and appoint

the proper means of clearing himself of the guilt. And
is not this, in point of fact, the real result in Catholic

countries ? Speak to a Catholic of moral responsibility,

and he immediately thinks of confession and penance.

Tiy to convince him of sin, and he will tell you, with a

smile, " Oh, I go regularly to confession, and the priest
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settles all that for me." * In this way the e.itire moral

sense of the man comes to be obscured. His mind is

taken completely off from the solemnities of a moral

retribution. He is led to regard morals as altogether

a species of ceremonial or a kind of merchandise.

There is a gradual silencing of conscience and removing

from him of the fear of God. And if he be restrained

from gross and open vice, it is due rather to his fear of

temporal consequences than to any abhorrence he has of

evil, or any delight he has in virtue, or any sense of a

present, an omniscient, and a sin-hating God.

Did your time permit, I might here enlarge upon the

demoralising tendency of the confessional, even under

its best and most serious management. I have no wish

to rake up stories of the crimes of designing and vicious

j^riests, pei-petrated through means of that system, and

therefore I will say nothing of the indubitable instances

(alas, too many !) in which this part of the Romish ritual

has been made the means of polluting female innocence,

of suggesting schemes of fraud, and even of procuring

the shedding of blood by assassination ; though, in all

fairness, it must be observed, that a system which af-

fords peculiar facilities for crimes such as these can

never be regarded as otherwise than hostile to the cause

of morals and virtue, and consequently detestable to

every lover of his species. But putting these abuses of

* In a volume entitled " Reasons which induced the Duke of

Brunswick to embrace the Roman Catholic Religion," the author

assigns, as one of his reasons, the following :
" The Catholics to

whom I spoke concerning my conversion, assured me that if I were

to be damned for embracing the Catholic faith, they were ready

to answer for me at the day of judgment, and to take my dam-

nation upon themselves—an assurance I never could extort from the

ministers of any sect in case I should live and die in their religion."
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the confessional, as they are called, aside, the practice

itself is morally evil, and the consequences resulting

from it most pernicious. The early Reformers were

wont to call the confessional " the slaughter-house of

conscience ;" and they well named it thus ; for it is hard

to conceive of conscience continuing to exist and act in

the mind of one who is in the regular hahit of confessing

his most secret sins to a fellow-creature, in order that

from his hand he may receive absolution. As well may
we call that man rich who has no power over a farthing

of his property, as call that man virtuous who cannot

call his conscience his own, but must lay bare its inner-

most recesses to the prying eyes of a cunning, crafty

questioTier, and abide by his decision, whatever that may
be. How injurious, also, must be the effect of the

questions put by the priest to the younger part of those

who come for confession ! If you take up one of the

books which have been written to guide priests in the

discharge of this part of their duty, you will find them

full of details of the most minute kind, comprehending

the results of the most extensive acquaintance with

every form and peculiarity of crime ever perpetrated by

man or woman ; and, in addition to these, the supposi-

tions of curious speculators upon sorts and kinds of

crime which it may be conceived possible for human
beings to commit. With this stock of information, the

priest goes to the confessional, and he has power to

put to the penitent, be he man or woman, any questions

he pleases, in order to draw out their confessions. Now,

I put out of view the case of a wicked man knowingly

and designedly seeking to suggest impure or sinful

thoughts to his penitents ; but may we not suppose that

veiy frequently a priest goes from the reading of these
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books to the confessional with a burning curiosity to

know whether such crimes as he has been reading

about are ever committed, and that, in pursuance of

this, he puts such questions as suggest to the penitent

feelings and desires such as he or she never before en-

tertained, and such as cannot dwell in the mind without

polluting it ? Or may we not suppose that many of the

priests will, from a pure love of display, or a desire to

impress their penitents with a sense of their superemi-

nent acquaintance with the human heart, or a delight

in the exercise of spiritual tyranny, or from a mere me-

chanical regard to official duty, press upon their peni-

tents questions which it is pollution even to hear, and

moral min to reflect upon ? You have only to bear in

mind that the confessor goes to the confessional vnth.

his mind filled with descriptions of eveiy possible way

in which any human being may transgress any of the

commandments, all curiously arranged according to age,

and sex, and station, and that he is under very strong

inducements to find out sin, and under none to hide it

or suppress the confession of it ; to see that, Avithout

any evil design on the part of the priest, and without

his being himself aware of it, he may become the gi'eat-

est promoter of vice in his parish, the seducer of the

young, and the tutor of the inexperienced in every mode

of transgressing God's commandments.

And then what shall we say of the effect of the con-

fessional on the social and domestic relations of life ?

When the husband knows that the wife unfolds every

secret thought of her mind, and all that should be

wrapped in the most sacred silence to another man

;

when the father knows that between him and the open

heart and free affections of his daughter there interposes
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the cimous questioning of one whom no family tie binds,

and whose heart is a stranger to the tenderness of pa-

rental love ; when the brother knows that already the

innocence of childhood has passed from his sister's

heart, and in that heart, to him once so free and open,

there is now a secret place accessible only by the priest

;

when the lover laiows that every vow he breathes of

constancy, and eveiy emotion of affection which he

awakens in the bosom of his destined bride, is repeated

and described by her to another man, who is sworn to

make no such vows, nay, to treat all such affections as

contemptible and weak, and that the heart which he would

fain secure for himself is searched, and probed, and

seared by the questionings of a virtuoso in crime— an

amateur in pollution;— when such a state of society

exists, how, I ask, can you expect the ties of life to be

respected, or the morals of the hearth to be preserved ?

" Sir," said a French gentleman to me lately in France,

" with us the evdl is, unhappily, not so much felt, because

I am sorry to say, we have not, as a nation, the time sense

of the sacredness of the family relation ; but how the

confessional can be tolerated for a day in England,

where you profess to regard the sacredness of marriage,

and speak of every man's house being his castle, I cannot

conceive. Be assured of this," he added, " conjugal fi-

delity and filial affection may be found in countries

where the confessional reigns, but these cases will be

the exception, not the rule. The tendency of the con-

fessional is to prostrate the domestic altar at the foot of

the priest."

There is another subject on which one might enlarge,

not without effect, in regard to the moral tendencies of

Romanism,—I refer to the institution of monasteries and
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nunneries. Of the immoral tendency of such institu-

tions, and of the actual immorality which to a fearful

extent prevails in them, the evidence is sadly plenteous.

But I will not enter into it. I refer those who wish

for evidence to such works as that of the late Blanco

White, entitled, " Practical and Internal Evidence against

Catholicism;" " The Memoirs of Scipio Eicci, bishop of

Pistoia, written by himself," &c. I pass over, also, the

subjects of clerical education, the celibacy of the clergy,

the mysticism of the Roman Church, its intolerance,

its doctrine of mental reservations, &c., all of which

have an important bearing on the moral influences of

this system. These subjects all deserve to be considered

in such an inquiry as that now before us ; but I must

omit them, in order to call your attention to certain evil

tendencies of the system in a spiritual or religious point

of view.

It may seem a severe remark, but I believe it to be

absolutely true, that the entire tendency of the Ro-

manist system is to induce men to substitute the mere

form for the reality of religion. It is, in fact, an inge-

nious contrivance for enabling men to fancy themselves

religious without having anything of real or vital reli-

gion. True religion consists in the union of the soul

with God, in holy gratitude to him for his grace, in holy

dependence upon him for continued favours, and in

active obedience to all his will ; and the way in which

men get into this state is by faith in the finished and

accepted sacrifice of Christ ; and the means by which

they are kept in it are continual watchfulness, faith, and

prayer. Now that no Catholic is thus spiritually religious,

far be it from me to assert ; but wherever such a one is

found, I hesitate not to affirm that he is religious in
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spite of his system, not in consequence of it. For wJiat

is the tendency of the Catholic system ? It is,— 1. To

make men take a very light view of the evil of sin.

Some sins, say they, are venial, some are mortal. As

to the former, the very word " venial" shews that little

weight can be attached to them ; and as for the latter,

when a man finds that by confessing them to the priest

he can—on receiving an admonitior, or paying a fine,

or doing a penance—have them finally and for ever

forgiven, it is not in the nature of things that he should

continue long to have that deep estimate of the evil

and guilt of sin which lies at the very basis of all true

religion.

2. The tendency of Romanism is to give people low

and incorrect views of the nature of holiness. Holiness

is conformity to God's mind and image, and it is that

•which all must have ere they can see God. But for

this Romanism makes no provision, if it does not posi-

tively oppose it. Look at the great patterns of Romanist

excellence, the saints—those whom emphatically she calls

holy. What are the virtues for which they are held up

to our admiration ? Why these : they often scourged

their bodies, they used loathsome food, they mixed some

bitter ingredient with all they ate, that they might

have no pleasiu-e in tasting it ; they often fasted ; they

fixed themselves in painful positions, so that they could

take no pleasant repose ; they walked barefoot over

sharp stones or over hot iron ; they wore rough hair

shirts and iron chains next their skin ; they pierced

themselves with nails, and cut themselves with knives ;

they lived in deserts ; they never looked any of their

fellow-creatures in the face for years ; they would allow

no one to dress their sores. These, and such as these,
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are the excellencies for which P»,ome has canoniserl her

saints, and for which she holds them up as models to

the wonder and veneration of all her children. This,

then, is Romanist holiness : whether it he that which the

Bible demands of the Christian when it says, " Be ye holy

as I am holy, saith the Lord," or that which Paul stigma-

tises as voluntary humility and bodily sei'vice which

profiteth nothing, I leave it with the audience to decide.

3. The tendenc) of Romanism is to give men unat

tractive ideas of God, by representing him as greatly

pleased with such cruel and painful self-inflictions. The
lives of the saints are full of statements to this effect.

Saint John Joseph, we are told, had ulcers on his legs,

which, from excessive modesty, he would allow no one

to dress. " In reward for this virginal purity," we ax'e

assured, " God caused his person, in spite of his age, in-

firmities, and constant sores, to diffuse a sweet and

delicious perfume that was perceived by all around."

The same is told of Saint Pacificus, who was also

afl&icted with sores which he would allow no one to see.

" God," we are told, " gave a manifest proof how agree-

able to him was the purity of his sei-vant : from his

cell, his habit, and the bandages wherewith he bound

his sores, and, after his death, his body, breathed a

celestial fragrance." And in the wondrous legend of

Saint Veronica, she is made to say, on one occasion,

" Christ wished me to share in all his torments, that

I might be called the spouse of God crucified, and

therefore I also was to be cmcified with my Divine

spouse." Nay, so powerfully excellent were these mor-

tifications and inflictions, that on account of them God
was pleased to remit the sins of others, to free souls

from pu'^gatory, and to constitute these sufiering saints
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colleagues A\'ith Clirist in the work of human redemp-

tion. Now, suppose a person to believe all this (every

good Catholic is enjoined to believe it), what must his

ideas be of God if he reflect at all .' His natural reason

will tell him that these so-called f>aints were either very

disgusting or very unhappy persons : pity them he may,

but love them, admire them, delight in them, he can-

not ; and yet here he is taught that all this folly, and

filthiness, and self-torment, is above all things pleasing

to God. I tremble while I think of the ideas which

such a teaching must instil into the mind concerning

the great and benevolent Ruler of the Universe ! Ro-

manism has often been stigmatised as the parent of

Atheism : it would be marvellous were it otherwise.

4. Romanism tends to estrange men from God in

another way, by representing the necessity of creature

intercession between the sinner and his Maker. Ac-

cording to the Bible it is the pri\nlege of the sinner to

go at once unto God through Christ, and make his

request unto him, and dedicate himself unto him ; and

until this is done there is no religion in the soul. But

this Romanism discourages : it teaches that God is not

directly accessible by the sinner ; it interposes between

him and his Maker the priest with his ritual, and

angels and saints in heaven. It is by the priest that

the sinner is to make his peace with God ; it is by

the priest that he is to offer sacrifice for iniquity ; it is

by the priest that he is to be sent out of tliis world so

as to escape hell ; it is by the priest that he is to be

pi'ayed out of purgatory into heaven ; and if he is

allowed to ask any other aid, it is that of angels, or the

Mother of our Lord, or the spirits of certain dead meu
and women, who, he is told, are saints, or sometliing
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which he is assured is a relic of their persons or of

their dress. And hence, when you enter a CathoHc

place of worship in a Catholic country, you see the

people prostrate before pictures, or waxen images, or

relics, praying in some cases to beings who actually

exist, and we may believe in heaven, but who can no

more hear them than can the pavement on which they

kneel— in other cases to imaginary beings, who never

existed at all— in others to beings who, if the Bible

standard of judging is to be followed, are little likely to

be found in heaven— and in others to bits of wood, old

bones, and rotten rags. Is this, I ask, religion? is

this worship ? is this the communion of the soul with

God ? is this calculated to elevate to God, or prepare

in any degi'ee for delighting in him here, or dwelling

with him hereafter?

5. Romanism exei'ts an injurious influence on the

religious character of its votaries in consequence of the

light in which it teaches them to regard prayer. In the

Bible j^rayer is represented as a high and distinguished

privilege. It is that exercise by which the soul draws

nigh unto God, by which we unburden our hearts unto

that Being who alone can pardon our sins, and heal our

griefs, and fortify our spirits, and confer upon us bless-

ings. It is the act of a mind that seeks rest, and know-

ing that the rest it seeks can be found only in its Maker,

approaches to him with humble hope, and holy confi-

dence, and childlike love, believing that he is, and that

he is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him. It

springs from assurance of Gods love; it rests upon
God's promises; it j^leads Gods grace and tenderness;

and thus it elevates the soul and fills it with unspeak-

able joy. This is prayer as the Bible represents it, and
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as the experience of the really devout Christian finds it

to be. How different from this is the Romanist idea of

prayer I In tliis system prayer is a task, a penance, a

punishment. It is something done with a view of

appeasing God's wrath, or purchasing his favour, or

making compensation for transgressions of his law.

What says the Council of Trent upon this head? " If

any one shall say that there is not, as regards temporal

punishment, any kind of satisfaction for sins made unto

God through the merits of Christ, by punishments in-

flicted by him and patiently endured, or else enjoined

by the priest; nor by punishments voluntarily taken

upon ourselves, such ^s fastings, prayers, alms-deeds, and

other works of piety .... let him be anathema."

Here, you observe, prayer is ranked among the punish-

ments by means of which a man may, either voluntarily,

or under submission to his priest, make satisfaction for

sin ; and in perfect accordance with this, the daily

practice of Catholics is to impose upon themselves, or

permit the priest to impose on them, a certain number

of prayers to be said within a given time as a penance

and a satisfaction for sin. Now that prayer so offered

must be very much of a task, a burden, and a punish-

ment, there can be no doubt. But how pernicious must

be the moral influence of such a system on those who

live under it ! How it must nip and blight every bud

of holy spii'itual devotion in the mind ! How it must

pervert every feeling of the soul in relation to God

!

Can that system be of God, which thus takes one of the

highest privileges bestowed by him on man, converts

it into a scourge, and makes the very exercise by which

he invites us to his bosom an instrument of torture and

of punishment ?
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6. Romanism exerts an evil influence on the religious

character of its votaries by the entire doctrine it incul-

cates concerning the way of a sinner's justification before

God. In the Scriptures we are taught that sin is for-

given by the grace of God solely on the ground of the

Saviour "s propitiatoiy work. By this doctrine the pride

of man is humbled, his heart is broken and made con-

trite, a sense of gratitude to free grace continually in-

spires his bosom, and thus the grand elements of spiri-

tual religion, humility, contrition, and love, are secured

and promoted. Very different from this is the doctrine

of Romanism, and, as might be expected, very different

are its effects upon the minds of the people ; the Catholic

is taught that he receives the grace of God in baptism,

and that this grace is i-enewed from time to time by

the other sacraments, of which, in the Romish Church,

there are no fewer than seven. By attention to these

he completes his part of the bargain, makes satisfaction

for his sins, and acquires a claim upon God for blessing.

To deny this is to incur the anathema of the Council

of Trent, and to cease to be a good Catholic ; thus the

mind of the Romanist is taken off from Christ, and his

satisfaction for sin— off from the grace of God in for-

giving sin for Christ's sake, and is fixed upon the virtue

of sacraments, and the merits of penances and alms.*

The effect is, when the conscience is tender and will not

be soothed by such " deceivableness of unrighteousness,"

* The Abbot Guibert, in writing of the Crusades and the spi-

ritual benefits offered to those who should engage in them,

exclaims, " God instituted the holy wars that knights and the

erring \nilgar might find a new way of meriting salvation

{novum salutis promerendtB genm)." This is sound Romanist

theology.
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to keep the individual in perpetual gloom and bondagt;,

and -where the conscience is hard or ignorant, to fill the

mind with spiritual pride and ungodly self-conceit.

7. and lastly. Romanism tends to injure the reli-

gious character of men by leading them to offer worship

to objects not divine. The first and fundamental prin-

ciple of all rehgion is to worship God and God only.

When this is not acknowledged or attended to, the

efi'ect upon the religious feelings is most pernicious ; it

poisons and withers every sentiment of true devotion

and real piety in the soul. But how many are the ob-

jects of Romanist worship besides God ! The bread in

the Eucharist, the Vu-gin Mary, angels and saints innu-

merable, are objects continually before the minds of the

adherents of the Man of Sin as objects of divine honours.

I know the fine distinction which Romanist casuists

make here—between the worship of adoration and the

worship of reverence, the former of which, they say, is to

be paid to God only, the latter to saints, and angels,

and relics ; but, practically, it is worthless. For, 1. The

common people will make no such distinction ; but when

told to worship an angel and to worship God, will un-

derstand and practise the same act in both cases. )i.

Even allowing the distinction to be kept in mind, the

worship of reverence is more than is due to any creature,

and more than can be rendered to any consistently with

proper fear of God. 3. The distinction is not one

which the nature of the case admits of being recognised

and kept up. I can easily understand the diff'erence

between adoration and reverence when you speak in the

one case of God and in the other of a fellow-creature

actually living on the earth, and into whose presence I

can come. But when I am bid to worship and reverence
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a spirit, aud especially when I am bid to pray to that

spirit, I of necessity invest it with the attributes of

Deity. To hear my prayer the object of it must
be present and conscious ; and as multitudes may be.

in different parts of the world, praying to this same

object at the same time, it must be omnipresent and

omniscient

—

i.e. it must be divine. In vain, therefore,

do Catholics, by such a distinction, attempt to get rid of

the chai'ge of idolatry which we bring against their

system. It adheres to it with fatal tenacity ; and the

truth of it is apparent through every country where

Romanism prevails. The true deity of the greater part

of Papists is the Virgin Maiy, or some real or sup

posed saint to whom they pray, and whom they implore to

intercede on their behalf. Nay, with multitudes, the

only God, it is to be feared, whom they really worship,

is the image of iron, or wood, or stone, before which they

bend Oh ! the melancholy results of this impious

sy&tem which dishonours God, and deludes and ruins the

souls of multitudes !

I must now draw to a close, and I do so by briefly

suggesting one or two inferences of a practical nature

from what I have been saying.

1. If what I have advanced in this lecture be true, it

becomes us to lift up a loud and continual protest against

Romanism in all its forms. The honour of God, the

cause of virtue, the success of Christianity, the salvation

of souls, alike demand this at our hands.

2. If the general tendency of Romanism be unfavour-

able to intellectual developement, it behoves every one

who would have the free use of those faculties which

God has given him, to beware of being ensnared, through

plausible pretences, into embracing a system which would
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cramp those faculties, and bind him in an unworthy and

degrading bondage

3. We should aim, by all lawful means, to prevent

the spread of a system, all whose sympathies are with

those times of barbaiism, ignorance, and fanaticism, from

which the toils of patriots, the self-denial of scholars,

and the sufferings of martyrs, have been barely sufficient

to emancipate a small portion of Christendom.

4. If Protestantism be more favourable than Catholi-

cism to mental improvement, it becomes every Pro-

testant to remember that it is righteously expected of

him that he should avail himself of the advantages his

system thus affords him. Let him not rest content with

ignorance whilst he is free to attain knowledge. And
especially, in respect of religious knowledge, let him

ponder his privileges, his obligations, and his responsi-

bilities. Let him remember that as no jealous priest

stands between him aud the treasures of divine truth,

he will have himself to blame if these treasures are left

by him unexplored and unappropriated. Let him also

remember, that to whom much is given, of him shall

the more be required.

5. Intellectual freedom is valuable simply as it is

used for good, for wise, and worthy purposes. If it be

used merely to gratify caprice, or self-will, or a love of

change, it is sinfully used, it entails guilt, and will be

followed by evil. It is not given to men to hoild opinions

and yet remain personally and morally uninfluenced by

them. As a man believes he acts ; as he acts he will be

judged. Take heed, then, how you use yom* freedom :

beware of mistaking vagrancy for liberty, oddity for

originality, a disposition to oppose other men's views for

an honest desire to avow and prosecute your own. Some
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in their zeal for freedom of thought and action forget

that lawless freedom is the worst species of bondage. la,

vindicating our right to think for oui'selves, let us re-

memoer, that if we think not as reason and Scripture

dictate, our intellects will be to us but as the unsub-

stantial fires that flash and flit before the bewildered

traveller only to lead him at last to destruction.

Gentlemen, knowledge is good ; liberty of thought is

good; virtue and a religious profession are good; but

let us never forget that all true godliness comes to us

through the Cross of Christ, and that it is faith in Him
alone that saves the soul
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THE LITERARY ATTRACTIONS

THE BIBLE.

God made the present earth as the Home of Man ;

but had he meant it as a mere lodging, a world less beau-

tiful -would have served the pui-pose. There was no

need for the cai-pet of verdui-e or the ceiling of blue ;

no need for the mountains, and cataracts, and forests ;

no need for the rainbow, no need for the flowers. A
big, round island, half of it arable, and half of it pas-

ture, with a clump of trees in one comer, and a maga-

zine of fuel in another, might have held and fed ten

milhons of people ; and a hundred islands, all made

on the same pattern, big and round, might have held

and fed the population of the globe. But man is some-

thing more than the animal which wants lodging and

food. He has a spiritual nature, full of keen percep-

tions and deep sympathies. He has an eye for the

sublime and the beautiful, and his kind Creator has

provided mans abode with affluent materials for these

nobler tastes. He has built Mont Blanc, and molten

the lakes in which its shadow sleeps. He has intoned

Niagara's thunder, and has breathed the zephyr which
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sweeps its spray. He has shagged the steep with

its cedars, and besprent the meadow with its king-cups

and daisies. He has made it a world of fragrance and

music,— a world of brightness and symmetry,— a world

where the grand and the graceful, the awful and the

lovely, rejoice together. In fashioning the Home of

Man, the Creator had an eye to something more than

convenience, and built not a barrack, but a palace,

—

not a Union-workhouse, but an Alhambra ; something

which should not only be very comfortable, but very

splendid and very fair ; something which should inspire

the soul of its inhabitant, and even draw forth the "very

good " of complacent Deity

God also made the Bible as the Guide and Oracle of

Man ; but had he meant it as a mere lesson-book of

duty, a volume less various and less attractive would

have answered everj' end. A few plain paragraphs, an-

nouncing God's owTi character and his disposition to-

wards us sinners here on earth, mentioning the pro-

vision which he has made for our future happiness, and

indicating the different duties which he would have us

perform,— a few simple sentences would have sufficed

to tell what God is, and what he would have us do.

There was no need for the picturesque narrative and the

majestic poem,—no need for the proverb, the story, and

the psalm. A chapter of theology, and another of

morals ; a shoit account of the Incarnation and the great

Atonement, and a few pages of niles and directions for

the Christian life, might have contained the practical es-

sence of Scripture, and have supplied us with a Bible of

simplest meaning and smallest size. And in that case

the Bible would have been consulted only by those rare

and wistful spirits to whom the great Hereafter is a
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subject of anxiety,—n'ho are i-eally anxious to know what

God is, and how themselves may please Him. But in

giving that Bible its Divine Author had regard to the

mind of man. He knew that man has moi-e curiosity

than piety, more taste than sanctity ; and that more

persons are anxious to hear some new, or read some

beauteous thing, than to read or hear about God and the

great Salvation. He knew that few would ever ask,

What must I do to be saved ? till they came in contact

with the Bible itself ; and, therefore, he made the Bible

not only an instructive book, but an attractive one,

—

not only true, but enticing. He filled it with marvel-

lous incident and engaging histoiy ; with sunny pictures

from Old-World scenery, and affecting anecdotes from the

patriarch times. He I'eplenished it with stately argu-

ment and thrilling verse, and sprinkled it over with

sententious wisdom and proverbial pungency. He made

it a book of lofty thoughts and noble images,—a book of

heavenly doctrine, but withal of earthly adaptation. In

preparing a guide to immortality. Infinite Wisdom gave

not a dictionaiy nor a grammar, but a Bible— a book

which, in trying to catch the heart of man, should capti-

vate his taste ; and which, in transforming his affections,

should also expand his intellect. The pearl is of great

price ; but even the casket is of exquisite beauty. The
sword is of ethereal temper, and nothing cuts so keen as

its double edge ; but there are jewels on the hilt, and

fine tracery on the scabbard. The shekels are of the

purest oi'e ; but even the scrip which contains them is

of a texture moi-e curious than that the artists of earth

could fashion it. The apples are gold ; but even the

basket is silver.

In spealdng of the literary excellence of the Holy
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Scriptures, I am aware of a twofold disadvantage.

Some have never looked on the Bible as a readable

book. They remember how they got long tasks from

it at school, and spelled their arduous way through

polysyllabic chapters and joyless genealogies. And in

later life they have only heard it sounded forth mono-

tonous from the drowsy desk, or freezing in the at-

mosphere of some sparse and wintry sanctuaiy. So

irksome and insipid has every association made the

book, that were they shut up in a parlour with an old

Directory, and an old Almanac, and an old Bible, they

would spend the first hour on the Almanac, and the

next on the Directoiy, and would die of ennui before

they opened the Bible. They have got at home a set

of their favourite classics, and on a quiet evening they

will take down a volume of Chaucer or Milton, or even

Thomas Fuller or Jeremy Taylor, or an Elzevir Virgil,

or a Foulis's Homer, and read at it till long beyond

their time of rest ; but to them the Bible is no classic.

They don't care to keep it in some taking or tasteful

edition, and they would never dream of sitting down to

read it as a recreation or an intellectual treat. And

then there are others in a happier case to whom thai

Bible is so sacred—who have found it so full of solemn

import, and to whom its every sentence is so fraught

with divine significance, that they feel it wrong or

revolting to read it with the critic s eye. They would

rather peruse it on their bended knees, praying God
to shew them the wonders in his Word, than, with

the scholar's pencil in their hand, ready to pounce

on each happy phi-ase and exquisite figure. They

would rather peruse it in the company of Luther or

Leighton, than along with Erasmus or Scaliger. And
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^th such persons we own a decided sympathy. But we

trust that both will hear with us a little whilst we en-

deavoiu" to shew that if no book be so important as the

Bible, so none is more interesting, and that the book

which contains most of the beautiful is the one which

must ever remain the standard of the good and the

true.

And here we would only add one remark which it

is important to bear in memory. The rhetorical and

poetical beauties of Scripture are merely incidental.

Its authors wrote, not for glory nor display— not to

astonish or amuse their brethren, but to instruct them

and make them better. They wrote for God's glory,

not their own ; they wrote for the world s advantage,

not to aggrandise themselves. Demosthenes composed

his most splendid oration in order to win the crown of

eloquence ; and the most elaborate effort of ancient

oratory— the panegyric to which Isocrates devoted

fifteen years—was just an essay written for a prize.

How different the circumstances in which the speech

on Mars Hill was spoken ; and the ftirewell sermon in

the upper chamber at Troas ! Herodotus and Thucy-

dides composed their histories with a view to popular

applause ; and Pindar's fiery pulse beat faster in pro-

spect of the great Olympic gathering and the praises

of assembled Greece. How opposite the circumstances

in which the Seer of Horeb penned his faithful stoiy,

and Isaiah and Jeremiah poured forth their fearless

denunciations of popular sins ! The most superb of

modem historians confesses the flutter which he felt

when the last line of his task was written, and he

thought that perhaps his fame was established. A
more important history concludes :

" These things are
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written that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ,

the Son of God ; and that believing, ye might have

life through his Name." And some of you will re-

member the proud finale in which the Roman lyrist

predicts for himself immortal celebrity.* Alongside of

his eloquent but egotistic vaticination, you cannot do

better than read the last words of Israel's sweet Singer.

—" His name shall endure for ever ; his name shall b-

continued as long as the sun ; and men shall be blessea

in him : all nations shall call him blessed. Blessed

be the Lord God, the God of Israel, who only doeth

wondrous things ; and blessed be his glorious name for

ever : and let the whole eaith be filled with his glory.

Amen and Amen. The prayers of David the son of

Jesse are ended."

Remembering then that the Bible contains no orna-

mental passages, nothing written for mere display,

that its steadfast purpose is, " Glory to God in the

highest," and the truest blessedness of man,— I repeat

that that Bible abounds in passages of the purest

beauty and stateliest grandeur, all the grander and all

the more beautiful because they are casual and un-

sought. The fire which flashes from the iron hoof of

the Tartar steed as he scours the midnight path is

grander than the artificial firework ; for it is the casual

effect of speed and power. The clang of ocean as he

booms his billows on the rock, and the echoing caves

give choras, is more soul-filling and sublime than all

the music of the orchestra ; for it is the music of that

main so mighty that there is a grandeur in all it does,

* " Exegi monimentum sere perennius.

. . . . Usque ego postera

Crescam laude recens,'" &c.

—

Hoe. lib. iii. od. 30.
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in its sleep a melody, and in its march a stately

psEilm. And in the bow which paints the melting

cloud there is a beauty which the stained glass or

gorgeous drapery emulates in vain ; for it is the glory

which gilds beneficence, the brightness which bespeaks

a double boon, the flush which cannot but come forth

when both the sun and shower are there. The style

of Scripture has all this glory. It has the gracefulness

of a high utility ; it has the majesty of intrinsic power ;

it has the charm of its own sanctity ; it never labours,

never strives, but instinct with great realities, and,

bent on blessed ends, has all the translucent beauty

and unstudied power which you might expect from its

lofty object and all-wise Author.

There is no phenomenon in nature so awful as a

thunder-storm ; and almost every poet, from Homer
and Virgil down to Dante and Milton, or rather down

to Grahame and Pollok, has described it. In the Bible,

too, we have a thunder-storm, the 29th Psalm— the

description of a tempest, which, rising from the Medi-

terranean, and travelling by Lebanon and along the

inland mountains, reaches Jerusalem, and sends the

people into the temple-porticoes for refuge. And, be-

sides those touches of terror in which the geographical

progress of the tornado is described, it derives a sacred

vitality and power from the presence of Jehovah in each

successive peal. " The voice of the Lord is on the sea :

the God of glory thundereth : the Lord is on the

mighty sea. The voice of the Lord is powerful, the

voice of the Lord is full of majesty. The voice of the

Lord breaketh the cedars ; yea, the Lord breaketh the

cedars of Lebanon. He maketh them also to skip like

a calf: Lebanon and Siriou like a young unicorn. The
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voice of the Lord divideth the flames of fire. The voice

uf the Lord shaketh the wilderness : the Lord shaketh

the wilderness of Kadesh. The voice of the Lord

maketh the hinds to calve, and discovereth the forests :

and in his temple doth every one speak of his glory.

The Lord sitteth upon the water-torrent : yea, the Lord

sitteth King for ever. The Lord will give strength

unto his people :" (and now the sun shines out again ;)

" the Lord will bless his people with peace."*

Amongst those who have expressly wi'itten on the

Sublime, it is agreed that the most thrilling spec-

tacle is one whose obscure outline or vague presence at

once suggests the supernatural. Of this sublime in

terror the 4th of Job supplies an acknowledged in-

stance :

—

" A thing, too, was imparted to me secretly,

Mine ear received a whisper with it.

In tumults of night-visions,

When deep sleep falls on men,

Panic came on me, and horror.

And the multitude of my bones did shake

A spirit passed before my face,

The hair of my flesh stood up :

* Over many of the Psalms it sheds a flood of new signifi-

cance when the reader miderstands their mechanism, as in tlae

case of many it has been disclosed by the labours of Lowth,

Horsley, Hengstenberg, and (Others. It was one happy morning

in his house at Dundee, that my dear friend, Robert McCheyr.e,

shewed me the geographical structure of this 29th Psalm. And
certainly it enhances the meaning of this majestic ode when we
conceive the spectator-psalmist as standing with the awe-struck

multitude in the temple porch, and watching the march of the

thunder-storm as it advances from the Mediterranean or

"mighty" sea, and at last bursts in a water-flood around them-

selves.
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It stood— but I could not discena it? fonj»

A figure before mine eyes:

— Silence— and I heard a voice,

' Shall a mortal be righteous befijre God ?

Shall a man be pure before his Maker ?'"

But perhaps the poetic beauty in which the Bible

most excels all other books is description of the world

around us. A better idea of the poetic susceptibility

was never given than when John Foster called it ^j/iv/-

siopathy, " the faculty of pervading all Nature with

one's own being, so as to have a perception, a life, an

agency, in all things." " If you observe a man of this

order, though his body be a small thing, completely

invested with a little cloth, he expands his being in a

grand circle all around him. He feels as if he grew in

the grass, and flowers, and groves ; as if he stood on

yonder distant mountain-top, conversing with clouds, or

sublimely sporting among their imaged precipices, ca-

verns, and ruins. He flows in that river, chafes in its

cascades, smiles in the water-lilies, frisks in the fishes.

He is sympathetic with eveiy bird, and seems to feel

the sentiment that prompts the song of each ; and from

this ability to transfuse himself into every object around

him in a certain sense he inherits all things." To which

we would only add, that besides this poetic sympathy

with Nature, the sacred writers seem to have possessed

a still purer perception of what Nature is. They not

only could transfuse their owni life into the landscape,

but they could discern how much of the Living God is

there. And instead of that material semblance which

a Claude or a Rembrandt might project on his canvas,

or Vi]-gil or Shenstone might embody in his verse, they

inhaled Jehovah "s breath and hearkened to Jehovah's

H
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voice, and received into their adoring bosoms as much

of Jehovah's life as lingers in our defaced and fallen

world. Hence it comes to pass that the Book -which

contains by far the brightest and most vivacious land-

scape— the holiest and happiest view of the things

around us, is the Word of God. Viewed in his own

light, and delineated by his ovra pencil, the mountains

skip, the seas clap hands, the little hills rejoice, and

the valleys sing. The Bible landscape has a limpid

fi'eshness, as viewed by an eye which carnality has never

dimmed, or rather that loving and obsen-ant eye which

grace has made young again. It needs no Dryads to

people its woodlands, no Oreads to flit over its moun-

tains, no Naiads to give mirth to its waters or music to

its streams ; for a higher animation fills them, and every

chiming brook and fluttering spray, every zephyr and

eveiy blessed sound, is a note in God's own anthem,

—

" Praise the Lord from the earth, ye dragons and all

deeps : fire and hail : snow and vapours : stormy wind

fulfilling his word : mountains and all nills : fruitful

trees and all cedars : beasts and all cattle : creeping

things and flying fowl : kings of the earth and all

people : princes and all judges of the earth : both

young men and maidens ; old men and children : let

them praise the name of the Lord ; for his name alone

is excellent ; his glory is above the earth and heaven."

But instead of quoting illustrative passages from

what may be called the pastoral and descriptive poetry

of Scripture, I shall read one which, whilst a graphic

description, like most kindred portions of Holy Writ,

owes its sublimity to its moral power ; and I quote it

the rather, because our own translation does not bring

out its entire significance. It is the 28th chapter of Job,
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and the question is, Where is Wisdom to be found :'

and, What is the abode or hiding-place of Understand-

ing ? Is it a deposit hidden in the bowels of the earth ?

— a treasure for which we must ransack the caverns

underneath, or iiimmage in the rifted rock? Is it a

secret for which we must bribe the Grave ? or which

Death alone can whisper in the ear ? And so it com-

mences with a magnificent account of the miner's doings

underground :
—

" Truly there is a mine for the silver.

And a place for the gold so fine

:

Iron is dug up from the earth,

And the earth pours forth its copptr.

Man digs into darkness,

And explores to the utmost bound

The stones of dimness and death shade

;

He breaks up the veins from the matrice,

Wliich, unthought of, and underfoot,

Are drawn forth to gleam among wiankind.

The surface pours forth bread.

But the subteiTanean winds a fiery region.

Its stones are the sapphires' bed,

And it hides the dust of gold.

It is a path which the eagle knows not.

Nor has the eye of the vulture scanned.

The hon's whelp has not tracked it,

Nor the ravening Hon pounced on it.

The miner tlu-usts his hand on the sparrj' ore,

And overturns the mountains by their roots.

He cuts a channel through the rock,

And espies each precious gem.

He binds up the oozing waters.

And darts a radiance through the gloom.

But, oh ! where shall Wisdom be found?

And where is the place of Undeestanding ?

Man knows not its source,

For it is not to be found in the land of the h\'in?.
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The sea says, ' It is not in me ;'

And ' Not in me,' echoes the abyss.

Si.lid gold cannot be given for it.

Nor silver be weighed for its purchase.

It cannot be bought for the ingot of Ophir,

For the precious onyx or the sapphire.

The burnished gold and crj^stal cannot equal it.

Nor golden trinkets match it.

Talk not of corals or pearls,

For the attraction of wsdom is beyond rubies.

The toi^az of Ethiopia cannot rival it

Nor the purest bullion barter it.

"Whence, then, cometh "Wisdom ?

And where is the place of Understanding ?

- Hid from the eyes of all li\ang,

^ And unseen by the fowls of the air.

l»j3truclion and Death say,

' "We have heard its fame with our ears.'

God understands its track ;

He knows its dweUing-piace
;

For to the ends of the earth he sees

And under all heaven smweys.

"\Mien he weighed out the air

And meted out the water

;

When he fixed the course of the ram
And the path of the hurricane

;

Then did he eye it and proclaim it

;

He prepared it and searched it out.

And unto man he said,

' Behold 1 the feai of the Lord, that is "Wisdom,

And to depart from evil is Understanding.' " »

It would consume all this evening were I reading

from the Prophets and the Psalms those passages of

grandeur which make the sacred text so awful and

• Some lines of the above are slightly paraphrased ; but the

version is essentially the same as that of Dr. Mason Goode, with

modifications from Dr. Lee and others.
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augu3t ; and of that class I shall read no more. But

perhaps the sublime, though the highest order of

literaiy effort, is not, after all, the most popular.

Were we putting it to the world at large, we should,

probably, find that the books they like best are those

which are less exalted above the eveiy-day level, and

whose simple incidents, and cheerful glimpses, and

human pathos, bring them home to every man's com-

prehension and feeling. In this sort of narrative that

world's book, the Bible, abounds. Do you ask for ten-

derness ? " And Ruth said to her mother-in-law. En-

treat me not to leave thee, nor to return from following

after thee ; for whither thou goest I will go, and where

thou lodgest I will lodge ; thy people shall be my
people, and thy God my God : where thou diest will I

die, and there will I be buried. The Lord do so to

me, and more also, if aught but death part thee and

me." Do you ask for pathos ? " And Cushi said.

Tidings, my lord the king ; for the Lord hath avenged

thee this day of all them that rose up against thee.

And the king said unto Cushi, Is the young man,

Absalom, safe? And Cushi answered, The enemies

of my lord the king, and all that rise up against thee to

do thee hurt, be as that young man is. And the king

was much moved, and went up to the chamber over the

gate, and wept; and as he went thus he said, O my
son Absalom, my son, my son Absalom ! Would God

I had died for thee, O Absalom, my son, my son." Oi

do you ask for natural, simple, and affecting narrative ?

" A certain man had two sons ; and the younger of

them said to his father. Father, give me the portion of

goods that falleth to me. And he divided unto them

his living. And not many days after the younger son
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gathered all together, and took his journey into a far

country, and there wasted his substance with riotous

living. And when he had spent all, there arose a

mighty famine in that land ; and he began to be in

want. And he went and joined himself to a citizen of

that country ; and he sent him into his fields to feed

swine. And he would fain have filled his belly with the

husks which the swine did eat ; and no man gave unto

him. And when he came to himseK he said, How
many hired servants of my father's house have bread

enough and to spare, and I perish with hunger ! I will

arise and go to my father, and will say unto him, Father,

I have sinned against Heaven and before thee, and am no

more worthy to be called thy son ; make me as one of

thy hired servants. And he arose, and came to his

father. But when he was yet a great way off his father

saw him, and had compassion, and ran, and fell on his

neck, and kissed him. And the son said unto him.

Father, I have sinned against Heaven, and in thy

sight, and am no more worthy to be called thy son

But the father said unto his sei-vants. Bring forth the

best robe, and put it on him ; and put a ring on his

hand, and shoes on his feet ; and bring hither the fatted

calf, and kill it ; and let us eat and be merry ; for this

my son was dead and is alive again ; he was lost and is

found."

I could very willingly have extended these remarks

to other species of composition, and would have liked to

shew particularly how many models of eloquent argu-

ment and engaging discourse are contained in the New
Testament. But on the wide field of Revelation, with

its intellectual opulence, I forbear to enter. I can

easily understand how the Bible was one of the four
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volumes which always lay on Byron's table ; and it would

be easy to fill a lecture with the testimonies, witting or

unwitting, which painters, sculptors, orators, and poets,

have rendered to the most thought-suggesting book in

all the universe. It never aims at fine writing. It

never steps aside for a moment for the sake of a feli-

citous expression or a good idea. It has only one end

— to tell the world about God's great salvation ; and

yet the wonder is, that it has incidentally done more to

supply the world with powerful and happy diction, and

literature with noble thoughts and images, and the fine

arts with memorable subjects, than perhaps all other

books that have lieen written. The world's Maker is the

Bible's Author, and the same profusion which furnished

so lavishly the Abode of Man, has filled so richly and

adorned so brilliantly the Book of Man.

And just as that Bible is the great storehouse and

repertory of intellectual tveaWi, so I must add that its

vital truth is the grand source of intellectual power.

When Sir Samuel Romilly visited Paris immediately after

the first French Revolution, he remarked, " Everything

I saw convinced me that, independently of our future

happiness and our sublimest enjoyments in this life,

religion is necessary to the comforts, the conveniences,

and even the elegances and lesser pleasures of life.

Not only I never met with a writer truly eloquent who

did not at least affect to believe in religion, but I never

met with one in whom religion was not the richest

source of his eloquence." And I am persuaded that in

things intellectual the rule will hold, that piety is

power. I am persuaded that no productions of genius

will survive to the end of all things in which there is

not something of God; and I am farther persuaded.
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that no book can exercise a lasting ascendancy over

mankind on wbicli his blessing has not been implored,

and in which his Spirit does not speak. Of all the

powers and faculties of the human mind, the noblest is

the one which God has created for himself ; and if that

reverential or adoring faculty do not exist, or if it has been

by suicidal hands extirpated, the world will soon cease to

feel the man who has no fear of God. The stateliest com-

partment in this human soul is the one which, in creat-

ing it, Jehovah reserved for his own throne-room and

presence-chamber ; and however curiously decorated or

gorgeously furnished the other compartments be, if this

be empty and void, it will soon diffuse a blank and beg-

garly sensation over all the rest. And thus, whilst the

Voltaires and Rousseaus, of atheist memory, are waxing

old and vanishing from the firmament of letters, names

of less renowii, but more religion, brighten to a greater

lustre. So true is it that no man can long keep a hold

of his fellow- men, unless he himself first has hold of

God
But if a sincere and strenuous Theism be thus im-

portant— such natural faith in God as buoyed the wing

of Plato in his long and ethereal flights, or bulged the

Saxon thews of Shakespear in his mightiest efforts, in-

comparably more prevalent is that intellectual prowess

which a Scriptural faith produces. He is no Unknown
God whom the believer in Jesus worships, and it is no

ordinary inspiration which that God of light and love

supplies to his servants. And were it not for fear of

tediousness I would rejoice to enumerate one genius

after another which the Gospel kindled, if it did not

create. That Gospel, beyond all controversy, was our

own Milton's poetic might. It was the struggling
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energy which, after years of deep musing and wrapt

devotion, after years of mysterious muttering and anxious

omen, sent its pyramid of flame into old England's

dingy hemisphere, and poured its molten wealth— its

lava of gold and gems, fetched deep from classic and

patriarchal times, adown the russet steep of Puritan

theology. It was the fabled foot which struck from the

sward of Cowper's mild and silent life a joyous Castalia

— a fountain deep as Milton's fire, and, like it, tinctured

with each learned and sacred thing it touched in rising,

but soft and full as Siloah's fount, which flowed fast by

the oracle of God. And that Gospel was the torch which,

on the hills of Eenfrewshire, fired a young spirit,

—

himself both sacrifice and altar-pile,— till Britain spied

the light, and wondered at the brief but brilliant bea-

con. But why name the individual instances ? What

is modern learning, and the march of intellect, and the

reading million, but one great monument of the Gospel's

quickening power ? Three hundred years ago the classics

were revived ; but three hundred years ago the Gospel

was restored. Digging in the Pompeii of the middle

age, Lorenzo and Leo found the lamps in which the old

classic fires had burned; but there was no oil in the

lamps, and they had long since gone out. For models

of candelabra and burners there could not be better

tlian Livy, and Horace, and Plato, and Pindar; but the

faith wliich once filled them— the old Pagan fervour—
was long since extinct, and the lamps were only fit for

the shelf of the antiquary. But it was then that, in the

crypt of the convent, Luther, and Zuingle, and Melanc-

thon, observed a line of supernatural light, and with lever

and mattock lifted the grave-stone, and found the Gospel

wliich the Papist had buried. There it had flamed, "a
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light shining in a dark place," through unsuspected ages

— unquenchable in its own immortality— the long-lost

lamp in the sepulchre. Jupiter was dead, and Minervs

had melted into ether, and Apollo was grey with eld,

and the most elegant idols of antiquity had gone to the

moles and the bats. But there is One who cannot die and

does not change—and the Fountain of Scriptural Learn-

ing is He who is also the Fountain of Life— the Alpha

and Omega— Jesus, the Son of God. From his Gospel

it was that the old classic lamps, when filled with fresh

oil, were kindled again ; and at that Gospel it was that

Bacon, and Locke, and Milton, and Newton, and all the

mighty spirits of modem Europe, caught the fire which

made them blaze the meteors of our firmament, the

marvels of our favoured time.

And should any one now chance to hear me who is

ambitious to be the lasting teacher or the extensive light

of society.— to paint, or think, or sing, for a world more

thoughtful than our railway readers, let him remember

that nothing can immortalise the works of genius if there

be no Gospel in them. The facts of that Gospel are the

world s main stock of truth— the fire of that Gospel is

the only Promethean spark which can ignite our dead

truths into quenchless and world-quickening powers.

For practical and devotional purposes we could desire

no better version of the Bible than our own truthful and

time-hallowed translation. But for those purposes to

which we have this evening adverted,— for the sake

of its intelligent literaiy perusal, we have sometimes

wished that, either in the originals or in English, some

judicious editor would give us, each in a separate fasci-

culus, the several contributions of each sacred penman.
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As it is. ^vith the sixty-six volumes of the Bible ah

compressed into a single tome, we are apt to regard

them, not only as homogeneous inspiration, which they

are, but as contemporaiy compositions, which they are

not. We forget that, in point of time, there is the same

interval between Moses and Matthew as there is betwixt

tlie close of the canon and the compilation of the Augs-

burg Confession. And, with each portion comminuted

into those numbered paragraphs which we call verses, we

are apt to lose sight of the characteristic style of the

various compositions. An epistle looks like a poem,

and a history reads like a collection of adages or apoph-

thegms. But allowing one book to contain the Minor

Prophets, and another the General Epistles, there would

still remain upwards of twenty inspired penmen whose

writings might, much to their mutual illustration, be

bound up in separate volumes, and preserved in their

individual identity. We should thus have in one

volume all that Moses wrote, and in another, chrono-

logically arranged, all the writings of Paul. One

volume might contain all the Psalms of David ; another,

those Psalms (nearly as numerous) which were indited

by Moses, and Asaph, and others. In one cover might

be bound up the Gospel, the Epistles, and the Apoca-

lypse of John ; and in another, that divine Song, those

confessions of a converted philosopher, and that ancient

" Wealth of Nations," which were written down by Solo-

mon. And under such an arrangement might we not

hope that books, usually read in chapters or smaller

morsels, might sometimes be read continuously,— taken

down from the shelf, as another attractive book would

be taken, on a leisure evening, and read through at

a single sitting ? Might we not hope, in such a case.
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that wliilst those who now read the Old and New Testa-

ments would read them still, some who at present do

not read the Bible might be tempted to read Paul,

Moses, and Isaiah? And is it too sanguine to expect

that, as the searching of Scriptures and sacred know-

ledge thus increased, some who first resorted to the

book for literary entertainment might learn from it the

lessons which make wise to life everlasting ?

At all events, theology has not yet turned to sufficient

account the Bible's marvellous diversity. You know how

opposite are the turns, and how various the tempera-

ments, of different people, and how unequal their capa-

cities. One has a logician's intellect, and delights in

dialectic subtilty. Another has a prompt intuition, and

deprecates as so much bamboozlement eveiy ingenious

or protracted argument. Some have the ideal faculty

so strong, that they never understand a proposition

rightly till it sparkles as a sentiment ;
poet-wise, their

eyes are in their apex ; they cannot descry matters of

fact and homely truths, which creep along the ground

or travel on all-fours ; but in order to arrest a vision so

sublime as theirs, thoughts must spread the wings of

metaphor, and soar into the zenith : whilst others are so

prosaic, that they are offended at all imageiy, and gmdge

the time it takes to translate a trope or figure. Some

minds are concrete, and cannot understand a general

statement till they see a particular example. Others

are so abstract, that an illustration is an interruption,

and an example a waste of time. Most men love his-

tory, and nearly all men live much in the future. Some

minds are pensive, some are cheerful ; some are ardent,

and some are singularly phlegmatic. And had an

angel penned the Bible, even though he could have
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condescended to tlie capacity of the lowliest reader, he

could not have foreseeia the turn and fitted the taste of

eveiy child of Adam. And had a mortal penman been

employed, however versatile his talent, however many-

faced his mind, he could not have made himself all

things to all his brethren, nor produced styles enow to

mirror the mental features of all mankind. In his wis-

dom and goodness the Most High has judged far better

for our world; and using the agency of forty authors

—

transfusing through the peculiar tastes and tempera-

ments of so many individuals (and these " men of like

passions with ourselves,") the self-same tniths, the

Spirit of God has secured for the Bible universal adapta-

tion. For the pensive, there is the dirge of Jeremiah

and the cloud-shadowed drama of Job. For the san-

guine and hopeful, there sounds the blithe voice and

there beats the warm pulse of old Galilean Peter. And
for the calm, the contemplative, the peacefully-loving,

there spreads like a molten melody, or an abysmal joy,

the page— sunny, ecstatic, boundless— of John the

Divine. The most homely may find the matter of fact,

the unvarnished wisdom and plain sense, which are the

chosen aliment of their sturdy understandings, in

James's blunt reasonings ; and the most heroic can ask

110 higher standard, no loftier feats, no consecration

move intense, no spirituality more ethereal, than they

will find in the Pauline Epistles. Those who love the

sparkling aphorism and the sagacious paradox are pro-

vided with food convenient in the Proverbs ; and for

those whose poetic fancy craves a banquet more sublime,

there is the dew of Hermon and Bozrah's red wine,

—

the tender freshness of pastoral hymns, and the pui'ple

tumult of ti-iumphal psalms. And whilst the histo-
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nan is borne back to ages so remote that grey tradition

cannot recollect them, and athwart oblivious centuries,

in nooks of brightness and in oases of light sees the

patriarch groups, clear, vivid, and familiar as the

household scenes of yesterday,— there is also a picture

sketched for the explorers of the future. For whilst

the Apocalyptic curtain slowly rises,— whilst the seven

thunders shake its darkness palpable, and streaks of

gloiy issue through its fringe of fire, the New Jerusalem

comes down from heaven ; and gazing on the pearly

gates, and peaceful streets, and bowers of sanctity, our

planet can scarce believe that she is gazing on herself,

— that this is old Mother Earth grown young again,

—

that this vision of holiness and bliss is nothing more

than Paradise restored— that " new" but ancient "earth

in which dwelleth righteousness."

But in order rightly to appreciate this literary diver-

sity of the Bible's several books, it is essential to re-

member the plenary inspiration of the Bible collective.

Imagine the case of an accomplished evangelist. Sup-

pose there were a missionary endowed with the gift of

tongues, and called to ply his labours in different places

at successive periods. He goes to France, and, address-

ing its vivacious inhabitants, he abandons the direct and

sober style of his fatherland ; every utterance is anti-

thesis ; every gem of thought is cut brilliant-wise ; and

the whole oration jigs on gay, elastic springs. He passes

thence to Holland, and in order to conciliate its grave

burghers his steady thoughts move on in stiff proces-

sion, trim, concinnate, old-fashioned—in peaked beaver,

starched ruff, and velvet mantle. Anon he finds himself

amidst a tribe of Red Indians ; and instantly his imagi-

nation spreads pinions of flame, and, familiar with
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thunder-water and burning mountains, his talk is to the

tune of the tempest. And ending his days in Arabia

or Persia, through the fantastic sermon skip shadowy

antelopes or dream-like gazelles ; whilst each interstice

of thought is filled by a voluptuous mysteiy, like the

voice of the darkling nightingale as it floats through air

laden with jasmine or roses. And thus, " all things to

all men," this gifted evangelist wins them all; whereas,,

had he spoken like an Oriental to the Indian, or like a

Persian to the Hollander, he would have offended each,

and would have been a barbarian to all. The Teacher

is one— the same Evangelist everywhere. The truth,

the theme is one— over and over again the same glori-

ous Gospel. Nay, the substance of each sermon is

essentially one ; for it is a new forth-pouring from the

same fountain— another yearning from the same full

heart. But to suit successive hearers the rhythm

alters, the tune is changed.

Such is the principle on which the great Evangelist

has acted. In inditing sermons for the world, such is

the principle on which the Divine Spirit has proceeded.

Speaking to men, he has used the words of men. When
on the two tables God wrote the Ten Commandments,

he did not write them in the speech unutterable of the

third heavens— he wrote them in Hebrew letters, He-

brew words, and Hebrew idiom ; and had it so pleased

him, he might have given all the Scriptures in the self-

same way. Employing no mortal pen whatever, fi-om

the top of Sinai he might have handed downi the one

Testament, and from the top of Olivet the other— the

whole, from Genesis to Revelation, completed without

human intervention, and on amaranthine leaves en-

graven in Heaven's own holograph. And in such a
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case there would have been no dispute as to the extent

of inspiration ; there -would have been no need that,

like the electrometers of the meteorologist, theologians

should invent tests of its intensity, nicely graduated

from the zero of Superintendence up to the fulness of

Suggestion. But Infinite Wisdom preferred another

way. Inspiration he made the counterpart of the In-

carnation ; and as in the Incarnate Mystery we have,

without mutual encroachment and without confusion,

very God and very man, so in theopneustic Scripture

we have a book, every sentence of which is truly human,

and yet every sentence of which is truly divine. Holy

men spake it, but holy men spake and wrote it as they

were moved by the Holy Ghost. And just as when
God sent his Son into the world, he sent him not in

the fashion of an angel, nor even in the fashion of a

glorified and celestial man, but in all points like his

brethren ; so when he sent into the world his written

word, it came not ready-written with an angel's plume,

but with reeds from the Jordan it was consigned to

paper from the Nile, every word of it Hellenistic, or

Hebrew, and yet every word none the less heavenly.

And though the unlettered disciple, who in the iden-

tity of the ultimate Author forgets the diversity of the

intermediate scribes—though he loses less than the dry

critic, who only recognises the mortal penman— that

student alone will get the full good of his Bible who

recognises these parallel facts— its perfect and all-per-

vasive divinity, its perfect and all-investing humanity.

Or, to sum it up in the vivid words of Gaussen : "As
a skilful musician, called to execute alone some master-

piece, puts his lips by turns to the mournful flute, the

shepherd's reed, the mirthful pipe, and the war-trumpet.
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SO the Almighty God, to sountl in our ears his eternal

word, has selected from of old the instruments best

suited to receive successively the breath of his Spirit.

Thus we have in God's great anthem of revelatioti the

sublime simplicity of John ; the argumentative, ellip-

tical, soul-stirring energy of Paul ; the fervour and so-

lemnity of Peter ; the poetic grandeur of Isaiah ; the

lyric moods of David; the ingenuous and majestic nar-

ratives of Moses ; the sententious and royal wisdom of

Solomon. Yes, it was all this— it was Peter, Isaiah,

Matthew, John, or Moses ; but it was God." " And
such ought to be the word of Jehovah—like Emmanuel,
full of grace and truth— at once in the bosom of God
and in the heart of man—powerful and sympathising

—

celestial and human— exalted, yet humble— imposing

and familiar—God and man."

But here, gentlemen, a thought comes over me com-

punctiously. It seems as if we had this evening come.

a large party of us, to view a famous palace, and we

have stood on the la^\'n in front, or looked up from

the quadrangle, and told its towers and marked its bul

warks, and sketched some of its ornaments ; but how

ever commanding the elevation, however graceful the

details and various styles, after all, the glory is within.

Oh, my brethren, there is a loveliness even in its letter

;

but there is life for our souls in 't^ divine significance.

Be you not only Bible-visitors but Bible-occupants. That

Book which God has made the monument of the great

redemption, and where he has put his own perpetual

Shekinah, do you choose it as the gymnasium where

you may nourish a youth truly sublime ; the castle

where, in a world of impiety and an age of peril, you

may find entrenchment for your ftiith and protection for
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your principles ; the sanctuary at wliose oracle you may

find answers to your doubts and light upon your path

;

the spirit's home, whither your affections shall every

day return, and where your character shall progressively

eimoble into a conformity with such a royal residence.

Yes, my dear friends, as a supplement to this lecture,

let me entreat you to peruse the Bible itself. With

prayer, with expectation, with eyes alert and open, read it,

in your most tranquil I'etirement read it; and when a few

of you, who are friends like-miaded, come together, read

it ; search it, sift it, talk about it, talk with it. And as he

thus grows mighty in it, I promise to each earnest Bible

student amongst you two rewards,— it will make you

both a wisei' and a holier man.

Wiser: for the sayings of God's word are solid.

There is a substance, which you must have noticed, cast

on the sea-shore, the medusa, or sea-nettle, as some sorts

of it are called ; an object rather beautiful as its dome

of amber quivers in the sun. And a goodly size it often

is,— so large at times that you could scarcely lift it:

but it is all a watery pulp, and if you were cairying it

home or trjang to preserve it, the whole mass would

quickly trickle out of sight and leave you nothing but

a few threads of substance. Now, most books are

like the marine medusa ; fresh stranded, " just

published " (as the expression is), they make a goodly

show ; but when a few suns have shone on them, the

crystal jelly melts, the glittering cupola has vanished,

and a few meagre fibres in your memoiy are all the

residue of the once popular authorship. If you ever

tried it, you must have been struck with the few solid

thoughts, the few suggestive ideas, which survive from

the perusal of the most brilliant of human books. Few of
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them can stand three readings; and of the memorabilia

which you had marked in your first perusal, on reverting

to them you find that many of them are not so striking,

or weighty, or original as you thought. But the Word

of God is solid ; it will stand a thousand readings, and

the man who has gone over it the most frequently and

the most carefully, is the surest of finding new wonders

there. And just as the pearls of Scripture retain their

intrinsic worth ; as, notwithstanding the frowsy head

gear they have garnished, the dull discourses they have

adorned, they beam brighter than ever when the hand

of a Vinet, or Chalmers, or Hall, has arranged them

anew into a coronet of sanctified taste and genius : so

he amongst sages is the wealthiest man who has de-

tected, and appropriated, and thoroughly possessed him-

self of the largest number of Bible sayings,—the mer

chantman who, seeking goodly pearls, has sought them

on this exhaustless strand.

And holier : for though we have this evening spoken

of the Bible very much as if it were a human book, you

cannot be long versant with it till you find that it is

something more. Like Tabor, it is a " mountain apart."

Among the books of this world it is isolated, unique,

peculiar ; and the farther up you get, the more acquainted

you become with human books, and the more alongside

of them you study the Book of God, the more amazed

will you be at its outstanding elevation, its world-topping

preeminence. And just as in scaling a high mountain

it needs no chemistiy to analyse the air and tell the

pilgrim that it is free from miasma and impurities ; as

every breath which paints a purer crimson on his cheek

and sends a tonic tide through all his suppling frame

would tell him its salubrity : so it needs no argument,
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no analysis, to persuade a spiritual mind that the air of

heaven, the breath of God, is here. In his holier feel-

ings as he reads, in the godly zeal and joyful strenuous-

ness which requite each mounting footstep, "with instinct

sure his regenerate nature hails the congenial inspira-

tion. And just as on Tabor's summit, when from heaven

saints in snowy garments came down, and from Christ

his own glory came through, it needed no refracting prism

or condensing lens to assure them that it was a body of

more than earthly brightness which they were gazing

upon : so, my dear friends, when a text is transfigured,

when the Holy Spirit in the Word lets out his grace

and glory, it will need no Paley nor Butler to prove

that the Wisdom and the Power of God are there, but,

radiant with emitted splendour, and dazzling your ad-

miring eyes, in God's own light you will see it to be

God's own Word. Nor can I wish for you a better

wish than that thus you may be often surprised and

overwhelmed. Yes, dear brethren, in the very midst

of this noisy capital, and in the meridian of this

man-wasting, money-making age, may you often find

your Sabbath, and your place of prayer, and your Bible,

" a mountain apart. " In blissful bewilderment may you

forget the fascinations of earth and the pleasures of sin,

and only wake up to find yourself alone with the

Master. And none shall less grieve than he who has

this evening addressed you, if the literaiy attractions of

the Book be thus merged and superseded in charms

more spiritual, in attractions which, if they draw you

to the Bible, will also draw you at last to heaven.
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THE RELATION OF CHRISTIANITY

TO THE

FREEDOM OF HUMAN THOUGHT
AND ACTION.

The subject of my remarks this evening, as my
hearers are aware, is the " Relation of Christianity to the

Freedom of Human Thought and Action. " That we may
attain to right apprehensions of this great subject, we

must, first of all, obtain a clear and well-defined answer

to the question, What is the time idea represented by Ihe

words, " freedom of human thought and action?" That

such liberty is a sacred and inalienable right of universal

humanity, no one doubts. Not even the most strenuous

advocate of authority would dare an open and direct

avowal before the world of the opposite sentiment. But

what is this high and God -given prei-ogative ?—That

is the question to which a full and distinct answer is

now demanded. As preparatory to the attainment of

this end, special attention is invited to the following

preliminary observations :

—

Of all existences in the world around him, man
alone was created in the image of God, and enjoys the

divine prerogative of standing as God's representative

amid the encircling universe. Humanity is the last
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aud crowning work of the Almighty ; and when God

would bring this new and glory-excelling form of being

into existence, he did not look without upon the sur-

rounding universe for a pattera after which to mould it.

On the other hand, he turned his omniscient eye in

upon himself, and copied the laws and susceptibilities of

the human after those of the divine mind. Man, in

consequence of having violated his Maker's laws, is not

what God originally designed. His mental form, how-

ever, has not '• lost all its original brightness," and ap-

pears nothing less than the image of the Divine Majesty

in ruins, and " the excess of glory obscured." And
fallen in himself though he be, a glorious destiny yet

awaits him,—a destiny not less glorious than that for

which he was originally designed, if he avail himself of

the provisions of the remedial system under which he is

now privileged to mould his character and determine

his destiny. All the teachings of God's Word and Provi-

dence, while they tend to magnify our estimation of

man's guilt as a sinner, at the same time combine to

elevate our ideas of the intrinsic worth of the human

mind, and of the greatness of the immortal powers

with which it is endowed. A creature cannot become

infinite in guilt, the value of whose powers is less than

infinite. In the plan of redemption, also, the over

shadowing worth of the human soul stands distinctly

revealed. In finding a ransom for it, God has laid out

no wasteful expenditure. The ransom paid, infinite as

it is, does not surpass the value of the object purchased.

I would here drop the suggestion, though it may seem

to be somewhat out of place, whether there is not a

general misimderstanding of one important passage of

Holy Writ, a passage often quoted,—" When I consider
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thy heavens, the woi-k of thy fingers ; the moon and the

stars which thou hast ordained ; what is man, that thou

art mindful of him ? and the son of man that thou

visitest him '? For thou hast made him a little lower

than the angels, and hast crowned him with gloiy and

honour. Thou madest him to have dominion over the

works of thy hands ; thou hast put all things under his

feet." {Ps. viii. 3-6.) The common idea seems to be,

that it is the object of the Psalmist to diminish our con-

ception of man by contrasting him with the immensity

of the creation of God, and especially with that of its

author. I would barely suggest the inquiry, whether

the opposite is not the real intention of the sacred

writer ; whether it is not his object to elevate instead of

diminish our estimate of man, and whether the following

is not a true exposition of the passage :
" When I con-

sider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers ; the moon
and the stars which thou hast ordained ; what a being

must man be if he attains his high destiny,—a being of

such overshadowing powers that even Thou, the infinite

God, art mindful of him, and condescendest to visit

him. Moreover, the sphere of thought and activity

for which he was originally created, is a revelation, also,

of his intrinsic greatness. Thou hast made him (for

a sphere of thought and action) but a little lower than

the sphere occupied by angels, and hast crowned him
with glory and honour. Thou madest him to have domi-

nion over the works of thy hands." If the works of God
are so vast and glorious, what must be the greatness of

the powers of the being divinely qualified to have domi-

nion over them ?

Another remark that I deem it important to make
is this : As made in the divine image, man is capable of
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an ultimate attainment to a knowledge of all realities,

visible and invisible, finite and infinite, witbin and

around him, and of harmonising, in his feelings and

voluntary activity, with the nature and character of the

realities thus apprehended. No reality is, or can be,

which the human mind may not represent in thought,

and express in language, the symbol of thought. As

thought is the mirror of the universe, and as language

is the symbol of universal thought, as our susceptibilities

may for ever expand upon the thoughts thus mirroring

forth the great truths that lie in the universe around us,

and as all our voluntary activity may be determined by

and harmonise with the truth when apprehended, to

think, to know, to feel, and act in harmony with our

own sacred convictions of truth, and to symbolise such

convictions in language ; this is the appropriate sphere

of the human mind, the high destiny open to man :
—

" While life, or thought, or being last,

Or immortality endures."

All the powers and susceptibilities of the human

mind are adapted to a state of endless growth and

expansion. The power of thought, of feeling, and the

capacity for voluntaiy moral activity, that is, for virtue

or vice, and the consequent experience of happiness or

miseiy ; immortality alone can keep pace with the

growth and expansion of these deathless principles in

man. Not only are the human faculties adapted to such

a state, but their continued growth and expansion is a

changeless demand of our nature. Let these immortal

powers be brought into a state of permanent stagnation

and non-growth, and mind would be hopelessly wretched

from the necessity of its constitution.
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An immutable law of mental growth and develope-

ment next claims our attention. The varied powers

and susceptibilities of the mind grow, and can grow,

only by exercise upon their appropriate objects, and in

conformity to the original laws of our being. If one

would possess a physical system strong and vigorous, he

must exercise his physical powers upon objects that will

tax their energies to the utmost : so of the intellectual

powers. They can be developed and consolidated only

by being habituated to the endurance of the weight of

great thoughts. If mind would grow, it must walk out

amid the vast realities around it, and tax its energies

in the solution of the varied problems of trath and duty,

which the universe of matter and mind, which the word,

works, and providence of God, present to its considera-

tion. The individual that will not consent to endure

the labour, or rather enjoy the luxury, of hard thinking,

will never pass the boundary of mental childhood, and

will soon find himself passing through a process of con

tinued intellectual and moral imbecility and deteriora

tion.

Nor can our minds grow by being the mere, passive,

unreflective receptacles of the thoughts of others.

Thoughts thus laid upon the mind weigh down and

palsy its energies, instead of strengthening and deve-

loping them. If we do not exercise our own thinking

powers, while others, by thinking, are towering up to

greatness around us, our minds will wither and become

more and more imbecile in the shade of their great

thoughts.

Nor can mind be developed by the continued in-

dulgence of an idle, unretiective curiosity in sight-

seeing,— a mental process in which the mere outward
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senses are chiefly exercised, in which the memory is

overburdened with the weight of unexplained facts and

events, while the thinking, reflective faculty within

is not strongly exercised. The world presents no

more melancholy specimens of mental imbecility,

than is furnished by those masses of sight-seers, who

are continually gazing with unreflective wonder upon

the moving panorama of the universe around them,

and doing this without attempting to explain to them-

selves the causes of the events they see in the ex-

ternal world, or the laws which regulate their occur-

rence, and without turning thoughts in upon them-

selves, and seriously pondering the great questions

pertaining to human duty and destiny,— the questions,

Where am I ? What am I ? What ought I to be, and

how ought I to act ? and what will be my immortal

state consequent on my being and doing what I ought

or ought not ?

Nor, permit me to remark, finally, can the mind

attain to a strong and vigorous developement whose

reading, as far as the study of books is concerned, is

chiefly confined to those ephemeral productions with

which the world is now being so abundantly cursed. The

perusal of such works is rightly called " light reading,"

and they themselves " light litei'ature," for the obvious

reason that they are the appropriate food of light minds

which, without expanding themselves, are continuously

undergoing a process of mental attenuation,— minds,

the progress of which may be compared to circles in the

water, where, without ever enlarging themselves, they

are continuously " vanishing into nought." I presume

that I shall be sustained by the united verdict of this

great audience, when I affirm that the young man or
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woman, whose mind is surrendered to the influence of

such works, will not fail to attain to one consummation

—the possession of a weak intellect and a corrupt heart.

Solid thinking, habitual converse with universal truth in

respect to matter and mind, and deep intercommunion

with those great thoughts " in prose and verse," which

introduce the mind to an intimate acquaintance with

the beautiful, the true, and the good, and which tend to

qualify us for our high destiny, as the sons and daugh-

ters of eternity, must be our chief mental aliment if we

would become possessed of strong and well-developed

mental powers.

The conclusion to which we are conducted as the

necessary result of the train of thought that we have pur-

sued is this. From the changeless laws of our mental

constitution,— if we would heed the voice of nature and

of nature's God— if we would be what we all may be,

and ought to become— if, in short, we would accom-

plish our high destiny as the sons and daughters of

time and eternity both, we must, in the highest and

best sense of the words, be independent thinkers.

We must surrender to no man, or class of men, the

prerogative of thinking or judging for us. We must

not hold opinions without having ourselves, and for

ourselves, examined the foundations on which they

rest. If we read, it must be our object to under-

stand what we read. If we hear, we must not

listen as the passive recipients of other men's

thoughts, but, with the infallible standai'd of truth before

us, as intelligent judges of what is right and of what is

wrong— of what is false and of what is true. When
we act, our activity must have its basis in rational con

victions. On no other conditions can the mental facul-
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ties be properly developed, or mind move in the sub-

limity of its power. Mental imbecility, or the exercise

of independent thought, is the immutable alternative

presented to us all, the least as well as the greatest

among us.

We are now preparsd for a distinct statement of the

meaning of the words— " the freedom of human thought

and action." The idea expressed by these words may
be contemplated in two distinct and opposite points of

light,— the mental state of the individual whose

thinking and voluntary activity are in harmony with

this idea, and the laws, institutions, and usages of

society, which tend to promote freedom of thought and

action, and which protect individuals in the enjoyment

of this sacred right of man. An individual realises in

his own character the idea under consideration when

he is an earnest inquirer after universal truth, when

his supreme aim, in all his inquiries, is perfectly to

harmonise his convictions, opinions, and judgments

with truth itself, and with nothing else, and when his

voluntary activity is in sacred harmony with his own

honest convictions of what truth, justice, and duty

demand of him. The aim of such an individual is, not

to think with, or in opposition to, the rest of the

world, but to think the truth. He joyfully and gladly

walks with the Church and the world when, in his

honest judgment, they are moving in the line of truth ;

and as readily, though not without sadness, parts com-

pany with either or both together, whenever, and

wherever, in his judgment, they are moving in a dif-

ferent or opposite direction. While he is ever " cry-

ing after knowledge, and lifting up his voice for under-

standing,"— while he candidly examines the views of
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Others, and holds himself in equal readiness to he

instructed by the child or the philosopher, the savage

or the sage, the opinions of no man, or class of men,

have authority with him, only so far forth as he him

self perceives that such opinions are based upon ade-

quate evidence. He values truth too highly to receive

any opinions, sentiments, or doctrines, simply upon

trust ; he has too much respect for his own immortal

powers to consent to think on any subject by proxy.

No being, or class of beings, stand between him and

the truth and the God of truth, as the Lord of his

conscience, of his intellect, or of his will. Equally

free is such an individual from all internal biasses

which tend to prevent the perception of the truth in

the first instance, and its cordial reception when per

ceived in the next,— biasses such as sectarian or party

prejudice, or pride of opinion, which render an indi-

vidual unwilling to see himself or his party in error,

to confess the error when perceived. The individual

that thus thinks and acts realises, in his own per-

sonal character, the great idea designated by the words

" freedom of human thought and action." Under

w^hatever form of government he lives, or with what-

ever party he may be visibly connected, he is him-

self a free man. The individual, on the other hand,

that places any man, or class of men, or any forms

of opinion, between himself and the truth, and the

God of truth, as the arbiters of his understanding,

judgment, conscience, or will, or is controlled in his

opinions and actions by any influences or biasses, other

than a sacred respect for the trath itself, and the

authority of its Author, he is not a free man. He is

in a state of mental servitude to that, whatever it may
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be, by -which his mind is swerved from the authority

of the tiiith.

Now, when governments, civil and ecclesiastical,

maintain, in all their laws, institutions, and usages, a

sacred respect for the right of private judgment, and

protect ail subjects in its exercise, instead of pre-

scribing for them forms of thinking under the pains

and penalties of civil or ecclesiastical censui'es or dis-

abilities, then such governments also realise in their

spheres the great idea designated by the words, " tiie

freedom of human thought and action." On the other

hand, when any pains or penalties, any forms of civil

or ecclesiastical censure or disability, hang over the

subject, to perpetuate the current of his thinking and

acting in the channels which authority has already cut

out for him, to prevent his discovei'ing any error in the

existing creed of his church or party, or avowing the

fact when discovered, so far forth he is under a grinding

despotism perfectly antagonistic to his dearest interests

and most sacred rights as a man and a Christian.

I would here remark, also, that individuals living under

a free government may not unfrequently find themselves

subject to a public sentiment as really and truly hostile

to the exercise of freedom of thought and action as

the most iron civil or ecclesiastical despotisms that

ever existed. When the celebrated Harvey, for ex-

ample, lost his practice as a physician, in consequence

of announcing the tme theory of the circulation of the

blood, and lost it by means of the cry of quackery and

empiricism which his own profession raised around him,

that great man found himself under a form of tyranny

as hostile to independent thought and rational progress

in knowledge, as was that celebrated tribunal in the
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Eternal City which convicted Galileo of heresy, for

having announced the true theory of the heavenly

bodies. So, when an individual, as is not unfrequently

the case, adopts religious sentiments which, in the exer-

cise of earnest, humble, prayerful, and independent

thought, he cannot but adopt and avow, and continue to

be a God-fearing man,— sentiments contrary, in some re-

spects, to the existing creed of his church,— and finds

himself not met with a candid hearing by his brethren,

nor his views shewn to be wrong, by an appeal to reason

or revelation, but, on the other hand, overwhelmed by

the cry of heresy, such an individual is under a form

of spii'itual despotism as unrighteous, unchristian, and

hostile to freedom of human thought and action, as any

tribunal in Rome, or Petersburg, or Turkey ever was.

Having defined and elucidated the idea designated by

the words " freedom of human thought and action," we
are now prepared for a direct consideration of the

relations of Christianity to this great idea. That which

originated from a being of infinity and perfection must

be perfectly adapted to the end for which it was created.

And Christianity having been originated and consum-

mated in all its teachings and principles by such a

being, and for the express purpose of meeting fully the

necessities of man, must, in all its teachings, be in full

alliance with this fundamental demand of univereal

humanity. Just as far as its influence becomes supreme,

it must secure in all alike perfect freedom of thought

and action. That this must be the case we may safely

afl&rm a priori. " Jesus said to those Jews which

believed in him. If ye continue in my word, then are ye

my disciples indeed : and ye shall know the truth, and

the truth shall make you free." But my object is to

K
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shew how our holy religion tends to this grand con-

summation. In accomplishing this object, we will, in

the first place, contemplate its influence upon the in-

dividual in freeing him from all influences and biasses,

external and internal, which tend to prevent or limit

in him the full and complete exercise of freedom of

thought and action in the highest and best sense of

the words.

And here let me request the audience to elevate their

thoughts to a contemplation of the relations into which

Christianity, just as far as its spirit is understood and

imbibed, places the individual in respect to God. With
such a person one idea overshadows all others, and per-

fectly limits and controls their influence,— the idea of

his relations to God as a being of absolute infinity and

perfection— a being, whose knowledge of all objects is

absolutely perfect— a being of perfect justice, goodness,

and tiiith, and who will be satisfied with nothing in

his creatures but justice and uprightness. To stand

accepted with God, through the perfact obedience and

sacrificial death of his Son, to harmonise all his

opinions and judgments with Gods views of things,

and all his activity with God's \n\l, nothing else is

to him an object of comparative importance. It is a

matter of concern infinitely small Avith him to difi'er

from all the world, if such difi'erence is believed to be

requisite to an agreement iivith God. What is man's

iudgment in his estimation compared with that of God ?

Now I afl&rm it, as a self-evident truth, that it is abso-

lutely impossible for us to conceive of a mind located

in a position so favourable to the exercise of the most

perfect form of freedom of thought and action, as is the

relation to God now under consideration.
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1. The mind is, then, most deeply impressed with

the infinite value of imiversal truth, the first and main

element of true wisdom. God is ever present to the

thoughts, with his infinite perfections, and the universe of

matter and mind as his handiwork, as objects of study.

The Book of Revelation on the one hand, and of Nature

on the other, are laid open for investigation ; and how

infinite the value of the truths revealed in each alike

then appears to the mind. How does the mind thus

influenced " cry after knowledge, and lift up its voice

for understanding," " Wisdom enters into the heart,

and knowledge is pleasant to the soul."

2. The mind, in the relations supposed, is subject to

influences, of all othei-s, best adapted to the exercise of

the spirit of child-like simplicity and teachableness on

the one hand, and of perfect candour and mental inde-

pendence on the other. The man who places a supreme

value upon the tiiith, and esteems a knowledge of it

above all price, as the God-fearing man does, will ever

hold himself in readiness, in the language of the great

Edwards, to " receive the truth and embrace it, whether

it comes from a child or an enemy." With child-like

simplicity and candour will he listen to the reasons and

arguments of those who differ from him. Only in the

exercise of such candour and heart integrity can he, as

he well knows, stand approved with the only heing

whose frown he fears. At the same time, ever recog-

nising the great fact, that this side the eternal throne

there are no infallible interpreters of trath, revealed

or unrevealed—that God alone is the Lord of the intellect

and conscience— he listens to all uninspired teachers,

not as a passive recipient of other men's thoughts and

opinions, but as an independent judge of what is true
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and of wliat is false, of what is right and of what is wrong.

His God-fearing mind is swayed, not by the weight of

authority, but by that of evidence alone.

3. In the relations supposed, the mind is subject to

influences which free it from those internal and per-

sonal biasses which are wholly incompatible with the

exercise of freedom of thought and action— biasses,

such as prejudice, pride of opinion, and party. In

the immediate conscious presence of the Infinite and

i-*erfect we cannot fail to be deeply impressed with the

consciousness of our own finiteness and consequent

liability to error in judgment. Hence, we shall ever

hold ourselves in perfect readiness to re-examine all

opinions which we hold as individuals, as members of

any particular sect or party, to detect error where it

exists, and confess the fact when discovered. The
object of the God-fearing man is not an agreement with

his former self, his sect, or party, but with God. He
must then be free from the warping influences of those

biasses, internal or personal, which prevent the exercise

of freedom of thought and action.

4. When we open the Sacred Volume we meet with a

positive command, demanding of us the exercise of

perfect freedom of thought and action. At the same

time we find the most fearful judgments suspended over

us in case we admit any man or class of men, unin-

spired of God, as infallible expounders of truth.

" Prove all things
;

" that is, test for yourselves, as in-

dependent judges of truth and error, all opinions and

doctrines commended to your regard. " Hold fast that

which is good ; " that is, ever act in perfect harmony

with your own honest internal convictions of what truth,

goodness, justice, and God, require of you. Whatever
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teachers or books, decrees of councils, teachings ol

assemblies of divines, or articles of faith, may be before

us, we are required to test, and to test for ourselves, all

their teachings alike, by comparing them with " the

law and the testimony," remembering, that " if they

speak not according to this word, it is because there is

no light in them." At the same time, the curse of God
is upon us, if we hear in any other state of mind.

" Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh

flesh his arm."

5. The revealed relation of religious teachers to

their hearers tends to impress us with this sentiment.

While the preacher is required to " take the oversight

of the Church," he is expressly prohibited exercising

" lordship over God's heritage ;" that is, presenting him-

self to the brotherhood as an authoritative expounder of

God's word. While the hearer, also, is required to

esteem the religious teacher " very highly for his work's

sake," he is positively commanded to exercise his own

judgment in the fear of God, in respect to the character

of what he hears. " Let the other [the hearer] judge,"

while the speaker is delivering his message, is the

Divine command. The preacher is not in the presence

of the hearers as a judge giving authoritative exposi-

tions of the word of God ; but rather as an advocate

speaking in the presence of judges who are, not for

him, but for themselves to adjudicate upon his expo-

sitions.

6. In the same relation of God-fearing freedom and

independence does the Bible place us, in respect to

civil rulers. While we are to " obey those who rule

over us," such obedience is expressly prohibited, where

it would imply a violation of fidelity to God and of
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our convictions of duty. Then our response is to be,

" We ought to obey God rather than man."

Now coutemjilate an individual who unites in his

character this love of truth and respect for it for its own
sake,— this child-like teachableness and candour asso-

ciated with a manly independence of thought, judg-

ment, and action,— this freedom from all pride of

opinion and party, and whoever recognises him-

self as subject to a special command from the only

Being he supremely fears— a command requiring him,

under the most dreaded penalty, to examine all sub-

jects, weigh all opinions, and listen to all human
teachers, and to all requirements of nilers, as a God-

fearing judge of truth and error, right and ^vrong,

and to act in full harmony with his own internal con-

victions thus induced of what truth and duty demand

of him,— contemplate, I say, an individual uniting

in his own person all these divine elements of cha-

racter, and we have a man who realises in his cha-

racter, in the most full and perfect sense conceivable,

all that is meant by the words, " freedom of human
thought and action." None but a God-fearing man can,

by any possibility, embrace in his character these es-

sential elements of manly fi'eedom and independence ;

and such a God-fearing man as this, Christianity, as we

see, does and must render every one who intelligently

embraces its principles and imbibes its spirit.

" He is the freeman whom the truth makes free,

And all are slaves besides."

Let us now contemplate a community of such God-

fearing men associated together as a church or nation.

What would be the influence of the spirit which each
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breathes, as fax* as the enactment of hivvs, civil or eccle

siastical, or the generating of a public sentiment, bear-

ing upon the freedom of human thought and action, is

concerned ? In their church relations all are together

as " a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar people."

Each demands in all, and all in each, as the condition of

admission to fellowship, the manifestation of such a

God-fearing spirit as renders it, with one and all alike,

a small thing to be judged by or to differ from any one

of the brethren, or all united. This all-over-shadowing

fear of God manifested by each and all together is the

very bond of brotherhood between them, and the ex-

clusive foundation of their mutual esteem one towards

the other. Such, Christianity, in all its principles,

teachings, and influences, tends to render the Church,

and into this divine and sanctified form will it bring

the Church when its principles are understood and

embraced.

Equally benign and manifest are the tendencies of

Christianity in respect to the freedom of human thought

and action in the civil relations of life. A community

of free, God-fearing thinkers, would never enact, or,

as far as their suffrages extend, allow the enactment

of laws hostile to freedom of human thought and

action. And how could rulers, themselves fearing God,

and recognising God as alone the Lord of the human
intellect and conscience, attempt by law to cut out chan-

nels for thought, or to prescribe rules by w-hich mans
God-made and God-endowed intelligence shall judge of

what is true or false, right or wrong ? The publication

of Christianity is a universal declaration of inde-

pendence in respect to the freedom of human thought

and action. There is not a solitary doctrine or princi
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pie within the lids of the sacred word that tends in any

other direction.

Here I might safely rest the argument ; but God has

conferred upon the Church the power to exercise disci-

pline for offences against the laws of his house, and
upon civil rulers the authority to punish evil-doers. If

anywhere Christianity is unfavourable to freedom of

thought and action, it will be found in the powers of

discipline and punishment thus conferred. In the

Church all forms of discipline for doctrines held as true

must, of course, be exercised under one charge, ex-

clusively, that of heresy. Who then is a heretic, and

what is heresy, according to the Bible ? To this ques-

tion the sacred word has given a direct and specific

answer. " A man that is an heretic after the first and

second admonition reject ; knowing that he that is such

is subverted, and sinneth, being condemned of himself."

{Tit. iii. 10, 11.) A heretic is one who holds senti-

ments, such as the denial of the first principles of moral

obligation, the divine authority of the word, or the way
of life through Christ,— sentiments, the holding of

which implies the subversion of Christian character,—
that the subject has ceased to fear God, and is in a state

of total alienation from him and opposition to his will.

Heresy is that which no honest mind can hold and re-

tain its heart-purity and integrity. The holding of

such sentiments subjects the offender to discipline, on

the exclusive ground, that his character thereby stands

revealed as a subverted man. On the other hand, the

Church is positively prohibited exercising discipline for

any doctrines held by her members, and held, as sho

does and must acknowledge, in the fear of God, and as

the result of honest inquiry after the truth. All such
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she is positively commanded to receive, for the all-

authoritative reason that Christ has received them. As

his servants, she is expressly prohibited even judging

or censuring them. " Who art thou that judgest an-

other man's servant ? To his own master he staudeth or

falleth." Those who are " weak in the faith she is to

receive," but not with " doubtful disputations ;" that is,

with no disputatious even with them, implying or mani-

festing a doubt of their character as Christians, or a

a want of respect for them as such. All who give

evidence that they are living and acting in the fear

of God, and in obedience to his will, are to be regarded

by each and all the members of the sanctified family

as their " brethren, sisters, and mothers." Were the

Church to touch a God-fearing man, even with the end

of the rod of discipline, for any sentiments which she

confesses him to hold in the fear of God, she would

" touch the apple of God's eye ; " so sacredly is the

freedom of thought and action expressly guarded within

the sacred precincts of the Church. Wei'e it otherwise,

were the Church authorised to exercise discipline for

any sentiment which men who fear God must, with the

light vouchsafed to them, hold or renounce the fear of

God in their own case, then Christianity would so far

forth be in direct hostility to the freedom of human
thought and action. But it is not so : all such power

is expressly denied the Church in the sacred word.

Civil rulers are appointed of God, and their authority

is heaven-derived. Their powers are given for a speci

fied end, " the punishment of evil-doers, and the praise

of them that do well." What is there here implying au-

thority to interfere with the freedom of human thought

and action ? The sword is not a weapon well adapted
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to hew out confessions of faith or formulas of doctrine

which bind the consciences of men whose intelligence

is derived from the word of God ; and God never put it

into the hand of the magistrate for any such purpose.

The argument which I have based on an exclusive

reference to the uitriusic tendencies of Christianity

might be abundantly confirmed by an appeal to facts of

history. All that I need to add on this point is a bare

allusion to the universally-known and acknowledged

fact, that for all the civil liberty that now exists, or ever

lias existed, on earth, the world is indebted to Chris-

tianity. If we may argue, also, from the past to the

future, we are quite safe in the prediction, that, in

all future time, civil liberty and our holy religion will

traverse the earth side by side ; and that in eveiy age

and nation, where the temple of freedom shall be

founded upon a sure and permanent basis, Chris-

tianity will constitute the " seven pillars " of that temple.

Some general reflections, designed to throw additional

light upon this great subject, will close this address.

1. I have now sufficiently demonstrated the bearing

of Christianity upon the true idea of freedom of thought

and action. I have shewn that an intelligent, God
fearing man, such as Christianity does in fact render all

who rightly apprehend and with heart-integrity and sin-

cerity embrace her revelation of grace, and her principles,

must be a free and independent tliinker. I now affirm

that, from the changeless laws of universal mind, none

but such a God-fearing man can by any possibility

preserve a state of internal integrity, and freedom and

independence, in his judgments and moral activity.

There is but one sentiment conceivable that can hold

immovably the balance of the mind amid the clamour of
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passion, the im])ulse of prejudice, pride of opinion, of

sect and party, and the force of corrupting external in-

fluences, and that sentiment is the love and fear of God.

Manlvind will and must elect the laws of their thinking

and judging from their own internal, mental, and

physical propensities, from the public sentiment of

the -world around them, or from the throne of purity,

truth, integrity, and justice above them. In either

of the former positions we are of necessity the crea-

tures of prejudice, and not the free, honest-minded

disciples of univei'sal truth. Amid the conflict of war-

ring passions conscience, to be sure, will utter its man-

dates for mental truthfulness and integrity ; but its voice

will be unheeded amid the " noise of endless wars" in

which the mind is necessitated to think and act, unless

that voice is seconded by the fear of God. Rousseau, the

prince of sceptics, affirms, that he never met or heard of

an honest infidel in his life, one that " would not prefer

his own error to the truth when discovered by an-

other ; " and who, " for his own gloiy, would not will-

ingly deceive the whole human race." From the nature

of universal mind it could not have been, and in no era

uf the world's history can it be, otherwise. " The Chris-

tian is the highest style of man ; " and faith in God and

the fear of him are the highest ascent of reason.

2. The question may arise in some minds, in view of

the train of thought thus far pursued. Have we not an

all -authoritative standard of truth in the Sciiptures ?

Certainly we have. There is nothing but truth in the

book of Revelation, or in the book of Nature, and the

truths revealed in each alike are truths of God. But

where are the authoritative expounders of either of these

volumes ? To us the teachings of each must be clotht<i
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With all authority. But when the question arises,

What are their specific teachings on any given sub-

ject? every man, with the use of the best light in his

power, is to answer that question for himself, and in the

fear of God alone. The honest decisions of his own

intelligence, in respect to what the book of God does

teach, is to him the ultimate and final standard of

appeal.

Many individuals mistake the teachings of their

creeds or formulas of doctrine for the authority of the

Bible. If a doubt be suggested in regard to the truth of

any one of the articles of the received formulas, we are

at once charged with a denial of the Bible, or a tendency

to infidelity. I cannot deny the Bible and be a God-

fearing man. I may, however, doubt the truth of much
that is taught in existing creeds and formulas, for the

exclusive reason, that I am such a man, and as such,

as I am peremptorily required to do, have tested the

received dogmas " by the law and the testimony."

3. When we turn our eye from the book of God to a

consideration of the teachings of uninspired men in

respect to what that divine oracle does reveal, whether

we refer to the books of the wise and good in all ages,

to living expounders of truth, to creeds of churches,

decrees of councils, and formulas of doctrines put forth

by venerable synods or assemblies of divines, we find a

wide diversity and often direct opposition of opinion on

great and important subjects. What course would a

wise man, in the exercise of a manly Christian inde-

pendence, and freedom of thought and judgment, pur-

sue under such circumstances ? We may, as many do,

blindly surrender ourselves to the guidance and teach-

ings of some one leading mind, or in a similar spirit
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assume the truth of some particular creed or formula of

doctrine, and interpret the teachings of inspiration itself

in the hght of what we have thus assumed that they

must teach. In this case an individual most obviously

divests himself of the essential elements of a manly

Christian faith, and renders it impossible for him to

become moi'e than half of a man. Or in the next place,

we may, as others do, in the exercise of a blind charity,

assume that, as good men hold these diversities of opinion,

one doctrine is just as good as another, or that, as the

wisest and best men differ so widely, there is no such

thing as finding out the tinith, and therefore cease to

inquire at all. In either of these cases we divest our-

selves of the prerogative of our Christianity and man-

hood both. The only alternative that remains for us is,

as free. God-fearing judges of truth and error, to ex-

amine for ourselves, as we have opportunity, all systems

alike, and extract what is good and true from them all.

In this course, and in this alone, do we assert and vindi-

cate our own Christian dignity and manhood, and obey

the divine precept, " Prove all things ; hold fast that

which is good."

4. The attitude which it becomes Christians,

Christian theologians and philosophers, to assume in

respect to the progress of scientific research in respect to

the universe of matter and mind, next claims a moment "s

attention. Instead of standing aghast, as some do, at

such researches, and crying out against them as tending

to scepticism, they should themselves fearlessly advance

into the field of universal research and push all such

inquiries to their utmost consummation. God has not

contradicted himself in the book of Nature and Revela-

tion, aud we honour him not, when we betray the least
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symptom of fear that he has done so. The entire

teachings of hoth volumes lie out with perfect distinct-

ness under his eye. There is, •we may rest assured, a

divine harmony between them all. God has not dropped

an inadvertent thought, or penned an inadvertent sen-

tence in—
"That dearest of books that excels every other,

The old family Bible that lays on the stand."

Christianity has nothing to fear but from darkness

and ignorance, limited and partial views, the blunders

of philosophers, and " the contradictions of science,

falsely so called." Where in the history of the wide

world has a great principle of eternal ti-uth, or a funda-

mental fact, been fully developed, that has not been

found to lie in perfect harmony alongside of the teach-

ings of the book of God ? When universal science has

reached its consummation, and the theology of the Bible

has received a full scientific developement, then Christ-

ianity and philosophy will be seen together upon some

high mount of observation, uniting their efforts in the

annunciation of the principles of eternal truth, and a

redeemed and sanctified race will see the " head stone

of the divine temple laid with shoutings, Grace, grace,

unto it."

5. A passing remark is deemed requisite in this con-

nexion upon the character of the popular scepticism, or

infidelity, of the present age. I shall speak of it with

special reference to its bearings upon the true idea of

mental freedom of thought and action. In tliis country

and in the United States it is, as you are doubtless

aware, an exotic, an importation from the neighbouring

continent. Neither the English nor the American

mind ever thought it out; nor can its dogmas be
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deduced from any principles or fundamental facts -which

had been, prior to its introduction, established among

us. The manner of its introduction is also quite pecu-

liar. Being itself entirely a stranger, and coming among

us for the avowed purpose of superseding our former

modes of thinking, and of excluding from our minds

existing religious doctrines and sentiments, and all this

under the high profession of introducing forms of think-

ing more ethereal and divine, we might suppose that

this new-comer would, at least, condescend to shew us

his credentials, and give us to understand distinctly his

own principles, and the grounds of his high claims.

The Normans even gave the existing possessors of this

island the opportunity for an open field fight, before tak-

ing possession of the country, and distributing the soil

among themselves. ]\Iight we not suppose, then, that

this stranger would, at least, bow to his auditory, clearly

define his positions, and make some show at establishing

his claims to universal dominion, before walking, or at-

tempting to walk, Christianity out of om* temples, its

doctrines out of our heads, and its benign principles out

of our hearts ? But he has done no such thing. He
claims universal possession by prescriptive right, and

frowns indignantly upon all inquiries after his creden-

tials, and upon all demands for the reasons and grounds

of his teachings. In the country that gave birth to this

our exotic, it is called " the God Imperativus," the God
who utters his oracles " with a high imperious tone that

scoffs at duty." In his sojourn among us, this strange

god has fully sustained his character as the God Im-

perativus. As the enemy and supplanter of our holy

religion, he has never condescended even to '• write a

book." He has never fnveu us a distinct statement of
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bis own principles, or shewn us the foundation on which

they rest. His imperious dicta are found only in trea-

tises, pamphlets, and reviews, pertaining mostly to sub-

jects bearing only incidentally upon religion, and there

they appear in the form of bold assertions, sneering

insinuations, and sideway thrusts at holy things, and

appear in the midst of principles stated in a form so uni-

versal that they cannot but be true, and as true are of

very little practical importance, and among truths as old

as the race, but here baptized with names entirely new,

and in this form intruded upon us as wholly unknown to

the world before. Self-enthroned in the chair of criticism,

philosophy, and theology, he assumes the prerogative of

universal arbiter of truth and error. Christianity he

admits, like Mahometanism and the superstitions of the

Hindoo, was divine in its origin and benign in influence;

but is now to be superseded by new and higher forms

of thought—forms of thinking better adapted to the age

in which we live. Now, while this God Imperativus

thus judges and arbitrates for us, giving us the honoured

privilege of standing as passive recipients of his impe-

rious dicta, what if he were asked to shew his own cre-

dentials ? What, to drop the figui-e. if the men who

are charging our popular literature with sentiments sub-

versive of all the teachings and principles of our holy

religion, were called upon as honest men to define their

positions, state their principles with distinctness and

without disguise, and, above all, to expose the real

foundations on which those principles rest? Suppose they

are told that there is to be no more place for dogmatisms

or assumptions : clear exposition of principles, and proof

of their validity, are now expected and demanded.

How would those men feel, if thus confronted ? The
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tallest among them, I will venture the affirmation,

•would feel, as a great philosopher of this school of sceptics

in Germany did, when a certain Yankee put himself at

his side, as an earnest inquirer after a knowledge of the

principles of his philosophy. This son of New England

had heard of the German philosophy—had attempted

in vain to master its principles for himself ; at length

he crossed the ocean, and seeking out one of the gi-eat

lights of the system, put himself by his side, and re-

quested him to give a clear and distinct statement of

that system. The philosopher began to expatiate upon

the infinite, the eternal, the absolute, the true, and the

good. " But stop," said his pupil, " stop right here

This is the veiy thing I want to understand. What do

you mean by such and such a proposition ?" The Ger-

man hesitated a moment, and then began to expatiate

as before. "But stop here," said the pupil; "just

explain your meaning in such and such propositions."

The philosopher becoming confused by vain attempts

to explain what had never had any definite form nor

shape in his own mind, finding ideas which before had

appeared to embody continents of thought fading away

into sand-banks, and things even less substantial, under

his attempted explanations ; and seeing no end to the

perplexities arising from the demands of his pupil for

what was most manifestly nothing but needful explana-

tions, lifted his hands to heaven and cried out, "Oh
mein Gott ! forgive Columbus for having discovered

America." Now let the infidels to whom I have re-

ferred be put to a similar task— the task of clear and

distinct exposition of their principles, and the grounds

of their claims to our regard, and the tallest among

them would dread such an ordeal. When called upon for

L
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exposition clear and distii^rt, and for evidence satisfao

tory to honest, independent, and consequently careful

thinkers, they would pray, if they had never done so

before, and the burden of their prayer would be, to be

excused from the terrible task assigned them. There

is not a man among them all that would dare come be-

fore the world with a clear statement of the principles

on which his system is based, and then attempt to de-

fend its claims. I venture the affirmation, that since

the world began, there has never been a form of think-

ing more dogmatical, more reckless in the assumption

of first principles, or more careless in respect to con-

clusions based upon them, in short, less characterised

by real independent thought, than is the popular infi-

delity of the present age. The celebrated Hegel, who
brought its principles to their full and final consum-

mation in Germany, remarked upon his dying bed, that

in all that kingdom, there was but one solitary individual

that had understood his system, and that he had mis

understood it ; and yet upon that very system the young

men of that countiy have built their faith, and while

they know not its principles, nor the foundation on

which they rest, they are now boasting that, being de-

livered by the system of their master, thus blindly

adopted, from all occasion to fear the frown of God,

or dread a hereafter, there is nothing left them but to

enjoy a merry life. Permit me to exhort the youth

in whose presence I am to-night, to avoid such a reck-

less example. A truly free and independent thinker,

remember, is a careful thinker. We do not ask you to

embrace Christianity without perceiving that you have

good and sufficient reasons for so doing. But we do

•w:k you, not to repudiate her claims, without being able
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to assign to j'^ourselves and to all honest thinkers rea-

sons definite and fully adequate for such rejection. We
would earnestly entreat you to beware, lest you rest your

immoilal interests upon a system which -will be to you,

•when the time for correction has for ever past, what the

morning cloud sometimes is to the weaiy, tempest-tossed

mariner, who is waiting with inexpressible desire for the

sight of land, and for the privilege of resting in a quiet

harbour. As the dawning light dissipates the sur-

rounding darkness, suddenly there opens upon his vision

the appearance of a vast continent, with a fine harbour,

a great city with high towers and spires, directly before

him, and with villages, and hamlets, and orchards, and

fields of grain, with boundless foiests of waving pines

and cloud-enshrouded mountains in the more distant

perspective. The joyful cry of " Land a-head !" echoes

and re-echoes through the ship ; it is headed for the

open port ; but just as it comes into the heavy swell

which it always meets befoi'e entering into still water,

it suddenly dashes and goes to pieces upon rocks or

banks of sand, and the horror-stricken mariner, instead

of finding a quiet haven, is wi-apped in a winding-sheet

of waters, and finds in " the deep, deep sea" his lasting

sepulchre. Such will be the sad and delusive end of

all those who have not by " repentance towards God
and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ," laid hold of that

hope " which as an anchor of the soul is both sure

and steadfast."

6. We ajre now prepared for a distinct statement of the

fundamental peculiarity of Romanism. Romanism does

not consist in mere outward relations to a particular

sect, but in the principles on which our profession is

based. Nor is Protestantism merely that which is out-
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ward iu the flesh. It is, on the other hand, a principle

in all respects fundamentally opposite to the distin-

guishing characteristic of Komanism. What, then, is

the distinguishing characteristic of Romanism? It is

this : the assumption, on the part of the self-inaugu-

rated authorities of the Church, of the right to interfere

with the rights of private judgment in matters of faith

and practice, and to enforce assent to prescribed for-

mulas of doctrine and church usages by civil or eccle-

siastical censures or disabilities. The taking of the

Bible from the masses is only a means of more effectu-

ally securing the subjection of the public mind to

authority. The object of such a system is, not to

render the members honest, God-fearing thinkers, but

orthodox thinkers— not induce among them the unity

of obedience, but of belief. Now the peculiar charac-

teristic of Protestantism is the direct opposite of this.

It proclaims God alone as the Lord of the intellect,

conscience, and will, and consequently denies to the

Church and State alike all right to interfere with the

rights of private judgment in matters of faith. Its

fundamental aim is to promote the unity of faith and

obedience, and not that of mere Leiief. Who does

not see that we may be Protestant by profession and

Romanist in principle ? The Pilgrim Fathers of New
England, for example (and what land can boast of an

ancestry of higher nobleness ?), fled from Europe to

preserve to themselves and posterity the rights of

private judgment in matters of faith and conscience,

and then inflicted the severest penalties upon the

Quakers, for taking the same liberties with their creeds

and formulas that they had done -svith those of Rome,
and banished men of God from their territories, for
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exercising the right of private judgment even on the

subject of baptism.

7. The tendency of substituting authority in the place

of free, independent thought next claims a moment's atten-

tion. Whenever human teachings have been placed

between the public mind and the book of Nature or the

book of Revelation, as infallible expounders of either,

the result has ever been, and from the immutable laws

of mind ever must be, one and the same— a state of

universal mental stagnation and non-growth. China,

for ^^Tf'nple, has had one great thinker, and but one;

and niider its pi'esent system of education, it can

never, by any possibility, have another. The reason is

obvious. The object of the nation is, to think Confu-

cius, and not to think the truth. Confucius put out

the mental eye of that entire nation. Where, through-

out the dominions of the False Prophet, has there ever

been a great original thinker since the Koran was

completed? What has been the state of universal

mind, as far as Romanism has perfected its dominion

over it? It has lain iii a state of mental and moral

stagnation and immobility, except in the direction of

corruption and death, as perfect as the waters of the

Dead Sea. Mind, too, has risen towards perfection of

mental developement, or fallen into that of stagnation

and non-growth, under the influence of Protestantism,

just so far as Protestantism has been true or false to

the principles of God's word and of free, independent

thought and action.

8. Here I must be permitted a bare allusion to what

I regard as one of the most decisive evidences that the

Bible and the book of Nature have a common author : I
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refer to the obvious and undeniable fact, that in the most

diligent original study of each alike, universal mind
may and will continually expand ujjon, but can never

outgrow, the teachings of either. Mind, in the study

of all other books, at length outgrows their teachings,

Not so with the book of Nature or the Bible. In the

study of these books, as from a common author, univer-

sal mind is in a state of perpetual growth and develope-

ment, the most beautiful, harmonious, and perfect con-

ceivable. Yet the more it studies, the more its powers

expand upon the infinite realities which they reveal, the

more distinctly conscious does it become of the great

fact, that it must attain to absolute infinity, before it can

even equal their teachings. God has pencilled out his

own infinity equally upon both, and thus has stamped

them each alike as his own.

9. It may be a matter of no little interest to the

audience to contemplate, for a few moments, the pro-

gress in mental developement of two minds, one of

which has been educated upon the principle of free,

independent thought, and the other to think by proxy.

When the mind of the child first opens its mental eye

upon the universe around him, what wonders burst

upon his vision ! what deep and soul-stirring problems

present themselves to his thoughts, and how intense

the desire that glows in his bosom to exercise his powers

in their solution ! He sees an apple fall from the

parent tree : why did that object move towards the

earth, and not in the opposite direction ? why did the

apple visibly move towards the earth, and not the earth

towards it? What mysteries are involved in that single

fact! And now he walks forth in a cloudless night.
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when " the everlasting blue " is studded with its myriad

gems. What a scene opens upon his vision here ! It

would seem as if some tall seraph, standing upon one of

the high battlements of the celestial city, had shaken

his crown, and now its pearls and diamonds are lying

in all their infinite brilliancy scattered over the firma-

ment of heaven. With what feelings of wonder and

mental inquiry does that child contemplate this scene !

—

" Twinkle, twinkle, little star,

How I wonder what you are :

Up above the world so high.

Like a diamond in the sky."

Oh, that feeling of wonder in man ! It is the source

of all time greatness, if it is only rightly directed. Now
let this child possess and preserve a pure heart, and by

the grace of God he may do it without fail ; let him

become a pupil of universal truth, and preserve in all

his researches a manly, sanctified independence, and

what a thinker will he become ! In his first attempts

upon the great problems of the universe he will

fall into many a blunder and foolish notion, which

subsequent progress will not fail to correct. By
and by, however, he will attain to such powers of

mental developement that he will handle these pro

blems as playthings. In the greatness of his strength

he will go forth, and in thought will "weigh the moun-

tains in scales, and the hills in a balance, and measure

the sea as in the hollow of the hand." Now his abode

is in the deep profound of nature, where he reads the

secret laws of matter and of mind. Again, his habita-

tion is amid the revelations of the book of God, where,
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viith >/isioii unveiled, lie beholds the face of Infinity.

Now he soars upon the wings of the storm and the

tempest, and finds out the " secret place of the lightning

and the thunder," and holds deep and solemn converse

with those dread agents in their dwelling. Again, on

the flaming comet as his chariot of fire, he takes the

wide circuit of the universe, and pencils down the great

facts which he meets with on his voyage of discovery.

And finally, amid the ever-swelling chorus of universal

nature, in these regions of infinite space,

—

" Where worlds beyond the farthest star,

That ever met the human eye,

Catch the high anthem from afar,

That rolls along immensity,"

—

even there, in thought he is, listening to that music

that " makes melody in the ear of God." And when

this mind has done with the thinking of time, and

takes his place amid the great thinkers of eternity, there

" sage he stands,

With Atlantean shoulders fit to bear

The weight of mightiest monarchies."

Yes, " sage he stands," with his great bosom swelling with

thoughts, the disclosure of which will instruct heaven

itself,—with music in his soul, the melody of which will

charm a seraph's ear, and with a strength and conso-

lidation in virtue adequate to the endurance of that

" exceeding and eternal weight of glory" that will then

and there be laid upon him. Say not, hearer, I can never

ascend to such heights as these. You may do it, in the

heaven- directed progress of your future being, and by
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a proper developement of your mental powers, you may

be their associates.

Now, surrender your God-endowed powers to be pas-

sively moulded by authority—any form of authority

standing between you and the book of Nature or Reve-

lation either—consent to think by proxy on any subject

civil or religious, and your history may be soon told.

Mental stagnation and non-growth will be your in-

heritance while you remain on the earth, and a long

oblivion will cover your memory when you leave it.

How pitiful the condition of those who, standing amid

the light that is shining upon the world, think it heresy

to differ from, and " crime to be wiser than their grand-

fathers !
" The powers of such persons grow only in one

direction—that of standing still while eveiything is

moving around them—the strength of absolute immo-

bility. Such persons are never at home in their own

age ; they have their habitations among the tombs,

where they are ever ciying in view of the melancholy

fact, that the universe around them is yet in motion,

and did not come to a permanent stand-still amid the

thoughts of " the Fathers." There are men even in

America who never see nor hear the iron horse snorting

past their dwellings without heaving a sigh, ab imo pec-

tore, at modern innovations on the venerated institutions,

opinions, and usages of their ancestors. Such is the

history of the individual that thinks by proxy— the

individual that would hardly dare to think he had a

soul, unless he could find the doctrine clearly stated

among the writings of •' the Fathers."

" No longer seek his merits to disclose,

Nor draw his frailties from their dread abode."
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Let me not be understood as speaking or thinking

disrespectfully of " the Fathers," the great lights of

former ages. There are vast continents of thought in

their writings, which God-fearing thinkers will be the

last of all to fail to traverse. But this I do say that no

men, or class of men, so misrepresent those great and

good men as those who make their opinions authoritative

e.'Lpositors of God's teachings, instead of carefully test-

ing such opinions by " the law and the testimony."

Those, on the other hand, best represent those men,

who do in our age what they did in theirs—stand before

the world as free, God-fearing inquirers after universal

truth. He is the true Calvinist of the nineteenth cen-

tury, who, with the light shining in this century, dis-

covers and proclaims Calvin's errors, if he erred at all

—and overturns his whole system, if it is not founded

upon the Rock of Truth. I have sometimes thought

that were such men as Calvin and Wesley here they

would demand an apology of many of their modem
followers, as the condition of admitting them to com

panionship, for having implicitly copied their senti-

ments, instead of imitating their God-like examples as

honest and humble disciples of truth, and yet daring to

appear before the world as their representatives,

10. Among those who think that former days were

better than the present, much is said of " the old paths,"

and we are earnestly exhorted to inquire after them

With all sectarians, however, " the old paths " run no

farther back than the times of the venerated founders

of their particular sects, and are found exclusively in

their modes of thinking. Some vrill refer us for " the

old paths " to the good old days of Wesley. Others to
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those of Edwards, Knox, Cranmer, or Calvin. Othei-s

would precipitate us headlong amid the utter darkness of

the middle ages. Others still, would set us down amid

the writings and councils of the more primitive Fathers,

whose endless controversies and contradictions, whose

interminglings of things human and divine, and whose

hlendings of the pure truth of God with the teachings of

"philosophy falsely so called," rolled over Christendom

the deep midnight of those long centuries that pre-

ceded the Reformation. But where shall " the old

paths " after which we are commanded to inquire be

found ? Nowhere, I answer, this side of an independent

study of the Book of God. Take up your abode within

the bright territories of that book—traverse for your

self its valleys and hills, and heaven-illumined plains

—

ascend its high mounts of observation, where " God is

to you an everlasting light, and your God your glory," and

there, in the cloudless light of heaven itself, and in the

fear of God alone, as the disciples of Him who is " the

TRUTH," test all human teachings and opinions com-

mended to your regard, " by the law and the testi-

mony;" and then, and only then, will you find your-

selves in "the old paths," where inspired apostles, and

prophets, and patriarchs, walked with God.

11. I have said much this evening of free, indepen-

dent thought. True human dignity and excellence

cannot be attained without it. While we maintain this

manly independence in respect to all that is finite,

however, we must never forget our dependence, univer-

sal and entire, upon the Infinite. True wisdom can

be attained only as we realise in our experience the

fulfilment of the divine promise, " and they shall all
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be taught of God." The soul-sanctifying mysteries of

the Book of God can be opened to oui- minds, only by

that Divine Spirit by whose inspiration it was written.

Never open that sacred book without seeking His divine

illumination. " Then shaU your righteousness go forth

as brightness, and your salvation as a lamp that

burnetii."

12. With a brief allusion to one additional thought I

close Hearer, what do you think of Heaven? The

ideas of each individual in regard to it are, no doubt, in

ver .' important respects, determined by his own subjec-

tive state, and all such ideas, we may rest assured, will, in

some form, be consummated there. The slave, for ex-

ample, who had been tasked under the lash night and day,

till all feelings of want with him seemed concentrated

in the desire for sleep, remarked that he thought heaven

would be a place of undisturbed repose. And there is a

repose in that world that is never broken ! There " hope

lies asleep on the bosom of bliss," and throughout end-

less ages its slumbers will never be disturbed. The

slave-mother, too, as she dropped a tear upon the coun-

tenance of her infant that had just expired in her arms,

uttered the devout wish that all her offspring were

where the spirit of that child had gone. " There is no

slavery," she exclaimed, " in heaven ;
" and there, too,

" the slave is free from his master." The child of

poverty, whose earthly inheritance is rags, and hunger,

and pinching want, thinks of " the white raiment," the

diamond-encircled crown, and of " the tree of life," which

are the future inheritance of the saints of God. The

son and daughter of affliction, who have been called to

drink the cup of pain and sorrow to its dregs, think of
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tbe time -^Nlien " the Lamb that is in the midst of the

throne shall feed them, and shall lead them unto foun-

tains of living waters, and God himself shall wipe away

all tears from their eyes." The soul that is especially

tuned to melody, thinks of the sea of glass, where the

hai-pers are eternally " hai-ping with their harps," and

where the eternal choir is for ever " singing the song

of Moses and the Lamb." The stranger, far from

his native country, his kindred, and quiet habitation,

thinks of the bosom of God as the everlasting Iwme

of the soul

—

" Home ! home ! sweet, sweet home

!

There is no place hke home."

And when we lift our contemplation to heaven, how
blissful the reflection that

" When there we met with holy joy,

No thoughts of parting come,

But never-ending ages still

Shall find us all at home."

The Christian, however, that, like Enoch of old, has long

walked with God, and dwelt in the light of his counte-

nance, has still higher conceptions of that world. To
his mind the main ingredients of the feast of heaven are

the presence of Christ, and the broad everlasting smile of

God resting down upon the soul. And now, hearer, I

will allude to one element of my own conceptions of tliat

state. Under the pressure of that smile there will be a

place for great virtues and great thoughts. The great

thinkers of the universe are there ; and how will our

minds expand when they open upon their thoughts ! It

is a grand conception of one of your poets, that on a high
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elevation there, Newton has erected his grand observa

tory, and through his immense telescope even seraphim

and chei*ul)im are accustomed to look off into the infinite

depths of space, and read wonders of the creation tm-

revealed before. Who knows but that Milton is now

elaborating some grar.d conception, the issue of which

heaven is waiting with interest ? What libraries may we

find there containing the recoi'd of thoughts that heaven

will not permit to die!—And what lecture-rooms in

which thoughts are uttered that cause the bosom of the

burning seraph to glow with unwonted intensity

!

And now, Mr. Chairman and members of the Associ

ation, I here close this address. If I have succeeded in

erecting in your minds the true idea of the freedom of

human thought and action, together with the fixed deter-

mination to realise that idea in your own character ;—if I

have succeeded in awakening more distinct, and impres-

sive, and influential apprehensions of the infinite value of

an original acquaintance with the two great volumes

that God has written— the book of Nature and the

book of Revelation;— if any have been inspired with

new and fresh aspirations after a knowledge of tnith ;

—

and more particularly, if any have formed, as the con-

sequence of what they have heard to-night, the fixed

purpose to make their future dwelling-place amid

her " cloud-capt towers, and gorgeous palaces, and

solemn temples," I shall feel that I have not spoken

nor you heard in vain. Above all, shall I feel this, if

from what you have heard, you have become deeply im-

pressed with the necessity of becoming personally

possessed of one blessing of an all-overshadowing im-

portance—the possession of that internal purity and
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integrity which render the heart the dwelling of God.

Inspired wisdom, even, never gave utterance to a maxim

of greater importance than is contained in this one sen-

tence :
—" Keep thine heart with all diligence, for out

of it are the issues of life." He that hath this one trea-

sure, " a sanctified heart," though deprived of all things

temporal, is infinitely rich. He that can call kingdoms

his own, and whose heart is not clad in the beauty of

holiness, is, of all earth's sons and daughters, the poor-

est of the poor.
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CHURCH IN THE CATACOMBS.

It was some time in the earlier part of the reign of

Nero that a detachment of soldiers, returning from the

East, -were conducting toward Rome a small band of

prisoners. Of these, one is a remarkable man—a Jew-

Christian— who had attracted considerable attention

during the voyage. It proves that he is known in the

metropolis ; for while yet fifty miles distant, at Appii

Forum, several persons from the city meet him with

greetings of love and respect ; and when thirty miles

from the walls, at the Three Taverns, others come to

greet him also. Yes, that man is known in Rome.

Though few have heai'd of it, he has sent within its

gates a letter, expounding truths there quite unknown,

and stirring emotions pregnant with results more im-

portant than all the past annals of Rome. History tells

us not into whose hand that letter was delivered— tells

us not what obscure eye first glistened over its glorious

lines ; nor in what lowly room it was first read aloud ;

nor what voice first pronounced in the ears of Rome the

words, " Being justified by faith, we have peace with

God, through our Lord Jesus Christ ; by whom also we
have access by faith into this grace wherein we stand,

and rejoice in hope of the glory of God " Nor does
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it tell us what breasts they were that heaved with a

sublimity above the impulses of earth, as they repeated

and repeated again, " Who shall separate us from the

love of Christ ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or perse-

cution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword ? . .

Nay; in all these thirgs we are more than conquerors

through Him that loved us. For I am persuaded that

neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities,

nor powers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor

height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able

to separate us from the love of God, which is in Chi'ist

Jesus our Lord."

Strange words these for Rome !
" The love of God "

—what was that ? it had not been heard of there before.

" Christ Jesus our Lord"— who was he, that, under the

veiy shadow of Caesar "s sceptre, thus kindled the hearts

of Romans with a new and inextinguishable loyalty ?

To the ears of the philosopher, the politician, the lover

of pleasure, or the vulgar votary of the gods, these words

were of foreign sound and unintelligible import. But

as he who wrote them entered the gates of Rome, with

his stern guards, and his few brethren, " the love of

God" gushed through his noble heart, "shed abroad"

there a celestial ideality, and "Jesus Christ our Lord"

shone before his eye on a throne so high, and with a

majesty so splendid, that instead of being dazzled with

the pomp, or awed by the power, of that city, he glanced

coldly around him, as on imperfect and unsatisfactory

things. As he passed temple, and theatre, and altar,

and college, seeing everywhere the tokens of a religion

graced by art, dignified by antiquity, fortified by power,

and cherished by the sympathies of a great people, his

leart burned with a real displeasure, and he said in hia
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soul, "All this must be changed." What! that poor

prisoner— that obscure, powerless, friendless foreigner,

venture to question the most sacred institutions of the

Romans ! His puny heart light up its spark of indig-

nation against the ancient hills of Olj'mpic piety!— a

glow-worm thinking to consume the Alps ! Had Nero

the emperor, or Seneca the philosopher, then living, or

the great priest or senators of Rome, seen that spark of

antagonistic zeal struggling in the breast of the poor

Christian, how they would have smiled ! Its impotence

would have appeared to them below even mockery

But little did they know, that more power was in that

spark than in the whole of their gorgeous and venerated

system ; that its impulse was stronger than the shock

of their cohorts, or the sceptre of their monarchs—
stronger than the senate and the people of Rome. Little

did they know that in that spark lay a might which

would consume all they adored— that the flame which

kindled that spark was a gleam of love from the eye of

the Eternal, and the fuel that fed it was the anointing

oil of the Spirit of the Holy God.

The religion of Paul spread in the city of his cap

tivity, the few became many. The followers of the new
faith did not, as the heathen, burn their dead, but bury

them. In the suburbs of Rome were extensive excava-

tions, whence sand and stones had been dug for the

buildings of the city. In some parts of these excava-

tions, places of burial had already been established by
the poor Romans who were unable to erect a funereal

pile. To these excavations, then, the Chi-istians would
naturally look, as offering to them a cemetery. In per-

forming their funerals, they would require the services

of the sand-diggers. These latter could not fail to be
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Struck with the new character of the mourners. Instead

of woes Avithout consolation, they found gentle and

melting hearts, laying down their dead without a note

of murmuring, speaking of bright and sunny hopes, of

peace in death, of a new and immortal body. All this

could not fail to affect some of the sand-diggers. As
they saw bereaved eyes looking into a grave with beams

of hope, as if that grave were the gate of the morning,

they must have wished to know how these strange hopes

were fostered ; and probably not a few of this poor and

despised class became numbered with the early disciples

of the Roman Church.

That Church was soon numerous enough to attract

the public eye. Then came times of persecution. Au-
thority stretched forth her hand to crush the Christians.

They needed, and they sought, a refuge. The excava-

tions in which they had buried their dead were the only

shelter they could find. Probably the sand-diggers be-

longing to their number, knowing all the secrets of those

long, dark, tortuous caves, led their brethren to places

of security. Time after time did the rage of the em-

perors compel them to flee to this dreary asylum.

During three centuries it frequently happened that a

Christian head was safe under no roof but the low vault

of the Catacombs.* Here they were often obliged to

remain for a considerable time. St. Chrysostom alludes

to a lady who was supported from day to day with food

carried to her by her sei-vant maid, of whose arrest she

was held in constant fear. Another case is recorded of

a believer named Hippolytus, who, during a lengthened

* The word means a cavity under ground, from two Greek
words, xa-To., down, and xCfi^os, a hollow.
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concealment, was supplied by the children of his hea-

then sister. Solicitous for the salvation of this sister,

he consulted with Stephen the bishop, the companion

of his concealment. They agreed to detain the chil-

dren. The parents, in alarm, hastened to the cata-

combs. There they were told by their faithful brother

of the unsearchable riches of Christ ; and they after-

wards shewed, even unto death, that those riches they

had learned to prize. This good Bishop Stephen, the

friend and companion of Hippolytus, seems to have

been long confined to the caverns, and there to have

regularly exercised his ministry.

By damp steps, dimly lighted, you descend into the

heart of the earth, and there find a narrow passage, at

the best from eight to ten feet high, by four to six wide.

Here and there a light-hole sheds through the vault a

very insufficient glimmer. On either hand the sides

of the cave are lined with tombs, wherein rest those

who have died in Christ or died for Christ. Now
and then a narrow flight of rocky steps leads from one

vault down to another, and a similar flight of steps

from that down to a tJiird, so that as many as three

tiers of these small tunnels stand one above the other.

As the catacombs extend over an area of some filteen

miles, they offered almost endless facilities for con-

cealment. And hiding in the recesses of those dark,

damp caves, you must conceive the early disciples at

Rome as spending many a long period of suspense.

In some spot where several of the passages met you

would find a little chamber a few yards square, and in

this chamber the hunted flock would gather, from time

to time, to adore, in the bowels of the earth, that high

and holy One whom they dared not honour under the
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light of Ms own sky. On one such occasion the worthy

pastor Stephen had been conducting the service He
had just pronounced the concluding benediction ; and

while the words of peace are yet in the ears of the

worshippers they hear the clang of military weapons,—

a

body of soldiers rushes forward, and the pastor lies

before the eyes of his flock a martyr for his Lord.

Looking at those little groups of obscure worshippers

in the bowels of the earth, and then at the proud and

gorgeous religion above,—at the system that can scarce

find a refuge in the sand-holes, and at that which shines

in imperial state, which is the more likely to prevail ?

Surely we are ready to abandon the followers of the one

as the dupes of a hopeless dream, and to look upon

those of the other as the disciples of a creed destined

to be eternal. But not so,—not so. By the power of

God, and the wisdom of God, that persecuted faith

steadily advances. The ignorant eclipse the learned,

the weak master the strong, the few outgrow the many,

the persecuted overpower the persecutors, and a day

comes when the head of Caesar bows with faith and

veneration before the cross.

In the year 314 a Christian Emperor gave to the

Church as her right those caverns which had so long

been her refuge. Now commenced a new use of the

Catacombs. Where tlie Christians had formerly gone

to preserve life, where they had laid the remains of

their kindred, where their honoured martyrs lay await

ing the coming of their Lord, and where all the tra-

ditions of their past history had their most hallowed

associations, they naturally betook them to meditate.

Nor is there one of us who would not have loved to

stand and muse in those dormitories of the faithful dead.
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We feel even as to the spot where we have buried one

friend—the spot where we have looked down into an

open grave, till we felt as if our own heart were at its

bottom and growing cold—that we should love to go

there again and meditate. And if so, how strongly

would the Christians of Rome be dra^Ti toward the

tombs of their fathers in the faith, toward the scenes of

saintly patience and glorious martyrdom ! We have an

account of the poet Prudentius, who came all the way

from Spain to visit the tombs of the martyrs ; he de-

scribes the gloomy descent, the long and sombre pas-

sages, and his own praying before the tombs. Here

they were wont not only to meditate individually, but

also to meet, especially round the tombs of martyrs, to

celebrate the love-feast or agape, and even to partake of

the Eucharist. This practice naturally, and perhaps

inevitably, led to abuses.

The Catacombs once having become a scene of public

interest, it was natural that they should be adorned.

Accordingly, many of the original tombstones were re-

placed by cai-ved sarcophagi or stone coffins, whilst

various painting and sculpture on the chapels, the sar-

cophagi, and the tombstones, testified the desire of the

Christians in the day of their triumph to decorate the

scene of their struggle. It is important to remember

that the Catacombs remained open, receiving much at-

tention, and much additional ornament, up to the middle

of the fifth century.

By that time the Church had much degenerated in

purity, in faith, and in rites. Then came from the north

a barbarian horde, which, drifting like heaps of snow,

overspread and buried deep all of life, or beauty, or

glory, that decked the realms of the south. The Cata-
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combs were closed and apparently forgotten. A thou

sand years passed over. After that long winter came a

spring : the snows began to melt— art, science, lite-

rature, sprang up from the earth with spring-tide

bloom and vigour : and religion sprang up too, to foster

and to guide them all. After this general revival, it

pleased Providence to direct attention to the Catacombs.

A controversy about relics arose at Rome : it was

thought the caverns might afford some valuable evi-

dence. Just in the close of the sixteenth century,^*

the catacombs were reopened. The explorers were

transported ; upon their eyes loomed, amid the shadows,

a subterranean city, rich in the remains of the Christian

dead, eloquent in the mute,marble records of the young

ages of the faith. Presently, from this repertory was

borne away to the various museums of Europe whatever

could be most easily removed. But those parts of the

catacombs in which the Church had lived in the days of

her danger, were of course the most diflQcult of access.

The first nish, therefore, of the explorers led only

into those passages which were easier of approach, and

had been chiefly used as cemeteries after the days of

pei'secution. The distant refuge of the most ancient

disciples was the last to be discovered and despoiled

of its remains. The monuments drawn from these

remoter parts of the Catacombs have been chiefly pre-

served at Rome, and are especially to be found enrich-

ing the museum of the Vatican.

In that museum is one long corridor called the

Lapidarian Galleiy ; on the right hand the wall is all

covered with heathen monuments plastered into it

—

epitaphs, votive tablets, inscriptions of altars, and public

• In 1590, under Pope Sixtus V.
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documents. The -wall on the left is covered with tlie

tombstones and inscriptions of the ancient Christians,

brought forth from the Catacombs. Thus the early

Church is set face to face with that system which it

supplants.

These remains have long been before the eye of

Christendom, and yet no one seemed to seek among

them, as might have been sought, an elucidation of the

character of the early Church. At length a countryman

of our own, Dr. ilaitlaud, turned his attention to this

most interesting inquiry, studied in the Lapidarian

Gallery, copied the inscriptions, taking even fac-similes,

and endeavoiured to discover how far all this illustrated

the creed and institutions of the Church that dwelt in

Rome, when Chiistianity was yet near to the apostolic

day. The result of all this he has brought forth in

a book* of the most judicious and admirable character,

—a book which deserves from all classes of the public

the greatest possible attention, and which, I hope, will

become more and more known. The facts and the

lessons of that book will occupy our attention to-night

—

to it I am indebted for any information I may possess

on the subject, for as to myself I am perfectly innocent

of antiquity—no more of an antiquarian than the least

antiquated amongst you. Accepting, then, the guidance

of Dr. Maitland, we take our stand in the Lapidarian

Gallery, look those remains of the ancient Roman Church

full in the face, and endeavour to learn what features in

that Church they elucidate.

The first impression you receive on glancing at the

• " The Church in the Catacomhs ; a Description of the Pri-

mitive Church of Rome, illiistratt?d by its Sepulchral Remains."

By Charles Maitland, M.D. Lond'jn: Longmans.
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two sides of the Lapirlarian Gallery is, how much larger

those tombstones upon the left hand are than those

upon the right. On the right they are small tablets,

on the left they are of considerable size. How is this ?

The heathen, not hoping for a resurrection, burned

their dead, and therefore only needed a tablet to close

the urn which held the ashes ; but the Christians had a

hope which the heathen linew not ; they had a faith for

the future which made their very flesh sacred. There-

fore, when the body was stretched before them lifeless,

they did not give it to the flame, but made for it a bed,

where it might lay it down and sleep till the voice of

the awakening trumpet. Thus the first glance brings

before us a people who do not consume, but bury their

dead, in the hope that the dead will rise.

The next glance shews us that here, on the right

hand, the inscriptions are well and neatly cut. They

were plainly executed by persons in safety and in com-

fort, and executed in the open day. But turning to the

left you see scrawls, many of which are almost illegible ;

you see ill-spelt words, and sometimes the whole in-

scription turned upside down. Yes, it was scratched

on the stone under ground, nigh to some light-hole ; but

when brought to the place of the grave, it was too dark

to see which side was uppermost. Or the hands that

"olaced the stone were those of some ignorant person

who could not read. In fact, the whole appearance of

those epitaphs makes the impression that they were cut

in gloom and darkness, and by a people who were in

danger and in haste. Here, on the right, you have the

lengthened and versified epitaph ; there, on the left,

you have a hasty scrawl,

—

" The place of Philemon."
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Besides other tokens of poverty and ignorance, you fuul

ever and anon upon a tombstone the rude effigy of some

animal. Here is a lion on a stone—^what does it

mean ? Looking at the epitaph, you find that the occu-

pant of that grave was called Leo, or Lion : his rela-

tives were too ignorant to read his name, but they could

discover his grave by the lion. Here, on another, you

find an ass : looking to the inscription, it proves that a

person named Onager had there his resting-place ; and

as " Onager " means " a wild ass," his friends who could

not read would find his grave by the picture that an-

swered to his name. Here you find the tomb of Por

cella, a name which, in ears unacquainted with Latin,

•would sound very well as the name of a young lady,

but it happens that in Latin " Porcella" means " a little

pig," and, that the relations of Porcella might be under

no doubt as to the site of her tomb, the inscription

is accompanied by a pig. These signs tell us, with

sufficient evidence, that among those who slumbered

beneath those stones, there were " not many mighty,

not many noble."

But while these monuments tell us that the circum-

stances of the Church of the Catacombs were circum-

stances of poverty, of oppression, and of danger, do

they give us any light as to the spirit of that Church

amid her tribulations ? Her members we find hiding

and trembling in holes and in caves, do they breathe

vengeance against man or murmurs against God? They

have left us sculptures of various designs ; these will

indicate the subjects most genial to their spirit. Here

is a flaming furnace with men placed in the fires

—

doubtless some of their tormented brethren. No, it

speaks of a scene in which there was no torment. It
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does not commemorate the crimes of their oppressors,

but only a wonderful deliverance wrought out, on the

plains of Dura, long before their day. Here is a man
amid lions—is it one of their number given to the

beasts in the Coliseum? No, it refers to a scene in

which no blood was shed, no suffering endured ; but in

which the beasts of the tield became meek monuments

to the power of a faithful deliverer. Go through the

whole of these sculptures, and not one do you find

referring to their own torments, or their own tormentors

—nothing to intimate a sense of wrong or a desire for

revenge, but everywhere tokens of peace and love, of

victory and protection, as if the disciples of the Cata

combs had dwelt in a universe, from the whole of which

they caught radiant smiles of kindness.

Nor are we left merely to negative evidence as to

their spirit towards mankind. Here is one stone bear-

ing the expressive words,

—

" Maximius, who lived 23 years ; friend of all men."

Here we find another, (and oh, blessed is the memory

that has left us such an epitaph
!)

" On the 5th before the Kalends of November slept

Gorgonius, friend of all, and enemy of none."

Though smarting with oppressions and with wrongs,

though driven from among men and hunted as beasts,

they hated not, avenged not themselves, but kept in

their hearts a holy kindness toward the race, and

toward the individuals who cast them out.

And as we pass among these stones tokens come

constantly before us of the state of their domestic affec-

tions.
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" To Adsertor, our dearest, sweetest, most innocent son,"

is one of many inscriptions that give you a glance into

the chambers of a home where parental love watched

tenderly over a confiding offspring ; and, your eye once

turned to the scenes of home, you have frequent evi-

dence how the conjugal affections were cherished in

those families of which mementoes lie before us.

" To Claudius, the well-deserving and affectionate, who

loved me. He lived 25 years, more or less, in

peace."

Another says :

" To Domina, my sweetest and most innocent wife ....

I shewed hermy love as I felt it. None else so loved

each other."

And here we find one Cecilius, who has left us an

epitaph that much disconcerts that dictum of Dr. John-

son, where he says, that matrimonial quarrels must

come, but that it is well, as long as possible, to defer

the first:

" Cecilius the husband to Cecilia Placidina my wife, of

excellent memory, with whom I lived well ten years

without any quan'el. In Jesus Christ, Son of God,

the Saviour."

Here, then, we have evidence, that their homes had

already felt the kindly influences of love to Him in

whom all the families of the earth are to he blessed.

Thus far it is manifest that their spirit toward man is

instinct with love ; but can we learn anything of their

feelings towards God ? Turning to the right of the
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gallery, we find that, in some of the inscriptions, Provi

dence is openly blamed. One mother cries,

—

" relentless Fortune, who delightest in cruel death,

Wliy is Maximus so suddenly snatched from me ?

He who lately used to lie joj'ful in my bosom.

This stone now marks his tomb—behold his mother I

"

So did the heathen mother chide the dark powers she

professed to worship. Turning to the left, you find the

Christian parent saying,

—

" Lawrence to his sweet son Severus, the well -deserving,

borne away by angels on the 7th before the Ides of

January."

On the right hand, you find again these words of a soiil

so bitter that it could " curse God :

"

—

" I, Procope, lift up my hands against God, who snatched

away me, innocent. She lived twenty years. Proclu%

set up this."

On the left again, you find a broken stone, with an

inscription much defaced; but enough remains to tell

}ou plainly that a bereaved heart there recorded these

sentiments :

—

" The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away ; blessed

be the name of the Lord."

Thus, then, we find that toward God they cherished

thoughts of cheerful and confiding submission. Even
in bereavement they blessed him And ever are we
met by some evidence that toward the high and awful

One these persecuted people turned with a strange and

tender confidence. They seem to have found a title

wbii-.b assui'es them that God is their own,

—
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In God," "In Christ," " In Teace,"

17T

are the familiar wordr> of their lowly gravestones. Here

you read,

" Vidalio, in the peace of Chjist."

There,

" Victorina sleeps."

" Gemella sleeps in peace."

Aud,

" Aretusa in God."

How Strange to the pagan must have seemed this placid

repose on the bosom of an Almighty friend ! Upon those

tombs nothing is so universal as the evidence of peace.

" In Peace," " In Peace," " In Peace,"

is found almost everywhere, as if the followers of the

new faith had found amid their sufferings a pearl of

great price ; for which their most exalted fellow-citizens

hardly ventured to hope, e /en amid fame and splendour.

Standing, then, before those tombstones, and asking

what do they reveal as to the spirit of the ancient

Chm'ch, you hear them tell you, in silent eloquence,

of a community, who, dwelling amid the darkness and

the licentiousnesa of pagan Rome, amid fiery persecu-

tion and continual danger, had somehow been brought

under the influence of a spirit that shed on their homes

a strange and mellow tenderness,—shed on theii* suffer-

ings a sense of triumph,—shed on their death a glow of

immortality, and diffused through their relations with

mankind a fi-iendliness and a forgivingness that were

not familiar to Roman breasts. Then, above all, you

hear them tell you of a wondrous nearness they sweetly

N
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feel to the benign regards of an invisible but Almighty

God ; of a new, undoubting confidence, that gives them,

as a reality of life, fellowship with the Infinite and peace

in the Eternal ; and with this is coupled a firm hold on

happiness immortal to which they will be triumphantly

introduced by deatii From all those records of the

Church of the Catacombs you hear gentle voices pro-

fessing,—" The faith we follow teaches us to live in

bonds of charity with all mauldnd, and die with hopes

of bliss beyond the grave."

But thus informed as to the circumstances and the

spirit of the Church of the Catacombs, we feel inclined

to ask, can these stones tell us anything as to their

doctrines ? Surely we may gain some light upon their

views with regard to the state of the dead. When
they laid down their parents or their children to rest,

with what belief did they lay them down ?—that their

souls were unconscious till the resurrection ? that they

were consigned to purgatory, there to be tortured and

purified ? or that being " absent from the body they

were present with the Lord ? " As we begin to search

a doubt comes over us ; for we meet with such expres-

sions as " Mayest thou live," and " God refresh thee."

Does not that look as if they believed that there were

some blessings to be gained after death for which the

survivors should pray? Then if so—if they believed

that the dead were gone to a purgatorial state, they

would demand prayers for them. In countries where

the dead are buiied with an expectation of purgatoxy,

they write on the tomb, " Pray for the soul of So and so
"

Did the disciples of the Catacombs write on their tombs,

" Pray for the soul of So and so?" Look all over those

stones, and not one will you find with the request,
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" Pray for the soul of So and so." Then what was

meant by the expression " Mayest thou live," or " God

refresh thee ? " Here we find one tomb and read,—
" Nicephonis, a sweet soul in refreshment."

This seems to cast light on the ejaculation " God re-

fresh thee," and inclines us to regard it rather as an

utterance of farewell feeling than as a serious prayer for

deliverance from purgatorial pains. The expression is

far too light for the latter idea, but naturally harmonises

with the other. But we look for yet further light, and

here on another stone we read,

—

" Zoticus, mayest thou live in the Lord.

Be of good cheer."

What! "be of good cheer;" that is not a prayer /or

him—it is an address to him. Put the whole together

—

" Mayest thou live in the Lord,—be of good cheer
;

"

"What is it ? a farewell apostrophe—an adieu—an ex-

pression, perhaps, not well considered, probably some-

what copied from the heathen, on whose tombs we find

many such ejaculations ; but certainly an expression

quite incapable of being constmed into a prayer for

the escape of Zoticus from a fiery punishment to a state

of repose. When you remember that the Catacombs

were open till nearly the sixth centuiy, when the cor-

ruptions of the Church had become great, that on the

whole of the tombs not one request to pray for the dead

can be found, and that no explicit prayer for the dead is

recorded—nothing nearer to it than such ejaculations as

T have quoted—you cannot but feel that the dogma of

purgatory has no representative in the Church of the

Catacombs.
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But, as you look over the mass of those inscriptions,

your persuasion becomes a certainty ; you read every-

where the proof that the body was laid down with a firm

belief in the peace of the soul. Here is Anobius who

sets up a rude memento of his fourth daughter, Galla

;

he says,

—

" She rests in peace."

Here is a fragment without name but with a precious

memorial

—

" Thirty years. In peace."

Again,

—

" Pompianus he sleeps in peace."

' Domitianus, a simple soul, sleeps in peace."

The case also will be remembered which we before

quoted, of the son, said by his father to be " borne away

by angels !

" Everywhere, in fact, so far from anxiety

being expressed, you only see " peace, and quietness,

and assurance." But here is one epitaph that fixes our

eye : in it we see illustrated at once the affections of an

ancient Christian home, the consolations of that home

in bereavement, the workings of the heart of an indi-

vidual believer, and the faith of the early Church :

—

" This grief will always weigh upon me : may it be

granted nie to behold in sleep your revered counte-

nance. My wife Albana, always chaste and modest, I

grieve over the loss of your support ,* for our Divine

Author gave you to me as a sacred boon. You weU-

deserving one, ha\dng left your relations, lie in peace,

—in sleep, you will arise,—a temporary rest is granted

you. She hved forty-five years, five months, and

thirteen days ; buried in peace. Placus, her husband,

set up this.'

I

* Not a very expressive rendering of rdictum me tuo gremio qtnTiT.
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Placus, we thank tliee ! that one epitaph sets full be-

fore our view, in glory and in beauty, the early Church

of Christ. In that home where the Roman husband

cherishes his pure and modest wife as a gift of a divine

Benefactor,— in that mourner tenderly feeling his loss,

and longing for a reunion when his own time of re-

pose shall come,— in that tranquil confidence which

knows that she, who has left her dearest in mourning,

is herself in peace,— in that new and exalted faith

which, looking upon the mortal part lying there, de

clares that it lies only in a temporary sleep, and will

presently rise afresh,— in all this we see that a new

and celestial power has broken in upon the Roman
world— a power which, by some transforming touch,

presents us with a home and heart all different from

those habitual to Pagan Rome ; and makes, in the day

of bereavement, stoical hardness and vulgar distracted-

ness alike to soften into radiant and gentle sorrow,

melting with sympathy, but exiilting in the sight of im-

mortality and eternal life.

This, then, was the belief of that Church. They laid

down the dead, knowing that the soul was living in peace,

and the body reposing till a day of resurrection. And
this hope of a resurrection made the meanest Christian

at the bottom of those caverns feel that he carried

about him a glory far beyond all that the proud city

above could shed on her chiefest favourite. Caesar never

dreamed that the hand wliich wrote, " 1 came, I saw, I

conquered," would be lifted up, and wave a palm on a

brighter field of victory. Cicero never hoped that the

lips wherewith he charmed the conscript fathers would

make melody in a nobler and sager assembly. None of

the emperors ever knew an expectation that the brow
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which wore the imperial honours would hereafter shine

with a more illustrious glory. But the unknown and

unlettered Christian, hiding in the depth of the Cata-

comhs, glowed with the conviction that his very flesh

was sacred ; and that when all the dignities of Rome
lay low, his head, now hidden from the light, would be

lifted up, and shine as the sun.

These stones, then, tell us clearly, that the Church of

the Catacombs was not a Church which first buried her

dead, and then went to pray for their peace ; but a

Church which buried her dead in sure and certain hope

that, for soul and for body, their peace was eternally secure.

But then comes another question. If they thus be-

lieved that the dead were happy in the Lord, did they

expect that those happy dead would be intercessors for

them in the presence of God ? Surely the epitaphs will

throw some light upon this. And we know that,

though in the first centuries the heathen assailants

of the Christians accused them only of worshipping

Christ, in the year 360 the Emperor Julian launched

against them a new charge, that of worshipping dead

men. Saint-worship must, then, have begun at that

date, and the Catacombs were open long after that. We
might therefore expect to find, in the relics of the

Catacombs, many tokens of saint-worship. But as the

remains of the Lapidarian Gallery are chiefly drawn

from the remote parts of the Catacombs, they chiefly

belong to the first age of the Church. Now, in the

whole of this gallery we find but one stone bearing a

prayer to the dead, and it is not to be mistaken :
—

" Gentianus, a believer in peace ; who lived 21 years,

8 months, and 16 days. Also in your prayers pray

for us, for we know that you are in Clii-ist."
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Here, then, is manifestly a prayer to the dead. Did

th.s accord with the primitive faith of the Church of the

Catacombs ? or was it an apostasy from that faith ? What

is the probable date of the stone bearing this inscrip-

tion? According to Dr. Maitland, it probably belongs

to the middle of the fifth centuiy, before which period

the worship of saints had unquestionably been intro-

duced. But appeal from this one stone, of late date, te

all the others, and not on a single one of them do you

find the slightest allusion to benefits derivable from the

prayers of the dead. Are there not, however, among

the inscriptions some placed over men who were actu-

ally martyred for the faith ? If so, martyrs, above all

others, would be sought unto, as having power to aid by

their intercessions, and their tombs would doubtless

declare the hopes of the survivors. Five tombs are

found bearing plainly the inscriptions of martyrs. Of

these, we take the oldest:—

" In the time of the Emperor Adi'ian, Mariiis, a yoimg

military officer, who had lived long enough when

nath blood he gave up his life for Christ. At length

he rested in peace. The well -deserving set up this

in tears axid with fear. On the 0th before the Ides

of
"

Does not that first epitaph of a martyr of the Church

at Rome strongly remind us of the first martyr of the

Church at Jerusalem ? " Devout men carried Stephen

to his burial, and made great lamentation over him ;

"

so devout men closed the tomb of Marius in tears and

vvith fear. We look narrowly at this tomb. On one

side is the monogram expressing the name of Christ

;

on the other is a branch of palm. They evidently
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believe that Marius is in Christ, and that he has con-

quered. But can we find the prayer— " Holy Marius,

pray for us?" No— not the slightest intimation that

they expected any intercession from Marius. This

martyrdom occurred about the year 130, so that we

have here really the voice of the early Church. But we

look for other martyr tombs. Here is one who suffered

about thirty years after Marius, say in 160. On the

side of this inscription, also, you see the monogram of

Christ and the palm of victory. You read— "Alex-

ander dead"— but it at once breaks off into a strain of

triumph,

—

" Alexander dead is not, but lives above the stars, and

his body rests in this tomb. He ended his life under

the Emperor Antonine, who, foreseeing that great

benefit would result from his services, retui-ned em
for good. For while on his knees, and about to

sacrifice to the true God, he was led away to execu-

tion. sad times I in which among sacred rites and

prayers, even in caverns, i\ i^ are not safe. What can

be more wretched than such a life ? and what than

such a death ? "When they cannot be buried by their

friends and relations— at length they sparkle in hea-

ven. He has scarcely lived who has lived in Chris-

tian times."

This, then, is the epitaph of Alexander, written by those

who valued his character, who saw him sparkling in the

heaven, who saw him glorious above the stars, waving

his victor palm and wearing his martyr crown. They

were evidently neither deficient in sentiment nor spar-

ing of words. Did they say, " Holy Alexander, pray

for us?" No, nothing of the kind.

Here is the tomb of another martyr, who suffered
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under Diocletian, coming down toward the close of the

third century. It is a homely tombstone : a rude cross

is at the top, and the letters are big and sprawling. It

says—
" Lannus, Christ's martyr, rests here.

He suffered under Diocletian."

But in the inscription you see a small square spot lined

off, having in it three letters—
"E. P. S."

What do these three letters mean? Et posteris suis—
" And to his successors." It appears, then, that Lannus

has left relations, who expect to lay them down in the

same tomb Avith the martyr. The minds that dictated

this inscription were animated not only by the ordinary

veneration which all Christians felt for a martyr, but by

that additional sense of his honour which kindred never

fails to give. They would, naturally, omit no proper

token of their respect. Do they say, " Holv Lannus,

pray for us ? " No, there is no such utterance.

The next martyr's tomb bears no date ; but he pro-

bably fell in the same persecution as Lannus :
—

" Primitius in peace, after many torments a most vali-

ant martyr. He lived 38 years, more or less. His

wife raised this to her dearest husband, the weU-

deserving."

Here, then, is an inscription dictated by one who
claimed from the Church the honours of a martyrs

widow, and cherished in her own soul the joy of hav-

ing been united to one who had become a triumphant

victor at Christ's right hand. Surely, in this case vene
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ration would reach its utmost limit. Do we, then, find

her -writing, " Holy Primitius, pray for us?" No.

We now come to the fifth and last of the martyr

tombs found in the Catacombs, and it is one belonging

to the latest persecution, that which took place under

Julian. It is a most singular epitaph—Latin words,

written in a strange, half-intelligible Greek character.

You read :

—

" Here lies Gordianus, deputy of Gaul, who was exe-

cuted for the faith. With all his family : they rest in

peace. Theophila, a handmaid, set up this."

Mark, here is a man with the rank of deputy, and his

epitaph is written by a servant-maid, sensible, doubtless,

of the honour of being connected with a master of such

rank, and sensible also of the honour of being connected

with a martyr. But does Theophila, moved by the

double respect she has for her master and for a martyr,

write, " Holy Gordianus, pray for us ?" No, nothing of

the kind.

What, then, is the conclusion ? Why that the Church

of the Catacombs was not a Church which, when she

felt her need of a mediator with God, turned to some

beings she could trust more readily than the mediating

Christ. They believed in angels, they believed in saints,

they believed in glorified martyrs. As Faith stood

before them, holding wide the portals of heaven and

urging them to gaze, they saw the angels of God doing

his pleasure and hearkening to the voice of his word

;

they saw the saints of God shining at his right hand

;

they saw the martyrs of God, crowned with peculiar

glory : but they saw none that loved them so well, that

was so nigh to them, so tender so trustworthy, and so
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tiTJe. as the Lamb in tlic midst of the throne, who

had been " tempted in all points like as they were,

yet without sin." Yes; when we ask the primitive

Chiu'ch, " Who were your intercessors?" she replies to

us, in the placid eloquence of these stones, " There

is one mediator between God and men, the man Christ

Jesus."

Having learned from the records of the Catacombs

something of the circumstances, the spirit, and the doc-

trines of the primitive Church, we feel disposed to

inquire, whether they do not afford some light upon

her ministiy. Well, here is the epitaph of a bishop;

and only that Leo is not an Irish name, and that the

Latin tongue is not the Erse, I should be disposed to

claim good Bishop Leo as a countryman of my own, for

in his epitaph he says :

—

" My -n-ife Laiirentia made me this tomb: she was ever

suited to my disposition, venerable and faithful. At
length disappointed envy lies crushed. The Bishop

Leo survived his 80th year."

Now, whether Bishop Leo was an Irishman or a Roman,

it is veiy plain that he was not bishop of a church

which forbade its clergy to many. Then, as you pro-

ceed, trying to learn these secrets fi'om the stones, you

find such simple epitaphs as these :—
" The place of Basil the presbyter and his Felicitas."

" The once happy daughter of the presbyter Gabinus,

here lies Susanna, joined with her father in peace."

It is, therefore, very plain that the presbyter Basil had

a wife, and that the presbyter Gabinus had a daughter.
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Then you find this epitaph :
—

" Petronia, a deacon's wife, the tj-pe of modesty.—In

this place I lay my bones ; spare your tears, dear

husband and daughters, and believe that it is for-

bidden to weep for one who Uves in God. Buried in

peace, on the 3d before the Nones of October, in the

consulate of Festus (i. e. a.d. 472)."

This inscription is one of many which ai'e rendered par-

ticularly valuable, by bearing the names of the consuls

at the time of their execution, and thus affording data

for ascertaining their epoch. By this means we learn

that Petronia was buried in the latter part of the fifth

centuiy
; yet she was the wife of a deacon, and it was

then judged seemly that her tomb should bear words of

consolation for her bereaved husband and children.

Petronia's epitaph tells us plainly that the survivoi-s

had no apprehension of purgatorial pains, but believed

that the dead was alive in God, and at peace. And,

taken with the other epitaphs quoted, it tells us also

that the Church of the Catacombs was a Church in which

the celibacy of the clergy was unknown.*

But we are also disposed to ask. Do these remains

illustrate the rites of the Church ? Taking the sacra-

ments as the foremost of these rites, one would natu-

rally like to know whether the relics of the Catacombs

disclose anything as to primitive doctrine respecting

Baptism and the Lord's Supper. With regard to the

former, I do not see that we can learn very much. Dr.

Maitland tells us that fonts have been discovered below

ground ; but he does not tell us whether they are

* Upon the question of celibacy and monasticism in the early

Church Dr. Maidand's book gives much valuable information.
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adapted for sprinkling or for immersion. The only

reservoirs of water he names, as existing in the Cata-

combs, are wells ; and I do not suppose these were

employed as baptisteries. One of the sarcophagi has

a representation of a Christian basilica, or place of wor-

ship, built above ground after Christianity had become

the prevalent religion. It is curious to look on that

ancient editice. Its appearance is not unlike some of

the plainer meeting-houses we may see in different

parts of our own country. Before the door of that

basilica stands a little detached building, said to be a

baptisteiy. I do not know how two gentlemen of oppo-

site opinions would settle between them the question as

to whether it was intended for dipping or for sprinkling.

One would say, Its size plainly shews it was meant to

serve for immersion. The other would reply. It does

not appear more than sufficient to receive comfortably

the person to be baptized, the person administering the

ordinance, and a few friends. This point, therefore, we

must leave, as to the testimony of the Catacombs, an

open question. But in pursuing our search we find

this epitaph :
—

" The neophyte Eomanus, the well-desening, who hved

8 yeai's and 15 days. He rests in peace."

This tomb bears the names of consuls, which fix its

date as 371. As a neophyte means a baptized person,

it is plain that the sacrament was then administered to

children of tender years. Another tomb reads :
—

" The tile of Candidas the neophyte, who lived twenty

-

one months. Buried on the Nones of September."
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Od this point, therefore, the evidence is express. The
epitaph of a catechumen is also discovered :

—

" Ucilianus, to Bacius Valerius, a catechumen, who
lived 9 years, 8 months, and 22 days."

Now, although much cannot be built on a single

epitaph, there is in this one something that naturally

suggests the idea that Ucilianus did not belong to a

Church in which baptism was held to be regeneration.

A catechumen was a person not baptized : Bacius Vale-

rius, then, died unbaptized. Had baptism been held in

the light in which it is held by the modem Church of

Rome, this unbaptized body would not have found a rest

in consecrated ground ; nor would the friends of the

unbaptized child have proclaimed the fact that he had

so died. Had Ucilianus belonged to a community hold-

ing the sentiments of the modem Chm'ch of Rome, he

would have foreseen that eveiy person who read that

epitaph would ask. But why was the child allowed to die

without the benefit of baptism ? The fact, therefore,

that Ucilianus openly sets his name on the tomb of an

unbaptized person, though one under instruction for

baptism, does raise a strong probability that the Church

of the Catacombs, while duly administering baptism as

the ordinance of the Lord, did not believe salvation to

lie in the opus operatum.

But with regard to the other sacrament, can those

stones tell us anything of what the primitive Church

held as to the Lord's Supper ? Was it in their belief

a sacrifice, wherein they offered up the body, blood, soul,

and divinity of our adorable Saviour? Here one finds

that the Catacombs do not «ve all the information that
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oue might at first expect.* But on reflection thi:<

seems natural. Were one of our Protestant churches

overtaken by a drift of sand, and buried for a thousand

years, those who explored it at the end of that time

would find very little positive indication as to how the

Lord's Supper had been held and celebrated. But let

a drift of sand bury a great Roman Catholic church, and

after the lapse of that time let it be explored, one of

the first objects that would strike the attention would

be the elaborate altars, each being clear evidence

that in the building where it stood the simple supper

instituted by Christ had been turned into a great

sacrifice, performed with studious pomp. If then

we pass through the Lapidarian Gallery, do we find

altars brought from the chapels of the Catacombs ?

Here on the right hand, among the heathen remains,

we find altars many ; but there, on the left, among the

Christian remains, of altars not a single one. But

are no altai's to be found below ground? Slabs of

marble just squared are to be found, and these slabs are

called altars. But so little do they express the charac-

ter of th»i full-formed altar, that it has not even been

thought worth while to bring them above ground.

What were those square slabs used for?— to celebrate

an elaborate sacrifice, or to take from them, with simple

forms, the bread and wine? On this question some

light is thrown by a curious piece of ancient writing. I

mentioned Hippolytus as having lived for a consider-

able time in the Catacombs, and the poet Prudentius as

* " The dogma of transubstantiation," says Dr. Maitland,
" was not distinctly broached till the ninth centurj'. We must
not, therefore, expect to find it formally contradicted in thn

fourth."
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liaving r.ome from Spain to visit those renowned ceme

teries of the faithful. He has a hj^mn for Hippolytus'

day, in which he speaks as standing by the tomb of the

martyr :
—

" nia sacramenti donatrix mensa, eademque

Gustos fida sui martyris apposita:

Servat ad setemi spem Judicis ossa sepulchro,

Pascit item Sanctis Tibricolas dapibus.

Mira loci pietas, et prompta precantibus ara."

" That slab gives the sacrament, and at the same time

faithfully guards the martyr's remains ; it preserves

his bones in the sepulchre in hope of the eternal

Judge, and feeds the Tibricolse with sacred meat.

Great is the sanctity of the place, and near at hand

the altar for those who pray."

So Dr. Maitland translates the passage. That which

is remarkable in it is this : Prudentius standing by that

tomb, and taking from it the sacramental elements,

calls it, as giving the sacrament, a table (mensa);

translated by Dr. Maitland, " slab." Had he been a

modern Romanist, he would have called it an altar, not

a table. But when, he comes to speak not of that from

•which the sacrament was received, but of that beside

which prayer was offered, he calls it an altar. Thus, to

the sacrament he attaches the idea of a sacred meal,

and calls that which supports the elements a table ; but

to prayer he attaches the idea of a sacrifice, and calls

that which supports the worshipper an altar. Thus he

retains distinctly the Scriptural view of the sacrament

nnd of prayer. Dr. Maitland s translation of the pas-

sage leads us to look for the altar as some second erec-

tion, distinct from the tomb, but near to it. It is with

tne utmost delicacy that I would suggest a variation
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from the rendering of such an authority as Dr. Mait-

land ; but do the words et prompta precantihus ara

require us to look for a second altar " near at hand for

those who pray ? " Would they not more naturally read,

" a ready altar for those who pray ? " If so, we have

the one slab called a table when it " gives the sacra-

ment," and an altar when by it kneel those who pray.

Here, then, the word "altar" is clearly used without

any reference to a sacrifice of propitiation, but simply to

the spiritual sacrifice of prayer. Does not this passage

clearly shew that the Church of the Catacombs was not

a Church that looked upon the Lord's Supper as the

offering up afresh of the sacrifice of the Son of God;

but as a holy ordinance in which, commemorating his

death once for all, they partook of sacred food ? Does

it not shew that they looked on spiritual worship—
prayer and praise— as the only sacrifice that remains

for us to offer?

Another part of the rites of the Church consists in

symbols. Our blessed Redeemer himself has established

two symbols, in Baptism and the Lords Supper. But

it is remarkable that the symbols he has chosen are

such as present no permanent appearance to the eye—
symbols wholly destitute of a pictorial character, which

pass before the sight in a moment and are no more

seen. Looking at the modern Church of Rome, we

find eveiy dogma and every duty set forth with a com-

plex and imposing symbolism. Can we learn from

these stones whether the Church of the Catacombs was

the model whence these were taken ? Here upon one

tomb you see a ship. It is evidently a symbol. In the

contemporaneous authors you find it called " the heaven-

ward-bound ship." Does it mean that the Christian
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was on a voyage, exposed to waves and storms, but

stretching toward a haven where, once entered, he would

fear nor wave nor storm for ever ? Or does it mean

that the Christian is like the ship which presses toward

a point where nothing is to be seen but sky ; for, know-

ing that there is a rountiy out of sight, she forsakes the

land she saw, and steers toward what seems vacant sky

for the sake of the unseen land beyond it ? Proceeding,

you see on other tombs an anchor. That, too, is a

symbol. How plainly it says that the voyage is ended,

and the vessel in the harbour safe ! On other tombs

you see the dove with the olive-branch. And does it

need the intei-pretation of that word that is so close by

it. Pax, Peace ? Occasionally you find the palm and

the crown, need we explain them ? Then, upon several

tombs occurs a fish. What does this mean ? You do

not see that it symbolises anything ; but searching to

find its signification you soon perceive its con-espondence

with another mystic sign. On some tombs stands the

Gi-eek word i^Sv<;, " a fish." Here, then, this word on

some tombs, and this form on others, agree ; but what

do they mean ? The word lx.ivg consists of letters which

form the initials of the Greek words signifying " Jesus

Christ, Son of God, Saviour." The Christians were per-

secuted. They needed some token of their Christianity

which would be known to themselves but unintelligible

to their enemies. This one word offered an abbreviation

of the name and the descriptive titles of their Lord.

They adopted it. But it was not in any proper sense

a symbol, only a covert abbreviation. To us it simply

declares that their faith was proscribed, and the name

of their Lord cast out as evil.

Again, you see a cross ; but much more frequently,
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not the simple cross, but a cross with the upper paxt

rounded, so as to resemble our letter P. Looking yet

again, you find that the more ancient tombs have not

merely the cross rounded at the top, but a mark exactly

like an X with a P run up the centre of it. What does

this mean ? It soon explains itself. The Greek letter

X (Ch) resembles our X, and is the first letter in the

word Christ. The Greek letter P (R) resembles our P,

and is the second letter in that name. The sign, there-

fore, of the X with the P ran up its centre was pre-

cisely the same as if we for the name of Christ wrote the

abbreviation Chr, placing the r between the c and the

h. It was not properly a symbol of anything, but

simply a contracted name— a monogram. Of this we

have further confirmation in the fact, that even to this

day we use the same sign as a contraction of the word

Christ ; for we write Xtian for Christian, and Xmas
for Christmas. Bat after a time it was discovered that

the X represented a cross. Then, by that change of

shape called decussation, it was thrown out of its natural

form into that of a cross. Yet, even then, to shew that

it was looked upon rather as a monogram than a symbol,

•we find the top often turned into the letter P (R). And
even when the simple cross was used, it must for some

time have been intended only as an abridgement of the

monogram. This is confirmed by the fact, that on the

top of the baptistery already mentioned as being attached

to the house of prayer, we find, not the cross, but the

monogram, the Chr. This building must date later

xhan Constantino, so that up to that period the full

monogram, consisting of two letters, was, in careful

productions, chosen rather than the contracted mono
gram consisting of only one letter, and that changed

in form so as to make a cross. Hence we clearly
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see that the Church in the Catacombs was by no

means rich in symbolism. All she has left us is the

ship bound for heaven, the anchor declai'ing that the

ship has reached the port, the dove speaking peace, the

triumphant palm and crown, The fish and the cross

take the position of a monogram and a hieroglyphic

rather than that of a religious symbol.

But do these remains throw any light on the usage

of the Primitive Church respecting images?— and here

I use the word " images" in its largest sense, including

both paintings and sculpture. Do we, then, find in the

Catacombs any images professing to represent God the

Father? We look in vain for a fresco or a statue

having in any way this import. Many of the sarcophagi

clearly tell that, unlike the rude slabs of the ages of

persecution, they were the work of a people who were

in neither haste nor danger. On some of these we find

attempts to suggest the idea of the Divine Being ; not,

certainly, in order to worship, but in representations of

Scriptural subjects. For instance, in one well-executed

bas-relief of Moses receiving the law, we have a hand

begirt vdth clouds, which is evidently designed at once

to suggest the idea of God, and to avoid the profanity of

an attempted image. Again, we have a bas-relief of Abra-

ham offering up Isaac, and there also appears a hand.

But be it remembered, that even these do not occur on

the walls of the church, or in any position where they

could be used for worship, but only on sarcophagi.

These, however, shew that before the Catacombs were

closed, some Christians in Rome indulged art so far as

to permit, in sketches of Bible scenes, the hand as sug-

gesting the presence of the Divine Being. Even in

this they went beyond Scripture warranty and example.

But do you, in any part of those Catacombs, f*" ^ ""
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attempt at an image of God the Father? Not one.

The French claim the credit of being the first who had

" the happy boldness " to picture under visible shape the

Eternal Spirit, and shew a book of the ninth century

in which the startling produce of this " happy boldness"

is contained* In the present day, any one who goes

to the nearest French port, Calais, will there see, in the

chief church, a painting in which is a female figure,

with an old man on one side and a young one on the

other, lowering upon her head a crown, while from

above a dove is descending with a stream of glory.

The female is the Virgin Mary, the young male figure

Jesus Christ, the dove the Holy Spirit, and the old

man God the Father; thus the Trinity is painted

crowning the Queen of Heaven ! So also, if you go to

the most prominent modem church in Pai'is, the Made-

leine, you see on one of the panels of the magnificent

door a venerable figure of an old man reposing on

a couch, surrounded by winged attendants. That old

man is intended to represent to the enlightened French

God the Father taking rest after the days of creation.

Do we find one of those stones of the Catacombs that

we can place side by side with coiTuptions so deplorable

as these ? No, not one.

It is plain, however, that Christ in his incarnation

ofiFered a much stronger inducement to art than the

abstract and spiritual Godhead. How far, then, did the

Church of the Catacombs go in using images of Christ?

In a part of the Catacombs called the cemetery of Cal-

listus has been found a painting, evidently intended as

a personal representation of our Lord. It is plainly the

* Maitland.
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work of the lattei' part of the fourth century. It, there-

fore, belongs, not to the Church of the Catacombs, but

to a period full a hundred years after the Catacombs had

ceased to be the refuge of the Church. It was placed

in the Catacombs by those who, inheriting the traditions

of the earlier Church, delighted to adorn her subter-

ranean temple. But had the custom of making an

image of Christ become prevalent even then we should

surely find abundant traces of it. Are such found ?

Why here, on various sarcophagi, in representations of

Scriptural subjects, we often find a figure that we might

suppose to be in some sense intended for Chiist. For

instance, we often see a representation of the good

shepherd with the lamb on his shoulders. The good

shepherd represents Christ ; but was that figure of the

good shepherd intended to be a personal image of the

man Christ Jesus ? So far from that, the good shepherd

is clad in Roman costume, and has very often in his

hand a Pan's pipe, such as the heathens were wont to

represent in the hand of their god Pan. It is, there-

fore, evident that, wishing to illustrate our Lord's para-

ble, and not thinking of a personal image of himself,

they just adopted the model of a shepherd usual in their

countiy.

The evidence, then, of the Catacombs sufficiently con

firms that of Augustine, who said in the fourth century,

" Whether or not his countenance was such as occurs to

us in thinking of him we are completely ignorant."

Here we have clear evidence that for the fii'st ages the

Church possessed no likeness of the pereon of Christ.

Nor can we fail to be struck with the manifest care that

is taken in the New Testament to cut off all possibility

of forming a picture having any pretensions to trath
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How is it that John, who loved his Lord so well, and

wrote about him so tenderly, has left us no hint as to

the form of that countenance into which he gazed as he

leaned, at the last supper, upon his Master's breast?

How is it that Peter, who had seen his Lord so oft, and

who loved him so intensely, did not, in saying to us.

" Whom having not seen ye love," give us some idea of

that eye which turned upon him, in the moment of his

unfaithfulness, and broke his heart ? How is it that four

different writers have left us biographies of one whom
they supremely admii^ed, and yet not one of the four

has di'opped a word descriptive of his height, his carriage,

his complexion, his hair, his brow, or any othier linea-

ment? Sui'ely, according to the ordinary course of

things, we might expect some hints from which to form

an idea of his appearance. But, no. A design of God
interferes with the natural course of description. Such

is the tendency of human nature to idolatry, that no

authentic likeness of the Redeemer coul d exist without

becoming an object of worship. As the Lord concealed

the body of the Mediator of the old covenant, so that

" no man knoweth his sepulchre unto this day," so has

he hidden the person of the Mediator of the new cove

nant. That wonderful being is made to move before

our eye in the fiesh, it is true, yet ever wrapped in the

gloiy of the only-begotten of the Father. As amid the

gloiy of the sun, so amid that glory we see marks ; but

no believing eye is cold enough to scan them and draw

out a regular system of features ; it is too much dazzled

with the outbeaming glory to note clearly the material

form. Such, at least, was the faith of the early believers

;

and Dr. Maitland admirably sketches the progress of

the Church from that stage in which, walking by faith,
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she needed not sight, to that in which, fallen from faith,

she was glad to take sight for her instructor. For the

first four centui'ies whom she had not seen she loved,

and believing with that faith which is the evidence of

things not seen, she asked not sight to offer her the

poor illumination of an equivocal image. But as her

faith grew feeble sht naturally betook herself to sight.

First of all, to set forth the work of Christ, she used

the cross. It is doubtful whether this was adopted for

three hundred years ; for some Romanist writers assert

that even the monogram was never used before the day

of Constantine. But as faith declined the cross ceased

to be sufficient. In works of art, dating from about the

year 400, the cross begins to be painted with a white

lamb at its foot. For three hundred yeai's more faith

sought no additional aid from sight. In 706, by order

of the Quinisextan Council, the lamb was replaced by

a man standing at the foot of the cross, with his arms

stretched out as if in prayer. In another century faith,

grown feebler, needed further aid from sight. Then
the figure was painted, no longer below the cross, but

on a level with the transverse beam ; yet living still,

his hands not nailed, but in the act of prayer. Not

until we reach the productions of the tenth century do

we find a work telling us that faith had so utterly failed,

that in order to recognise the atoning sacrifice men
were obliged to have before their eyes a figure with

nails driven through the hands and feet, and the coun-

tenance veiled in death. About the thirteenth century

the head is made to droop.* Nine full centuries, then,

from the time that Jesus died, passed over his Church

* Maitland, p. 204.
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before a man was found sufficiently cold and daring lo

paint, with human art, the mortal agony of Immanuel,

God with us.

Painting having thus, by timid approaches, drawn

nigh to the sacred countenance of the God-man till at

last she dared to make herself familiar with its very

sweat of blood, sculpture ventured on a like boldness.

Not for ten centuries did a man attempt to sculpture

the sorrows of Christ ; but in the eleventh century the

attempt was made in bas-relief, and it was the four-

teenth ere was produced the full-formed portable cru-

cifix. Thus, as Dr. Maitland beautifully puts it, in

painting sight superseded faith, and in sculpture toucli

superseded sight. Yet the resources of sensuousness

were not exhausted. St. Francis of Assisi was produced,

exhibiting on his person marks corresponding with the

wounds of Christ. "The world," says the Church of

Rome, " was growing cold," and so God produced thit;

marvel. No wonder that the world was growing cold.

The Church having ceased to walk by faith had begun

to walk by sight, and from such a Church how could

any supernatural glow emanate to warm a chilly world

'

We. then, search throughout the remains of the Cata-

combs asking. But are there no crucifixes? Not one.

Are there no paintings of Christ on the cross ? Not

one. None of Christ in his sweat of blood ? Not one.

None of Christ bearing the cross ? No, not one. Well,

then, surely we shall find images of the Virgin and

Child. Through the whole of the Lapidarian Gallery

you cannot even find the name of the Virgin Mary
What then is the voice of the Catacombs as respects

worship ? Does it not tell us that the early Church was

not a church that deemed an array of rites and images
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helpful to devotion ? Does it not tell us that the eailv

Church believed that Christianity takes for her system

two foundation stones— " God is a spirit" and " God

is love : " that on this stone, " God is love," she builds

all her institutes of morality ; and on this, " God is a

spirit," she builds all her institutes of worship, and that

these two rising, converge, till they clasp as their keystone

" God is light?" Yes, yonder, amid the shades of the

Catacombs, we see standing that illuminated arch on

which we read, "God spirit," "God love," " God light,"

and men worshipping God in spirit and serving him in

love are passing under that arch to the land where there

is no darkness at all.

The Church of the Catacombs, then, has bequeathed

to us no crucifix, no image of the cross-bearer, none of

the bleeding Christ, none of the Virgin and Child. But

she has bequeathed to us the glorious testimony ad-

dressed to her by an inspired hand, " Christ Jesus

whom God hath set forth to be a propitiation through

faith in his blood, to declare his righteousness for the

remission of sins that are past." She stands before us

a church full of faith, and therefore needing little for

the eye, near to the countenance of God, and therefore

needing little artificial illumination. Just as the Church

recedes from the central light, she wants more of what

is secondary—somewhat as it is in our planetary system,

the farther from the sun, the more moon is needed.

Yonder you see Mercury and Venus close to the central

sun ; and basking in his bright rays, they can do without

secondary illumination— they need no moon. This

Earth of ours, being much more distant from the ori-

ginal light, requires a moon. And Jupiter, so far away

yonder in the cold, has his four moons ; while, as to
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Saturn, who is so distant that the sun's rays are dull

before they reach him, oh, with what a display of rings

and satellites does he not shine ! Yet they are all not

half so warm and genial as the rays that glow on Mer-

CU17 and Venus where there are no moons at all.

Taking, then, the Church of the Catacombs as to its

spirit, doctrines, ministry, and rites, what do we see ?

A spirit glowing with faith, hope, and charity, with do-

mestic affection, and sympathies of universal brother-

hood ; a doctrine wherein is no place for purgatorial

torments, but a blooming hope of bliss beyond the tomb

;

no appeal to the mediation of dead men, but happy trust

in the sole mediation of Christ the Son of God ; a mi-

nistiy to which compulsory celibacy is unknown ; and a

ritual unpractised in gorgeous display, or in copies of

heathen ceremonial. As that Church comes forth from

her tomb to meet us in her grave-clothes, yet still

living, we gaze on her ; from her, glance to our own

church, then turn our eye to that which lies between.

Here we have a church rich in ceremonial, rich in sym-

bols, rich in images, rich in altars, sacrifices, priests

;

but wretched in purgatorial pains, overrun with human

mediators, and sei^ved by a ministry shorn of their pro-

per manhood. Is this church that displays her capari-

sons amid the gloom of the dark ages the same as

that church that walks so simply amid the light of

the Christian morn ? They are not one : then we

glance again from the Church of the Catacombs to

our own. Looking at the spirit, the doctrine, the

ministry, and the rites of the Primitive and of the Pro-

testant Churches, a glow of fellowship with the first

believers lights up our very soul. Antiquity is on our

side. Church of the Catacombs ! thou art our church
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Martyrs of the Catacombs ! we are partakers with you

of like precious faith ; your Lord is our Lord, yoxir faith

our faith, your baptism our baptism, your God our God,

your Father our Father, who is above all, aud through

all, and in us all. We exult in the sense of our one-

ness with Christ's earliest followers. And while so

exulting, we adore that wise and silent Providence

which has so ordered it, that the stones of Rome should

preserve, the priests of Rome should collect, and the roof

of the Vatican cover, a standing protest and testimony,

from the Martyr-Church of the first ages, against the cor-

ruption and idolatry that now, alas ! reign all around.

What would any disciple of an apostate Christianity

make of these stones ? And, on the other hand, what

would an infidel make of them ? What would he think

as he stood in that Lapidarian Gallery, and looked on

those epitaphs sixteen hundred or seventeen hundred

years old, and found in them such tokens that the gospel

of Chiist is true ? Here is another of that series of dis-

coveries by which God has completed the discomfiture

of scientific Infidelity. The evil genius ofInfidehty wooed

ali the sciences ; but they have all cast him off. He
sought to make a home among the stars ; but from every

sphere there issued a voice having in it a tone of Christ,

and evermore repeating, " When he prepared the hea-

vens, I was there." Scared from the sky, he betook

himself to the depths of the earth, intent on rearing a

fortress, founded on the primitive rock, built up with all

the strata, and garrisoned by megalosauri, and masto-

dons, and other monster inhabitants of former worlds.

But as he proceeded with his imagined citadel, ever and

anon sounded forth the same voice, echoing amid all the

rocks, " When there were no depths I was brought
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forth, when there were no fountains abounding with

water ; before the mountains were settled, before the

hills was I brought forth." Driven from the depths, he

tunied to ethnology, and from the woolly hair of the

Negro, the wild nature of the Indian, the wretched

visage of the Austi-alian, and the distinctive types of

Mongol and Caucasian, of African and Malay, tried, in

his coldness of heart, to construct an evidence that

mankind was not a race of one blood and one brother-

hood. But physiology tracking his path, sends us to-day

from every tribe, the testimony as to man's body that

" God has made of one blood all nations of men for to

dwell on all the face of the earth." Religion, too, has

tracked his path, and now places before us a few out of

every nation, and people, and kindred, who join to tes-

tify the oneness of the human soul, each repeating in

his own tongue the one law written on their heart

:

" The first commandment is. Thou shalt love the Lord

thy God with all thy heart ; and the second is like unto

it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself" Then he

betook himself to Orientalism, sure of finding in the

tomes of Eastern sages brilliant demonstration that the

inspiration of Scripture was a fable. But now from

Shastra and from Veda, from the lore of Bhuddism, from

tlie Zendavesta and the Adi Grunth, from the statutes

of Confucius and Menu, we hear coming a voice, which,

abashed by their spotted morals and ciying absurdities,

is compelled to murmur, " All Scriptui'e is given by

inspiration of God." Driven fi'om eveiy other scientific

retreat, he sought a rest in archaeology, boasting that

he would find in the Pyramids of Egypt, in the ruins of

Nineveh and Babylon, of Jerusalem and Rome, dust

enough to blacken the brow of Christianity for ever
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But this day we hear from the banks of the Nile, the

Tigris, and the Euphrates, an ancient voice, proclaiming,

" God at sundry times and in divers manners spake in

times past unto our fathers ;" and at the same time the

stones of Jerusalem and of Rome lift up their voice, and

cry, " Jesus Christ the same yesterday, to-day, and for

ever." That Jesus whom, less than a century ago,

scientific Infidelity threatened to expel from the regards

of mankind, now appears before us all sitting enthroned

on the science of the universe. Every star of the firma-

ment sparkles in his diadem ; every ray of heaven's

light flows in his vesture ; and the whole earth dutifully

pi-esents herself as a footstool, which her mountains and

lier monuments adorn. At that footstool all the sciences

meekly bow, hail Jesus as the Light of lights, and

loyally proclaim, " We can do nothing against the truth,

but for the truth."

The evil genius of Infidelity, chased from every scien-

tific retreat, now seeks to build on a more kindred

foundation— on the masses of dark, unholy, miserable

men, who crowd the cities, and towns, and rural paths of

Christendom. The aid which science has refused, he

now finds in social evils, and gathering together the

frauds, the oppressions, the murders, and the manifold

iniquities, wherewith society is afflicted, he arrays these

before the face of the Church, and says, " I still deny

thy commission. Hadst thou been sent to regenerate

the world, would it, after all these years, present a spec-

tacle like that ? " This question comes boldly from the

lip of the sceptic, and should fall on the ear of all who

believe with the force of sevenfold thunder. And a

voice seems to come from the Church of the Catacombs,

asking how it is that we dwell among mankind, and do
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not transform them. That Church transformed the

-world ; and what enabled her to accomplish it ? Was it

power or wealth, learning or talent, facility or the want

of opposition ? No. Christianity stood one day in Jeru-

salem, a church without a temple, a people, or a patron,

and faced a world in which all that was mighty, ancient,

or revered, stood up against her. Whom did she solicit

—whom did she conciliate ? Did she turn to the ty-

rants and flatter their oppressions? Did she turn to

the priests and caress their mysteries ? Did she turn

to the philosophers and consecrate their dogmas ?, Did

she turn to the multitude and indulge their follies'?

No ; she assailed the injustice of the tyrant, the religion

of the priest, the systems of the philosopher, and the

prejudices of the mob. She attacked all, condemned all,

made enemies of all. The multitude sought to tear her

to pieces, the learned plied against her all their argu-

ments, the priests exhausted their craft, and ten several

times the imperial sword of the Caesars was aimed at

her heart, and dyed in her blood. Yet by a force invi-

sible as wisdom, intangible as power— a force inde-

scribable as the working of the will on our animal frame

— by a strange, hidden power, which the philosopher

could not analyse, the priest could not charm, the

tyrant could not fetter, nor the clamour of the multi-

tude scare, she bowed, and vanquished, and trans-

formed them all. What was that power ? Church of

the early day ! tell us wherein did thy great strength

lie ? That Church makes simple answer :
" This is the

victoiy that overcometh the world, even our faith."

The early Chm'ch believed, and believing saw him

that was invisible. She moved under no expectation

that in proportion to her numbers, or talent, or faci-
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lities, her work would speed. She moved under the

consciousness that she was no natural agency, but an

instrument sent of God to accomplish a supernatural

work by supernatural aid. And this, brethren, is what,

in our day, we most especially want. The world has

grown wise in second causes. Men know a little, and

are proud of what they know. They can trace the

proximate causes of most things and contentedly rest

there. For the cause of a war they go no further than

the caprice of man ; for a famine no deeper than the

soil ; for a pestilence no higher than the atmosphere.

This habit has been carried, with most debilitating effect,

into religion. We observe certain agencies employed

to call forth certain results, and thus we have acquired

a habit of looking on religion as a principle to be im-

pelled forward in proportion to our numbers, our in-

fluence, our wealth, and our facilities. This is, in fact,

treating Christianity, not as a divine instrument to

create mankind anew, but as a salutary organisation for

moral improvement. The truth is, that vital religion

has never advanced according to any law of natural

proportion, but according to the power of an inward life.

It never will advance according to the proportion of

wealth, talent, influence, or facilities, but in the midst

of all these, if trusting in them, will halt ; while desti-

tute of all these, and impeded by all possible difficulties,

if trusting in God, it will advance " according to the

proportion of faith " As, then, reason points us to the

masses of the untaught and the unholy, and asks by

what wisdom or power do we hope to reclaim them, let

us look into the eye of reason with a look as calm and

as confident as her own, and openly say, " We have faith

in the supernatural— we believe in the Holy Ghost."
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But faith in the early Church was accompanied, as it

is ever accompanied, by its kindred grace of love. The

disciple of that day bore about with him a heart wherein

were glowing celestial fires. God had loved him ; in

love the Son of God had died for him ; in love the

Spirit of God had led him into marvellous light ; and

his soul sang constant melodies of love. Love had

prepared for him a better countiy ; there were his home,

his treasure, his Redeemer, and his best kinsmen. Mov-

ing toward that land his life on earth was a mission of

goodness. He was here to set forth his Master's glory,

to make others taste the love that was sweet to him. Thus

animated, his own ease, oi- wealth, or even life, was to

him of small account. They were cheerfully sacrificed to

advance the cause he cherished. The world saw a people

who, to do good, would accept any shame and greet any

death. It was a new sight. Mankind had, theretofore,

borne the selfish image of one who labours to make

others fall, simply that himself may triumph. They

now saw part of their own race transformed into the

loving image of One who laia himself down that

others might arise. It was this image of their Lord

tliat made the early Christians winning. They had

drunk into the spirit of the words, " He saved others,

himself he cannot save." Touched with the fellowship

of his sufferings, they too burned with a charity which,

melting down the ice whereon sits the throne of self,

opened warm springs of goodness that discharged

themselves in gushes of solicitude for others, till in

their generous heat self was dissolved and lost. The

faith of the early Church, enabling her to see him

that is invisible, gave her in herself the strength

of conscious union with God. The love of the early

p
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Church, seeking others and foregoing self, gave her

before mankind the moral superiority of being mani-

festly renewed in the Divine image ; for no human con-

science, having before it an example of pure, tender,

self-sacrificing Christian love, can abstain from owning,

" He that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in

him." Thus shining in the likeness of God, no wonder

that the early Church won and transformed the world.

The Church of our day, if burning with a lively faith

and radiant with a love like that of Christ, would work

mighty changes too ; this dark cold world would soon be

lighted up and warmed. Thus illuminated, the Church

would no longer, in the eye of the world, glimmer

through mists of selfishness and inconsistency, but

all her candlesticks would be refulgent, all her stars

illustrious— the light of the moon should be as the

light of the sun, and the light of the sun as the light of

seven days. You may go into the rooms of one of our

photographic artists and see a countenance with a plate

set before it : but if the light is shut off no result fol

lows. That unlightod countenance changes nothing.

But let the rays of heaven stream in uj)on it, and forth

with it writes upon the plate, in letters of liglit, its own

image and likeness. Thus, thou, Church of our

own day, if strongly lighted by the glorj' of thy Lord,

wouldst imprint thine image on all the world. So be

it ! Haste, haste the time when the Church of the

Catacombs shall see her counterpart in the Church of

the latter day.
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THE

NATURE OF ROMANISM,

£c. <tc.

Our subject this evening is, " The Nature of Roman-

ism, as exhibited in the Missions of the Jesuits and

other Orders." I feel that I have to contend with

many difficulties connected with the subject itself. I

feel, too, that there may be some difficulties arising

from my own peculiar views on the subject of Christian

Missions ; and I am, therefore, not without my fears

that all my sentiments may not receive a response

from all my hearers. But of this I am certain, that,

as respects this meeting, I shall be heard with Christian

fairness and candour ; and that, as respects myself, I

were not worthy to stand in this place, if, forming my
own opinions for myself, I did not hold them witb

earnestness and avow them with fearlessness.

When the light of the Reformation, in the sixteenth

century, broke upon our world, and its sun-burst scat-

tered the clouds and the darkness of preceding times

—

when the shadowy forms and the mysterious shapes of

an enchaining superstition shrank abashed before the

light, it was to the Church of Rome a day of " lament-

ation, and mourning, and woe." She had till then
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been the slave-master of the human mind— she had

till then been the slave-merchant of the mind of

Europe ; and when now she saw a movement spread-

ing among those who had so long been her slaves

—

when she heard the mutterings of a religious revolu-

tion, loud and deep, pervading the nations—when she

saw those who had so long been her willing slaves in

Switzerland and in Holland, in Germany and in Eng-

land, spring to their feet, and burst their chains, and

stand before heaven and earth a religion-enfranchised

people,— she then felt that the charm of her power was

dissolved— that she was " weighed in the balance and

found wanting."

It was at this crisis of her agony that the Order of

the Jesuits came to her rescue. That wonderful band

of men undertook, and well-nigh achieved, the revival

of the Church of Rome. These men, well knowing the

power of mind over body, and of spirit over matter,

collected and concentrated within their Order an un-

paralleled amount of genius, and learning, and talent

;

and these being concentrated within the Order, like so

many rays of light collected into a focus, were ren-

dered intense by the profound subtlety, the patient

endurance, and the marvellous unscrupulousness of pur-

pose, that characterised the Order. These men came

to the rescue of the Church of Rome. I have nothing

to do this evening with the dismal page of history,

which tells of their civil and ecclesiastical intrigues in

Europe, nor with the immoral and irreligious prin-

ciples disseminated in their schools in Europe, for

these are not the subjects assigned me ; my province

this evening lies with their proceedings abroad— with

their missions among the heathen. Those wonderful
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men saw all the Church of Rome had lost by the

Reformation, and seeing that she had lost millions in

Europe, they proposed and resolved to regain for her

fresh millions in their stead in Asia, in Africa, and in

America. In this spirit they went forth, and, amidst

the most painful difficulties, but with the sternest

resolves and the most heroic energies, they planted

the cross upon every shore
;

planting it, however,

rather as the standard of their Church than as the

emblem of the Gospel. They entered Canada, and

preached along the waters of the great St. Lawrence,

planting their churches, as they proceeded, among

the Indian tribes. They passed down the valley of

that great father of rivers, the Mississippi, and there,

too, they preached their doctrines and gathered their

proselytes, and thence spread themselves over the

wide savannahs of Louisiana, there again teaching, and

preaching, and settling their churches among the sim-

ple and wandering Indians ; and there these churches

even yet remain. They entered Central America, and

there they preached to the teeming populations of that

land, proselytising them by thousands and hundreds

of thousands, and establishing, amidst the rich and

luxuriant valleys of Mexico, the foundations of that

Church which still to this day remains the richest in

the world. They passed through the heart of South

America, and there they collected Indian tribes and

Indian nations, there they modified their civil insti

tutions, and there they preached their doctrines with

such marvellous success that they regained to Rome
more proselytes in that populous and mighty continent

than all she had lost by the Reformation in Europe.

They passed on to the East, and there, as well as in
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the West, they raised the hanner of the cross, and

their conversions in India are narrated as so numerous

as ahnost to exceed belief: the churches they then

founded are still in existence. They visited Japan,

and in that strange and singular island they preached

to its immense population with such zeal and success

that from the monarch upon his throne to the Indian

in his hut, they had all well-nigh embraced the profes-

sion of Christianity, when a storm of persecution dashed,

as in a moment, all their cherished hopes to the dust.

They entered China, and in that empire, deemed in-

accessible to all others, they proselytised with such

a strange success, both in the court and in the camp,

both in the royal palace and in the peasant's cottage,

that they counted their proselytes by hundreds of thou-

sands, and collected their congregations and erected

their churches without number. Their energy, zeal,

and success in every region, were truly extraordinary

;

and I feel bound, in all truthfulness, to express my
honest conviction, that, since the days of the Apostles,

there never was a period in the history of the Christian

Church in which the external profession of Christianity

was more widely spread than by the missions of the

Jesuits.

There must have been some great cause for this.

In all that constitutes piety and zeal, they were in no

degree superior to those of other churches ; in all that

regards self-denial and laborious effort, they had at

least their equals amongst ourselves; and in all that

constitutes heroic and holy endurance, amidst a most

fricfhtful and terrific hurricane of persecution, they have

at least had their rivals among our own missionaries.

But still, if there be any truth in history, and if the
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records of these proceedings be not all a fable, the

missions of the Jesuits met with a measure of succesf

that has not been vouchsafed to all beside. There

must have been some great cause for this ; and, if I

understand aright my duties this evening, I am to

unfold that cause, by exhibiting the nature of the

Romanism inculcated by the Jesuits in their missions

among the heathen, and whicli contained in itself the

true secret of their wonderful success.

When the Apostles and first missionaries of Christ-

ianity went forth upon their high mission, they went

forth as men of undoubted piety and holiness ; but

that was not deemed enough in the wisdom of him

who sent them. They were enabled by him to de-

monstrate their Divine mission by miracles of Divine

power. Their piety and holiness were accompanied by

mii'acle. The words of Scripture, " We know thou art

a teacher come from God, for no man can do the

miracles that thou doest except God be with him,"

has a response in the common sense of universal man-

kind ; and tlie Jesuit missionaries were aware of this.

They knew that miracles had long since ceased in the

Church, and though many among them were men of no

common piety and holiness, according to their views,

they still felt that something yet was wanting,— they

felt that the power of miracle was wanting in the

Church and in their missions, and they sought for its

substitute. They, therefore, selected and sent forth

for the field of missionary labour men of extraordinary

genius and attainments ; and these men went forth

accompanied by miracle— not, indeed, in the strict

sense of the word, but in a sense that made it equi-

valent in the eyes of the heathen. They went forth
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With miracles of talent and of learning, and with these

they arrested the attention and commanded the minds

of their hearers. This was the character of their lead-

ing missionaries. They had indeed under them, and

bound by vows of the most submissive obedience, a

whole herd of inferior men—men of zeal, men of

bigotry, men of ignorance, men of superstition, men
of juggling tricks and pious frauds, " black, white, and

grey, with all their tnimpery
;

" but this was the cha-

racter of their leading missionaries, and there is no

appreciating fully the advantages which these men ob-

tained for their missions by their genius and attain-

ments. Their learning and their talents stood them in

the stead of the miracles of primitive times. Wherever

they went, they commanded the attention and secured

the ears of their hearers. In China, they were imme-

diately installed in all the seats of learning ; they were

constituted by the imperial authority the teachers of

astronomy, the professors of mathematics, the practi-

tioners of medicine ; they became the school- masters,

the language-masters, the music-masters, the drawing-

masters, and, I verily believe, had it been necessary,

they would have become the dancing-masters, of the

Celestial Empire ! Such masters easily and effect-

ively tampered with the faith of their scholars. Those

educated under them soon raised themselves to the

loftiest eminence in the State ; their trained pupils

became the generals of the Chinese army and the

ministers of the Chinese court : and all were dis-

posed to give a candid hearing to men whose talents

they respected and whose learning they admired. In

Paraguay, where all this learning was of no value,

they had recourse to their suggestive talents. They
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exhibited the most consummate -wisdom, according to

that wisdom of which our Lord speaks :
" The child-

ren of this world are wiser in their generation than

the children of light." In Paraguay that which the

people wanted was the knowledge of the means by

which they could expel and exclude the Spanish and

Portuguese adventurers. What they wanted was, not

the science of astronomy, but the science of strategy

—

not the knowledge of mathematics, but the knowledge

of military organisation— not the science of botany,

but the science of national defence ; and this the mis-

sionaries taught them. They collected the Indian

tribes, re-modelled their whole state and system, and

reconstructed them into a powerful empire, in the very

heart of America ; and in this way they presented them-

selves before them, as men who were not only the

teachers of a new religion, but who were the defenders

of their countiy, the champions of their liberties, and

the authors of their civilisation. It was the same way

in every country and in every clime. Wherever the

missionaries of the Jesuits went, they presented them-

selves not only as the apostles of a new religion, but as

men of such great resources within themselves, and bear-

ing with them such great practical and popular benefits,

that they at once arrested the attention, secured the

respect, and commanded the gratitude, of the peoples.

But while these men— learned, talented, zealous,

self-denying, and unscrupulous— were investing them-

selves with the attention and the respect of the people,

they proceeded with their missionaiy woi'k through the

herd of inferior missionaries, and in a way and on a

principle totally different from the missions of all other

Churches. They adopted the principle, that a confes-
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sion of faith was sufficient for baptism ; there was no

over-nice inquiry as to the motives of parties, no over-

strict searching into the consistency of the converts, no

over-close examination into the sincerity of the profession

or the reality of the conversion. There was no cold

appropriation of a whole year's probation to test them,

but the missionaries at once accepted them, on their

profession of faith, and so baptised them. A principle

like this is of gigantic importance iu the question before

us, and requires a few moments' consideration.

We ordinarily say in this couutiy, that men are to

be taken on their owii profession, and we receive per

sous to baptism, whether children or adults, on their

own profession of faith, or on the profession of faith

made by their parents or their sponsors ; and we know,

by experience, that there is generally very little of

close scrutiny as to the consistency of the motives of

the parties iu making this profession. When the

Apostle Peter preached on the day of Pentecost, and

the people asked, "What shall we do?" he answered,

" Repent and be baptised, every one of you, in the

name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins ; " and

we read of three thousand souls being then immedi-

ately received into the Church, without reading of any

close examination, or any year's probation to test their

sincerity. We read likewise of Philip joining himself

to the Ethiopian eunuch, and when that man asked

to be baptised, the answer was, " If thou behevest in

thine heart, thou mayest." He replied, "I believe;''

and we read, that immediately he alighted from the

chariot, and was baptised. And we yet again read of

the Philippian gaoler, and his inquiry, " What must I

do to be saved?" and the answer, " Believe in the Lord
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Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved
;

" and during

that long night the apostle preached to him and his

family ; and we read that he " baptised him and all his

straightway." In this spirit— at least in part—we
receive men, ordinarily, on their profession ; and if I

may be allowed to speak of the Church of England, of

which I am a member, I believe it is usual to regard

all her services as framed on the idea, or on the

assumption, of the sincerity of the profession made by

her members ; and we receive persons to the baptismal

font, or to the communion-table, on their witnessing a

good confession, without any very close or nice examin-

ation as to their consistency or their motives. I am
sui'e of this, that if we were to enter on a searching

examination of every person who comes either to the

baptismal font or communion-table in this land, we
should have small reason to say that England was a

Christianised nation. I do not hesitate to express my
feeling, that this jDrinciple, great and gigantic as it is

in its effects upon Christian missions, is a principle

that, if it could be separated from the foul misuse that

has been made of it by the Jesuit missionaries, would

be a principle deserving of the earnest and the prayer-

ful consideration of all who take a high and holy in-

terest in the evangelisation of the world. But this is

not my present object.

The Jesuits acted out this principle in all their

missions. They preached to the heathen— they be

sought them to become Christians—they entreated

them to submit to baptism, as sealing them into the

Church, as enfeoffing them into the promises, as plac-

ing them in the way of salvation, and constituting them

Christians ; and when candidates came to be baptised,

I
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some from a feeling of curiosity, and some from a love

of change,—one from a desire to identify himself with

Europeans, another from admiration of their talent,

another still from some hope of temporal advantage,

—

when candidates presented themselves to be baptised,

and some did so, impelled by the highest and holiest

motives— they were received on their profession of faith.

There was no examination into their motives, no search-

ing into the morality of their previous character, no

examination into the amount or clearness of their reli-

gious knowledge and religious experience ; whatever

they were, they heard the preaching of these mission

aries, they professed their belief of it, they were bap-

tised, and designated Christians

!

It is impossible to contemplate this principle—the

great and leading principle of the missions of the Jesuits

— without feeling that it is a principle of the first and

last importance, a principle of the mightiest magnitude

and the greatest conceivable influence, either for good

or for evil. But whatever be its character, it was

adopted by the Jesuits, and adopted by those far-seeing

men for a purpose. They adopted it, not so much for

its own sake, as for the sake of a certain advantage

derivable from it. They adopted it, because they knew

it would secure to their schools and to their Order the

training and education of the children. They knew

that if once the parents could be induced to make even

an external profession and an outward conformity, they

would thereby thus secure the control and management

of the children ; and in order to obtain this latter, which

was the great object at which the Jesuits aimed, they

were prepared, without any scniple, to make any com-

promise of religion or of principle to secure the former.
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They well knew the power of their educational system

in the training of the young. They knew that if once

they could train and educate the rising generation in the

schools of their Order,— if once they could habituate

tlieir young eyes to look upon a roujid of Romish forms

and ceremonies,— if once they could indoctrinate their

young minds with the principles of Rome,— if once they

could mould their plastic natures into a submissive obe-

dience to the authority of a mysterious priesthood,

—

they well knew that if once they could accomplish this,

their longed-for achievement was well-nigh perfected.

They therefore sought the parents in order that they

might secure the children, well knowing that when the

parents would pass away, the children would still remain

;

emd therefore they could, without any great stirrings of

conscience, consign the whole adult population— the

mere professed and baptised— unto the mysteries and

destmies of eternity, and build their hopes upon that

rising generation which had been trained in their schools,

and would become submissive machines and passive

tools in the hands of the Order. The parents, in a few

years more, would lie low in the grave, and their child-

ren would then stand before the world as a Christian-

ised people. For this they toiled ; to this they applied

all their energies ; and it must '6e confessed,—for it is

patent to all acquainted with the Order—that, whatever

their principles were, they were fully and effectively

implanted in the mission schools of the Jesuits ;— what-

ever their principles were, whether moral or immoral,

whether religious or irreligious, they were deeply chi-

selled upon the inner nature of their scholars ; they

were graven on them in infancy, and they remained in

manhood, and they were seen in old age ; they were the
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motto upon the cradle, and they were the memento upon

the tomb ; they were whispered in the chamber of their

childhood, and again muttered in the chamber of their

death ; for whatever the schools of the Jesuits under-

take, the schools of the Jesuits are sure to perform.

The manner in which they proceeded then, and the

manner in which they still proceed in their schools, is

this : they narrowly and closely watch the intellectual

developement of the young. They watch with sleepless

eye, not the moral and religious progress, but the intel-

lectual progress of the scholars ; and when they have

found one with a certain amount of talent, a certain

capacity for acquirement, a certain pliability of dispo-

sition, and a certain plastic nature, they at once fix on

that youth, to be afterwards moulded into the instru-

ment for their work. They waste no time in trying to

convert his soul. They hold— and it is characteristic

of Jesuitry that it always has some tmth mLxed with its

falsehood,— they hold that the conversion of the soul is

not given to the labour of man, or the effort of man, or

the wisdom of man, or even the eloquence of men or

angels ; they hold that the conversion of the soul be-

longs to him who has said, " All souls are mine," and

they therefore waste no time in endeavouring to convert

the soul, which they conceive is not of their province,

and they spend all their energies in the developement

of the intellectual powers, steadily and perseveringly

bending and warping the young mind, by instilling

those ideas, notions, and principles of conduct, and

of submissive and unquestioning obedience, which in

the end will make it the instrument they desire for

their purpose ; and of all men living the Jesuits know

best the power of steady and well-continued discipline
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upon tlie elasticity of the young mind : it is like the

Continual dropping of water wearing away the hard-

est marble. They send this selected pupil to the

schools of the mission ; then he is transferred to the

missionary colleges ; then he is sent to the Propaganda

at Rome, and then into some Jesuit establishment ; and

in process of time he comes out a polished and accom-

plished instrument in the hands of the Order. He is

changed, indeed ! We know, by the laws of chemistry,

that if some species of metals be subjected to certain

processes, we can utterly change their nature. We all

know, in our daily experience, that by a very simple

process, namely, the application of heat, we can change

water into vapour, by the which that water, whose nature

is to flow and flow on to the veiy lowest, is now so changed

that its nature is to ascend and ascend to the very highest.

So, too, there is a species of mental alchemy, which can

so work in the disciplining of the young mind, as to make

its after manhood altogether different in nature from

its former youth ; and I am sure it will be universally

confessed— for it is written on eveiy page of modern

histoiy— that the Order of the Jesuits are the most

profound proficients in this alchemy, for they have

proved by long experience, and by many a sad experi-

ment, that manhood is not necessarily the larger growth

and fuller developement of youth, but may be a thing

almost, if not totally, distinct in its identity. Oh, they

are the very converse of the alchemists of the medifeval

times, who were said to be able to transfuse the basest

metals into gold ; for these Jesuits will take the noblest

and most generous youth, and transmute him into the

most slavish and the basest of manhood ; thus transmut-

Q
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ing not the baser metal into gold, but the purest gold

into the basest metal

!

I have said that the Jesuits adopted this principle

and pursued this course, in order to secure to them-

selves and their schools the training and education of the

children. By this means they have effectually acquired

one grand desideratum for their missions, for they have

thus implanted in them a seed of durability, an ele-

ment of permanence, so as that, when the parents pass

from the theatre of this world, the children still re-

main in the hands of the Jesuits. But if these far-

seeing men anticipated this consequent permanency,

and gained this great advantage of durability by the

adoption of this principle, it was followed by another

result of a very different and of a most disastrous kind,

— a corruption of the truth. Its consequence was the

most fearful adulteration of Christianity, nor could it

well be otherwise ; for when men trained in one reli-

gion, holding the opinions of the same, and following

the practices of it, are induced to give merely an out-

ward conformity or professed assent to another and a

different and an antagonist system, then it must be

expected, that in proportion as the assent is only pro-

fessed, or the conformity only outward,— in proportion

as it is not real and vital, so there will be a retention,

more or less, of the principles and the practices of the

former religion. It is not in human nature,— it is not

in the power of nature, or in the power of her children,

to divest themselves altogether of any system that has

been engraven upon their infancy, their youth, and their

manhood. It becomes so inseparably interwoven with

all that grows in the domain of our nature, that it can
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not be eradicated and thrown off by any human effort.

When the God of Nature and of Revelation himself

undertakes the work, it is done— " He commands, and

it stands fast ;" but then it is a real conversion, and not,

as in the case supposed, a mere professed assent and

outward conformity. In such a case, therefore, the

neophyte, renouncing Paganism and embracing Christi-

anity, is still more than one-half a Pagan, and less than

one-half a Christian; the errors and the elements of his

former creed will be found mingling with the new belief

he has adopted, and even the truths of his adopted

Christianity will receive a colouring and an adulteration

from being mingled with the errors of his abandoned

Paganism ; and the result must ever be, as was the

characteristic of all the missions of the Jesuits, that

the religion of their conveits is neither an abandoned

heathenism nor an adopted Christianity, but, like the

offspring of the intermarried races, it is neither one

thing nor the other— a mulatto religion— a half-caste

theology

!

This brings me at once to the nature of that Roman-

ism which, under the name of Christianity, and under

the banner of the Cross, was inculcated by the Jesuits

and others in their missions among the heathen. The

more it is considered, the more it will be found singu^

larly calculated, in all its nature and composition, to

ensure reception and to command success, as containing

within itself the secret of its own success.

It will be recollected, that when Christianity was first

preached, and the foundations of the Church first laid

and proselytes first made to the Gospel of Christ, the

Roman empire was in the full zenith of its splendour,

its powei", and its extent. It comprehended all that was
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then kncwn of Europe, Asia, and Africa. The prevail-

ing religious ideas and practices of the West were con-

nected with what is called the classic mythology ; the

prevalent systems of religion in the East were identified

with the Oriental philosophy ; beside these, and equally

removed from both, was Judaism, the revelation of God
to his ancient Israel. These three were the great pre-

vailing systems of religion in the Roman empii'e in its

palmy days ; and " when the fulness of time was come,

and God sent foith his Son, made of a woman,"— when

the times of Christianity were arrived, and the Gospel

of the Messiah was to be preached among all nations,

then it was no more than natural—no more than we

are prepared to expect, that while some of the convei*ts

would embrace Christianity in all its native simplicity

and heaven-born purity, yet there would be others who

would enter into the Christian Church, still retaining

many of their former prejudices, and many of their for-

mer principles, and not a few of their former practices

still lingering about their hearts, where they had been

graven from their earliest childhood. They would be

found, like parasitic plants, still interlacing their ten-

drils with all the fibres of the inner nature. This is

the. true original of Romanism, and it is this alone, as

connected with the religious systems of ancient Rome,

that explains the real nature of that system which we

now call the religion of modem Rome.

I must endeavour to illustrate this. I have said that

Judaism was one great prevailing religion in the em-

pire of ancient Rome. The Gospel was first preached

at Jerusalem, and proselytes were first made from

among the Jews. It was, therefore, no more than

natural, that some of the converts should prove, in the
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day of trial, to be but balf-converts at the best, and to

have had still lingering and lurking about their heart

a love for many of their former principles and practices.

That this actually occurred, is evident from the records

of the New Testament. The Jews at that period con-

ceived that a man could justify himself in the sight of

God by an accurate and careful observance of the rites

and ceremonies of the Levitical institutions. They

conceived that every fresh observance added to their

merits, and that every new ceremony was an addition to

their righteousness. They thus established the doctrine

of human merit and human righteousness ; as the

Apostle expresses it, " Being ignorant of God's right-

eousness, and going about to establish their own right-

eousness, they have not submitted themselves to the

righteousness of God." Under such circumstances

it was natural that many of the converts from Judaism

should bring with them, in some measure and in some

degree, this principle into the Church of Christ. We
read in the Acts of the Apostles and in the Epistles of

St. Paul, that this error was actually rife in the Church

in those early ages— that some persons of Jewish ten-

dencies were actually propagating it, and that some

Judaising teachei's had actually received a welcome at

Galatia, at Antioch, and at Rome. Two inspired epistles

— that to Rome and that to Galatia—seem to have

been written with the view of striking down this error,

and proving that a man cannot be justified in the sight

of God by any work of man— that if all the good

works that all the family of man had ever yet done or

conceived from the hour of creation to this day, and

shall do or conceive from this day to the hour of doom,

were all accumulated and set down to the account of one
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man, they could not justify him in the sight of that

holy God with whom we have to do. But, notwith-

standing all this, the doctrine of human merit and

human righteousness crept in— notwithstanding that it

was the corruption and off-shoot of Judaism— notwith-

standing that it was the first disturbing cause in the

infancy of the Church,— and notwithstanding that it

was stricken down by all the authority of inspiration,

yet it was congenial to the fallen heart of man, and it

fell in with and consorted well with other notions and

other principles that were afterwards introduced, so that

it remained permanently settled in the very heart of the

Church, and became the prolific fountain of many errors.

And connected with this, was the Jewish notion of their

typical priesthood, and their typical altar, and their

typical sacrifice, and their typical incense, and their

typical washings. They abandoned the substance while

they retained the shadow ; and then they imagined

that because Jews had priests. Christians must have

priests— because Jews had altars. Christians must have

altars— because Jews had sacrifices, Christians must

have sacrifices— because Jews had incense. Christians

must have incense— and because Jews had washings,

Christians must have holy water ; and so a series of

Jewish elements was gradually introduced into the very

heart of the Church, and in the end became the mate-

rial elements and integral parts of the Eomanism of

later times ; so that no man can contemplate this sub-

ject calmly and dispassionately, without feeling, that

while Judaism was one of the prevailing religions in the

empire in the days of ancient Rome, it is no less an

integral element in the constitution of that which is the

religion of our modern Rome.
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But I have said that the prevailing religious ideas

and practices of the East were connected with what is

called the Oriental philosophy. According to that

system, there were two great principles, or spirits, or

divinities, pervading the universe. There was the spirit

of light and the spirit of darkness— the spirit of good

and the spirit of evil ; and according to this philosophy,

it was supposed that the spirit of darkness and of evil

had his empire in the fleshly form of man and in all the

visible creation, and that the empire of the spirit of

good and of light was planted in the spiritual essence

of manhood and in all the invisible creation. It was

supposed, then, that there was an unceasing conflict

maintained between these two opposite and rival spirits

in the world around us ; and that the visible world, and

especially our own manhood, was the destined field for

the conflicts of these contending spirits. It was there-

fore held, that we ought to throw ourselves with all our

energy into the party of the spirit of light, and that we

were, therefore, to subdue and keep down our fleshly

frame—that we were to practise all kinds of fastings

to reduce it— that we were to expose it to every species

of penance to punish it— that we were to use austerities

of every kind and flagellations of every sort— that

marriage was but the gratification of the fleshly, and not

the spiritual nature, and was therefore to be most care-

fully avoided; and that all were to live in a state of

celibacy, to retire to the anchorite s life, or to live in the

hermit's cell. Such was this Oriental system : all who
are acquainted with the state of the East, even at this

day, are aware that it is still the same, and that the

same absurd and puerile superstitions to this day cha-

racterise the universal East.
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When the Gospel was first preached it made progress

in the East, spreading over its vast population with

wonderful rapidity ; and it was not unnatural that many
of those persons who had been trained and educated in

the principles of the Oriental philosophy, should still

retain in all their inner feelings some elements of the

system when they passed into the Church of Christ. All

ecclesiastical history mention this as an undoubted fact

;

and the heresies of Manicheism and of Gnosticism are

but two of the many forms that this Oriental philosophy

was introducing among the professing members of the

Cliurch of Christ. The result was that this system, as

might be expected, gradually spread through Africa and

through Eui'ope ; it introduced with it a system of fast-

ings, and of penances, and of austerities, and of strange

superstitions, and still stranger flagellations, with all

the peculiarities of the hermit s life and the anchorite's

cell ; and in due time its views of marriage and of

celibacy brought in the whole of the conventual system

— the whole series of the monastic orders. And thus

we may perceive how this strange and superstitious sys-

tem, gradually stealing in from the East, has affected

the religion of the West, and affected it to so great an

extent, that we cannot view this subject with a dispas-

sionate and philosophic eye, without seeing that that

Oriental philosophy, which was a large and prevalent

system of the Roman empire in the days of ancient

Rome, is even yet a large component part of that

Romanism which is now the religion of om* modem
Rome.

And once more. I have said that the prevailing

religious notions and practices of the West were those

connected with the classic mythology. We are all, more
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or less, trained in a knowledge of this from our early

youth, and it requires, therefore, but little explanation

on an occasion like the present. But when, in the time

of the Emperor Constantino, it became an object with

him to promote a universal conformity, establishing one

religion—Christianity—throughout his empire, it became

a matter of interest and inquiry to ascertain how men

were to induce a heathen population to abandon their

gods and demi-gods, and to embrace the doctrine of

the one God, to leave their " Gods many and Lords

many," and hold to " the One God, even to the Father,

and one Lord, Jesus Christ." Under the patronage

of the court and of the Church, men gradually in-

troduced the system of professing Christianity in the

coui't and in the creed, while they held their ancient

mythology in the aflfections of their hearts. They wor-

shipped Christ in their public churches, and they wor-

shipped their gods in their private homes. This led to

a system of toleration— a toleration of the customs and

feelings of the people. It was felt that they could

not so outrage the universal population as to constrain

the total abandonment of the religion in which they

had been trained from infancy, and to enforce the adop-

tion of another. This, therefore, led to a toleration of

the worship of the heathen demi-gods under the new

name of the worship of the Christian saints. It led to

the toleration of the worship of heathen images under

the name of the worship of Christian images ; and in

process of time, Jupiter, the chief among the gods, was

worshipped under the name of St. Peter, the chief

among the saints ; and the adoration of Juno, as the

queen of heaven among the heathens, gave place to the

adoration of the Virgin Mary as queen of saints among
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the Christiaus. Apollo and his train of demi-gods gave

way to St. Paul and his train of martyrs ; Minerva was

dethroned, and St. Helena exalted in her place ; and

even the veiy shrines dedicated to the excesses of

the licentious Venus became consecrated as the shrine

of the tears of the repentant Magdalene ; and not \xnfre-

quently the very names of the old demi-gods were

retained in the new or Italic forms; and, as my own

eyes have witnessed, Romulus and Remus, the founders

of Pagan Rome, are now worshipped as St. Romulo

and St. Remigio, the ornaments of Christian Rome

!

A system such as this could not but prove a fountain

from which flowed errors, vaiious in their kind, and

innumerable in their amount. It led to the invocation

of saints— it introduced the use of images— it brought

in the worship of relics— it propagated a belief in pur-

gatory— it led to the enthronement of the Pope as the

Pontifex Maximus, and sowed the seeds of a great

variety of customs, and ceremonies, and superstitions,

and observances, flowing from this union of ancient hea-

thenism with modem Christianity : so as not uufre-

quently, it is merely the old religion under a new name.

The Naiads and the Nymphs of the fountains and the

groves are now nothing but the guardian saints and pre-

siding spirits and angels of more modern times, and

the household images of the Pagans have given place to

the little crucifix and the tiny image of the Virgin ; the

old hero-worship of the ancients has given way to the

saint-worship of the modems ; the name of Paganism

has faded before the name of Christianity, but the wor-

ship itself, the religion itself, is still the same.

If, then, the inquiry be as to the nature of that Ro-

manism which was inculcated by the Jesuits in tlieir
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missions among the heathen, I answer, that the

ism which they brought with them was the system that

I have now been describing— a system which, if it be

essentially Christian, certainly is not exclusively Chris-

tian— a system whose component parts are Christian

truth and Jewish formalism, classic idolatry and Eastern

superstition—a system which is but the amalgam of the

various religions of ancient Rome, now moulded and

welded together, and baptised in a Christian name as

the religion of modem Rome !

But this was not half the evil. It led to a still fur-

ther and more frightful adulteration of Christianity. I

have been describing what the Jesuits brought with

them in their missions ; and I have yet to describe what

they inculcated and left behind them among the hea-

then. They adopted the principle already detailed—
that of receiving all who made a formal profession of

faith, and baptising them as converted Christians. It

is narrated of St. Francis Xavier, the greatest of all

their missionaries, that he habitually would walk, ring-

ing a large bell through the streets of their villages and

their towns, until he had collected a crowded congregation

;

and then he proceeded to recite certain forms and con-

fessions of faith ; and when he had found among the

multitude any who were able or willing to repeat these

formulae or confessions after him, he forthwith baptised

them. It is said that he baptised no less than 700,000

in this way I And a friend of my own informed me
that he was present at the baptism of a whole tribe of

Indians. They were marched down to a river, where

the missionarj' waited for them ; he baptised them all.

hung a little ci-ucifix round the neck of each, told them

that now they were Christians, and they, pleased at the
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pretty ornament they received, marclied back, as in-

structed and as wise, as naked and as savage, as they

came

!

A system like this could not but give birth to the

greatest corruptions ; for it necessarily is a receiving of

men into the bosom of the Church, who, if they do in-

deed hold any of the principles and the doctrines of

Christianity, do hold likewise with them many of the

elements and the practices of their previous heathenism.

They are but half-converts at the best ; and then, most
unhappily and disastrously for the pui'ity of the faith, the

not unnatural desire of the missionaries to increase the

nominal number of their proselytes, led them too readily

to connive at the continuance of many of those heathenish

opinions, and too willing to allow the retention of many
of those superstitious practices. Indeed, so far— to

such and so sad an extent— did the missionaries of the

Jesuits go in this matter, that they not unfrequently

professed their own assent to some of those principles,

and even outwardly complied with many of their idola-

trous and superstitious practices, with a view to secure

thereby the greater influence and ascendancy over the

minds of the people. And thus the Komanism which

they established in their missions was not only the Ro-

manism already described— that compound of Christ-

ianity and Judaism, and Heathenism and Orientalism

—

but it was that yet again and yet further adulterated, by

a fusion with all the leading characteristics of the various

mythologies of the nations among whom their missions

were established

I will endeavour to explain the process by which they

proceeded. We are all aware that there seem scattered

throughout the universe some traces, either of the ori-
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ginal I'evelation made to man, or of the original trnth

of God as known to man. We look on these as we look

upon the doctrine of atonement by sacrifice, held, as it

is throughout the heathen world, as but the traditionary

remains of ancient tnith. The great j)rincij5le that sin

can be atoned for, and that God can be reconciled by

sacrifice and the shedding of blood, seems to be almost

universally received in the family of man, and must

have been derived traditionally from generation to gene-

ration from the beginning. There are many other truths,

though not so apparent to the eye of the world, retained

and scattered in various forms, and in many districts,

throughout the universe. The doctrine of the Trinity

in the Godhead is very generally recognised throughout

the vast extent of the East, and seems incorporated in

many of their mythologies. It is remarkable, that in

Mexico, at the time of its discovery, there was a tra-

dition that the tnith of God was to be revealed by some

man coming from the East— from "the sunrise,"

—

seeming to be a trace of Him who is " the Sun of Kight-

eousness ;" and in California, of which we have heard

so much of late, there was a tradition, at the time of its

first discovery, that all virtue had once been taught

to mankind by a man— a God in human shape—who

was crowned with thorns, and put to death by the In-

dians ; thus seeming to be a faint tradition of some

preaching of Christ. In Japan, their divinities assume

the form of a mother with a child in her arms, re-

minding us of the Virgin and the Child, as if it were

some perverted tradition of the tnith. And so, in many
places throughout the East, there are various traces still

continued, either of the primitive revelation still retained

in memoiy, or of the preaching of the Apostles or of
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others, in times long gone by, and altogetlier without

record in history. There were these, and many other

such traditional truths, too numerous to detail on an

occasion like the present. They were like so many
sparks of divine light, still alive, though scattered

through the world ; and though perverted, misrepre-

sented, and misapplied, even smothered, amidst the

crude and puerile idolatries of the nations, yet they

were the groundwork on which able, learned, and adroit

men, like the Jesuits, were able to build the first be-

ginnings of their edifice. Whether in Paraguay or in

China—whether in Mexico or in Japan—whether in

Canada or in India— these men laid their hands on

these smouldering sparks, they fanned them into a

flame, and, with all their accustomed energy and all

their acknowledged talents, they made them the means
of persuading the natives that they were only teaching

to them their o^\'n religion in a purer form,— that they

were not introducing any new religion, but their old

religion, in all its primitive purity.

That the missionaries of the Jesuits adopted this

system with a view to inducing a more ready reception

of their teaching and of their baptism, is very certam

;

and that they aimed in all this at obtaining the com-

plete training and education of the childi-en, I have

already stated. It is a matter without doubt ; but that

it led to the most disastrous results, as to the purity of

their teaching, is no less a matter without doubt. The
steps of the process would be too tedious for me now to

enumerate at any great length. It is enough at present

to state, that the actual result was, that while many of

the converts admitted many of the principles and prac-

tices of Christianity, they retained with them many of
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the principles and the practices of their previous hea-

thenism. Neither wholly abandoning the one, nor

wholly embracing the other, they dovetailed the two

systems, and the result was a new system of religion

not easily described. In China, it was a Romanism with

a mixture of Chinese mythology— the worship of Fo and

Confucius being added to that of Christ, and the worship

of heathen ancestors being appended to that of Christian

saints. In Japan, the names of Xaca and Amida, and

Coro, the Japanese divinities, were exchanged for those

of Mary and of Christ, who were thus received into

the Pantheon of Japanese mythology. And so, too, in

Mexico, and Louisiana, and elsewhere ; they retaineu

the practices and the principles of their ancient mytho-

logy in conjunction with the practices and the principles

of their adopted Christianity ; and the result was, that

instead of their preaching the Gospel of the Cross of

Christ— instead of their preaching that Cross of which

the Apostle says, " God forbid that I should glory save

in the Cross of the Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the

world is crucified unto me and I unto the world," and

of which we may well say, that, whether in the land of

the black man or the land of the white man, it is " the

power of God to salvation to every one that believeth,"

— the Romanism they introduced was not only the

Romanism already described— that amalgam of Christ-

ianity and Judaism, classic idolatry and Oriental su-

perstition, but it was that yet again and yet further

adulterated, dovetailed with all the superstitions, and

idolatries, and mythologies of the nations among whom
they were located.

A few concise details respecting their missions may
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not be uninteresting, as illustrative of the system I liav<i

endeavoured to describe.

The mission of the Jesuits at Japan was for a time

singularly successful. There were two circumstances

that greatly facilitated their success. One was, that

the sick, the poor, and the infirm, were held by the

native priests to be accursed
;
poverty, infirmity, and

sickness, were pronounced a cui-se, and their victims

accursed by the god of Japanese mythology ; and, there-

fore, when the Jesuits preached the love, and the bene-

volence, and the charities of the Gospel, the whole of

that class of the population at once rushed into the arms

of the Church. But beside this, there was another

facilitating cause. The religion of Japan had many
analogies with the religion of Rome. The divinities

of the Japanese comprehended a mother and son, pre-

cisely answering to Mary and Jesus ; so precisely, that

St. Francis Xavier mentioned, that when he arrived

at Japan, and was present at the royal court, he sent a

little picture of the Virgin and Child to the emperor.

The moment the emperor received it he kissed it in a

passion of devotion before all his court, imagining that

it was a picture of -his own cherished divinities ! But
beside this, the priests of those divinities in Japan

were "forbidden to marry;" celibacy was established

among them. They had a conventual system— con-

vents of unmarried men, and nunneries of unmarried

women ; and they had religious processions, and they

had lighted candles, and they had smoking incense—
all precisely as in the Church of Rome ; and with so

many and so curious affinities in the two religions, able

and adroit men like the Jesuits found but little difficulty
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in persuading the simple Japanese that the two religions

were, after all, but one and the same. They endeavoured

to persuade them of this, and they found many and

great facilities, and they had but little difficulty in

changing the names of their di\dnities into Mary an«»-

Jesus ; and then, with a little reforming of their mo
nasteries and nunneries, and slightly changing their

religious processions, and cautiously remodelling or re-

casting some of their principles, they left the Japanese

with the name indeed of Christianity, but with all the

reality of their ancient mythology ! But notwithstanding

all this, they were not neglectful of their mission and

the objects of their mission among the young ; and they

toiled there and they laboured there until it seemed as

if the whole empire, embracing a population estimated

at twenty-five millions of souls, from the sovereign upon

his thi'one to the Indian in his hut, were likely to em-

brace the profession of Christianity. And then, even

at the moment of flieir success, it was discovered that

the Jesuits were secretly intermeddling in the politics

of the land, and actually intriguing for the overthrow

of the native dynasty, in order to deliver over the whole

empire of Japan to the crown of Portugal. This

natui'ally raised a storm of indignation against them

and their religion throughout the length and the breadth

of the empire, and the fatal decree went forth, and all

the missionaries were expelled for ever, and every con-

vert was commanded immediately, and on pain of torture

and of death, to renounce his Christianity. The result

was disastrous indeed ; but I rejoice to say, that it is

but to speak the truth of history to testify, that many

of those that were thus proselytised by these Jesuits, and

now ^'rought to their fiery trial, proved to be martyrs

B
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faithful to the death, amidst the most frightful tortures,

until, in the end, Christianity was exterminated from

Japan.

In India the missions of the Jesuits were no less

successful at the first. St. Francis Xavier, generally

regarded as the most successful of all the missionaries,

is said to have proselytised many hundreds of thousands

of persons. He was a man of wonderful zeal and as

wonderful success ; but the most i-emarkable man of all

was the famous missionary, Roberti di Nobili. He was

a member of the Order of Jesuits, and his proceedings

illustrate the nature of the system pursued in their

missions more happily than any other. He saw, with a

keen and a quick glance, the two obstacles that opposed

the introduction of the Gospel and retarded its success

in India. He saw that one was the invincible repug-

nance of the natives to receive instruction from any

but native teachers ; and that the other was, the pro-,

found veneration and deep attachment they felt towards

their native Brahmins as the supposed lineal descendants

of their god Brahma. Roberti di Nobili, seeing these

two obstacles, at once resolved to remove them both

;

and he, like the leading Jesuits of whom I spoke at the

commencement, was a man of wonderful resources in

himself. He stealthily retired from public view and

concealed himself in the recesses of India. He stained

his face till it was coloured like a native, he adopted

habitually the customs of the natives, he watched for

years the habits and feelings of the natives, and after

years of devotion to the study of the language, he sud-

denly appeared another man in the very heart of India,

proclaiming himself and his companions to be native

Indians and Brahmins of a superior caste ! And when
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the Indians raised some question as to the reality of the

claim, he unfolded before their eyes an ancient, venerable,

and time-worn parchment, and solemnly swore before

heaven and earth to its authenticity— detailing, as it

did, the lineage of Robeili di Nobili as a lineal de-

scendant from the god Brahma, the god of India ! That

was a man of some resources ; nor were his resources

thus exhausted, for, when a doubt was raised still as to

the authenticity of all his claims and his muniments, he

proved them by subjecting himself and his companions

to longer fastings, to severer penances, to more strange

superstitions, to more painful austerities, and to more

lacerating flagellations, than any of their own Brahmins

were able to endui'e ; and as the simple natives vene-

rated their Brahmins with an unbounded veneration, on

account of these their puerile and superstitious practices,

they now felt that their former Brahmins were indeed

outdone and surpassed in all that they regarded as the

tests of true religion by these Brahmins of a superior

caste. One of them narrates of himself, that when he

used to preach to the Indians he always did so in a

dress that opened behind; and as soon as he concluded

his discourse, he used to draw out a scourge and foilh-

witli proceed to scourge himself in the presence of his

auditory ; and the narrator adds, with great simplicity,

and probably with as great truth, that he created a far

greater impression by his self-flagellation than by all his

preaching! But notwithstanding all this, these Brah-

mins of a superior caste inundated India for many years,

laid hold of the rising generation, and made so many
proselytes, that, notwithstanding all the high influence

of England, and notwithstanding all the laborious and

self-denying etforts of our Protestant missionai'ies, there
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are at this day more Romanist than Protestant subjects

of the crown of England in our realm of India.

The mission of the Jesuits to China is, in some respects,

the most important and interesting of all their missions,

and presents many peculiar features as characteristic of

the system of the Order. In that vast and till then

unknown empire they proceeded with consummate

wisdom and prudence. They saw the antipathy of its

curious population to any change of the old religion, or

to the introduction of a new one, and therefore they

appeared among them, not so much the missionaries of

a new religion, as the missionaries of learning and of

science. One among their number narrates, of his own

arrival and that of his companions, that their arrival

was announced to the emperor as " certain missionaries

from Europe, acquainted with mathematics, music, and

drawing." These men, therefore, were received at

court. They became the private and personal favourites

of the emperor ; they were lodged with all honour

within the imperial palace. Some made watches and

clocks for him, others made organs for his amusement

;

some devoted themselves to sculpture, and engraving,

and painting, for the adornment of his palace, others de

voted themselves to the manufacture of fire-arms and

cannon for his army ; and in this way the missionaries

employed themselves, ingratiating themselves into the

favour of the great and the powerful : while teaching

astronomy, at the same time they were tampering with

the faith of their scholars ; and while teaching mathe-

matics, they were not unmindful of their missionary work

and missionary objects. They secured the imperial per-

mission to teach their religion, and they obtained royal per-

mission to build churches, and so they proceeded steadily
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ond pereeveringly with their work, until they succeeded

in proselytising some of the royal family, and even the

heir of the throne. Two of the greatest generals in

China became converts to their teaching, many of the

mandarins were subject to their faith, and upwards of

half a million of proselytes generally througlwut the

empire acknowledged the Romanism of the Jesuits,

while they had actually erected above three hundred

churches, and had well-nigh five hundred missionaries lo-

cated throughout the boundaries of that immense empire.

But great as was all this success, it was purchased at a

frightful price. For these men, seeing that the Chinese

worshipped what in Scripture is called " the host of

heaven" as the great object of their religious worship,

the missionaries of the Order of the Jesuits not only

permitted them to continue this material and idolatrous

worship, but they themselves actually joined in it, on

the subtle plea that it was no more than tantamount to

their worshipping that great Spirit " whom the heaven

of heavens cannot contain." And yet further, when

they saw the Chinese worshipping their heathen an-

cestors with prostrations, and sacrifices, and libations,

the Jesuits not only permitted and connived at this

superstitious and idolatrous worship, but they themselves

actually joined in it, under the plea that it was not a

religious adoration but only a civil veneration. They con-

nived at and joined in all these things, un-scriptural and

un-Christian as they are, in order to secure an influence

over the people. And thus these men seemed to labour,

more for their own ascendancy over the population than

for the influence of Christ and his Gospel over the

minds and the hearts of the Chinese. To such an

extent and to such a gross excess was this carried, that
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the complaint reached even the court of Rome ; and after

many a day of painful inquiry and anxious examination

into the matter, the Jesuits were formally and by name
condemned in the Bulls of the Pope. But notwith-

standing all this they carried on their work effectively,

till, as I have already said, they had above half a mil-

lion of proselytes, above thi'ee hundred churches, and

nearly five hundred missionaries located in eveiy im-

portant district of the empire, when a change took place

in the government, a new sovereign ascended the throne,

the political influence of the Jesuits was thought too

great, and a decree went forth, and they were utterly

expelled. But still so effectually had they grounded

their opinions, while they had had the opportunity, in

the minds of the rising generation, that at this day in

China,—that empire said to be so inaccessible to

foreigners, and especially so inapproachable to Christ-

ians,— in that empire there are now whole villages in

its veiy heart, where every inhabitant is a member of

the Church of Rome, and no less than three hundred

thousand native Romanists are numbered within the

borders of that empu-e.

And now, one more illustration and I have done. I

allude to the mission of the Jesuits to Paraguay. That

region is in the heart of South America, and the various

Indian tribes and Indian nations that fled from the

Spanish and Portuguese adventurers settled in large

numbers in Paraguay. There, too, the missionaries of

the Jesuits penetrated ; and there they soon discovered

that the way to the hearts of the oppressed and harassed

Indians was by defending them, and teaching them to

defend themselves, against the fierce and fiery adven-

turers of Portugal and Spain. They accordingly applied
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themselves to re model the Indian tribes and Indian

nations ; they introduced Eui'opean fire-arms ; they

brought in a system of military organisation, located

the Indians in strong villages and fortified places, then

introduced a system of civil law and jurisprudence, and

in the end established a complete and well-organised

government in the very heart of South America,—an

empire of which the sovereign and the chief was the

Father-General of the Order of the Jesuits ! The

Jesuits were the bishops, and the very same Jesuits

were the generals ; the Jesuits were the priests, and the

very same Jesuits were the colonels ; the Jesuits were

the confessors, and the very same Jesuits were the magis-

trates ; the Jesuits were the keepers of the conscience,

and the very same Jesuits were the keepers of the privy

purse. All that were civilians were Jesuits, all that

were politicals were Jesuits, all that were ecclesiastics

were Jesuits ; all the commerce, all the wealth, all the re-

sources, all the treasury, were in the hands of the Jesuits

Arising from this source as its fountain, a stream of

amazing wealth flowed, broad and rapid, into the Order

in Europe, while all the time the Jesuits took unbounded

care that no knowledge of the existence of this empire

should extend beyond their Order ; they enacted that no

Indian should be allowed to learn either Spanish or Por-

tuguese, lest the fact should steal out, through them, that

such an empire was in existence in the heart of South

America; and there it continued for years unknowTi to

the world, no power in Europe was acquainted with the

fact. It was to remain a secret mthin the Order of the

Jesuits for ever. It was discovered by one of those pro-

vidential dealings which the world calls accidental.

We are all aware, that when there was a dispute
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between the powers of Spain and Portugal about their

discoveries in the East and in the West, in India

and America, his Holiness the Pope, with a prodigal

liberality in that which was not his own to give, pre-

sented all the discovered world, extending to the East,

to the crown of Portugal ; and all the new world,

extending to the West, to the crown of Spain; but in

this most profuse liberality his Holiness seemed to have

forgotten, that the world being round it was possible

the two rival powers might meet at the antipodes—
and this actually did occur. The Spanish and Portu-

guese governments came into collision with each other

in the heart of South America ; and then, a treaty

being made, they were obliged to send commissioners

with some forces to arrange the boundaries. To the

astonishment of the commissioners and their forces they

were met by a whole band of Jesuits, entreating them

to cease their advance. They halted in profound defer-

ence to the priestly entreaty, and they then discovered,

after a few days' delay, that the Jesuits were all in arms

—that the whole population of the Indians were arm-

ing—that the Jesuit priests were suddenly transformed

into Jesuit captains, sowing, as it were, the dragons'

teeth, and the whole land bristling with armed men

!

they were obliged to pause and to send home to their

respective governments ; the crowns of Spain and Por-

tugal were led to lay the matter before his Holiness of

Rome, and they constrained him to issue a Bull by

which the Jesuits were removed and their empire dis-

solved: but notwithstanding this, so well and so zeal-

ously had the Jesuits done their peculiar work in South

America—so effectually did they lay hold on the mind

of the rising generation, that to this day all the vast
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population of that mighty continent, except a few wild

;uul wandering tribes, ai'e now Christian in name, and

identified with the religion of the Church of Rome.

I have now done. These will serve as some few and

faint illustrations of the system of the Jesuits in their

missions to the heathen. The subject has been a large

one—too large for my limited time as well as for my
feeble powers ; but I have done my best, and I do trust

the young men of London will accept with kindness

what I have done to serve them. I have endeavoured

to shew that the missions of the Jesuits were com-

mitted to men of the widest learning and the greatest

talent; I have endeavoured to shew that these men
aimed always at securing the education of the rising

generation, so as to give stability and permanence

to their work; I have endeavoured to shew, that the

Romanism they brought with them was in itself an

amalgam of several different systems—that from that

veiy cause it possessed features calculated to ensure its

partial reception in every country ; and 1 have endea-

voured yet further to shew, that the Christianity they

introduced was only Christian in name—a mulatto or

half-caste religion—the offspring of Christianity married

to Paganism ; and, finally, that all this was done with

the sinful connivance and the idolatrous compliance of

the missionaries themselves. I do believe that the

missions of the Jesuits, however successful in their way,

have been the grand obstacle to the progress of the

true Gospel of Jesus Christ in the world, and that they

have, by the dissemination of their errors in heathen

lands, lifted up an obstacle against all true and faithful

missions, which no power of man, or wisdom of man, or

laboui'of man, but the power of God alone, shall be able
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to overcome. This is my full conviction. The Lord of

Hosts will intei'pose in his own time and in his own

way; his Spirit will yet go forth with his preached

word ; and then, whether with the Red man, as he hunts

throughout the wide savannahs of America—or with the

Black man, as he wanders over the hurning regions of

Africa—or with the White man, as he saunters amidst

the haunts and scenes of civilisation—whei'ever there

ai'e souls, whether it be on the banks of the ancient

Nile, or by the waters of the sacred Ganges, or by the

streams of the Mississippi, the father of rivers—wherever

there are souls, the love of God in the Gospel of Jesus

Christ shall yet be proclaimed with power, and touch

the heart and convert the souls of his people The
labour is with us—the result is with God.
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THE BIBLE,

dc. dc.

One of our own poets has said,

—

" The noblest study for mankind is man."

Making one exception we agree with this. The excep-

tion is God ; not as he is guessed at from the works

of the external creation, nor as he is misrepresented

by the varying and deceitful testimony of conscience

within ; but as he is manifested in Jesus Christ, and

revealed in Holy Scripture. " This is life eternal, to

know thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom

thou hast sent
!

"

Our thesis is

—

the Bible : its Provision and Adaptation

for the Moral Necessities of Fallen Man ; and my aim in

discussing it shall be at once to quicken the intelligence

and deepen the piety of my numerous young friends, by

inviting them to consider :

—

I. That some communications from God, such as

those contained in the Bible, are necessary for

fallen man. And
II. That the communications which are actually

contained in the Bible, are, in a remarkable

manner, adapted to the necessities of fallen man.
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I. It is no part of our present subject to prove

directly that man is a fallen creature : that great truth

is assumed, and from that we infer, at the outset, the

necessity which exists for some such communication from

God as the Bihle contains. To a creature abiding in

the state of perfection, which it is reasonable to ascribe

to every work of God, as it proceeds directly from him-

self, there would be no occasion for any such communi-

cation. In such a creature there would e.xist nothing of

disease, intellectual or moral ; and therefore such a

creature would require nothing of remedy. The image of

God within, and the works of God without, would supply

and fill every want. Every created string, touched by

%n appropriate finger, would respond in harmony to the

Creator, and the result would be happiness, as perfect

as a creature could enjoy.

This is a lovely case ; but this is not the case with

which we have to deal. With something approaching

to this the imagination of benevolent enthusiasts has

dealt, until a sentimental Deism has been adopted as

the perfection of rational religion. Conjuring up before

their minds a beautiful picture of what man ought to be,

and forgetting how utterly unlike it is to what man is,

they have proceeded, in the first place, to generalise

their own abstractions, and then, fired with indignation

at the insult put upon man, as they fancy man to be, by

having such a remedial and mysterious process proposed

to him as that which is announced in the Bible, they

have proceeded to a scheme, divested, as they boast, of

mystery, and plausibly clothed in the language of en-

lightened reason,—a scheme, however, which we must

pronounce both dangerous and delusive; dangerous,

because it professedly and warmly advocates the fairest
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fruits of moral virtue ; delusive, because it seeks for

" grapes on thorns and figs on thistles."

This is, in brief, the history of that subtlest form of

scepticism by which Revelation is assailed in these our

times : not the scepticism of the sensualist, seeking to

emancipate himself from the restraints of moral law

—

this still, indeed, slays its thousands, and yet is compa-

ratively harmless—but the scepticism of the self-de-

ceived and flattering enthusiast, who fancies himself,

and theorises on his species, as angelic, and rejects all

lower representations of man requiring special remedies

as unworthy and interested inventions of a crafty priest

hood.

The writei's of this school on the Continent, and

their disciples among ourselves, must be referred to

facts. Man, as they fancy him, would indeed be a

beautiful creature ; and to talk of redemption or remedy

of any kind for such a creature, would certainly be

absurd : but where is he to be found ? A creature with

intellect so unclouded as to read in every plant the

skill of its Creator, in every event the wisdom of its

Conductor, and with conscience so sovereign as to

silence every whisper and crush every movement of

moral rebellion, would certainly not require any author-

itative voice from a Lawgiver disobeyed—or any win-

ning manifestation of affection from a Father forsaken

—

or any alarming threatenings of punishment from a Judge

despised. But where, we ask again,— where is such a

creature to be found ? We answer—Certainly not on the

earth ; and as certainly we have no taste for spending our

time in theorising a Deism, which may possibly be ap-

plicable to creatures who may possibly inhabit some other

planet or system of planets.
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Our first appeal, then, is to facts. Have creation

without, and conscience within, proved themselves ade-

quate to meet the moral necessities of fallen man, and

to guide him into paths such as enhghtened reason can

approve ? How is this inquiry to be tested ? where

Revelation is known, it is di£&cult, if not impossible,

to have the experiment fairly tried. Because, thefts

are committed, however unconsciously, from the divine

communication; and the Deist, having learned from

the Bible what conclusion concerning God he ought to

establish, proceeds to select from nature those pheno-

mena which suit his purpose for premises. It would

embarrass him, to say the least, to take the phenomena

fairly and indiscriminately as they present themselves ;

and he has never yet pointed out on what principle he

makes the selection. We take the liberty of revealing

his secret. He is not making his obsei-vations in order

to arrive at a conclusion, but in order to justify a con-

clusion at which he has already arrived. " The main

business of natural philosophy," says Newton, as quoted

by Professor Stewart, " is to argue from phenomena

without feigning hypotheses." We may truly add, with-

out an arbitrary selection of phenomena; since a con-

clusion so drawn from ex-parte evidence can rank no

higher, after all, than a feigned hypothesis. This is

the history of many a ponderous volume on what is

called natural religion ; the soft and lovely features which

present themselves on the face of external nature, fallen

though it be, and the gentle and indulgent movements

among men of a patient, long-suffering providence, are

dilated upon with a rich and varied eloquence, and

accumulated in triumphant proof of what was already,

and from another som'ce, known to be true ; viz., tha/
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" God is love." The sterner aspects •svbicb the fallen

frame-work of our world presents, and the dreadful

judgments which proclaim among men the jealousy of

an Avenger, are omitted ; not because they are not

there, they are there—but because they would disturb

and derange the carefully-gathered sorites which is lead-

ing to the foregone conclusion.

But the experiment was fairly tried; opportunity

was given to man, without Revelation, to shew what

he could attain to and what he could not. The re-

sult was, that " in the wisdom of God," that is, in

the wise dispensation of Providence, which gave the

opportunity, it was fully ascertained, and placed on

historic record, that " man by wisdom knew not God "

nor himself. The opportunity was fairly given, and

large advantage was taken of it, in many things. In

all that belonged to the civilisation of social life, in

poetiy, oratory, sculpture, architecture, they attained an

excellence which is still held up as the model, the beau

ideal of perfection ; but surrounded by all this beauty,

there remained the ghastly spectacle of gross idolatry.

The masses bowed the knee, in abject superstition,

before wood and stone ; and the sages in their best

estate only discovered their own ignorance, and in-

scribed their altar to the unknown, or as they thought,

the unknow'able God.

Where was, then, that inward light which is now
boasted of as a sufficient guide ? True, indeed, it is, that

a rare spirit, ev6n in those times and circumstances,

may be found breathing after something better; and

that passages may be cited from Cicero or Seneca,

shewing how the law of divine morality, originally en-

graven on man's heart, had survived, in those individual

s
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instances, the traditions and corruptions of ages. But

such exceptions did, in truth, serve but to exhibit the

mle ; and now, to represent such men as specimens of

the race, or quote them as proofs of what the light

within can do for mankind, would be as unfair and

illogical as it would be to represent the " Principia " of

Newton as a specimen of British literature, or quote

them as proofs of the mathematical knowledge and pro-

found philosophy of the people of England at the close

of the seventeenth century. It should be remembered,

also, that these men, so wonderfully in advance of their

age, were themselves forwai'd to acknowledge that the

light they possessed was but a vain theory, utterly un-

able to control, in practice, the evil passions, and

habits, and examples, by which they were surrounded

Plato frankly acknowledged, that to be a good man was

impossible ; that it was not human. And Cicero said,

he saw no difference between the universally admitted

fact that no man was wise and the conclusion that no

man could be wise. He said, also, that although nature

signifies in many ways her will concerning us, we are

deaf in some unintelligible manner, nescio quo modo,

and will not listen to her. He felt, but understood not.

his moral disease. Ovid's description of it is so true

that it has become proverbial, " I see the best and yet

the worst pursue." *

• Tiviir9a,i fiiiv avh^a etyaioi •^aXiVov aXuthu;' eict ts fjLtvrei iTi yi

^^ovov riitt' yitofJLHot ?£, iixfiiiiiv ly ravrn rri £|£<, xai iiiai avd^a

ayaSov, ttivtaTOt, xai oux av^^a'TUOv,— PlaT. Protag. vol. i. p. 344,

Edit. Serrani.

" Nam si consensu omnium philosophorum, sapientem nemo
assequitur, in summis malis omnes suraus, quibus vos optdme

consultum a Diis immortalibus dicitis. Nam ut nihil interest

ntrum nemo valeat, an nemo possit valere ; sic non intelligo quid
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Our general statement, then, that some genuine reve-

lation, some communication from the living and true

God, was indispensable for the moral necessity of fallen

man, is not weakened, but rather strengthened, by these

celebrated sages of antiquity. They present human
nature to us in its best attainable estate. What could

be done for it, without revelation, which they did not

do ? And yet, even in their hands, it groans forth its

confessions of ignorance and immorality. Facts are

eloquent. " History proclaims," says Professor Butler,

" and the sound of her testimony shatters in an instant

the aiiy structures of mere speculation, that in point of

fact, God never has been in any form acknowledged by

the mass of mankind, except under the supposition of

a direct interposition, whether true or false; that he

never has been rightly or decorously worshipped by the

same mass of men, until a true revelation, handed

down by, and believed on testimony, did that for the

world which the whole array of the ' natural laws,' the

' simple means,' the harmony of the world, and the

glorious spectacle of the starry heavens, never effected

in a single nation of the earth—never thoroughly and

constantly effected, perhaps, in a single mind, since the

fall of Adam ! "We ai'e accused of evading arguments

from reason : this seems to me to amount to something

like demonstration, that a traditional revelation, built

on testimony transmitted from man to man,—that is,

intersit, utrum nemo sit sapiens, an nemo esse possit."—Cic. De
Nat. Dear. lib. iii.

" Multis signis Natxira declarat quid velit— obsurdescimus

tamen nescio quo modo, nee audiemus."—Cic. De AmiciU
" Video meliora proboque,

Deteriora sequor."

—

Ovid.
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not a natural religion derived from the creation without,
not a subjective religion originating in each man for

himself, but a Bible and sermon religion,—far from
being improbable (as the impugners of an ' historical

creed
'
so eloquently insist), is actually the form of reli-

gion imperatively demanded by the venj structure of
human nature.

"But even when driven by the evidence of facts to

admit the necessity of some communication from God to

man, the eloquent advocates of a teaching creation aroimd,

and a guiding conscience within, appeal proudly to the

universality and perpetuity of those lights, contrasted with

what they denounce as the partiality and exclusiveness

of the Bible. ' If God were to interfere at all,' they

maintain, ' it would be by some universal agency, simple,

general, and obvious, as the laws of his visible creation.'

They smile at the notion of God's greatest exhibition of

his will to man being acted upon the reduced theatre of

a petty province, and made dependent on the chances of

human testimony. ' In the moral, as in the physical

world,' exclaims the leader of the sentimental school of

Deism, ' it is ever on a great scale and by simple means
that Deity operates.' But what if we retort, that it

is those veiy laws of nature on a great scale— those

very simple means— that have caused God to be for-

gotten ? Not justly, we admit, for they ought eminently

to have convinced men of his presence and power ; but

what of that ? We are not now speaking of argumenta-

tive propriety, but of actual fact ; not of man as he ought

to be, but of man as he is. And it is an undeniable

fact, that it is the permanence and uniformity of the

natural laws of the creation that have beguiled men into

speculative, and, still more, into practical atheism ; that
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it is the very perfection of the laws which has hidden

the legislator. That hand that God has constructed so

wondrously can write, ' There is no God !

' Let it be

smit with sudden paralysis, and the notion of an inter-

vening avenger will arise ; nay, let us at any time he-

hold some strange unique in any of the departments of

experience, and it startles our habitual slumber. That

is to say, as long as the work is perfect we recognise no

worker ; but the moment it becomes deficient (the very

thing which ought logically to produce the doubt), we

begin to conceive and admit his reality. The more

apparently capricious the works of nature, the more they

resemble man's, and the more they remind us of direct

agency analogous to the human. Now, if this be so,

could it be expected that, to produce an acknowledg-

ment of his being and attributes, the Deity would con-

tinue to employ the same medium of regular and

ordinary laws, the same vast and uniform processes in

the physical world, which in all ages have tended (such

the miserable subjection of man to an unreasoning ima-

gination) to render his agency suspected by some and

practically forgotten by the many ? To make himself felt

he must disturb his laws : in other words, he must per-

form or permit miracles. But then he must exhibit

them sparingly, as, if they continued to appear on as-

signable principles of stated recurrence and in definite

cycles— nay, if they appeared frequently, though un-

fixedly, they would enter, or seem to enter, into the

procession of the laws of nature, and thus lose their

proper use and character. What follows? It follows,

that miracles cannot be presented to every successive

age, far kss to each individual person ; they must, then,
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be presented only to some particular age or ages, and to

some particular personal witnesses."*

To all others they must be matter of testimony; and

the truth in corroboration of which they were wrought

must also be matter of testimony. To have that truth

handed down with a precision which shall entitle it to

continued confidence, it must be fixed, and not left to

the known and felt uncertainty of oral tradition. It

must be written. And thus, a standard of truth which

shall be fixed in itself, and in attestation of it miracles,

which shall be matter of testimony, are shewn to be,

not only desirable, but indispensable to meet the neces-

sities of fallen man. Such is the Bible in its contents

and in its corroboration. The things to be believed

were uritten, that no uncertainty might remain as to

what they are ; and they were divinely attested, that

there might be no mistake as to whence they are.

Let me add, they are all equally attested, though in

themselves they are not all equally important. It is as

true, as divinely attested, that the King of Assyria sent

a great army into Palestine, as it is that a Virgin con-

ceived and bare a son. It is as true, as divinely

attested, that Caesar Augustus, at a certain date, pub-

lished a decree that the whole Roman empire should be

taxed, as it is that Jesus of Nazareth rose from the

dead. It is as true that David was guilty of adultery,

as it is that Joseph resisted solicitation to commit the

same sin. It is as true that Paul and Barnabas quar-

relled, and separated in their missionaiy labours, as it

is that by means of these labours they diffused the

* Butler's Sermons.
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blessings of salvation among the Gentiles. It is as true

that Paul wrote to Timothy to bring -with him the cloak

left at Troas, and the books and parchments, as it is

that he left Titus in Crete, to set in order things left

undone, and ordain elders in every city.

It is as true, as divinely attested, that the Jews said

concerning Jesus, " He hath a devil, and is mad," as it

is that Jesus said concerning himself, " I am the way,

and the truth, and the life." The genuine doctrine of

inspiration does not require that all things contained in

the Bible shall be of equal importance, but only that all

is of equal feracity. All that is recorded there as

having been done, was done ; all that is I'ecorded as

having been said, was said ; whether it was said by

good men or by bad men, whether by the devil or by

Jehovah, all was indeed said. And the standard of

good and bad, the principles by which we are to judge

between the good and the bad, the character of the

devil and the character of God, all are clearly stated.

We are not referred to a standard elsewhere, whether

in ourselves or in other men, or in creation around,

whereby to sit in judgment on the contents of the

Bible, pronouncing some of them inspired and some of

them not inspired. But we are supplied with a stan-

dard in the Bible itself, whereby to judge of the nature

and comparative importance of things, all of which are

given by inspiration of God, and attested by miraculous

evidence.

To say that we have a rectifying standard in our-

selves is to say that fallen man possesses something

superior to the Word of God, which is to make the

Bible secondary, if not useless. Of what, then, can we
judge ? Of the evidence which attests the divine origin
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of the Bible. The evidence is a condescension to our

lower faculties. "Believe me," said the Saviour, "or
else believe me for the very work's sake." The miracu-

lous work is an appeal to our senses, i.e. a condescension

to our infirmity. Reasonably satisfied thereby of the

origin of the Bible, it is equally reasonable, then, to

submit to its contents, even where they are above

reason.

II. Our second genera! statement is, that the com-

munications which are actually contained in the Bible

are in a remarkable manner adapted to the necessities

of fallen man.

This adaptation will appear if we consider man

—

1. As a compound creature, a mysterious combination

of body and soul.

In virtue of this constitution, the bodily senses are

the usual avenues to the secret chambers of the spirit.

It is through what our master of allegoiy, in his history

of the Christian Pilgrim, calls eyegate and eargate, that

knowledge in all its elements, and all its materials, is

conveyed to the human mind. It is true, indeed, that

on knowledge once obtained the mind acts within itself,

comparing, contrasting, and abstracting ; but for means

of attaining it, man is dependent on his senses, and no

communication would be adapted to his necessities

which did not practically recognise this fact.

The Bible does this in an eminent degree. Its aim

is at man s spirit ; its subject is spiritual truth. But

its conveyancers are sensible images and parables, and

these not special or local, but universal ; not scientific,

but popular. Bread, water, air, light, morning, evening,

the grass of the field, the trees of the forest, the moun-

tains, the sea, the sun, the moon, the stars, all the
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catholic imagery of nature, are pressed into this service.

Also the ordinary occupations of men, as ploughing,

digging, sowing, reaping, pruning, grafting, sheep-

tending; there is not an object or an occupation open

to the senses of all mankind, and thereby available for

universal instniction, which is not made in the Bible a

vehicle for spiritual truth. In Genesis, the trees of

life and knowledge, the serpent, the pains of travail, the

clothing Avith skins, the sweat of the face, the turning

to dust ; in Revelation, every object, from the seven

candlesticks at the opening, to the river of life and the

morning-star at the close.

Special and local images are indeed used in the

Bible. Plants and animals, if used at all, must partake

in some degree of this character, seeing that they vary

with the varying latitudes and climates of their respect-

ive residences. The habits and customs of men in

domestic and social life, must in like manner partake of

this character, varying as they do with times and places.

Still the idea intended by the image is conveyed uni-

versally, though not perhaps to all, with all its original

vividness. All men have not luxuriated in the valley of

Sharon, or stood in admiration of Mount Lebanon, or

fainted on their weary way for lack of shelter from a

tropical sun ; yet all men can receive, though not with

equal clearness, the ideas originally designed and illus-

trated by " the rose of Sharon," " the cedars of Lebanon,"

and " the shadow of a great rock in a weary land."

Let the Bible, in this characteristic of it, be compared

with any human composition, and immediately, the little-

ness, the localism, the individualism of man's book,

though he be a great man, will shew in striking con-

trast with the largeness, the ubiquity, the catholicity of

the Book of God.
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In this we liave considered man in his most element-

ary aspect, as he appears in the masses of the unedu-

cated. Now, taking him in a more advanced stage, we
observe that the Bible is adapted to him.

2. In the nature of his intellectual faculties. Of these

three are eminently conspicuous—memory, imagination,

and reason.

Memoiy deals with facts. History is its necessary

food, biography its dainty meat. The Bible abounds in

both. It contains a history of the world, condensed yet

satisfactory, linked as it is to all the great movements

and changes which can be traced in any or every other

history. All the indelible marks which the deluge has

left in the physical history of the world, and all the

progress of nations, through the rise and fall of Egypt,

Assyria, Babylon, Persia, Greece, and Kome, are recog-

nised in the Bible, and have their places assigned them

in the great plan of God.

And who, in the most cursory view of the world's

history, can keep the Jewish nation out of his sight ?

Wonderful from its beginning hitherto, its course is the

most astounding fact in the annals of mankind. Its rise

and progress, from a few helpless emigrants, through a

long period of bondage and persecution, to the power

and prominence of a great nation, with an army of

above a million and a half of fighting men,* are such as

to command a lodgment in the memory of any human
being who once, and with attention, reads the narrative.

And since their national downfall, their continuance as

a distinct people in a state of separation from every sur-

rounding people, deprived of every element of national

continuity in themselves, without a territory and without

* 1 Chron. xxi. 5.
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a government, is a miracle of above eighteen hundred

yeai's standing. The Bible alone, as a book of history

past and to come—for prophecy is history to come—does

justice to this fact, as undeniable as it is astonishing.

The Bible is rich in biography, and precisely of that

domestic character most peculiarly suited to the memory

of the masses of mankind. Abraham and Sarah, Isaac

and Rebecca, Jacob and his sons—who has not felt the

touching tenderness, as well as the simplicity and

beauty, of the history ofJoseph ? What unsophisticated

human mind can come in contact with it, and not have

lively interest excited ? Let the classes, even the

youngest, in our scriptural schools make answer, while

eveiy heart beats and every eye glistens, hearing how

Joseph was cruelly sold, unjustly imprisoned, suddenly

elevated from a dungeon to a throne, made the arbiter

of the fate of his unnatural brothers, and the consoler of

the old age of his beloved father. Moses, also, and

Samuel and Ruth, and the widow of Sarepta, and the

Shunammite and her son ; traly the biographies of the

Bible reach the hidden springs of man's heart, and, by

means of images and facts the most familiar, supply his

memory with materials adapted in an eminent degree to

elevate him in the scale of moral being.

The Bible is adapted to man as endowed with imagi-

nation. Imagination deals with poetry : and where is

poetry to be found so I'ich, so varied, so pure, so ele-

vating, as the poetiy of the Bible ? Many portions of

the Book of Job, the descriptive and prophetic Psalms,

Isaiah, Nahum, Habakkuk ; these elicit the noblest

exercises of man's imagination, while they speak of him
whose " glory covered the heavens, and the earth was

full of his praise. And his brightness was as the light

;
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he had horns coming out of his hand, and there was the

hiding of his power. Before him went the pestilence,

and burning coals went forth at his feet. He stood and

measured the earth ; he beheld, and drove asunder the

nations ; and the everlasting mountains were scattered,

the perpetual hills did bow : his ways are everlasting."

—Hah. iii. 3-6.

It is this imagery, this food for the imagination, that

commends the Bible to the unlearned. These have

been— and notwithstanding the gigantic efforts of our

educationists, these still are, and must long continue—
the vast majority of our species. To them the Gospel

is preached. To them the God of the Bible has ad-

dressed himself ; and knowing how dependent they are

on the outward images of daily life for the conveyance

of instruction to their minds, and influence to their

spirits— knowing, that is to say, how imagination pre-

sides as the dominant power in their intellectual com-

position, he has spoken to them in what may be

called household poetiy— poetry from the host and the

guest, the garden and the orchard, the sheepwalk and

the vineyard. And while the Bible, thus adapted to the

imagination of mankind, warbles in these strains of

humble, familiar imagery among the habitations of the

poor, it strikes at times a loftier note, and by exquisite

combinations arrests and fascinates the most cultivated

and exalted among men of genius. Where did Byron

find the passage which he confessed was the most

sublime he ever read? In the Bible.* Where did

• I have read somewhere, and cannot now recall where, that

Lord Byron made the observation here referred to, with refer-

ence to the first chapter of Job.

Probably because of the simple, unhesitating tone, without
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Milton imbibe the elements of that copious flood of rich

and varied poetiy, which rolled, and still rolls, in golden

splendour in the high places of our national literature ?

Clearly in the Bible.

And not the pen only, but the pencil also. Where

did those masters of the imaginative art, Raphael, Cor

reggio, Michael Angelo, Leonardo, find those characters,

and groups, and combinations, which, whether for tender-

ness or sublimity, for soothing softness in affliction or

heroic majesty in deeds of daring ; whether for the

mild benevolence of compassion or the patient endurance

of agony ; for calm self-possession before the tyrant of

Babylon, in the immediate prospect of a fiery furnace,

or for impassioned fervour of missionary zeal on Mars

Hill, or dignified remonstrance when left alone in his

fidelity at Antioch— embodying and addressing the

highest powers of the imagination of mankind, exercise

an energy, and command an influence, before which

millions of our fellows bow in the thrilling ecstasy of an

unexamined devotion ? Where ?—assuredly, undeniably

in the Bible.

Neither is this all. But where, I ask again, did

those composers who, by magic combinations of sounds,

evoke all the slumbering powers of man's imagination ?

Where did Handel, and Mozart, and Mendelssohn, and

Haydn, find subjects suited to their lofty strains ? Their

music was too sublime to find utterance in themes

supplied by mere human genius. Nothing of Homeric

explanation and -ndthout apology, in which the great truth of the

personal agency of Satan is there stated. The human enemies

of Job, and the destructive elements of nature, are there pre-

sented to us as the ready instruments of him who is afterwards

called " the god of this world." and " the prince of the power of

the air."
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invention or of Mantuan polish,— nothing sung by

Pindar, or thundered by Demosthenes, or elaborated by

Cicero, was in keeping with their lofty muse. Nothing,

beginning and ending with creatures, however scientific

in its discovery, and valuable in its application,—nothing

in the whole range of what is called " useful knowledge
"

could rise above the comparatively contemptible in their

sight. To the Bible they turned. The " Creation," the

" Messiah," " Elijah"—these, and these alone, and these

mainly in the words of the Bible, were accounted worthy

to convey their magnificent melody.

The Bible is adapted to man as a reasoning creature.

Reason deals with argument, research, comparison, in-

ductive inference. The Bible fully responds, whether

considered in some of its separate portions, or taken as

a whole. The Epistles to the Romans and Galatiaus

present the truths of redemption, with all the vis conse-

quenti(B of a logical argument, close and conclusive. The

ruin of man. Gentile and Jew,—of the Gentile, mani-

fested by his conduct in violation of the law of his

conscience; of the Jew, manifested by his conduct in

violation of the law of Moses ;
" the righteousness of

God without the law," provided and prG<laimcd in Jesus

Christ; the confidence in God's veracit; , thrcugh which

that righteousness becomes av.iilable j'or mj.n ; man's

sin abounding, God's grace much more abounding ; the

new nature in man inseparable from trust in God ;' the

holy breathings and struggles and conflicts of that new

nature ; the triumph of grace in the end, according to

the purpose of God from the beginning ; and all the

" fruits of the Spirit," by which this triumph is practi

cally exhibited, in love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentle

ness, goodness, temperance. Here is food for reasoners !

St. Paul supplied what Mrs. Hannah More called the
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wedges of fine gold. Human reasoners are the wire-

drawers.

Taken as a whole, the Bible invites man to the

highest exercise of his reasoning powers. Truth is one.

Its comprehensive germ is in the first prophecy of him

who saw the end from the beginning. Ruined mac

restored by Divine Man ; the Restorer wounded to a

temporary death by the great enemy of God and man

;

the enemy crushed to everlasting destniction by the

risen and returning Restorer. These elements pervade

all that follows. Bleeding sacrifices speak of ruin, and

history supplies its woeful illustrations. The Gospel

announces recoveiy, and Christian experience realises

the precious blessing. Prophecy, while with one voice

it completes the glad tidings, with another proclaims

retribution— retribution in itself tremendous, in the

manner of its announcement plain, and, for the present,

painful. For the present, because there is a time for

eveiything ; and the Bible, to be understood as a whole,

must be viewed with reference to its different ti7nes, as

well as its different subjects.

Where this is not done some parts of the Bible are

neglected by Christians, and evaded as painful and

inapplicable, while the same parts are seized upon and

made prominent by the enemies of Christianity, as

proofs that the Bible cannot be of God. I refer to such

passages as these :
" That thy foot may be dipped in the

blood of thine enemies, and the tongue of thy dogs in

the same ;" and " The righteous shall rejoice when he

seeth the vengeance ; he shall wash his feet in the

blood of the wicked." Some deistical reasoners have

not scrupled to call these passages, and their parallels,

atrocious, and on the strength of them to reject the

Bible altogether ; nay, some have even dared to turn
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to a theme of ridicule and merriment the saints iu

armour, witli drawn swords, at once the judges and

executioners under penal laws. Others, more moderate,

but not less mischievous, ascribing such sanguinary sen

timeuts to the yet unsubdued passions of the individual

writers, have grounded on these passages a theory of

inspiration which amounts to no real inspiration at all.

What, then, has Christian reason to say in their defence ?

Or how does the Book which contains them commend

itself to man as a reasoning creature ?

" To everything there is a season, and a time to

every pui-pose under heaven," a time to keep silence,

and a time to speak ; a time to have patience, and a

time to strike. Christian character and conduct, as we

now understand them, belong to this present period of

this world's history. During this present period, the

conduct of God towards us, or his dealings with us, are

Christian. They are all in Christ ; they are character-

ised by love, mercy, patience, long-suffering, doing good

even to the unthankful and the evil. Christians are

called to be imitators of God in all this, to walk in love,

to shew mercy, to exercise patience, to return good for

evil. So far all is plain ; and if the Bible contained

nothing except what belongs to this period or dispensa-

tion, every part of revealed truth would be congenial to

the Christian mind. But if another period be spoken of

in the Bible, of a different character from the present

:

and if, with reference to that other period, God be

spoken of as no longer exercising love, and mercy, and

patience, but, on the contrary, executing vengeance,

taking the wicked in their own snare, and, in righteous

retribution, returning evil for evil ; and if, with corre-

sponding reference to that yet future period, the people

of God be spoken of as seeing, and joining, and even
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rejoicing in the vengeance ; tlien in those parts of

revealed truth there is doubtless something painful to

the Christian heart, as at present constituted and culti-

vated, and yet in strict accordance with sound reason.

This is the fact. A period of retribution is revealed,

to succeed this period of forbearance. We are in-

formed, with great plainness, by both Apostles and

Prophets, that " in that day," or at that period, God

will execute judgment. St. Paul, with the sort of feel-

ing now excited among us, asked, " Is God unrighteous,

who taketh vengeance?" and answered, " God forbid I

for then, how could God judge the world ?" Here is an

appeal to right reason. It is reasonable to expect that

God shall judge the world ; but how can he do so right-

eously if it be unrighteous in him to take vengeance ?

What follows ? Imitation of God is the great stand-

ard of practice in his reasonable children. While pa-

tient love is the father's practice, patient love is the

children's duty. If at any time, or under any circum-

stances, the father's practice shall become different,

then a corresponding change will take place in the duty

of the child. Joy in God is the great standard of

feeling. While the father delights in mercy, the

dutiful child rejoices when he sees the mercy. If at

any time, or under any circumstances, the father should

shew himself as delighting in vengeance, then the duti-

ful child will rejoice when he seeth the vengeance. It

is reasonable to believe that such a time and such cir-

cumstances shall come ; but it would not be reasonable,

neither are we at all called on by the Bible, to antici-

pate the experience of that time, or endeavour to culti-

vate now what will become a duty then. On the con-

trary, our duty now, our reasonable service, is to imitate

T
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what God does now, and to be " merciful as our Father

also is merciful."

And if it be asked, Why look beyond this at all at

present ? the answer is, Because the happiness of the

children of God cannot be perfected until that future

period. They are stiiiggling now, and fighting against

conniptions and temptations ; and waiting till the gloiy

of Christ shall be revealed, when they too shall be glad

with exceeding joy. It is reasonable to help and sus-

tain them in their conflict, by this "blessed hope;" but

when they look forward at it, they find it contempo-

raneous with, and inseparable from, the judgment of the

wicked. " We give thee thanks, Lord God Al-

mighty, which art, and wast, and art to come ; because

thou hast taken to thee thy great power and hast reigned.

And the nations were angxy, and thy wrath is come, and

the time of the dead that they should be judged, and

that thou shouldest give reward unto thy servants the

prophets, and to the saints ; and them that fear thy

name small and great; and shouldest destroy them

which corrupt the earth." Eev. xi. 17, 18.

None shall be destroyed in that day but such as

righteously deserve it, that is, such as have been un-

godly and unrighteous before. Now, imagine a pro-

phet, imagine the great Prophet of the Church him-

self, Jesus Christ, contemplating and describing the

wickedness of man, and anticipating the judgment of

God, and you have the key to those portions of the

Bible. Read thus the fifty-eighth Psalm : He says,

" Do ye, indeed, speak righteousness, O congregation ?

Do ye judge uprightly, ye sons of men?" Are you

such as God should spare and make happy? I put

it «to yourselves, to your own reason and conscience
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Ou the contraiy, he then describes their wickedness,

derived from father to son, and persevered in against

remonstrance, " Yea, in heart ye work wickedness . . .

estranged from the womb ... ye will not hearken."

He then desires the end, the winding up of the whole

scheme, that he may see of the travail of his soul and

be satisfied. This necessarily involves the judgment

on his enemies. So he says, " Break their teeth, God,

in their mouth ; break out the great teeth of the young

lions ! Let them melt away." He predicts the sud-

denness of this destruction at last, " Before your pots

can feel the thorns, he shall take them away as with a

whirlwind, both living, and in his wrath." He predicts

the joy and co-operation of the righteous in the ven-

geance, which it shall then be the will of God to inflict,

" The righteous shall rejoice when he seeth the ven-

geance : he shall wash his feet in the blood of the

wicked." And then, in conclusion, the mysteiy of pro-

vidence is ended, and the righteousness of God in re

tribution fully recognised and acknowledged, " So that

a man shall say. Verily, tliere is a reward for the

righteous," after all his patience; "verily, there is a

God that judgeth in the earth," after all his long-

suffering.

I venture, then, to repeat, that the Bible, as a whole,

taken fully and fairly, without pailiality and without

hypocrisy, contains rich provision, and is wonderfully

adapted, to meet the necessities of fallen man in the

exercise of his intellectual faculties, memory, imagin-

ation, and reason.

3. Again, thirdly, the Bible is adapted to man in

the diversities of his mental character.

We have no reason to believe that there is any more

sameness in the human mind than in the human body.
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Tlie diversities are endless. It is difficult to find a

single family to all the children of -which the same

treatment shall be equally suitable. Discrimination is

wisdom. But in this respect few men are wise. Dis-

crimination demands largeness and latitude in the

mind ; whereas the history of the world is the history

of man's littleness and exclusiveness, whether viewed as

king, priest, or father. His tendency is to elevate him

self into a standard, and thereupon to issue an act of uni-

formity. The consequence is division, and subdivision,

and subdivision again, splitting kingdoms into parties,

and churches into sects, and families into self-opinionated

individuals. This is not done wilfully for contention

sake, but inevitably for conscience sake ; and it is re-

ferred to, not as a proof of man's quarrelsomeness, but of

man's littleness, and of the darkness which still belongs

to the most enlightened.

If men could distinguish with undoubted accuracy

between what may be yielded for peace sake as mere

personal preference, and what must be maintained for

conscience sake as divine truth; then holy harmony

might be secui'ed by mutual concession. But this can-

not be ; and, therefore, conscientious fidelity on either

side renders disagreement inevitable. It is easy to say

and to prove that men ought to be of one accord, of one

mind, but this, like other features of perfection, is un-

attainable in our present condition.

No book of man can meet the endless diversities of

thought and feeling thus exhibited. The best lacks

Aariety. Man, in the littleness of individualism,

speaks to individuals ; and, in the greatest mind, there is

a narrowness, which, considered comparatively, amounts

almost to a monotony. Twelve successive lecturers on

this platform address twelve successive classes of cha-
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racters, each evoking a response in some which he has

no key-note to awaken in others, and all leaving many

notes untouched which would awaken each its congenial

echo in characters of still different descriptions. No
man, no twelve men, can speak to the hearts of all men.

But God speaks to all. The Bible repudiates indi

vidualism. It has, indeed, one lesson to teach to all,

but it does not place all its pupils on the same form, or

insist on them all learning the lesson in the same

manner. It contains no act of uniformity. It contains

one truth, as it reveals one God ; but the truth, as it

was told " at sundry times," so also it was conveyed " iu

divers manners," amounting to the most striking con-

trasts. Man, in all the varieties of his mental cha-

racter, from the extreme of phlegmatic reasoning, on the

one side, to the extreme of impassioned impulse on the

other, presents no gi'eater contrasts than the Bible does

in its modes of teaching. Compare Genesis, simple,

unadoiTied, pathetic stoiy, with Daniel or John the

divine, figurative, ornate, sublime, symbolic prophecy.

Compare, also, the wonders of Exodus with the simplicity

ofEzra and Nehemiah ; the stately and deliberate legis

lation of Deuteronomy with the glowing bridal imagery

of the Song of Songs ; the military discipline and vic-

torious marches of Joshua with the plaintive strains

and lamentations of Jeremiah ; the veiled mysterious-

ness of Job. dark and oracular, with the historical plain-

ness of Matthew or Luke ; the connected, logical

argumentation of St. Paul, with the abrupt visions of

Isaiah and Ezekiel ; the cool sententiousness of Pro-

verbs with the gushing current of thought and feeling

in St. Peter. The variety is interminable— domestic

narrative, national history, legislative enactment, sen

tentious morality, descriptive and devotional poetiy.
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sublime prediction, parables so simple in dictiora ihat a

child can trace the story with interest, and so compen-

dious of truth that the most advanced divines are still

learners at them, classical realities of place, and person,

and custom, close logical reasoning, the affectionate

tenderness of warm hearts urging religious tnith, and

feeling, and condistency ; and, tiualiy, tJie noble arch of

historic prophecy, spanning the whole interval between

the first and second comings of Jesus Christ, a guiding

light to his watching disciples, a bursting thunder-cloud

•*© his infatuated enemies !

4. The Bible is adapted to man in his consciousness

sf guilt, and the consequent craving of his heart after

some remedy.

Man, as a moral creature, cannot stifle his sense of

guilt. There may indeed be such monsters in human

form as are past feeling. We believe there are such,

described by the Apostle as given over to a reprobate

mind, to believe a lie ; but they are exceptions, and it

remains a general truth, that man as a moral creature

cannot stifle his sense of guilt. Neither can he shake

off the conviction that the punishment of sin is righteous.

He cannot find a key to reconcile this truth with the

hope of mercy which lingers around him, and the desire

for the recovered favour of God, which does and will

from time to time spring up within him. The combina-

tion involves him in perplexity, and he turns away from

the subject baffled and dissatisfied, to seek among crea-

tures by whom he feels he is not detected that self-com-

placent ease which he cannot have in the conscious

presence of the heart-searching God.

He finds it superficially ; and while he is content to

be superficial, he possesses an awful capability to keep

the deeper cravings of his heart in abeyance. The great
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question lies there unsolved, hid beneath a thick unwill

ingness to grapple with it, but from time to time assert-

ing its supremacy and creating alai'm.

No communication of man can meet it. It is easy to

talk of mercy ; but to represent God as a conniver at the

sinner's escape is to slander him, even in the estimation

of the sinner himself ; while to represent him as right-

eous and true is to consign the sinner to inevitable

destniction.

In its provision and adaptation the Bible shines here

pre-eminent, because it solves the great question, " How
can man be just with God ? " The Atonement, itself

a mystery, is a great reconciler of other mysteries, and

the time secret of solid peace, because we see in it,

though imperfectly for the present, that the holiness of

God is made consistent with the acceptance of sinful

man, that God is just while he justifies the unjust. True,

this involves what is above and beyond human reason ;

but nothing can be more reasonable than that any real

information concerning God should do so ; that any real

glimpse into the infinite should overrun and exhaust the

faculties of the finite. And nothing can be more true

tlian that at that point where the finite fails, we must

receive the kingdom of God as little children, or not

receive it at all. What God has been pleased to reveal

in the horizon without explanation sheds the light of ex-

planation upon eveiy object between us and it. If we

reject it because it is partially unsearchable, involving

what is not revealed, we throw all the intervening object?

into darkness and confusion. But accept the treatment

of little children in the horizon, and then enjoy the

treatment of reasoning friends in all the landscape.

The Incarnation is in the horizon. Receive it on autho-

rity, and every subsequent step in the great work of re-
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demption becomes a matter of reasonable argument.

The righteousness of God is the righteousness of man
also. The law of God is honoured ; its every precept

fulfilled by man and for man ; its every penalty endured

by man and for man ; and all this, possessing such

meritoriousness in the moral government of God, that

on the strength of it the Lawgiver and Judge can con-

sistently act as the Father and the Friend.

This is the true glory of the Bible in its adaptation

to fallen man. Other teachers deal gently with man's

conniptions, having no cure for deep wounds. They can

heal but slightly, and therefore they are cautious to

wound only slightly. The Bible probes the sore to the

quick, conscious of possessing an adequate remedy. It

fears not to magnify the holiness of G od, and to exhibit

in darkest colours the wickedness of man, separating

between them as far as heaven is from hell : because it

reveals a Mediator qualified to fill the mighty chasm, a

Daysman to lay his hand upon both. It gives ex-

amples of sin, examples of punishment for sin, examples

of forgiveness of sin. It contains pungent descriptions

of the natui'e and exceeding sinfulness of sin, revelations

of secret heart sins, tremendous denunciations of Divine

wrath against the impenitent sinner, and the most en-

couraging assurances that the blood of Jesus Christ

cleanseth from all sin : teaching the soul throughout,

that here it has to do with great realities, not theories or

controversies, not human playthings of speculation, but

grand momentous verities, the issues of life and death.

5. The Bible is adapted to man in his instincts of

desire.

Man as a fallen creatui'e feels himself capable of im-

provement. He feels that his species is capable of

improvement. He desires it and the enjoymeiit sup-
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posed to be inseparable from it. Improvement of some

kind, or what is supposed to be improvement, is the

instinctive desire and the perpetual aim of civilised man.

To increase his physical comforts ; to add to his wealth

all that wealth can procure ; to multiply his social

enjoyments ; to give more comprehensive energy to his

public institutions, especially those of civil government

;

that authority may be efficient without power to be

tyi'annical, and liberty full and generous without oppor-

tunity to degenerate into license ; that sanitary reforms

may exclude sickness, and social reforms banish poverty,

and hardship, and oppression. These are the instincts

of man's desire ; but in these, improve as he will, he is

perpetually baffled and disappointed. There remains a

hindrance in his way which none of his reforms can

remove. It is not poverty, not sickness, not over-popu-

lation, not mistaken legislation. These are only symp-

toms, and for symptoms only human politicians prescribe.

The real hindrance is sin. For this they cannot pre-

scribe. They do not feel adequately its dangerous con-

sequences. They do not seem to feel at all its inherent

wickedness. Hence they weary themselves in the very

fire, and all in vain. All attempts to make the world

happy without making it holy have been and must be

vain. So long as man labours to benefit himself with-

out reference and deference to the revealed will of God,

his labours must be abortive and his desires unsatisfied.

Judging of others by himself, and feeling in himself a

willingness to take advantage of others for the attain-

ment of his own selfish ends, he is and cannot but be

suspicious. He laughs to ridicule the notion of disin-

terestedness as an Utopian fancy of weak minds, and

his confidence for all the honesties of social life is in the
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iron hand of the law hanging over and ready to lay hold

of every defaulter.

He desu-es a better state of things, and talks of con-

fidence, and peace, and universal good feeling ; while

his real reliance for the attainment of what shall ap-

proximate to this, is based on the possibility of making

it a matter of univo'sal self-interest. Thus he groans,

being burdened. He desires and attains not, because

he desires amiss, looking for happiness without holiness.

He labours, and succeeds not, because he labours for

himself first, and until God is his first object, man
must be dissatisfied.

To such a creature the Bible is indeed adapted. It

explains the groaning travail of the earth ; while it

reveals the blessed hope of a " new earth," wherein all

the instincts of man's desire after peace, and plenty,

and liberty, and joy, shall be fully satisfied. It exhibits

existing evil, not as the triumph of an independent

power antagonistic to Jehovah, as the Manichaeans

taught, and as every Deist who tries to be consistent

must sometimes suspect, but as the righteous judg-

ment of Jehovah himself. Isaiah, xlv. 7. It tells

briefly the histoiy of the present disjointed state of

things— that the earth and all the creatures it con-

tained were intrusted to the care and keeping of the

first man ; that by his wilful disobedience, not himself

only, but also his fair dominion, in every department of

it, fell under the righteous anger of its Creator. It

became "subject to vanity" by reason of him who so

brought a curse upon it. But the ruin was not final.

The purpose of redemption in Christ arrested the judg-

ment (he is the shield of the earth), and the fall was

not into a state of despair, but into a state of hope—
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hope of " the restitution of all things." Because the

creation shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption

into the glorious liberty of the children of God. The

children or church of God militaut here on earth, have

already a deliverance in the Spirit, which is an earnest,

or first-fruits, of a still more complete and glorious

deliverance. " The creation as yet groans and travails,

waiting for this manifestation of the so)is of God; and

not the remainder of the creation only, but the sons of

God themselves, who have the first-fruits of the Spirit,

even they themselves groan within themselves, waiting

for the adoption, to wit, the redemption, or resurrection,

of the body." " The second man is the Lord from

heaven ;"' and for him, the second Adam in his mani-

fested human nature of the seed of David, is reserved

the glory of a perfect kingdom upon earth. " A sceptre

of righteousness is the sceptre of his kingdom." " He
shall execute judgment and justice on the earth." " He
shall save the children of the needy, and shall break in

pieces the oppressor. All kings shall fall down before

him, all nations shall serve him." "His saints shall

reign with him ; and the kingdom and dominion, and

the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven,

shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most

High, whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and

all dominions (or rulers) shall serve and obey him."

Man's ideal of perfectic, will then be realised. King-

dom, church, family, all one, identical in every interest,

ardent in every affection, holy in every pursuit In

public life, no oppression, no injustice, no dishonesty,

no triumph of hypocrisy, no compromise or concealment

of the tnith of God, for the sake of present advantage

among men. In private life, no poverty, no sickness,
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" no sorrow, uor cr\aug, neither shall there be any more
pain, for the former things are passed away, and he who
sitteth upon the throne saith. Behold, I make all things

new."

" Well spake the prophet, Let the desert sing

;

WTiere sprang the t)ioi-n the spiry fir shall spring.

And where unsightly and rank thistles grew,

Shall grow the myrtle and luxuriant yew."

These visions and revelations of what shall be respond

with satisfying fulness to the best and most cherished

longings of the human heart. Whatever special inter-

pretation may be put upon them, they present

" Bright scenes sm-passing fable, and yet true,

Scenes of accomplished bliss ! which who can see,

Though but in distant prospect, and not feel

His soul refreshed with foretaste of tlie joy ?"

Fallen man can as easily cease to be as cease to hope

;

and no religion which did not abound with objects of

hope could be adapted to his moral necessities. The
Bible is eminently a book of hope.

But I must forbear. My young friends, prize and

revere the Bible. Objections are easily made to parts

of it, and you may not always and immediately see the

true and sufficient answer ; but you may rely upon it,

that such an answer there is : and in refusing to give

any agitating heed to the objection, you are not guilty

of either prejudice, or obstinacy, or ignorance, but are

exercising a wise discretion. There are subjects, it is

true, to which this observation would not apply. On
many subjects there are opinions, adopted without suffi-

cient evidence, or, though most reasonably adopted, yet

open to revision and even alteration upon a change of
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circumstances. On such matters, to refuse fresh in-

quuy is indeed to betray prejudice ; but the matter

now before us is not of this kind. The authenticity

of the sacred books composing the Bible, and the in-

spiration of their several writers, are no longer open

questions. The battle has been fought and wen ; and

when obstinately renewed, it has only been to crown

the champions of Revelation with the laurels of more

complete victory.

True it is, that difficulties existed. It was fitting for

GUI' moral discipline that they should. True it is, that

other difficulties may still exist, and that a full and

satisfactoiy harmony between the statements of the

Bible and the discoveries of science may not be easily

and speedily exhibited. But the wisest of our men of

science will prosecute the inquiry with an honest anxiety

to discover the harmony which certainly exists— a state

of mind removed as far as possible from a disposition to

discover and magnify supposed contradictions. Should

what seems for a time to be a real contradiction arise,

it will be a matter of grave and anxious concern to

every man whose opinion is of any value, or whose com-

panionship is desii'able. If in any of your associates

you find it otherwise, and perceive a disposition gladly

or flippantly to lay hold of the supposed discrepancy as

an argument against religion, beware ! It will be no

more than common prudence to avoid intimacy, and, as

far as possible, even ordinary companionship, with such

persons.

From intellectual difficulties, even such as may for

the present remain unsolved, turn to the moral adapt-

ations of the Bible, and there see what an instrument it

has pleased God to prepare for you ; for your memories,
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for your imaginations, for your reasons, for the variety of

your mental characters, for your consciousness of moral

guilt, for your instincts of desire. I have said an in-

strument, and I cannot conclude without reminding you,

that after all it is no more than an instrument, suitable,

indeed most suitable, eminently adapted for the accom-

pUshment of its purpose ; but like every instrument

requiring a power to wield it, to put it and keep it in

efficient action,—that power is the Holy Ghost. The
Word is, indeed, like a hammer to break the rock in

pieces, and, like a sword, to pierce to the dividing

asunder of soul and spirit; but neither sword nor

hammer can perform their appropriate service without

a living hand. The adaptation of the Bible to fallen

man is one thing ; its success in turning him to God is

another thing. Adapted it is, in itself, graciously so ;

successful it can never be, but by the immediate energy

of that Almighty Hand which grasps and guides all

causes and all effects, to the manifestation of his own

glory. Ask, my young friends, for the personal expe-

rience of that saving energy in your hearts and minds :

ask, and you shall receive ; seek, and you shall find;

knock, and it shall be opened to you. The Bible will

come to you, " not in word only, but in power, and in

the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance ;
'' and then you

will be able to appreciate that contrast between the sure

word of God, and every attempt to disparage it, which

Jehovah himself uttered by the mouth of his holy

prophet—" He that hath a dream, let him tell a dream

;

and he that hath my word, let him speak my word

faithfully : what is the chaff to the wheat ? saith the

Lord."
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THE APOSTLE PAUL.

In the character of Paul we have every element of a

fine example. There have been many men, generally

esteemed as good men, and even as great men withal,

who could not he placed before this Association as

examples. Our information concerning them is not

adequately large, nor is our conviction of their full

consistency sufficiently strong, to warrant us in saying

to this illustrious assembly of young men, " Observe.

that you may understand them; understand, that you

may revere them; revere, that you may imitate them."

They have not left you an example either definite

enough, or admirable enough, for you to follow in their

steps.

With the Apostle Paul, however, it is otherwise.

Concerning him our information is richly adequate,

and our conviction of consistency profoundly, even

intensely, strong. Beyond what may generally be ima-

gined are we acquainted with his entire history, with

his whole career. I know not, indeed, that a single

element is wanting, hardly, perhaps, a solitary circum-

stance, to render his example, in all respects, complete.

It is an intelligible example, a suitable example, an

available example, a safe example. As to the entire*

u
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ness of his history, we have memorials of his boyhood,

^e have mention of him as the young man, and we

have letters from him as " Paul the aged." As to the

general nature of his history, we find him associating

freely with mankind, doing much and suffering much
that is common to our humanity at large. As to the

details of his history, we see him under the most

diversified aspects—now the plodding student, then

the industrious artisan— now the eloquent advocate,

then the faithful correspondent—now the solitary tra-

veller, then the honoured guest of the chief man of

Melita— now the restorer of hope which the Adriatic

storm had all but annihilated, then the fearless and

magnanimous expectant of martyrdom in the prison-

house at Piome. There is hardly an honourable posi-

tion which, more or less fully, he had not occupied,

—

scarcely a relationship of human life which, more or

less intimately, he did not sustain.

Informed, therefore, of our design to set forth Paul

as a man to be imitated by yourselves, even a cursory

observer would pronounce in favour of the design.

There was about him so much of the real, every-day

man. There were, throughout his course, so many of

the ordinary ups and downs. There was such a whole-

ness, as well as such a naturalness, in his history, that

it seems something within our reach. There is nothing

transcendent, nothing mystical, nothing romantic about

it. It is a thing of our own sort— a thing to be taken

at once as a model for ourselves.

All the antecedents suggest this ; and great authority

confirms it, for thus was it written by him when writing

by the authority of God, " Be ye followers of me, even

as I also am of Christ Jesus." Admii'ably is this ex-
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pressed. He was the model, not absolutely but rela

lively. He was avowedly subordinate, not supreme.

In no vfise to the withdrawal of our attention from the

Divine Master, but all the more effectively to concen

trate and infix our attention, did he say, " Walk so as

ye have us for an ensample."

A great help, indeed, was this. How often have we

availed ourselves of help analogous to this ! The sun,

shining in its strength, so dazzles us with its over-

powering light that we are unable steadily to gaze so

as to apprehend the appearances which the sun assumes

;

but when it is reflected from the pellucid lake, we are

able steadily to gaze. What is large is diminished

—

what is dazzling is softened— what, through excess of

splendour, is lost to the unaided vision, is distinctly

and at once discerned.

So with the Sun of Righteousness, when contem-

plated in its own gloiy, and when contemplated in

the reflexion of that glory in the character of the

Apostle Paul. Contemplated in itself, it may over-

whelm us. Contemplated in its reflexion, it does not

overwhelm us ; at all events, it need not overwhelm us.

We see a man of like passions and of like condition

with ourselves enabled by Divine grace to imitate

Christ ; and when, in our ignorance and folly, we say

that we cannot imitate Christ— that his example may

be admirable enough, but that it is not imitable, then

Paul says, " Then imitate me." His example is sub-

stantially the example of Christ himself, reduced, and

chastened, and adapted to the imperfect and feeble

vision of our mental and moral eye. I may, there-

fore, be sure of your attention to-night, for although

vou might have been engaged on a rdore entertaining
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subject— on a more profitable subject you could not

have been engaged than on the character of the Apostle

Paul.

It will be well to look at him in his childhood, at

Tarsus, in Cilicia. That was his birthplace ; a famous

city on the river Cydnus, about two hundred miles a

little to west of the north of Jerusalem. According

to an opinion of very early prevalence in the Church,

he was bom in the second year after Christ. In con-

sequence of some special circumstances, of which we

are not informed, he inherited the immunities of a

citizen of Rome, of which in his apostolical career he

afterwards made such famous use.

Tarsus was remarkable for its cultivation of philoso-

phy, and for its love of learning generally. Strabo tells

us that " the inhabitants of Tarsus were so zealous in

the pursuits of philosophy and the whole circle of Greek

study, that they surpassed even the Athenians and Alex-

andrians, and indeed the citizens of every other place

that can be mentioned." It was the birth-place cer-

tainly of many distinguished Greek scholars.

Living amidst such hterary advantages, it is probable

that his parents socured them for their son Saul at an

early age, and that thus he laid the foundation of that

scholarship of which he made such effective use when

afterwards ministering in the work of Christ. But

whatever his initiation into general literature, we know

that his initiation into all the elements of Jewish litera-

ture was full and of the best kind. His parentage being

so thoroughly Jewish, for he was a Hebrew of the He-

brews, the national practice of early instruction was

scrapulously observed

According to that practice, at five years of age a boy
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began the study of the Scripture ; at teu he undertook

the Mishna ; and at thirteen he became a subject, or a

son, of the law. Our knowledge of Paul as a school-boy

is only inferential—it is indeed not knowledge, but con-

jecture. Still, judging from his subsequent celebrity,

the conjecture is a sound one, that he was a diligent stu-

dent, a person most thoroughly in earnest from the first.

The fact that in his later life he had at command no

small part of the treasures of the Greek language, that,

as Dr. Bentley assm-es us, " he was a great master in

all the learning of the Greeks,"—this fact is a strong

indication of early literary culture, wherein he took

great delight. That he was joyous, and frank, and

vehement, and daring, evincing out of school rather a

strong tendency to roguery and frolic, there can he

little doubt ; but that he evinced in school a more than

ordinary portion of industry and intelligence there can

be no doubt. Whatever was once said about some of you

young men, and peradvoiture about some of us lecturers,

it could not have been said of young Saul at Tarsus,

—

" The whining school-boy ! with his satchel

And shining morning face, creeping like snail

Unwillingly to school."

No. Ready enough for his relaxation, he was just as

ready for his work, getting rapidly over the interme

diate region of tedium and depression into the region

where labour would be its own gratification and reward.

About the age of fourteen, probably, Paul was brought

to Jerusalem, just the age at which many of ourselves

came away from our fathers, or our widowed mothers,

that we might learn to get our daily bread. And this,

in part, was what Paul went to Jerusalem for You
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remember your excitement -when setting about your nev»

employment,—your nervousness lest you should not do

it right—your blunderings and your embarrassments,

and your vexation and your distress,— the heartless

taunts of one associate in the shop because you were so

stupid, and the kindly assurance of another that, when

he was a young beginner, he was stupid too. You
remember all this. So do I. Some of you know all

about it just now. Paul knew all about it too, for he

went to learn the trade of a tent-maker, just as youths

leam their trades now. He had to begin at the begin

ning—to pay attention—to tiy his hand—to take care

—

to bear reproof—to get over his mortification as best he

could—to stick to it—to make another and yet another

effort, and so, failing less and less frequently, and suc-

ceeding, as learners only can succeed, by degrees, he

could at last make tent-cloth as well as his instnictors

—

in all probability a great deal better ; and thus, according

to an excellent usage among the Jews, he was able with

his own hands to earn his daily bread.

What portion of time he gave to his handicraft we do

not Imow. Certainly nothing like all his time, for he

had to prosecute his learning and to mind his books.

He tells us that he was brought up in Jenisalem at

the feet of Gamaliel. This choice of a teacher was pro-

foundly wise. All collateral testimony agrees with the

statement of the Scripture that he was a man had in re-

putation among all the people. That he was a learned

man may be inferred from his position in the council.

That he was a right-minded, true-hearted man, may be

gathered from his noble defence of the first Apostles

before the Sanhedrim. Having brought Peter and his

brethren to their tribunal, the chief priests in council
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vrere so confounded with their defence that they knew

not what to answer ; and, as their only remedy, they

took preliminary measures for putting them to death.

Gamaliel was present, and heard their counsel against

the disciples of the Nazarene. He had no sympathy

with their discipleship, but he had humanity and com-

mon sense enough to know that this was not the way to

put their discipleship down. Hear the tutor of our

futui'e Apostle of the Gentiles !
" Refrain from these

men, and let them alone : for if this counsel or this work

be of men, it will come to nought ; but if it be of God, ye

cannot overthrow it, lest haply ye be found even to fight

against God." A tutor, indeed, was this worthy such a

pupil as the generous, the energetic, the ambitious Cili-

cian boy. Under the tutorship of Gamaliel Paul became

indoctrinated, not only with the letter, but with the sen-

timent and spirit, of the Old Testament. The method

of instruction adopted was precisely the thing for such a

mind as Paul's. He had not to listen, day after day, to

the prosaic oral instructions of hi" master, as have the

students in our modern colleges ; neither had he to

repeat from memoiy to his master what he had just

learat. The thing was done catechetically or respon-

sively— the teacher asking the learners impromptu

questions, and the learners asldng similar questions of

their teacher in return.

Vastly different from the dull routine of our semi-

naries was the vigorous, diversified, intellectual collision

of the seminaries at Jerusalem. Difficult questions

were started, avowedly for curious and recondite discus-

sions. Singular interpretations were proposed, ex

pressly to put the acquirements, and the subtlety, and

the vigour of the school to the severest tests. No matter
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how monstrous a position might chance to be, if it could

be logically defended. No matter at all how intricate or

how interminable a discussion, if its dialectics were well

maintained.

Under tuition of this kind the mind of Paul became

remarkably well disciplined, and well furnished withal.

Full well did he understand what in his better times he

called fables, endless genealogies, questions and strifes

of words. And, what was of more value, he thus got to

apprehend the scope, and the meaning, and the appli-

cability of the oracles of God.

During the period of his discipleship with Gamaliel,

he ranged himself formally among the Pharisees,

adopting their habits and priding himself on his punc-

tilious observance of all the peculiarities of the sect

;

for, when speaking long afterwards of those who had

known him from the beginning, he declared that they

would testify how that " after the most straitest sect of

their religion he had lived a Pharisee."

As he was approaching the termination of his educa-

tional career, he heard of Christianity; and, perhaps,

either in the temple or about the streets of Jerusalem,

saw the Author of Christianity himself. At all events

he knew, not only of his existence, but of his claim to

be regarded as the Messiah. Stern, however, and

impassioned was his determination utterly to resist the

claim. Merely to reject it would not suffice. It must

be resisted actively, and to the last. Ignorant w-th a

kind of ignoi'ance of which he was afterwards ashamed,

—

ignorant under circumstances wherein he was so culpab^ 3

that he needed the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ, in

order unto eternal life,— unjustifiably and criminally

Ignorant, but still ignorant of the merits of Christianity,
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he addressed himself to oppose its promulgation, and, if

possible, to put an end to it at once. He had no such

idea as his old master that peradventure Christianity

might be of God after all. It was a profane and

presumptuous innovation—a vulgar and vile conspiracy

— an atrocious, antinomian heresy, only to be taken

notice of that it might the more speedily be rooted out.

Among the first Christians there was one named

Stephen, a disciple indeed, who was neither to be

flattered nor frightened out of what he held to be the

truth. " Why would he act in direct opposition to the

Sanhedrim ? " Simply because the Sanhedrim was acting

in direct opposition to the will of God. " Who author-

ised him to say that?" His own conscience. "But
should he not forego his o-\vn conscience ? Should he not

act upon the judgment of the authorities rather than act

upon his own ? " No. Necessity was laid upon him to

hold by the truth of Christianity. Then he must die.

If they could not convince, they could punish. If they

could not seduce, they could sacrifice. " Stone him!"

was the ciy, " Stone him !
" and it was the cry of Saul

amongst the rest. " When the blood of thy martyr

Stephen was shed, I also was standing by, and consenting

unto his death, and kept the raiment of them that slew

him." Foremost among the men who were engaged in

the death of the proto-martyr stood the future Apostle,

for the witnesses, whose office it was to cast the first

stone, laid down their clothes at his feet. None more

prominent than he. None more ready to do anything

and everything which the martyrdom of a Christian

required. None more complacent, from first to last,

with the spectacle whereby the opponents of Clu-istianity

had been emboldened, and the advocates of Christianity
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dismayed. In vain tlie devout resignation of Stephen.

In vain the great lamentation of the men who carried

him to his grave. With characteristic vehemence Paul

denounced it, setting himself thenceforward to the

extirpation of Christianity as the great business of his

life.

Not content with such influence as he could exert

personally, he sought an official appointment with the

command of such resources as could be assigned to him

by the chief priest. " He went unto the high-priest

and desired of him letters to Damascus to the synagogue,

that if he found any of this way, whether they were men
or women, he might bring them bound to Jerusalem."

The Sanhedrim held jurisdiction over all synagogues

throughout the world. Its directions were everywhere

imperative. Its will was law.

Receiving commission, therefore, from the Sanhedrim

under the sign-manual of the high-priest, Paul could

carry out his purposes with a high hand. For the

period of rather more than a year were they thus carried

out. He breathed out threatenings and slaughters.

He made havoc of the church. He punished the

disciples in every city. He was exceedingly mad

against them. He compelled them to blaspheme.

Never has the Gospel had an opponent whose natural

temperament, whos^ educational prepossessions, whose

official position, whose manifold resources, rendered him

so formidable as was Paul. Was there a man in all

Judsea who pretended to have ground for self-exultation ?

Was there a descendant of Abraham anjwhere who

tliought he might have confidence in the flesh ? Paul

challenged the man's pretension by averring that he

himself might have it much, much mere. There never
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had been zeal like his. And the exponent of his

transcendant zeal was this, " Concerning zeal persecuting

the church."

Under these circumstances, y\e find him attaining,

say his thirty-fifth year. He was now about thirty-four

or thirty-five years old, and well kno^-n among all his

countrymen as one raised up for their deliverance from

tlie repulsive innovation of the accursed Nazarene. The

crisis of his history was at hand. Unknown to every

created mind, there was a purpose in the mind of God
relating to his conversion,— a purpose which required,

and which guaranteed, the removal of his enmity against

the Gospel of Jesus Christ

The set time for the accomplishment of that purpose

having come, it was of course accomplished, God work-

ing all things together according to the counsel of his

own will. On his way to Damascus Paul was arrested

by a voice from heaven, and, through the mighty power

that accompanied the voice, he was translated out of

the kingdom of darkness into the kingdom of God's

dear Son. Old things at once passed away, and all

things became new. The persecutor was an advocate,

the adversaiy an ally, the enemy a friend, the foe a

brother, loving and greatly to be beloved.

Instead of entering Damascus, as had been antici-

pated by the Jews, with exultation, and by the Christians

with dismay, he entered to the disappointment of the

both. He was expected to arrive in ofiicial state, bear-

ing himself loftily, as the commissioner of the high-

priest, in his progress to the synagogue, there to occupy

the judgment-seat ; but he arrives in the deepest humi-

liation, a blind man for the time being, actually led by

the hand of others, and lodged unostentatiously enough
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in the house of one Jadas. Great was the consternation

of the opponents of Christianity ; almost as great the

consternation of its friends. They doubted in their

minds concerning what had come to pass They could

not believe that he had embraced the Gospel. It was

some deeper form of his malignity against the Cross

He was only counterfeiting appearances that he might

all the more effectually trample them in the dust. They
were perplexed.

It pleased God to relieve their perplexity by com
municating to one of their number, named Ananias,

the fact of Paul's conversion. In obedience to that

communication, Ananias at length visited the con-

vert, found him a disciple indeed, received from him the

profession of his faith in the Redeemer, buried him by

baptism into the death of Christ, and then bade him
God speed in his mission of evangelic mercy to all

mankind.

Great, indeed, was the excitement occasioned by his

conversion to Christianity. It was an incredible, an

impossible thing. Such a man, with such an education,

and such a position, and such power, and such prospects,

actually a Christian ! More than this, such a man a

preacher of Christianity ! How could such things be ?

But so they were. " He preached the faith which once

he destroyed." True to his original instincts, Paul did

this without delay. It was immaterial to him who ap-

plauded or who condemned. He cared but little how-

he might be encouraged by friends, or how he might be

persecuted by foes. His heart was fully set within him

to know nothing any longer among men, but Christ and

him cnicified. He felt that the obligrttion to do a thing

arises immediately and imperatively from the discovery
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that the thing is right ;—an important principle this,

by the by, for you young men. Let there be grave and

comprehensive thoughtfuhiess about everything -which

rightfully claims your attention. Let there be as much

deliberation, by all means, as the nature of eveiy claim

properly requires. But let there be no deliberation at

all in complying with that claim when once it has been

made out. If anything ought to be done, let it be

done, according to your great ensample, who tells us

that immediately he did not confer with flesh and blood,

but went promptly to the performance of the will of

God.

Having remained at Damascus for a while, Paul went

away into Arabia, whence he returned to Damascus

again ; whereupon, we may say, that his career as a Christ-

Ian man, his public career began. To adduce every great

incident in that career will be impossible. It is a

career of great incidents. A few must be selected which

will bring out some of the features of his character in

which he should be especially imitated by yourselves.

A great feature in his character was humility. At

Lystra, a city of Lycaonia, Paul preached the Gospel,

and healed a man who had been a cripple from his birth.

Admiration was greatly excited, admiration which tended

towards practical idolatiy. Never had Lycaonia been

so honoured. Why— there was the father of the gods

himself, and there was his favourite attendant ! Gar-

lands, and incense, and sacrifice, and solemn ceremonial,

and sacerdotal ser\'ice, were in demand at once. " The

gods are come down to us. Their form is the likeness

of men, but Jupiter and Mercury are here." So re-

markable was the impression which Paul had produced,

that a singular opportunity for the gratification of per-
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sonal vanity was thus placed within his reach. But he

let it slip. Nay, he solemnly disowned the veneration

which they were in the very act of offering ; for, rend-

ing his garments in token of his vexation at their folly,

he said to them, " Sirs, why do ye these things ? We
are men of like passions with yourselves." It could not

be, seeing that their influence was so signally super-

human, and that their eloquence was beyond comparison

profound. " Indeed," Paul maintained, " it is so. We
have nothing which we have not received, and we dare

not glory as though we had not received it."

And, as at Lystra, so everywhere else. Man of

renown as he was, he was eveiything but a proud man.

True, indeed, there was no servility about him,

—

110 odious cant, pretending that he was possessed of no

excellency, that he was distinguished for no virtue, that

he was as the filth and offscouring of all things, that he

was useless amidst the aggressions of the Gospel upon

the domains of sin. So far from talking after this man-

ner, he was conscious of his qualifications for effective

sei'vice, and of his performance of effective service. He
knew very well that he had made Felix tremble, and

he was quite aware that he had left the most erudite of

the Athenians without excuse. There was no voluntary

humility which sanctimoniously disclaimed all this, but

there was the genuine humility which devoutly ascribed

it all to God.

True, moreover, there was no abject relinquishment

of liis I'ights as a citii.'en or as a man. When the Phi-

lippian magistrates foaiiil out that in imprisoning and

scourging him they had imprisoned a citizen of Rome,

and vv^ere anxious that he should at once go free, he

stood upon his citizenship, and in one of the finest spe
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cimens of self-respect on record, required the suitable

reparation of the wrong he had endured :
" They have

beaten us openly, uncondemned, being Romans, and

have cast us into prison ; and now do they thrust us

out privily. Nay, verily, but let them come themselves

and fetch us out." There was no mere bravado in all

this ; no noisy, vulgar, opinionated pretence of jealousy

for public rights, which, being interpreted, would have

been mean and narrow-minded jealousy for himself : it

was the Christian man's dignified assertion of his con-

stitutional immunities as still a well-accredited member
of the Roman commonwealth. And he made the ma
gistrates come to him, and desire from him, as a favour,

that he would leave the prison and depart. Having

gained his purpose, he did depart, not however until he

had visited Lydia and the brethren, as an expression of

his full determination to leave the city of Philippi with

the bearing of a reputable and right honourable man.

x\nd after this manner did he always act, whenever his

enemies would make the fact of his being a Christian a

reason for treating him as though he had ceased to be a man.

Take another illustration. A body of wicked Jews had

agreed, at the instigation of the high-priest, to put him

to death on his journey from Ctesarea to Jerusalem, pro-

vided Felix would send him up to Jerusalem professedly

to be judged there by him. Aware of the truculency of

the whole set, Paul thus addressed himself to Felix :

" I stand at CaBsar's judgment-seat, where I ought to

be judged. To the Jews have I done no wrong, as

thou very well knowest. For, if I be an offender, or

have committed anything worthy of death, I refuse not

to die : but if there be none of these things whereof

they accuse me, no man may deliver me unto them. I
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appeal unto Caesar." Now you may understand Pauline

humility. It did not consist in the abnegation of his

privileges as a citizen, nor in the sacrifice of his sense

of self-respect as a man. It was a masculine sentiment,

not a sanctimonious pretence. It was the habit not of

the sycophant, but of the saint. One passage declares

it all :
" By the grace of God, I am what I am : and

his grace, which was bestowed on me, was not in vain ;

but I laboui'ed more abundantly than they all : yet not

I, but the grace of God, which was with me."

Be this Pauline humility your own ! Have you been

blessed above others, in your natural temperament, in

your educational advantages, in your intellectual capa-

city, in your literary status, in your commercial position,

in your general prospects ? Can you do what others

could not do ? Do you know already what others will

never know at all ? Are you in possession of, or are you ra-

pidly acquiring, the good name that is better than precious

ointment ? Be happy by all means, downright happy, and

thankful withal ; but don't be proud. Avoid all super-

ciliousness—all haughtiness— all assumption— all airs.

At those times when, in the social circle, you are treated

with marked respect: when, in the arrangements of

business, you are asked for important counsel : when, iu

assemblies for purposes of benevolence, you are listened

to with delight : when, in literaiy or scientific investi-

gations, you are sensibly getting on : when, in commer-

cial, or academical, or juridical, or political competition,

you are, among many others, confessedly the better man,

at all such times be clothed with humility. Be it so

that you are an instructive companion, an effective advo-

cate, a distinguished scholar, an honourable merchant, a

prosperous tradesman, a popular arbitrator, a genuine
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patriot, a world-wide philanthropist, a man whose neigli-

bourhood is at once vocal and harmonious in your praise !

What then ? You have nothing tliat you did not receive.

You have nothing whose continuance is independent of

the immediate will of God. It is he who giveth you

the power to get wealth. It is the Spirit of the Al-

mighty which giveth you understanding. It is in God's

hands your lives are, and his are all your ways. With-

out him you could do nothing. Then walk humbly

with God. Enjoy all your Father gives you, and use it

all. Let there be dignity, and let there be delight that

you are what you are ; but let there be the practical

recollection of the great truth, that entirely to the sove-

reignty of the King Eternal must all excellency be

ascribed.

Another great feature in Paul's character was sincerity

His habit was well expressed by his own language, " not

walking in craftiness, nor handling the word of God de-

ceitfully ; but by the manifestation of the truth, commend

lug ourselves to every man's conscience in the sight of

God." On one occasion there were some among his bre

thren who, in his judgment, had handled the word of God
deceitfully. This is his statement of the fact :

" When
Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood him to the

face, because he was to be blamed, for before certain

came from James he did eat with the Gentiles : but

when they were come, he withdrew and separated him-

self, fearing them which were of the circumcision. And
the other Jews dissembled likewise, inasmuch that Bar-

nabas also was carried away with their dissimulation
"

We have the clearest proof that Paul lived with these

brethren in strictest friendship. Peter calls him,

" our beloved brother Paul." But, whatever Paul's love

X
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for them, his love for the truth was greater still. In-

tegrity was quite as much a duty as charity. There

might not be as much pleasure in the discharge of it,

but its discharge was imperative notwithstanding ; inas-

much as dissimulation was a hateful thing
;

quite as

hateful, whether resorted to to escape opprobrium, or to

obtain applause. So hateful was it that Paul went to

his companions, and rebuked them to their face. Why
had they not adhered to their convictions of right and

wrong? Why, because circumstances had altered, were

they altered in regard to what they had before deemed

to be essential truth ? If it was truth, they should

adhere to it. Through evil report, as well as through

good report, that which was right should be maintained.

Through evil and through good report did Paul main-

tain it. However narrowly you may scrutinise his con

duct, you can discover no symptoms of artifice, no indi-

cations of hypocrisy, no marks of pious fraud. His life

was just a transcript of his character; his words and

actions were the simple bodying forth of the emotions

and the volitions of the inner man. Every assurance of

earnestness, and all professions of solicitude, originated

in sentiments of which they were the appropriate sign.

When he uttered the language of kindness, he was kind.

When he uttered the language of gratitude, he was

grateful. When he uttered the language of penitence,

he was penitent. When he uttered the language of

devotion, he was devout. He had not one meaning for

his phraseology in the Church, and another meaning for

it in the world. He did not say one thing and intend

another. Not one step had he advanced towards the

appalling capability for discriminating between a white

lie and a black lie. A lie was a lie in his esteem, when-
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ever, either in word or in deed, there was an intention

to deceive. Can you not imagine, gentlemen, how his

great soul would have loathed the diverse equivocations

of our fashionable life, and the manifold equivocations of

our commercial life, and the specious equivocations of

our social life, and the professional equivocations of our

religious life ? How solemnly would he have denounced

all the pretexts and excuses for those equivocations,

sternly enunciating as his watchword when doing battle

with them all, " Whatsoever things are time I

"

Imitate this fine characteristic of Paul. Carefully

cultivate the habit of integrity in all your intercourse of

all kinds with mankind. Let nothing tempt you to

swerve from the straightforward line of simplicity and

godly sincerity. Be everything which you seem to be.

There will be difficulty in this matter. There are

many usages of society which are fearfully artificial, and

there are certain modes of conducting business which

are despicably fraudulent, and within the circle of the

Church itself there are precedents for simulation and;

sham. By these snares you may easily get entangled.

You may come to feel it almost necessary to your posi-

tion that you should express solicitude which you do not

cherish, that you should profess attachments you do not

feel, that you should make statements you do not be-

lieve, that you should display an energy you do not

realise, that you should assume a spirituality of mind

you do not possess. Many and manifold will be your

inducements to be insincere. Men and brethren, make

up your minds to resist them all. Whatever others do,

be yours the resolution to approve youi'selves as genuine,

sincere, unsophisticated men. Get a character for up-

rightness. By patient continuance in well-doing make
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it known that you are clumsiness itself at duplicity.

Maintain an honest abhorrence of all dissembling, and

cultivate dislike of affectation of every kind. Constrain

the whole band of your associates to regard your word as

your bond. And, if at any time required by an unprin-

cipled employer, either to tell a lie, which is bad enough,

or cleverly and elaborately to enact a lie, which is often

a great deal worse—refuse ! Quit you like men. Keep

a conscience at all costs. Buy the truth, and, no matter

of what value the proffered equivalents, sell it not.

Whatever your condition, be sincere.

I do not, indeed, I do not want you to be rude, and

churlish, and uncouth. Far from me be the inculcation

of that low-lived, reckless, busy-body, turbulent obtru-

siveness, which will inflict any amount of pain, upon the

pretence that it must be faithful, and which will perpe-

trate any amount of wrong, on the ground that it must

speak out its mind. Speak out your minds and wel-

come ! But before you speak, take care to have your

minds duly informed and rightly affected about the per-

sons and the things of which you speak. Uprightness

sustains no necessary relationship even to bluntness.

Integrity disowns not only all kindred, but all commu
nion with insensibility to the feelings of those with

whom we have to do. Paul's sincerity is that of which

I am treating, and his was the sincerity which spake the

truth, but evermore spake the truth in love.

A third feature in his character was independence of

circumstances. I have referred you to his imprisonment

at Philippi. It was imprisonment of about the severest

kind. " The magistrates rent off their clothes, and

commanded to beat them. And, when they had laid

many stripes upon them, they cast there into prison,
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charging the jailor to keep them safely, who, having

received such a charge, thrust them into the inner

prison, and made their feet fast in the stocks." There,

in such a condition, they sui'ely were discouraged, dis-

comforted, dismayed! No pleasant intercourse now

—

no bounding hope—no strong consolation—no glorious

prospects—no rapturous aspirations. Why not ? Why,
they are in prison—they are in the inner prison,—they

are lying on the cold ground in the inner prison, with

their feet made fast iu the stocks,—and they are lying

there, not knowing what will be their doom of ignominy

and of suffeiing on the morrow. What then ? What
has this, or aught like this, to do with Paul's hopes,

with Paul's consolations, with Paul's confidence in

God? True, his body was shut up in prison, but his

soul, in its liberty, was at large. His limbs were fet-

tered, but his mind was free. Had he walked by sight,

he would have been dismayed, but able, amidst the

darkness and dreariness of the prison, to walk by faith,

be was strong in the Lord, and in the power of his

might. " At midnight Paul and Silas prayed, and sang

praises unto God, and the prisoners heard them."

Strange sounds to reverberate through the silence and

seclusion of a Phiiippian gaol—these sounds of solemn

supplication and sacred song ! Was there fanaticism in

the man? Did Paul sing in delirious, insane, fool-hardy

indifference to his lot ? Were the sounds, which the pri-

soners heard, the desperate, half-convulsive vociferations

of men who would otherwise have been overwhelmed

in woe ? Xot at all. Paul's prayer was an intelligent

act of unfaltering reliance upon God's providence, and

Paul's praise a spontaneous utterance of his enjoyment

of God's grace. Why should he tremble ? Why should
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he be alarmed ? Suppose he was in the hands of -wicked

men who were compassing his disgrace and his destruc-

tion ! The Lord was not going to suffer his faithfulness

to fail. Suppose that circumstances were weighing him

down to the very earth ! He was not the victim of cir-

cumstances after all.

Neither, Sirs, are you the victims of circumstances.

That they affect you powei'fully, is admitted ; that they

affect you irresistibly, is denied. They involve no stern

fatality against which you cannot struggle. They come

with no inherent force which you are unable to sur-

mount. They may, indeed, become your masters, but

you may become theirs. They may rule you, but you

may rule them. It is quite possible to bring them all

beneath your power, and so systematically and habitually

to subordinate them to your control, that they shall

finally succumb.

A lesson this of some moment at the present time,

perhaps to many among yourselves. I have known

young men throw all the blame of their profligacy, of

their intemperance, of their dishonesty, of their

indifference to religion, upon surrounding circumstances.

Had they been more favourably situated, they would

never have abstracted their employer's property, they

would never have crossed the threshold of the haunts

of vice, they would never have relinquished their

attendance on the services of the house of God. Cir-

cumstances have done it all.

Gentlemen,—let none of you thus deceive yourselves !

Circumstances may have provided you with the oppor-

tunity of doing evil, and they may, moreover, have

stimulated the desire to do evil, but every one of those

circumstances might have been mastered, just as every
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one of the like circumstances may be mastered at

present, or in the time to come.

There is no more necessity for your being ungodly

because you are surrounded by ungodliness, than there

was for Paul being gloomy because he was surrounded

by gloom. He could look, through the things seen, out

abroad upon the things which were unseen. So can

you. He could overcome evil when evil was threaten-

ing to overcome him. So can you. He could

say, in respect to society and pursuits not in themselves

sinful, " All things are lawful for me, but all things are

not expedient. All things are lawful for me, but I will

not be brought under the power of any." You may say

the same thing. God has given you a capability for

this personal independence of circumstances, and he has

provided you with all-sufficient help for the assex'tion

and the holding fast this independence. You need

not become the victim of unholy influences, the

bond-slave of untoward incidents, the creature of

all manner of impulses from without. God has

capacitated you for resistance, and if you put your trust

in him,—heartily, and habitually, and intelligently, and

evangelically, he will nerve you for resistance. You

will be in the world, but you will not be of it. Liable

to danger, you will escape it. Assailed by the fondest

blandishments, or endangered by the fiercest threats,

you will be unconquered, standing fast in the liberty of

the sons of God, as you say, " How can I do this great

wickedness and sin against God ?" Ever choose a situa-

tion, when choice may be offered you, whose circum-

stances will be the most favourable to your virtue and

your godliness. Don't be foolishly and absurdly reck-

less about where you are ; but, be it where it may.
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mind tljs, that no condition, however unfavourable,

will necessitate ungodliness ; and no condition, however

favourable, will, by itself, make you a man of God
You must be devoutly active, not slavishly passive. You
must recognise your power, and your obligation to use

your power. Not doing this, nothing will save you,

either from impurity, if assailed by the impure—or from

intemperance, if assailed by the intemperate—or from

dishonesty, if assailed by the dishonest—orfrom atheism,

if assailed by the atheistic. No circumstances will

save the man who is unfaithful to his vocation as a

moral agent. Were he placed, where Adam was placed,

in the garden of Eden, with its marvellous encourage-

ments to righteousness and true holiness, he would be a

transgressor there. Yea, were he placed by the tree of

life in the midst of the Paradise of God, he would be a

transgressor there. The fii'st transgression of all was

perpetrated there. As if on purpose to warn you agamst

mistaking your relation to circumstances, the first sin

that the creature ever perpetrated was perpetrated

amidst the surpassing and transcendent circumstances

of heaven. The man who is unconscious of his capa-

bility, and forgetful of his obligation and insensible of

his dependence upon God, will be wrong anywhere.

Tlie man who is conscious of his capability, and mind-

ful of his obhgation, and sensible of his dependence,

will be right anywhere. Profligacy will nut make him
profligate ; deism will not make make him deistical

;

vanity will not make him vain ; he will govern and not

be governed. Like Paul he will not be brought under

the power of any of the accidents of time and place.

With our illustrious example, though troubled on every

side, he will not be distressed— though perplexed, he
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will not be in despair— though persecuted, he will find

himself not forsaken— though cast down, not destroyed.

Another notable feature of Paul's character was moral

courage. On his journey to Jeinisalem from Asia Minor,

it was revealed to him by the Holy Ghost that in every

city bonds and afflictions were awaiting him. The

thing was certain beyond dispute. Now hear his lan-

guage, " None of these things move me, neither count

I my life dear unto myself, so that I may finish my
course with joy." You are catching the genuine,

rational, heaven-born heroism of this man of God. All

before him was uncertain. The darkness of his path

was enlightened only by a single ray, and that revealed

the awaiting prison-house. The obscurity of his pro

spect was illuminated no further than to disclose the

cruel bonds. All he knew was this, that at every step

tribulation was at hand. Nevertheless, with an un-

quivering lip, and an unshrinking eye, and an unyield-

ing step, he went on his way. Would he not avoid

the impending danger by compromise or by flight ?

This was actually put to him. When his companions

were informed of his jeopardy, they besought him not

to go up to Jerusalem. It was in vain. Had he not

counted all things loss for Christ ? For Christ, if it

must needs be so, he was ready to lose his life.

Not that he was apathetic, or misanthropic, or fana-

tical,— a man weaiy of his existence, a monomaniac

ambitious of a martyr's death. Not, either, that he

was an iron-hearted stoic, pretending, in his monstrous

moodiness, there was nothing in death to be concerned

about and nothing in life to be dearly loved. That

his humanity, at this moment, was the real hu-

manity of our species, we are sure, for he could
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not bear the grief and the lamentation of his friends,

as they besought him to be careful of hid life. Never

was there anything richer. " What, mean ye to weep

and break my heart ? " He could withstand the King

of Terrors, but he could not withstand their tears. The
heart, whose fortitude was unshaken at the roaring

of the beasts of prey, was positively tremulous as it

hearkened to their sobs. By cinielty such as only Nero

could elaborate was he indomitable, but by the effusions

of a generous friendship he was overwhelmed.

Clear, therefore, to demonstration was Paul's human-

ity. He had no more liking for persecution than you

have. Instinctively was he ready to rejoice with those

who did rejoice, and to weep with those who wept.

Albeit, he would hold on his way, fearless of all con-

sequences, bravely determined to do right. Not only

would he do nothing which his principles condemned,

he would do everything which those principles required

He stood ready, according to his convictions, to dare to

do anything whatsoever rather than offend God.

Be you as daring as was Paul ! You will need all

his bravery in order to be right, honourable, and con-

sistent men. The enunciation of unpalatable truth,

however considerately enunciated, will make many a

man your enemy, who would othei*wise have been your

friend. The adoption of an unfashionable course of

conduct, however unostentatiously adopted, will deprive

you of important patronage, which otherwise you would

have enjoyed. The adherence to your convictions of

right and wrong— that sort of adherence which will

be alike insensible to the smile of the flatterer and

the frown of the tyi'ant, will bring you often into

trouble,—for tlie time being even into disgrace. Though
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in different modes than formerly, yet, if you will live

godly in Christ Jesus, you will have to suffer perse-

cution. Make your minds up to suffer it. 1 know

this is much easier said thi',n done. It would be a far

easier thing, and a much more pleasant thing, to swim

with the current of popular opinion than to breast that

current and stem it right up to the fountain-head, I

know that very well. But I am dealing with the example

of a man who looked, not at what was easy, but at what

was right; and, with him as the example to be imi-

tated, I beseech you likewise, at the hazard of pleasant-

ness and ease, to look at what is right. If grave and

prudent men should talk to you plausibly about the

main chance, pouring out their pity that you will not

hold your peace, that you will not consent, for a while

at least, to be just nothing that you may aU the better

secure the main chance ; tell them that the main chance

with you is the favour of the Most High; tell them

that God never made you to be just nothing. You are

a man, and you came into the world with the foreor

dained and indefeasible obligation of proving all things

and of holding fast that which is good. And tell the

advocates of our conventional morality, and the slavish

admirers of anti-Christian law, substantially the same

thing. If they jout you beneath their ban, be it so

If they charge you with all manner of evil, never mind

If they say that it is eccentricity, not principle ; cha-

grin, not religiousness; obstinacy, not conscience; a

deeper form of worldly policy, not spirituality of mind,

—

let them say on. If they describe you in their co-

teries, or peradventure in their publications, as an

ambitious man— a disajipointed man— an illiterate man
— a self-important man— a violent man— still quietly

hold on your wav. Be more and more careful to put
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to silence the ignorance of these foolish men. Spare

no pains in evincing that their insinuations are calum-

nious, and in demonstrating that their accusations are

ail of them untrue. Take profoundest care never to

imbibe the spirit of the bigot, never to attract the sym-

pathies of the partisan. At the same time, prepare to

endure all that may be inflicted on you, rather than do

what you know you ought not to do, or leave undone that

which you are assured you are required to perform.

We want a great deal more Pauline courage in the

world ; and to you we look for it. Young men of Eng-

land—young men of Great Britain and Ireland rather !

humanity, groaning under a thousand wrongs, needs

your vigorous interposition. Christianity, doing des-

perate battle with the world, and the flesh, and the

devil, asks your co-operation in the conflict, with heart

and soul. Tnith, resisted by proud men who would

be paramount, and fettered by vain men who would be

wise, and modified by ambitious men who would be

popular, and misrepresented by selfish men who would

be innocent, and suppressed by timid men who would

be undisturbed,— truth, thus labouring on against evil,

summons you, in your manhood, to its aid

!

Put on the whole armoiu' of God, and obey the sum-

mons ! With your whole energy, with your whole fer-

vour, with your whole intelligence, take your own

place on the Lord's side, and occupy it until the Lord

shall come. Survey your difficulties, that you may sur-

mount them ; contemplate your enemies, that you may

withstand them; apprehend your responsibilities, that

you may discharge them ; realise it fully, in order that

you may walk worthy of the vocation wherewith you

have been called. Amidst the clearest convictions of an

enlightened judgment, and the right generous emotions
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of a loyal heart, get the notion of your personal proper

individuality, as a good soldier of Jesus Christ.

In the liviag consciousness of your regenerated na-

ture, await the orders of the Captain of your salvation.

Be the Greathearts of the world, and the Ironsides of

the Church, insci-ibing on your banner, " Not our

own ;

" taking for your watchword, " Valiant for the

truth
;

" emboldened with might in the inner man by

the pledge of your triumphant leader, " Be you faith-

ful unto death, and I will give you a crown of life."

Mark,— aye and mark well, how Paul was emboldened

by this veiy pledge, at a time when all foreign excite-

ment was withdrawn from him, and he was left, in his

oldest age, most severely and solitarily alone. He is

not surrounded by a thronging auditory, eager either

rapturously to applaud or scornfully to denounce. He
is not ti'avelling, in ardour and energy, and in the

greatness of his strength, from Jerusalem all round

about unto Illyricum, God causing him to triumph

in Christ, and making known the Saviour of his name
by him in every place. No. He is again in prison,

no companion associated with him now—no kindred

spirit with whom to reciprocate the precious charities

of evangelic love. He is all alone. A little more, and

he will be taken from his solitude to meet the in-

human stare, and to hear the savage exultation, of a

Koman mob. Yet a little while, and Nero,—that in-

carnation of all brutality,—will have him wrapped in the

vesture of fierce combustibles that he may burn like a

flaming torch, or he will have him mangled by cruci-

fixion on the ignominious tree, or he will have him
driven into the area of the Coliseum, there by beasts

of prey, in lingering excniciation, to be devoured. The
next sound that falls upon his ear may be the summons
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to come out, that thus, in mortal agony, he may be

destroyed.

Alive to all this, he thus soliloquises, " I know

whom I have believed, and I am persuaded that he is

able to keep what I have committed to him until that

day." He pauses—and then, as if planting his foot on

the Rock of Ages, and leaning on the throne of the

Eternal, wdth a confidence which has never been dis-

appointed, he proceeds, " I am now ready to be offered,

and the time of my departure is at hand. I have

fought a good fight. I have kept the faith. I have

finished my course. Hencefoi'ward there is laid up
for me a crowTi of righteousness, which the Lord, the

righteous Judge, will give me at that day." That was

moral courage in maturity. That was death swallowed

up in victory. That was coming off more than a con-

queror

Say yourselves, gentlemen, as you look on " such an

one, Paul the aged," in his prison-house, if his position

was not the climax of the heroic, the perfection of the

magnanimous, the consummation of the sublime.

The last featui'e of Paul's character which we specify

was his systematic and impassioned devotion to the

Gospel of Christ. And, when I speak of the Gospel,

I refer to the fact of Christ's substitutionaiy death, in

its bearing on the whole moral government of God.

Always intelligible and energetic, transparently lucid

withal, never is the Apostle so much so as when he

speaks or writes about the Cross of Christ. He posi-

tively labours for adequate phraseology, and, having ex-

hausted the wealthy treasures of his manifold vocabulaiy,

knows not what to do next with the thoughts yet un-

uttered, with the emotions still unexpressed. He
determined not to know anything among men. but
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Christ, aud him crucified. He declared, first of all,

that Christ died for our sins. So impulsively was

he affected when he thought of the work of human
redemption by the sacrifice of the Son of God, that he

exclaimed, " God forbid that I should gloiy, save in the

Cross of the Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world

is crucified unto me, and I unto the world."

And herein we find the souree of his magnanimity

—

the secret of his ever memorable self-sacrifice to God.

For great actions there must be great motives. Deeds

of renown require principles of power. In order to

any outward and visible sign of moral greatness, such

as I have described to-night, there must be answerable

inward spiritual grace. There was that grace in Paul.

jDo you ask for the motives of his humility and sincerity,

or do you inquire into the principles of his courage and

kindred virtues, he gives you the answer thus,—" The
love of Christ constrains us, because we thus judge

that, if one died for all then were all dead ; and that

he died for all, that they which live should live hence-

forth not unto themselves, but unto him who died for

them and rose again."

This dying of Christ for all was not just an article of

his creed, and nothing more ; the thing laid hold of him

as a possession ; it bare him right away with itself

Had the only-begotten Son of God actually been made

flesh—had he who was with the Father before the foun-

dation of the world become the man Christ Jesus—had

he to whom it appertained to be equal with God, become

obedient unto death, even the death of the Cross ?

And had he done all this in order to rectify the con

fusion of a disordered universe, to restore our lapsed

humanity to its primeval loyalty to God, to do for man.

all comprehensively, what man never could have done foj
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himself, and what, otherwise, even God never could

have done for him ? Was it so that the human race

would never have been perpetuated— that man's pro-

bation would never have been established— that the

sinner's salvation could never have been guaranteed

apart from the great mystery of godliness ? Was all

such virtue as remained to man by nature, and all such

excellency as had been exhibited by man through grace,

—was it all attributable exclusively to the mediation of

the Lamb ofGod ? Then he could only speak, and think,

and write of the Lamb of God with ecstasy.

Reverence was suitable, but reverence was not enough.

Admiration was appropriate, but admiration was not

sufi&cient. The homage of the inner man was con-

gruous in the last degree, but the homage of the inner

man was all inadequate.

" On such a theme 'twas impious to he calm,

Passion was reason—transport temper here."

So thought Paul, and so he acted throughout his illus-

trious career. Hear his own account of the philosophy

of that career,—an account which brings the whole matter

right home to our apprehensions as a career quite imit-

able by ourselves : "I am crucified with Christ, neverthe-

less I live
;

yet not I, but Christ liveth in me, and the

life which I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of

the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for

me." In that one paragraph you have all I mean.

You see there how Paul got to be what he was ; and

you see just how you may get to be substantially like

him. Would you be like him in his masculine humi-

lity? Would you resemble him in his genuine sin-

cerity ? Would you imitate him in his lofty independ-

ence of circumstances? Would you be just the same
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sort of man in moral courage ?—then glor}% as he glo

ried in the Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Look to it, that you are neither complacent legal-

ists, nor orthodox formalists, nor evangelical sentiment-

ahsts ! Let your reliance upon the suretyship and

sacrifice of Christ be the practical, conscious, experi-

mental reliance of men, who feel that but for that surety-

ship they are lost. Never discourse about religion but as

the religion of a sinner. Never talk of man's relation-

ship to God but with reference to an Intercessor.

Never suffer the dogma to go uncontradicted that the

idea of an atonement is outrageous, or that the pro

visions of the Lord's atonement are niggardly and mean.

Get all— indoctrinated with the love of Christ which

passeth knowledge. Aim, as the great business of

your lives, to comprehend the heights, and depths, and

lengths, and breadths, of the love of Christ. Let the

life you live in the flesh be a life of faith on the Son of

God, and in your measure you will be just what Paul

was, a man of God thoroughly furnished unto all good

works.

I am the more anxious to urge this peculiarity on

your adoption, on account of a two-fold jeopardy in

which it is placed at the present time.

There are men who make light of the atonement, not

after the manner exactly of the last generation, but

after their own manner of significant suggestion, of in-

credulous inquiry, of half-respectful, but half-satirical

surprise. Taking some most indefensible expression, or

some series of most indefensible expressions, from a

theological treatise, or an ecclesiastical formulary, or an

orthodox hymn-book, they will make the most of its un -

happy phraseology, and then ask you if this doctrine of

T
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the Cross has any claim on your respect. As if they

had been talking of the doctrine of the Cross ! As if

they had honourably and comprehensively set forth the

doctrine which they want us to despise ! Abandon, by

all means, any phraseology that is fairly objectionable.

Give no advantage to philosophy, falsely so called, by

the careless use eithf^r of the language or of the illus-

trations of our theologic schools. Take all kinds of

care to lay hold of the doctrine as Paul held it ; but lay

hold, and keep hold of it, with all your heart. You may
be told that you live in an age of cant. You may be

told that the simplicity of the Gospel is a thing now

but rarely to be met with. You may be told that,

through the labours of certain great minds on the Con-

tinent, and of their disciples elsewhere, the antiquated

notion that guilt needs the interposition of a sacrifice

for its forgiveness, and the absurd notion that interpo-

sition has been rendered through the death of the Son

of God, have all been exploded, that the really intellec-

tual give no credence to them, that by the philosophical

thinkers they are now wholly given up. You may be

told all this with a view to get you to give them up too.

But, gentlemen, be you still imitators of Paul. Keep

to the philosophy of religion as laid down by him. If

he teaches that Christ was made sin for you, believe him.

If he teaches that we have redemption through the blood

of Christ, believe him. If he teaches that there remaineth

no other sacrifice for sin, and that the man who re-

jecteth his sacrifice must endure a fearful looking for

of judgment, and even fieiy indignation, believe him.

Our end is gained if you will believe the doctrine which

Paul inculcated, and glory as he gloried in the Cross of

our Lord Jesus Chi'ist; by which— observe it well— by
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which Cross he was crucified unto the world, and the

world unto him. This was the victory which overcame

the world, even his faith.

Then there are men who, whilst helieving the atone-

ment of Christ, do, nevertheless, withhold it, and insist

on the impropriety of disclosing it except to a favoured

few. They would have a system exoteric for the vulgar,

and another system esoteric for the refined. I quote

their language :
" As to the prevailing notion, that it

is necessary to bring forward the doctrine of the atone-

ment explicitly and prominently on all occasions, it is

evidently quite opposed to what we consider the teach-

ing of Scripture. The Church is entii'ely a system of

reserve. The one instance in her usages which par-

takes least of this resei-ved character is the practice of

preaching, which she merely sanctions and admits. The

doctrine of the atonement, as once made upon the Cross,

is the exclusive possession of the serious and practised

Christian."

Anticipating the objection, that thus the doctrine of

the atonement is comparatively useless, that, in fact, it

is disparaged and depreciated, these advocates of resene

reply, " By no means. We thus make it the very

nighest of all things— a talent of excellent worth—the

veiy jewel of great price, infinitely sacred and divine."

But, gentlemen, how transparent the fallacy of this re-

ply ! It is just as if a class of men were to enclose the

light of the morning in some inner chamber— to shut

up the precious air in some holiest of all,—and then,

addressing themselves to the xminitiated, amidst their

exhaustion and their gloom, to discourse to them in

priestly cadences and awful tones, about the unrivalled

beauty of the light and the inestimable value of the

air
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Suppose such a case, and in the mockery of human
miserj' which it embodies, and in the counteraction of

the Divine purposes which it attempts, you may see the

sophistiy of describing the atonement as invaluable,

whilst from the people the atonement is withheld. " Re-

veal the light," the man in obscurity would demand ;

" its beauty is its action on my eye." " Distribute the

air," the man in extremity would implore; "its value

is its operation on my lungs." Just so with the atone-

ment of Christ. It must be promulgated, exj^ounded,

enforced, ere it will become the power of God unto

salvation.

Hence the urgency of my entreaty to you to hold

hard by the Gospel. Unless you mind you will be

corrupted from the simplicity which is in Christ. From

the most opposite directions are you endangm'ed. Neo-

logy, with its ponderous reading, will tempt you to

emasculate the Gospel. Popeiy, far more insidious

from Oxford than from Rome, will entice you to the

fellowship of those who make the Cross of Christ of

none effect. And let this be done effectively. Let the

enemies of the Cross of Christ secure your society and

ycur sympathies with them, and farewell to any hope

that you will be as humble as was Paul, as sincere, as

courageous, as independent of the accidental circum-

stances of time and place. Never were cause and

effect more indissolubly united than were Paul's opinions

and Paul's conduct—Paul's principles and Paul's prac-

tice—Paul's faith and Paul's works. His works were

all attributable to his faith ; and his faith had invariable,

and systematic, and right grateful reference to the truth,

that God had made Christ to be sin for us, though he

knew no sin, that we might be made the righteousness

of God in him.
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And now to conclude. Much more might have been

said ; many other peculiarities of Paul's character might

have been adduced ; to various instructive incidents

besides in his remarkable history, might V7e have given

heed. We might have closeted ourselves with Paul

when, as a son with a father, Timothy was commvming

with him on the momentous affairs of the new-formed

church. We might have stood in the sick chamber of

Trophimus at Miletum, and have seen Paul minister-

ing, gently as a nurse, to his necessities, until, summoned

to another sphere of duty, he knelt down, and in falter-

ing accents commended his friend to God in prayer.

We might have opened the door of Aquila's house at

Corinth, and have found Paul at the loom there, weav-

ing his appointed task of tent-cloth ; cheei'ily, but hard

at work. We might have gone to Mars Hill, and

finding Paul alone in the early morning, have seen

him at first wrapt in absorbing thought, and then

presently agonised with irrepressible emotion, be-

Ciiuse the city was wholly given to idolatry. We
might have placed ourselves on board the ship which

was bearing him to Italy, and, whilst alarmed at

the danger of the Euroclydon which she had been

encountering now a long fourteen days, we might

have admired Paul's attitude and have been awed

by his authority, when, just visible amidst the gloom,

and quite audible amidst the storm, he stood forth

amidst the distracted crew of the weather-beaten ves-

sel, and bade them be of good cheer. We might

have pressed into the court-house at Cassarea, when, with

great pomp, Bernice, and Agrippa, and Festus, and the

chief captains, and the principal men of the city, were

assembling, evidently for some special entertainment

;

and. having got a view of the prisoner who was being
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arraigned, we might have found that it was Paul ; and,

hearkening to his wonderful oration, we might have seen

Festus so moved that he could not repress his admira-

tion, and Agrippa so moved that he was nearly per-

suaded to be a Christian ; and, wondering in ourselves,

what would come next, we might have witnessed that

masterpiece of all perorations— that finest, most gra-

phic, all-incomparable appeal,—" I would to God, that

not only thou, but also all that hear me this day, were

both almost, and altogether such as I am, except,"

pointing then to the chain suspended from his out-

stretched arms, " except these bonds." All this might

have been done at length and with great advantage

had time permitted. Time forbidding, we must be

content.

One word, and I have done. Excellent as was Paul's

example, it was not perfect. Only one example was

ever perfect—the example of our blessed Lord. To that

ultimately must we have respect. According to that, as

to our standard, should we aim to act. Judged by that

standard, Paul himself was imperfect.

A single illustration of the superiority of the Saviour

to the Apostle must suffice. We find Paul on one

occasion, when standing before the council, shamefully

entreated by the high-priest. We find Christ, on a

similar occasion, shamefully entreated by the high-

priest also. How did Paul demean himself? He
indignantly exclaimed, " God shall smite thee, thou

whited wall !" How did Christ demean himself? " He
answered never a word."

Be you, then, followers of Paul ; but only as he was

a follower of Christ.
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MONEY.

" Money," says Dr. Adam Smith, " is the great

wheel of circulation and distribution,—the great instru-

ment of commerce." Torrens compares money to '• a

highroad or navigable river, which, by facilitating ex-

changes and perfecting the divisions of employment, in-

creases to an incalculable extent the mass of wealth."

Thomas Carlyle calls money " the master-organ— the

soul s seat—the pineal gland of the body social." Henry
Noel Humphreys describes money as " one of the in-

ventions that has had the greatest effect upon the des-

tiny of man, influencing the course and form of his

progressive civilisation more, perhaps, than any other."

" Money," writes John Stuart Mill, " is the medium
through which the incomes of the different members of

the community are distributed to them, and the mea-

sure by which they estimate their possessions."

Turning from political economists, from philosophers,

and from numismatists, to poets, hear Thomas Hood
sing,—Hood, with laughter always on his lip, and with

seriousness ever in his soul,

—

" Gold ! gold ! gold ! gold !

Bright and yellow, hard and cold,

Molten, graven, hammer'd, and roll'd ;

Heavy to get and li^ht to hold
;
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Hoarded, barter'd, bought and sold,

Stolen, borrow'd, squander'd, doled:

Spum'd by the young, but hugg'd by the old

I'o the very verge of the churchyard-mould

;

Price of many a ciime untold

;

Gold! gold! gold! gold!

Good or bad a thousand-fold !

How widely its agencies vary,

—

To save—to ruin—to cm-se—to bless

—

As even its minted coins express,

—

Now stamp'd with the image of Good Queen Bess,

And now of a Bloody Marj."

With similar' thoughts, though in a different strain,

wrote the devout Herbert, more than two centuries

" Money, thou bane of bUss and source of woe,

^\^lence comest thou, that thou art so fresh and fine '?

I know thy parentage is base and low

:

Man found thee poor and dirty in a mine.

Sure thou didst so little contribute

To this great kingdom, which thou now hast got,

That he was fain, when thou wast destitute,

To dig thee out of thy dark cave and grot.

Then forcing thee, by fii-e he made thee bright

:

Nay, thou hast got the face of man ; for we

Have with our stamp and seal transfeiT'd our right

:

Thou art the man, and man but di'oss to thee.

INIan calleth thee his wealth, who made thee rich ;

And while he digs out thee, falls in the ditch."

All the utterances we have quoted are but the echoes

of voices which address us through the Holy Scriptures.

The Bible saith, " Money answereth all things;" "Money

is a defence ;" " The love of money is the root of all

evil.

According to these representations, money is an in

strument of peculiar and e.xtended power ; e.xerting an
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influence on production, on exchange, on the manners

and morals of society, on the outer and inner life of

mankind. Moreover, in giving money this position,

philosophers, poets, political economists, and inspired

men, agree.

But for testimony to the power of money I need not

go to books. Out of the mouths of men proceeds suffi-

cient evidence. I hear politicians call money " Th<'

sinews of war ;' and they mean, too, the sinews for other

conflicts than the struggles of flesh and blood. And to

come nearer this audience—did my ears betray me when

I heard a young man translating the word by which I

have designated the topic of this lecture, and, using the

language common to thousands, say not, " I am going

to hear a lecture on Money "— but, " I am going to hear a

lecture on the main chance ?"

We have shewn the importance of our theme by words

of poetry, philosophy, and Scripture ; but if destitute

of such support, we could have sanctioned the selection

of our topic by that free and easy phraseology of men
which, because it pours out the abundance of the heart,

e.xJiibits the relation of the subject of this lecture to the

hopes and fears, to the joys and sorrows, of the great

mass of mankind.

Being, then, in contact with this wide subject, Monet,
what shall we attempt ? We shall tiy to utter a few

true words on the Histort and Philosopht, on the

Use and Abuse of Money : we shall do this with the

intent of arousing to the study of this topic those who
have not read and thought upon it,— of encouraging in

the study those who have entered on the investigation,

— and of ministering both a stimulus for the use and

an antidote for the abuse of an instrument so mani-
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festly and pre-eminently potent alike for good and for

evil.

We begin with the History of Money. A good

sketch of the history of metallic money maybe gathered

from the Bible. Metals, the utility of which is second

only to food, were early discovered and employed. Ac-

cording to Moses, metals came into use in the seventh

generation from Adam. But it is not until 1700

years have elapsed, that we read of metals as a medium

of exchange. In the Book of Genesis, Abraham is

said to have been rich in cattle, in " silver and in gold."

We read the words " hotir/ht with money " as words used

in Abraham's day, and are informed of the patriarch's

receiving a present of " a thousand pieces of silver."

But following these incidental notices of metallic money

is a record of an act of exchange, in which the precious

metals were the medium. We read, " And Abraham

weighed to Ephron the silver .... four hundred shekels

of silver current with the merchant." This is the

earliest record of exchange. But in the same book

similar transactions are recorded. A lad is sold for

twenty pieces of silver. Money is mentioned as the

propeity of women ; a iBeld is bought for one hundred

pieces of money ; com is sold for money ; and we meet

with the phrases, " bundles of money," and " money in

full iceight." According to the Book of Genesis, a me-

tallic money was current in Egypt, in Canaan, and in

intermediate and surrounding countries ; it was current

at a very early period, say from 2000 years B. c.

;

it was passed by weight, not by tale ; it was in the

form of spikes, like the ancient Greek obolus ; pieces

of particular weight and quality were current ; super-

abundant produce was turned into this money ; and it
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was used in the purchase of land, corn, slaves— of all

that money could be supposed in that day to command.

In the other books of Moses, money is mentioned as an

instrument well known ; and we read of pecuniary accu-

mulations, loans, and gifts ; of sales and purchases

thi'ough money as the medium ; and of money as bound

up in the hand,— money being distinguished through-

out from " garments" and from the "stuff." Laws

concerning Usury are also given.

The Book of Job stands next, chronologically, to the

books of Moses. Hence we learu that metallic money

was known in the land we now call Syria,— that there

were pieces of current weight, and that money was ex

changed for labour and for produce.

Throughout the ivritings of the Old Testament we read

of money as gain and as presents, of land valued in

money, of money treasured, laid out for labour and ex-

acted as tribute, of ransom-money, borrowed money, and

of money exchanged for produce ; and it is spoken of as

in bags, and as passed by weight ; it is also distinguished

from stuff and other property. Usury is also repeatedly

mentioned.

Let it be observed, that in a cycle of history as wide

as that of fourteen centuries we have no record of any

great change in money. Money is still metal, gold and

silver (chiefly silver) ; it is uncoined, and passed by

weight. An illustration of this occurs in the history of

Jeremiah. Jeremiah says, " I bought the field of

Hanameel, and weighed him the money, seventeen

shekels of silver." This accords precisely with the ac-

count of Abraham's purchase of Machpelah some fifteen

centuries before.

But when we look into the New Testmnent money
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wears a different aspect. There we read of another metal

— gold, silver, and brass or bronze ; there we find money

not in bundles in the hand or in the sack,but in purses ;

there we observe image and superscription on money

;

there we see money in pieces of known value,— the

mite, the farthing, the penny, the pound, the stater, the

talent ; there we have the table of the money-changer

;

there, in fact, we find recognised all the circumstances

which belong to a coined metallic currency. So that

while in the Old Testament we have the same functions

given to money that are awarded it in the New, there is

this difference,— in the older book we have an uncoined

metallic currency, and in the more modem book a cur-

rency of coin.

From the Scriptures we learn that a metallic medium

of exchange was common in Egypt, Canaan, and sur-

rounding countries, as early as 2000 b. c. ; and that in

the lifetime of Christ coined metallic money was cur-

rent throughout the Roman empire,— au empire which

at that period embraced the then known world.

We turn from the Bible to other writings. What is

the profane, the classical history of Money ? Let us

take the oldest classic poet and the most ancient his-

torian—Homer and Herodotus. Homer is generally be-

lieved to have lived at the beginning of the ninth cen-

tuiy before the Christian era. Now Homer frequently

alludes to transactions of barter, and he introduces a

measure of value ; but he makes no mention of metallic

money. He speaks of wine being purchased by the ex-

change of oxen, slaves, and iron ; and he estimates suits

of armour by oxen—a suit of golden ai'mour by a hundred

oxen, and a panoply of copper armour by nine oxen. Now,

the fact that Homer never mentions metallic money is
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evidence that, in his day, it did not exist in the lands

which his eye and his song commanded. His writings

affoi'd ample occasion for the mention of metallic

money, both as a medium of exchange and as a measure

of value ; and the genius of Homer would certainly

have introduced this invention to his song had it

been known to him. The exchange which Homer re-

cords is simple barter without any common medium. It

13 said that his stepfather was paid in wool for the

lessons he gave the youth of Smyrna in music and

letters.

Come forward four hundred years. Herodotus lived

in the fifth centuiy before the Christian era. Writing

of the Lydians, he testifies, " They are the first of all

nations we know of that introduced the art of coining

gold and silver." This author also attributes the coin-

ing of money in Persia to Darius Hystaspes, and the

first coinage in Egypt to one Aryandes, a governor sub-

ject to this Darius ; while he refers to coined money

among the Greeks as well known and generally em-

ployed.

From the day of Herodotus forward mention is made

by classical writers of coined money as a common com-

mercial instrument ; these testimonies to the invention

of coining, and to various circumstances connected with

coined metallic money, proving coinage to have been

known in the day of Aristophanes, Aristotle, Thucy-

dides, and others. And it should be remarked, that

both Greek and Roman writers speak of their respective

countries as beginning with exchange in kind, then

passing to exchange by the rough metallic medium,

thence to metal bars and rings, and rising from the use

of that medium to coinage.
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Those sources of information to which we have access

have supplied us -with the following outline of the histoiT

of money. Take this histor}', fii'st, in its connexion icith

different countries. Concerning Ancient Assyria, Layard

writes, " Although the precious metals were known at a

very early period—even Abram, a dweller in tents, being

rich in gold and silver,

—

no coins have been discovered

amongst the Assyrian ruins, nor is there anything i7i the

Sculptures to shew that the Assyrians were acquainted

with money as in Egypt. Metals in their rough state,

or in bars or rings, may have been passed by weight, or

if precious as ring ingots, or as gold dust, in exchange

for merchandise and in other transactions, but not as

stamped coins or tokens.'''' Layard adds, " It is remark-

able that no coin has as yet been discovered in Egyptian

ruins." The sculptures of ancient Egj-pt exhibit me-

tallic money in the shape of rings ; and it is all but cer-

tain that, with the exception of the attempt named by

Herodotus, there was no coinage in Egypt until intro-

duced by the Greek sovereigns. In Asia Minor the

Lydians had gold coinage at the close of the ninth

century before Christ. In Gf-reece Proper there were

coins at the close of the eighth century before Christ.

The laws of Solon, promulgated about 590 B.C., refer

extensively to metallic money ; thus proving coined

money to have been well known among the Greeks

in the day of Solon. The Romans had a coinage of

their own as early as the fifth century before Christ.

Judea had no independent coin until the time of Simon

Maccabeus, about 144 B.C., and this was speedily super-

seded by Roman coin. Britain had no coined money in

Caesar's day, for he says, writing of the Britons, " They

used for money brass or iron rings, sized at a certain
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weight." It is probable, therefore, that coinage was

introduced to this country by the Romans, although

gold coins exist, which are said to be British, of a very

early date. Noel Humphreys states, " It appears that

the art of coinage, finding its way northward through

Macedonia and Thrace, must have at a veiy early period

found its way into Transalpine Gaul, and even Sivitzer-

land."

Having carefully weighed the evidence, we incline to

the opinion that the invention of coined money belongs

to the Lydians. The constructive character of that

people, the position of their country, the splendid gold

mines to which they had access, the golden sands of

their river Pactolus, the testimony of gold coin still in

existence, the general accuracy of Herodotus in matters

of fact, and the support given to his statement by several

other classic authors, all favour this opinion. Then, as

the Greeks, and Persians, and Romans, were contem-

porary and successive centres of power and civilisation,

the art of coinage was spread by their means, until

coined metal became a common medium of exchange

among all civilised nations.

If you read the history of money by the substances

employed as media, it mns thus,—Produce not metallic,

gold, silver, iron, copper, bronze, platina, leather tokens,

and paper. Lydia and Persia begin with gold. Greece

starts with silver,—hence, in the tongue of the Greek,

silver and money are synouymes. Rome had ultimately

gold and silver, but started with copper,—copper and

money being synonymes in the Roman tongue.

Reading the histoiy of money in connexion with the

fine arts, we have metal in irregular pieces—pieces in

shape as rings, pieces struck on the die, pieces cast.

z
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We have first but one side ornamented, the other bear-

ing the rude mark of the punch ; then both sides are

embellished. And we pass from initial letters to names,

from one word to several, from a head to an entire form,

from one form to a group, from rude execution to forms

worthy of Phidias and of that land of genius and beauty

whence that immortal sculptor sprang.

Monetary interests and institutions may be I'anged as

follows :

—

Lending money on interest is named in Exodus

as a transaction well known in Moses's day. The fact

that the metal was uncoined would not prevent this

transaction. M'Cullagh " On the Industrial History

of Free Nations," referring to Athens, states, "A great

many persons lived on the interest of money, and trade

was carried on to a great extent by sums borrowed for a

certain number of months at a stipulated percentage.

Of these transactions, and of the forms of security by

which they were defined, the legislature took special

and minute cognisance. A considerable portion of the

capital employed in foreign and domestic trade was thus

obtained; and as the easy and enjoying habits of the

better classes, and the custom of distributing property

among the children according to their need or their

desert, combined to check permanent accumulations,,

money in large masses was comparatively scarce, and

the interest high ; ten per cent being considered rea-

sonable, and fifteen and twenty per cent being often

given."

Concerning Mints, Dr. Schmitz (in that rich treasury

of classic lore, " Dr. W. Smith's Dictionary of Greek

and Roman Antiquities,") writes, " In G-reece every free

and independent city had the right to coin its own

money." " We do not hear of any ofiicers connected with
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the management or the superintendence of the Aiheniai

mint. How far the right of coining money was a pri

vilege of the central government of Attica is unknown ;

but the extant coins shew that at least some demes of

Attica had the i-ight of coining, and it is probable that

the government of Athens only watched over the weight

and purity of the metal, and that the people in their

assembly had the right of regulating everything con-

cerning the coining of money." The same author states,

" The whole regulation and management of the Boman

mint and its oflBcers during the time of the Republic is

involved in very great obscurity." He adds that, •' pro-

bably every Roman citizen had the right to have his

gold and silver coined at the public mint under the

superintendence of its officers ;" that " subject countries

and provinces -were not deprived of the right of coining

their money ;" but that from " the time of Augustus

coining silver and gold became the exclusive privilege of

the emperor ;" that " from Gallienus all money was

coined by the emperor, and that Roman quaestors and

proconsuls took charge of the mints in the provinces."

Gibbon expresses a similar opinion. English minting

dates back to the Anglo-Saxon period, and involves an

interesting branch of our national history.

Banlis and hankers are of very ancient date. At
Rome " there were private bankers, who did all kinds

of broking, commission, and agency business for their

customers." In the cloisters around the Forum were

their shops, and they attended sales as agents, assayed

and proved money, received deposits, kept the account-

book of their customers, and in the modern sense of the

word were bankers. Men of similar occupation seem to

have existed among the Greeks*
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English banks and banking cannot be treated here

The Bank of England, the Stock Exchange, and Joint-

Stock Banks, are each topics deserving the discussion of

a separate lecture. To Francis's admirable volumes on

the Stock Exchange and Bank of England

—

to Gil-

bart's instructive Treatises on Banking, and to Hard-

castle's "Banks and Bankers"— we refer those who
seek information on these institutions.

From what has been said it will be observed that the

historical origin of uncoined metallic money is unknown,

and that the progress of monetary invention was slow,

unstamped metal having existed at least a thousand years

befoie coinage. The earliest coinage on which men have

been able to fix their eye is in the ninth century b.c.

From that time metallic money has spread, until now
it is the currency of the world. The races still adhering

to simple barter are very few, and of course uncivilised.

The invention of cotton paper and the art of printing

made the medium of exchange yet more elastic ; and it

remains to be seen whether men will substitute the

messages of the electric telegraph for promissory notes

and bills of exchange. The speed of the transaction

would suit them, but the accuracy and safety— ! ! !

How like our own history is all general history ! To
ourselves the real is in the neai'est past— this is linked

to the poetry of the remoter past— and beyond this

poetry is oblivion. Our earliest infancy is oblivion, our

childhood and youth poetry, our manhood is alone

reality. And so the events of the centuries nearest us

are true history, the facts of centuries beyond are

clothed from fancy's busy and splendid looms, and the

centuries beyond them are down deep in the darkness

of human ignorance and forgetfulness.
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We advance to the Philosophy of Money.

Are we supposing the improbable, when we imagine

that many men are livdng on the banks of our river

Thames, who daily see it run by them,— witness its

tidal changes— its highest floods and lowest ebbs — see

it more or less troubled and turbid— speak of its speed

and depth and breadth— and make it the channel of

their own commercial dealings ; but who have never

asked. Where does it rise ? What makes it tidal? "What is

the length of its course? and Whither does it flow?

Moreover, would not some men stand by, while that

river drowned their wharfs by its floods, or forsook their

quays in drought, and never inquire into the cause?

We believe there are such men. And a writer in the

" British Quarterly Review " declares his belief, that mul-

titudes occupy this very position in relation to the science

of money. He writes, " We think it was Dr. Johnson,

who on hearing a concerto played, which he was informed

was very difficult, replied, ' He wished with all his heart

it had been impossible !
' Probably nineteen men out of

every twenty, nay ninety-nine out of every hundred,

when they happen to hear anything said about the ques-

tion of the currency, feel a sentiment not very dis-

similar." The reviewer adds, " No man, whatever may

be his intellectual resources in other respects, can really

understand the history of his country for the last century

and a half who is unacquainted with this question." The

discussion of this branch of our subject we know is

important, and we wish to make it both useful and

interesting. We venture the following definition of

money,

—

Money w an instrunitnt of exchange of common and

known value, serving the double purpose of a mediion of
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exchange, and a standard of value. On Plato's explica

tion of classification, viz. " seeing one in many, and

many in one," this definition will stand. Generically it

includes tlie many materials of common and recognised

value, -which have discharged the business of money, and

specifically it excludes the commodities which are mere

accidents of barter. Let us look into the matter.

Commerce— the exchange of one commodity for an-

other

—

is the offspring of God. It is not a creation by

God, but it is born of God. Exchange is as really

the offspring of God as the sons and daughters of Adam.

Only the first human pair were created, all other human

beings are bom of them Yet being bom of Adam
according to Divine arrangement, they are by virtue of

those laws born of God. Certain circumstances originate

commerce— these circumstances are divinely appointed.

Commerce is the inevitable produce of these conditions,

and commerce may on these grounds be said to be of

God, The circumstances which originate exchange are

certain geographical and physiological laws. Thus, dif-

ferent latitudes are favourable to different productions.

In northern latitudes we find iron, fur, and hemp. In

southern latitudes we have cotton, coffee, spices, sugar,

and rice. In intermediate latitudes we have wheat,

wool, and flax. By indubitable signs one countiy is

shewn to be best fitted for agriculture, and another for

manufactures. These "aptitudes"—to borrow a term

from Dr. Wayland of America— these aptitudes are not

only given to separate countries, but to distinct portions

of the same country. And the yielding aptitudes of the

earth are responded to by the producing aptitudes of men.

One man can do what another man cannot do. One man

likes to do what another dislikes. And of a number of
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things which any ten men can do, and like to do, each

one of the ten will excel his fellow in the style of accom-

plishing some particular work. Now, by each man ap-

plying himself to that kind of labour to which he is most

adapted, he produces most and will possess most. But

mark another fact. While men have particular qualifi-

cations for particular employments, and while countries

are adapted to yield particular produce, every man wants

more than he can produce, and desires more than his oivn

country yields. The shoemaker cannot clothe himself

with shoes. Tlie tailor wants a stiffer covering for his

feet than cloth. The builder cannot eat his houses.

The farmer cannot construct a dwelling of his wheat.

The wheat-grower will relish some coffee, and has a

tooth for sugar. The coffee and sugar-planter require

wheat. The cotton-grower will be benefited by con-

tributions from all.

Now, what do we want in order to secure to men pro-

ducing one thing, the advantage of the productions of

other men ? What do we need to give the blessing of

each land to all lands ? We need but that simple

arrangement—exchange. And money—What is money ?

Money is an instrument for facilitating exchanges.

Allow me here to remark, that when we observe how

God has given to particular soils and climates distinct

increase — when we see that God has distributed facul-

ties, facilities, and dispositions for labour among the sons

of men—we are made to long for the day when between

fellow-citizens and between nations there shall be " free-

dom of labour, and freedom of sale ; competition with

all the world, and competition for all the world." On
the policy of particular political measures professing to
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recognise these principles, there is room for diversity of

opinion ; hut the principles are immutably estahlished

hy the providence of God.

But to return. The aptitudes of countries ; the apti-

tudes of men ; the wants and the wishes of mankind,

secure division of labour ; division of labour begets ex-

change ; and exchange has begotten money.

We must recur to the history of money to develope

monetaiy science. Tt is needful here to remind you,

that in the earliest periods of exchange a fixed medium

was unknoion. Then, men bartered their surplus wealth

for whatever other surplus a neighbour might be ready

to part with and they desire to take. Such exchanges

were, however, necessarily limited. Adjustment was

difficult and uncertain, and labour, enterprise, and skill

were depressed. The next step was to make commodities

of general value the instrument of exchange. A nd we

read in the early histoiy of civilised nations and in

accounts of uncivilised countries, of skins, cattle, corn,

salt, shells, fish, and sugar, discharging monetary func-

tions. But the imperfections of these media were early

developed. A skin could not advantageously be divided

when the owner wished an object of inferior value.

Against cattle lie similar objections. Com is divisible,

but a valuable quantity is bulky and heavy. Salt and

shells, fish and sugar, are all perishable and weighty ; and

these articles, with those already named, vary in value,

according to the state of pasture, crops, and fisheries.

As time rolls on, another medium of exchange is wanted

— is sought and found

Some have affiliated money to " necessity

;

" and cer-

tainly necessity had much to do with its birth But we
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would rather say, industry has strong instincts— in-

stincts that are both wise and inventive ; and these in-

stincts of industry gave money birth.

That medium of exchange must be best which unites

in itself the largest amount of the following qualities :
—

sameness of value both as to time and place, divisibihty,

durability, and facility of transportation. The metals

— especially gold and silver— possess all these quali

ties in a great degree. We may have them in tons or

in grains : wear is slow ; fire will not destroy them

;

when divided, they can be fused again and re-blended ;

and, except where large values are concerned, they are

easily conveyed from place to place. Because metals

possess these qualities, they were early and (in civilised

countries) imiversally adopted as a medium of exchange

Throughout a long period, metals were used in ex

change, either in a rough state or as bars and rings.

But the passing of uncoined metal as money involved

weighing and assaying. Apart fi'om this mode of deter-

mining both the quality and the quantity of the metal,

exchange could not be accurately conducted. Yet this

weigliing and assaying are slow, laborious, and uncertain

processes ; and for these evils the instincts of industry

found a remedy. Coinage is that remedy. Coined

money is metal so stamped, and shaped, and sized, as

that by its form and inscription you are, according to the

etymon of the word money, advised of its value. Herein

is great advantage. Coined money can be passed by

tale ; weighing and assaying are needless ; labour and

time are saved ; and the strength and hours which the

mere act of exchange would engulph can now be em-

ployed in wider barter, and consecrated to extended

production. Money is an instrument for facilitating ex-
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changes. " To the establisliment of the towns, more

particularly of the colonies, and to the regular inter-

course kept up between them, has been attributed the

introduction of coined money among the Greeks."

The commercial principle on which metallic money is

based is that of quid pro quo

—

value for value. Metallic

money is not an f.rbitrary sign of value, but value.

" Money," says Stuai't Mill, " is a commodity, and its

value is determined, like that of other commodities,

temporarily, by demand and supply ;
permanently, and

on the average, by the cost of production." Sustained

by this authority, we repeat—money is not an arbitrary

sign and measure of value ; but it is one commonly recog-

nised and equably sustained value—the measure, repre-

sentative, and exchangeable medium of all other values.

Thus I give a penny for a box of lucifers ; the cost of pro-

ducing these two things is equal—the demand for them is

equal. I exchange a shilling for a quire of paper ; the

cost of producing the paper and the shilling, and the

demand for the paper and shilling, are both equal. And
when I say a box of lucifers sells for a penny, and the

price of a quire of paper is one shilling, the penny and

the shilling are the measure of the value of the lucifers

and paper.

We limit some of the foregoing remarks to metallic

and commodity money. We exclude from some of our

observations paper money.

Paper currency is an instrument valueless in itself,

measuring and representing value. The basis of paper-

money is credit in the issuer's professions of wealth

and jjrobity. The issuer of paper-money promises to pay,

and orders payment ; and the value of the paper depends

on the accredited basis of the order and promise.
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The circumstances which led to coinage gave birth to

paper-money. It is for circulation " a new wheel, which

costs less both to erect and maintain than the old one."

As coinage is superior to unstamped metal, and un-

stamped metal to other commodities, so paper is an im-

provement on mere metallic currency. It saves expense.

M'Culloch says, " If the currency of Great Britain

amounted to fifty millions of gold sovereigns, and if the

customary rate of profit were five per cent, this currency,

it is plain, would cost two millions and a half a-year

;

for, had these fifty millions not been employed as a

circulating medium, they would have been vested in

branches of industry, in which, besides affording employ-

ment to some thousands of individuals, they would have

yielded five per cent, or two and a half millions a-year

nett profit to their owners. Nor is this the only loss

that the keeping up of a gold currency would occasion.

The capital of fifty millions would be liable to perpetual

diminution. The wear and tear of coin is by no means

inconsiderable." Thus paper saves expense. And
paper currency', in many instances, facilitates payments.

This will be seen in the fact that one thousand sovereigns

e.xceed twenty-one pounds troy. As avoiding risk, de-

lay, and expense ; and especially as accommodating the

siipjdy of an exchangeable medium to temporary and

sudden augmentations of demand—paper currency well

regulated is an advance on a mere metallic cuiTency.

It may be less secure, and more liable to depreciation
;

but, by making the circulating medium elastic, and

through effects already named, the advantages greatly ex-

ceed the evils. We suspect that the Carthaginian, in his

token of sealed leather, gave industry a hint of this im-

provement ; which, when cheap material for inscription
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and ready instruments for inscription were invented, in-

dustry was ready to take.

We are not prepared to say what amount of control

the Government of a country should put forth on the

currency of a nation ; but we are quite sure of this, that

as children may be nursed into weakness, and that as

go-carts may be used beyond their season, so Govern-

ments may legislate in excess until the people are, like

rickety children, or as children several years old, unable

to run alone.

There are a few facts connected with the philosophy

of money that we can merely mention.

Money is not wealth, but an instinimeiit for circu-

lating and distributing wealth ; neither is money capi-

tal, but a means of employing capital.

The functions of money are performed with complete-

ness according to the invariableness of its value and

quantity : great and sudden variations in the currency

have an injurious effect on barter.

The value of money, although individual, is not arbi-

trary, and is in an inverse ratio with goods.

Money finds its way to whatever hand and to what-

ever land presents the strongest demand for it; and no

legislation can arrest its progress.

The rapidity with which money circulates affects

industry and wealth as really as the quantity of money
circulated.

By money, cheapness and deamess are fixed.

Credit is not capital, although it performs the func-

tion of money; but credit is permission to use the

capital of another.

Money becomes a source of wealth by its distribution

of wealth.
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" The value of money, other things being the same,

varies inversely as its quantity ; every increase of quan-

tity lowering the value, and every diminution raising it,

in a ratio exactly equivalent."

Such phenomena attend that instrument, the power

of which is so generally recognised. But its power is

limited. Men may thrive by money as by one means,

but not m it, as though man were a plant and money

his proper soil. Man is an inverted tree : the root is

upward, the branches downward. Other trees root in

earth and get nourishment from heaven ; man is to

root in heaven, and to draw a partial, a temporary life

from the earth, until a season of reversion, when not

only the root shall be fixed in Paradise, but the trank

raise its head, the branches spread, the leaves unfold,

the bloom develope itself, the fruit come to perfection,

and the whole tree find soil and climate, light, heat,

and dew in the cloudless sapphire of Paradise—beneatlt

Eden's eternal suns.

We pass forward to the Use of Money.

Money, as we have already shewn, is an instrument

for facilitating exchanges—it is the wheel of circulation

and distribution. We proceed to inquire. What advantage

is there in it to the individual and to tlie race ? For what

ends may men seek to possess and to employ it? " Every

man," it has been said, " is rich or poor according to the

degree in which he can afford to enjoy the necessaries,

conveniences, and amusements of human life . . . the far

greater part of these he must derive from the labour of

other people, and he must be rich or poor according to

the quantity of that labour which he can command or

afford to purchase."

To the individual, therefore, money is an instrument f-^r
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supplying some of his u-ants, and for gratifying some of

his desires. We lay stress ou the word some, because

there are wants and desires to which money cannot

minister, Socrates expressed a common truth, although

the degree in which he applied it was peculiar—when

looking on a variety of articles of furniture, he said,

" How many things are here that I do not want !
" The

intense thirsts of his spirit subjected even the common

cravings of the flesh. But all souls have thirsts—thirsts

which the earthly and material cannot quench.

Now, by money we exchange the products of our own

powers and of our own land for the produce of other men
and of other climes, and hereby we obtain not only what

is necessary, but objects of taste and luxuiy. Where

money is abundant this power is great. " To possess it

is to exercise a sway less obvious, indeed, but in its ex-

tent far more imperial than that which ever rewarded

or punished the successful arms of the most illustrious

conqueror—a sway as universal as the wishes of man-

kind—a sway, too, which is exercised in every case with-

out compulsion, and even with an eagerness on the part

of him who obeys, equal to that which is felt by him who

commands." " The empire which a rich man exercises

finds no nation or tribe that wishes to resist it. He
gathers around him the product of every sea and of every

soil. The sunshine of one climate and the snows of

another are made subsidiary to his artificial wants ; and

though it is impossible to discern the particular anns

which he is every instant setting in motion, or the par-

ticular efforts of inventive thought which he is ever}-

instant stimulating, there can be no doubt that such a

relation tnily exists which connects with his wishes and

with his power the industry of those who labour on the
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remotest comer of the earth which the enterprising

commerce of man can reach."

Again : By the legitimate use of money the individual

faculties are developed, and at the same time mutual de-

pendence is promoted. The effect of money is to carry

out between individual men and different nations the

analogy which the apostle Paul applies to the Christian

Church. " The body," he says, " is not one member,

but many. If the foot shall say, Because I am not the

hand, I am not of the body ; is it therefore not of the

body ? And if the ear shall say. Because I am not the

eye, I am not of the liody ; is it therefore not of the

body ? If the whole body wei'e au eye, where were the

hearing? If the whole were hearing, where were the

smelling ? And if they were all one member, where

were the body ? But now are they many members, yet

but one body. And the eye cannot say unto the hand,

1 have no need of thee ; nor again the head to the feet,

I have no need of y^u." Now all nations are a body,

and separate nations are particular members of a body.

The multitude of the men of one countiy is a body, and

the men of particular aptitudes are particular members

of that body. Every nation needs for its prosperity

what other nations can produce. The individual man

requires for his welfare what his fellow-citizens can pro-

duce. Money distributes individual produce, and makes

all produce common. Hereby, then, man's individu-

ality is preserved, and his mutual dependence at the

same time promoted. What civilised man can now be

content to live in independence ? What nation can now

afford to close her ports ? As the principles on which

money is based are developed, individual human power

will be brought out, and human society become more
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possible. A Robinson Crusoe life, whether for nations

or for men, cannot now be. And as to monopoly, exclu-

siveness, and war, the unchangeable laws which gave

birth to commerce doom them. The Bible tells me that

the " nations shall learn war no more." But had I no

Divine revelation, and could I assume the growth of

division of labour and the extension of exchange, I might

safely on that basis utter the prediction, "Men shall

beat their suords into ploughshares and their spears into

pruning-hooks'' Money, rightly used, helps forward

universal amity and peace, and at the same time esta

blishes the individuality both of men and of nations.

The use of money then is to distribute the products

of individuals and of countries, thereby securing to the

individual the largest number of blessings, and thereby

tending to make nation with nation, and citizen with

citizen, members of one body—kindred in one family.

In these general statements many particulars are in-

volved. A few we will specify.

Money augments production. If men could not ex-

change, they would not produce more than was neces-

sary for mere existence. And without an elastic medium

of exchange, barter would be very slow and contracted.

Money is that elastic medium.

Money helps to secure the rights of indxcstry. A man

starts as a cotton-spinner. He was horn in poverty. He
receives no property from his relatives. He has reached,

say, twenty-five years of age as an employe. From his

income as servant to a firm he has saved a little

money, and with this and credit in his honesty, skill,

and diligence, he starts. He produces yarn—exchanges

his produce and becomes wealthy. Before—he had

not in his native land the possession of a burying-
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place—now he owns land. Before—he was a man of good

sense, prudence, sagacity, and skill, but his light wanted

a candlestick—now it is lifted up. He was surrounded

by hereditary power and entailed territorial wealth—and

the representatives of this power and property quite

excluded him from their society, and precluded his

influence on the people of his neighbourhood ; but by

his industry he has curbed their influence and broken

up their exclusiveness ; and though men of title and

hereditary rank will still please themselves when and

uhere and how they recognise him, the cotton-spinner

has shewn these folk that industry has rights as well as

lineage, and that though he has not the names of noble

ancestors, he has the power and spirit to provide a name

for himself.

The occasion requires that prominence be given

to the commercial aspect of money ; but we would re-

mind you that money exerts a beneficial influence on

art, literatui'e, and science, and is the only power

by which works of public utility can be carried on.

And let it not be forgotten that money is a mighty

instrument in the enterprises and ministries of benevo-

lence, and that it renders good service to the Christian

Church. By money—the hungry, who cannot earn their

own bread, may be fed ; and the naked, who are unable

to provide themselves with raiment, may be clothed. By
money—shelter may be found for the houseless, and

hospitals be opened for the needy sick. By money

—

some of the tears of the poor widow may be wiped away,

and some of the cries of the fatherless be hushed.

By money—information may be diffused among the igno

rant, and education supplied to those who, apart from

the resources of others, must remain untrained. By
A A
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money — the Book, whose price is above rubies, may be

put into the hands of those who otherwise would be

destitute of the Word of Life. By money—buihlings

for religious worship and instruction may be raised, and

men enabled to give their whole time and strength to the

service of the Church and to the ministry of Christian

Truth. We have said, Money may do all this. We re-

mind you that money lias done all this—that it has long

been thus employed— that now it is the instrument of

mighty benevolent, and religious services in the earth

— that under the Christian dispensation its services have

been greatest and most blessed ; and that of the Messiah

about whom it was predicted—" Prayer also shall be

made for him continually, and daily shall he be praised
;"

it was also foretold, " To him shall be given of the gold

of Sheba.'"

In the objects to which the good Samaritan conse-

crated his two pence, and to which the poor widow gave

her two mites, see the benevolent and religious use of

money.

We advise young men, to get to know bij study and ob-

servation the Value of money. There are many men, and

multitudes of young men, who proceed on the principle

of parting with their money at the earliest opportunity.

Hear some of Poor Richard's maxims in his " Way to

Wealth." " Always taking out of the meal-tub and

never putting in soon comes to the bottom." " Silks

and satins, scarlets and velvets, put out the kitchen

fire." " Creditors have better memories than debtors."

" What maintains one vice would bring up two children."

" Buy what thou hast no need of and ere long thoushalt

sell thy necessaries." " Many have been ruined by buy-

ing good pennyworths— at a good pennyworth pause
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awhile." " If you would know the value of money, go

and try to borrow some." " No morning sun lasts a

whole day." "Gain may be temporai'y and uncertain,

but expense is constant and certain—it is easier to

build two chimneys than to keep one in fuel." " Rather

go to bed supperless than rise in debt." " It is hard

for an empty bag to stand upright." Herein is wisdom,

and this wisdom is from above. Poor R,ichard"s teach-

ing is sustained by Scripture.

Just before this lecture commenced we were asked

if we were about to reveal to our audience some

means for getting money ; we will do this now To

get money, study and act out the Book of Peo
VERBS. Next to that Book stand the maxims of the

author already quoted. Poor Richard says, " He that

hath a calling hath an office of profit " " The rolling

stone gathers no moss." " Little sti'okes fell great

oaks." " It is foolish to lag out money in a pur-

chase of repentance.' " Sloth, like rust, consumes faster

than labour wears." " Pride is as loud a beggar as want,

and a great deal more saucy." " By diligence and

patience the mouse cut in two the cable." We may
crown these words of wisdom with the testimony of the

Apostle Paul, " Godliness is projitahle for all things."

But some young men overvalue money ; and, although

this is not a common fault with men while they are

young, it often becomes their besetmeut in after-years.

Gold, if

"Sptirn'd by the young, is hugg'd by the old

To the very verge of the churchyard mould."

We pivceed to discuss the Abuse of Money.

The abuse of money must be very great to justify

such language as we find used concerning it. Eras
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mus said, " He desired wealth no more than a feeble

horse doth a heavy cloak bag." Lord Bacon writes,

" I cannot call riches better than the baggage of

virtue. The Roman word is better, impedimenta

:

for as the baggage is to an army so are riches to

virtue, it cannot be spared nor left behind, but it

hindereth the march, yea, and the care of it some-

times loseth or disturbeth the victory. Of great riches

there is no real use except it be in the distribu-

tion, the rest is but conceit. Certainly great riches

have sold more men than they have bought out."

Jeremy Taylor says, " Riches is nothing but danger,

trouble, and temptation, like a garment that is too long

and bears a train ; not so useful to one as troublesome

to two—to him that bears the one part on his shoulders,

and to him that bears the other part in his hand."

" Riches is a blessing like to a present made of a whole

vintage to a man in a hectic fever ; he will be much
tempted to drink of it, and if he does he is inflamed

and may chance to die with kindness."

It must be to the abuses of money and to their evil

effects, as also to the commonness of the abuse; that

Christ referred when he said, " How hai'dly shall they

that have riches enter into the kingdom of God!"

What are these abuses ?

I. To hoard money is to abuse it. Money is the wheel

(if distribution, and to hoard it, is to keep in stillness

what was constructed for motion. Bacon says, " Money,

like muck, is meant to be spread." Hoarding injures the

miser.
" Gold thou mayst touch ; but if it stick

Unto thy haxids, it woundeth to the quick."

To call a mei-e accumulator of money " wealthy" is to
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employ a misnomer. So Cowper thought. Apostro-

phising a miser he sings :

—

" They call thee rich, I deem thee poor,

Since if thou daxest not vsc thy store.

But savest it only for thine heu's

—

The treasure is not thine, but theirs."

2. To make the possession of money the chief basis of

social preference is to abuse money. Is it money

only that can make a woman a lady ? is it money

alone that makes a man a gentleman ? Are monied

women and monied men always entitled to the civi-

lity which these names award ? A leper may put on

jewels ; but a jewelled leper is a leper still. Money

was not invented to exalt the few, bat to bless the

multitude. Of the people who lived nearest to the

birthtime and birthplace of money it has been said,—

" It seemed a deeply-rooted instinct of the Greeks to

resist the exclusiveness, whether social or political, that

was based on the mere possession of money, far more

inveterately than that of a dominant race." This

deeply-rooted Grecian instinct should have a yet firmer

hold of Christian men. To the judgment of a Christian,

a " man made of money" should be a golden calf rather

than a man. A Christian's social estimate should be

formed on what a man is, and not on what a man hath.

Let the world worship in the house the creed of whicli

is money ; but let all who profess a nobler origin forsake

such temples, and frequent the shrines which inclose

intelligence and wisdom, goodness and truth.

3. Money is abused when lifted out of its sphere. To
stake our happiness on the possession of a certain

amount of money, or on the incessancy of accumulation.

is unduly to exalt money. Money was never meant to
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be the sole source of jileasure, the one chief basis of

happiness. We have admitted that monej' answers our

bodily wants—that it commands the services of others

—

that it exerts a beneficial influence. We have re-

minded you, that the Bible saith :
— " The rich

man s wealth is his strong city." "Money answereth

all things." "Money is a defence." But even some

of the services that money renders are decep-

tive and useless. " The rich hath many friends

"

—" Wealth maketh many friends." Are such friends

worth having ? What are they better than the flies

which haunt some perfumed unguent, or the wasps

which uninvited come to a table spread with confections ?

And are not the ministrations of money limited?

Money will not meet all wants— cannot gratify all

desires. Money will not exclude sickness and pain,

bereavement and death. Money cannot bar the mind

against thoughts of darkness, or bolt the heart against

emotions of bitterness. Money is not wisdom— money

is not goodness. Give money its due, but let us not lie

unto it ! Is not the tenure of money uncertain ?

" Certainly riches take to themselves wings, and fly

away as an eagle." Your conveyancer records your

rights in property thus,— '' to have and to hold." But

he professes more than he accomplishes. He may
convey to you the habendum, but be can secure nothing

beyond. The tuggings of losses, unexpected expend-

iture, and such-like— saying nothing about prodigality

and oppression— frequently destroy the tenendum. And
money has its drawbacks ! There is trouble in getting

it, trouble in keeping it, trouble in using it, and vexa-

tion in parting from it. It promises more than it pays.

It often dulls and defiles the best affections, and it has
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mora"] entanglements peculiar to itself. It binds one

man to vanity, another to pride, and another to lust.

It leads some to rebel against the appointments of

Divine Providence, to forget God, to oppress their fellow-

men ; and it is an instmmeut of fearful mischief. The
success of these entanglements is not inevitable ; for we

have Job rich and just, Abraham rich and strong in faith,

Isaac rich and devout, David rich and obedient to God :

but money " hath cast down many wounded, yea many

strong men have been slain by it."

Considering the discount which is inseparable from

money—its uncertain tenure— its limited ministrations

—

we see that to stake our happiness on money is to abuse

it ; it is to go to sea in a craft made of osiers, it is to

build your daily dwelling upon quicksand. " You must

be a happy man, Mr. Rothschild," said a gentleman,

who was sharing the hospitality of the first Baron

Rothschilds home, and who was marking its superb

appointments. " Happy I me happy !
" was the reply.

" What ! happy when just as you are going to dine you

have a letter placed in your hands, saying, ' If you do

not send me 500Z. I will blow your brains out!'

Happy ! me happy!" How true is it, "The sleep of

the labouring man is sweet," but " the abundance of the

rich will not suffer him to sleep."

Our opinions on any subject are justly confirmed when

men of different character and pursuits agree in their

testimony concerning it. Hear the author of " Friends

in Council,"—a man evidently living in a very different

sphere from that which Rothschild filled. He says :
—

'• It has often occurred to me to think how inappropriate

is the eulogy of the moralist or the preacher on the life

of the rich and powerful, when, for the sake of contrast.
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it is set up as if it were the height of human success,

at least, in the way in which it professes to succeed.

You would think, to hear a preacher of this kind, that

the lives of people in the upper classes were something

really comfortable and beautiful To me, on the

contrary, since my first entrance into society, the life of

those who are considered to be the most highly favoured

by the God of this world has always appeared poor,

mean, joyless, and, in some respects, even squalid."

To make money the end of life, or to jjut money

before health, life, mental culture, domestic happiness,

good social iufluance, the common weal—is to lift money

out of its sjjhere. But exposition of this statement we

may blend with illustration of another abuse of money.

4. Money is abused when pursued by means that are

evil in themselves or injurious in their effects, and when it

is so employed as inevitably to inflict personal and social

mischief.

To get money by consecrating the whole of a man's

time and energy to its pursuit is to get it by evil means.

Is it not evil so to labour for the bread that perisheth as

to exclude all opportunity of feeding the mind with the

meat that endureth? What is this but to starve the

nobler part of human nature ? Is it not evil, by absence

from home lengthened to an extreme in pursuit of

money, to make a wife a widow and children fatherless

while the husband and father yet lives ? Was such

living together all that was meant when to the question,

" Wilt thou have this woman to be thy wedded wife, to

live together after God's ordinance in the honourable

estate of marriage ? " the then pliant bridegroom

said, " I will '?"' The wives of many money-getters

would be justified in returning to him who bound
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them in wedlock with the complaint :
—

" My husband

hath left me to govern our house, to educate our

children, to fight tlie battle of life alone : hid him

therefore that he come and help me." Is it not evil

to be living in society like a dislocated member of

the body politic— a dead weight on the brotherhood of

man ; or to be living on the community like the leech,

whose incessant cry is, " Give, give ?" Is it not evil to

be acting on the principle, Let us eat and drink, when

to-morrow we die— when by sowing to the spirit we

might reap life everlasting? Money is too small an end

to justify such absorption and consecration.

To sacrifice the future ivelfare of the spirit, the culti-

vation of the mind, happiness, and character, to the gain

of money, is to pursue it by evil means. " What is a

man profited if he gain the whole world and lose his

soul ? what can a man give in exchange for his soul ?"

'* A good name is rather to be chosen than great riches,

and loving favour rather than silver and gold." " Happy

is the man that findeth wisdom, and the man that getteth

understanding. For the merchandise thereof is better

than the merchandise of silver, and the gain thereof than

fine gold." Because excessive speculation of every kind,

and the smallest amount of speculation of a certain class,

involves such costly sacrifices as we have named, all risks

of this character must be condemned. Great risks on

small odds involve hard and incessant thought ; em-

ploy ceaselessly the imagination ; make a man's heart

oscillate between objects of hope and objects of fear

;

over-joy or over-sorrow him ; break his nights and excite

his days. Hereby, too, life is often shortened, and

health irreparably broken ; and, what is worse, tempts
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ations to fraud being multiplied, character is frequently

destroj'ed. The graves of suicides, and the gallows of

the malefactor, protest against the coui'se of the specu-

lator. And if any, prompted by tlie deceitfulness of

evil, ask,

—

And what is speculation ? We reply, those

risks which a man cannot encounter and at the same

time be obedient to the Divine caution— "Do thyself

(not thy purse—thyself, thy body, thy spirit) no harm."

To seek money by tenipting, deceiving, and oppressing

others, is to pursue it by evil means. Into that philoso-

phy of labour and wages which political economists

discuss we cannot now enter. But there is a standard

of remuneration far more sure, and more accessible.

And we think this standard should be lifted up— that

the heads of commercial establishments need to have it

exhibited to them. Let it be distinctly understood,

however, that we are not about to exhibit a standard of

remuneration to the employer, without respect to the

services of the emj^loyes. There are men who, on

account of their idleness, carelessness, and imprudence,

are not worth their salt. And yet some of these

men e.xpect their employers to give them a liberal

salary for their services. Justice excludes such from

the remuneration which the diligent and active re-

ceive. Let the employed place themselves in the

position of their employers, and regulate their ser-

vices by the expectations they would cherish if they

were principals and not subordinates. But to return

to the standard of remuneration which the employers

should recognise. Let us take a few supposititious

cases. Say that a banking firm, consisting of four

or five partners, divides as profit 50,000^. a-year
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Say that a young man enters that house at twenty.

He starts with 701. a-year. His income rises and

rests— rises and rests until, if all has been well, he

reaches 2001. And here at this 200^., unless death do

some dreadful havoo in the establishment, that man
may remain thirty years. He must find sureties ; he

must to a certain extent be educated ; he must dress

and behave like a gentleman ; he must live in decent

style ; and he is under heavy responsibility. Now
if he lived alone, this income might be sufficient to

meet such expenses as he is supposed to have, although

that is not the only consideration for his employers to

entertain. But God has provided a help for him, and

he is not so foolish as to try to stumble through life

alone ; neither is he so ignorant of what true wealth is

as to wish to be a married man without, what inhuman

advertisers sometimes call, "incumbrance." Yet what

will keep one will not support two ; and what will

support a man and his wife will not suffice for them

and the contents of the cradle ; and what will feed the

first-bom will not feed, and clothe, and educate, and

place in business, some six or seven after-born. And
we say, Is it right for men to amass wealth on a crushing

system like this ? Lest, however, any should think

our eye is particularly directed, take a firm of ware-

housemen— say they divide as profit some 30,000Z.

a-year. And with the exception of the buyers, and head

clerks, and leading salesmen, a young man may serve that

firm as a salesman fifteen or twenty years, and unless

he have more than average ability his income will not

reach 150/. Take a retail establishment, say the firm

divides 10,000Z. a-year; and a young man going into

that house after his apprenticeship, is ten years rising
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to an income of 90Z. In each of these cases -we suppose

the emjdoyes to be serviceable to their firms. We
assume that they have served a firm ten, fifteen,

twenty, or thirty years. The period of their service

establishes their worth. Let it also be noticed, that we

assume the firm to be prospering—to be amassing

wealth.

Now what we say is this, that for commercial firms

to amass wealth by a treatment of their employes,

which does not award them sufficient remuneration, and

which gives them no participation in profits which they

are the instruments of amassing, is to get it by evil

means. And if the heads of such houses were to honour

us with the inquiiy—By what table are we to calculate

the remuneration of those who serve us? we should

put before them this ready reckoner,—" As ye would

that men should do unto you, do ye even so unto them."

Would that the cases of oppression we have put,

were the worst in the land ! What must we say to

" shirts by the thirty thousand made at twopence half-

penny each"— "to thirty thousand needlewomen work-

ing themselves swiftly to death " that their employers

may make haste to be rich ? Hear what God says !

" Go TO NOW, YE RICH MEN, WEEP AND HOWL FOR THE

MISERIES THAT SHALL COME UPON YOU."

Among temptations and deceptions as a means of

money-getting. Lotteries stand prominent. Francis,

quoting from the Report of a Committee of the House

of Commons, introduces the following statement :

—

" The foundation of the lottery is so radically vicious,

that under no system can it become a source of gain

and yet be divested of the evils and calamities of which

it has proved so baneful a source. Idleness, dissipation.
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and poverty, are increased ; sacred and confidential

trusts are betrayed ; domestic comfort is destroyed

;

madness often created ; crimes subjecting the perpe-

txators to death are committed. No mode of raising

money appears so burdensome, so pernicious, and so

unproductive. No species of adventure is known where

the chances are so great against the adventurers ; none

where the infatuation is more powei'ful, lasting, and

destructive. In the lower classes of society, the per-

sons engaged are, generally speaking, either immedi-

ately or ultimately tempted to their niin ; and there is

scarcely any condition of life so destitute and so aban-

doned, that its distresses have not been aggravated by

this allurement to gaming."

The history of wealth acquired on the principles of

lotteries, is in every aspect most unsatisfactory.

It is to such abuses of money as these named that

the Apostle Paul points when addressing Timothy. He
said,
—" The love of money is the root of all evil, which

while some coveted after, they have erred from the

faith, and pierced themselves through with many sor-

rows." An examination of this language, and reference

to the context, shews that by love of money Paul meant

an inordinate desire for it, and an undue estimate of it

:

such a desire for money as excludes contentment, as

prompts men to force the season for obtaining it, to

" make haste to be rich;" such a desire as leads men

to make money the thing desired, the object coveted,

the end to which they stretch forward ; such a desire

as induces men to try to get money at all hazards

;

and such an estimate of money as prompts them to

make gold and godliness one. Now this we are told
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is the root of all evil— literally, Evils. It is the

origin of all kinds of evil— of wickedness, misery,

and mischief. Tell me the siiis which this love of

money has not occasioned. Does it not lead to lying,

theft, injustice, false witness, oppression, murder, and

that most horrible of all horrible things

—

the sale of a

woman s virtue ? Oh what can be the feelings of those

young men—of men, whether young or old, who sustain

this hellish barter ? Of all abuses of money this per

haps is the worst.

And whose powers of description can do justice to the

miseries which love of money has created ? Multitudes

have been hereby pierced— stabbed through and

THROUGH— with many sorrows. Within men, this hell-

born passion has awakened maddening disappointment

and cruel remorse ; it has brought to the very core of

their heart a gnawing worm, and has filled their spirit

with consuming fire. Without men, this love of money

has induced poverty, ignominy, and death. Men, sur-

rounded by religious advantages, have hereby had their

conscience seared. Men, with godly convictions, have

hereby stultified their religious knowledge. Men, fitted

to bless their generation, have hereby become tempters

of their fellow-men ; and not a few wlio have made a

profession of Christianity have by this love of money

become apostates. Histoiy and biography, both inspired

and uninspired, crowd examples of the evil of the

inordinate love of money on our attention. Balaam

and Achan, Gehazi and Judas, Ananias and Demas, are

but a type of a class, the numerical extent of which

presents a most fearful spectacle. But enough has been

said of the abuse of money and of the evil means by
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which men seek to obtain money. It must be quite

clear that to hoard money—to make the possession of

money a prominent social bond—to sacrifice superior

interests to money, and to pursue it through evil ways,

is to prostitute it on the one hand and to idolise it on

the other. To young men disposed so to abuse money

we again address the Bible caution :
—" The love of

money is the root of all evil, which while some have

coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and pierced

themselves through with many sorrows."

Our hope for this countiy is, that the abuses of money

are m the decline. The prime minister does not now

bribe his supporters with bank-notes in table napkins

at ministerial dinners. Incomes, vaiying from 500L

to 800Z., are not now given to members of the Senate

for supporting a party. Government contractors do

not now receive 17,000L and 30,000i. above the trade

price of the commodities they supply, neither can they

escape with supplying hundreds of tons of goods less

than they agreed to deliver. If five millions were now

raised for the Exchequer, it would not diminish in its

way some two millions and a half. Forced loans and

miscalled benevolences could not now be attempted.

A Tulip Mania could not be quickly raised. Hospitals

are now created on a better foundation than seamen's

tickets. Charitable corporations and South Sea Bubbles

find it harder to live Unbought votes in our Senate

are now common. The Stock Exchange contains ani-

mals of closer affinity with the human kind than bulls,

and bears, and lame ducks. Francis Baily is the intel-

lectual ancestor of an increasing few, who relieve and

sanctify the pursuits of business by science, and who

ootain leisure and resomces for the pursuit of science
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by the results of business. Individuals who have be-

come gods by dishonesty, are made, when their iniquity

is discovered, to die from society as degraded men
Books have a wider sale. Early closing is on the

increase. Wages, in some branches of employment,

are on the rise. Thomas Gray, could he live again,

would not die unrewarded. Book Societies, with Lite-

raiy and Scientific Institutions, multiply. And minis-

ters of religion in their teaching bear more on commer
cial matters. Among men of business there is more

thought about health and intellectual culture, and there

is more regard to character and to right principle, than

there was some fifty or even thirty years ago.

All these circumstances are good omens. We say

" omens." We are not complacent in the present

;

but we are hopeful toward the future, and the present

is a portion of the basis of our hope. Money still

oscillates between abuses of opposite kinds, but the arc

its abuses describe is becoming daily less, and we ex-

pect ,to see money rest in the centre of its proper and

legitimate service. The principles we have advocated

are now held by many, and will, we believe, be iucreas
'

iugly adopted, advanced, and extended, until the leaven

now in the meal shall leaven the whole lump.

We do not, however, look for the advent of prophets

and seers, of true priests and godlike souls, to preach

SOME NEW TRUTHS as the means of bringing in the

right use of money. We have had (in histoiy, ex-

ample, experience. Christian institutions, and other

divine voices) the Apostles and Prophets : and we look

for the recognition in conduct of the old truths they

have taught.

The moral glor}' has been revealed, and we expect all
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flesh will see it together. The right use of money will

not be a social creation from without, but a growth from

within. Yet if we would help forward " this good time

coming," a Christian may take a hint from the moneyers

of Greece and Rome. The Roman Mint adjoined the

Temple ; and the coinage of Greece bore religious em-

blems ;— both circumstances signifying— that the prin-

ciples of the Temple are to be carried into exchange

;

that exchange may look to the Temple for the upholding

of its integrity, and for the spirit of diligence, pradence,

and zeal ; that in using money men should be reminded

not only of what is due to Cassar, but of what is due to

God ; and that instead of separating money and reli

gion, giving money its sphere and religion its sphere,

religion, like the sun of our planetary system, should

fix money in its orbit, command its revolutions, make it

fruitful, and cause the otherwise dead ore of earth to

shine with a brilliancy that heaven only can supply.

Let us make, so far as our conduct can make it, money

a planet in that system to which religion is the sun.

This will hasten forward the good time of which we

have spoken. That time will come, whether we aid its

advent or are indifferent to its dawning. But it will be

a double good to behold its brightness and to have

ministered to its approach :-

" There is a fount about to stream,

There is a hght about to beam,

There is a warmth about to flow.

There is a flower about to blow,

There is a midnight blackness changing

Into grey

;

Men of thought and men of action.

Clear the way

!
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Aid the dawning, tongue and pen ;

Aid it, hopes of honest men

;

Aid it, paper ; aid it, type ;

Aid it, for the hour is ripe,

—

And our earnest must not slacken

Into play

:

Men of thought and men of action.

Clear the way !"
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MUSIC IN ITS RELATION TO

RELIGION.

From what our chairmau. Sir Edward Buxton, haa

said, I fear an impression may be made that I am here

to advocate Scottish congregational music in contrast

with English congregational music. This is not so.

Perhaps he has heard in our Scottish churches, if I

may judge from his remarks, the most attractive speci-

mens, and thus the favourable opinion the honourable

baronet has just expressed may be formed on those

specimens : but this I will say, that in no country in

the world are the hearts of the people more replenished

with that which is the substance of music—gratitude and

love ; and so far they are worthy of your esteem and the

approbation of our chairman.

There are two lights in which music, sacred or secular,

may be regarded ; first, as an innocent and even re-

freshing amusement for young men exhausted by the

toils and fatigues of the day ; and. secondly, as a hand-

maid of Christian worship,— auxiliary to the effort of the

worshipper.—an interpreter, in short, to those deep and

thrilling emotions of the Christian heart, of which song

alone can be the appropriate exponent and veliicle. J
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must request that I be not construed as the advocate of

every plan by -which it has been attempted to promote

the study or practice of sacred music ; nor is the advo-

cacy of this lecture responsible for the abuses which

have been or may be grafted on it. I am not, I can-

didly tell you, an admirer of late hours in any place, on

any pretext, either for labour, or amusement, or study.

All I shall attempt to do is to illustrate and expound

the subject committed to my hands, and leave its cultiva-

tion to the sound principle, good sense, and skilful and

prudent adoption and management of the Young Men's

Christian Association. I have said that music may be

regarded as a valuable recreation. There is an hour

often recurring in every man's life when amusement or

recreation alone is suitable. In the case of the young,

recreation must be ; and I conceive that he who shews

you a spring of occasional enjoyment, that will keep you

at home and render alike inexcusable and unnecessary

the unhealthy excitements of tobacco, dissipation, and

other destructive stimulants, confers on you greater good

than meets the eye. The bow cannot be always bent,

—

the thoughts and powers of the mind cannot be sustained

always at full stretch; there must be hours for recreation.

To indicate a sublime pleasure, enjoyed by the blessed

and obligatory on the Church on earth, which will elevate

while it refreshes, and invigorate for duty, is, therefore,

I humbly submit, no useless effort. We, the lecturers

in this hall, have been labouring to secure for you spare

hours— less drudgery and more time. In all our ad-

dresses we have, perhaps, too much assumed that the

cultivation and information of your minds is to be your

only effort after the day's labour ; and I admit it is the

main thing, but it is not the whole thing. There must
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be employment also that will interest the mind, and

not exhaust it— that will enable you to study the more

thoroughly that you have had an hour ofjoyful recreation.

t would try to shew you how, amid so much fitted to

instruct and improve, which you have listened to in this

hall, you may find one subject fitted to cheer, delight,

and refresh, when weary, and on that day which is the

pearl of days and the glory of the week, prepare you to

engage in not the least noble exercise of the sanctuary,

the praise and glory of God in sacred song.

Both music and acoustics have a greater relation to

Euclid and geometry than at first appears. A good

mathematician only can thoroughly understand the prin-

ciples of music. It is an intricate science. Yet there

is much in music which any ordinary mind can under-

stand, and more which a good ear can appreciate

Much is within reach of a few hours' study, and more

still attainable by a few months' practice. A man may,

however, be a good singer or performer, or reader of

music, and yet not a good musician— we may excel in

the practice and yet be ignorant of the theory, and still

more of the science, of music.

The eye is the recipient of the impressions of the

beautiful, and the ear the chamber of the impressions of

melody and harmony ; one is a camera lucida, the other

is a music-hall. Light reveals to the eye the tints of

the flowers, the brilliancy of the stars, the splendours

of the sky, and the beauties of the landscape ; the air

carries on its wings the tones, and vibrations, and har

monies of Haydn, Handel, Mozart, and Mendelssohn.

Beautiful it is that for a two-shilling-and-sixpenny ride

on the railway I can feast ray sight upon green trees

ftnd sweet flowers, and enjoy bright views and beautiful
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landscapes ; and it is no less so that for half-a-crown J

can summon five hundred musicians to this platform,

and order them to render to mv ear what Handel con-

ceived and Mendelssohn composed. The eye often can-

not see the beautiful, from confinement in a city; but

we can easily hear, even in a city, the sweet sounds of

music. The greatest joys are on the highway, after all

;

the pleasures that really elevate are cheap ; those that

injure and debase are expensive : the flowers that beau-

tify the earth with colour, and delight the passer-by

with fragrance, are everywhere ; the poison-berry and

the deadly nightshade are found only in the untrodden

swamps, where you have no business. I can enjoy all

the glories of the sky, the earth, the sea, as much as

the autocrat of all the Russias. If I gaze upon some

beautiful and extensive landscape, I find that one part

of it belongs to Sir Edward Buxton ; another to my
friend beside me, Sir John Maxwell ; and a third part

to some one else • but the most beautiful part of the

landscape, the cream of it all— the beautiful view— the

beggar at the roadside owns and sees just as much as

they, and can enjoy just as much as they do. All that

is beautiful in tower, or tree, or winding stream, every

passer-by can see and be charmed with without asking

leave. No trust-deeds can contain this beauty,— it

cannot be monopolised by any. So it is with music.

Any ear may hear it in nature, and any one for very

little may create it. It is a great leveller,— this is a

mistake,— it is a great dignifier and elevator ; it brings

high and low nearer to each other. The wind which

rushes through the organ of St. George's Chapel at

Windsor has first passed through the barrel-organ of

some poor Italian boy : the organ of church, and chapel,
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and meeting-house, the voice of Jenny Lind and that

of the street-singer, have but one common capital to

draw on,— the uusectarian and catholic atmosphere,

tlie failure of which would be the extinction of Handel,

Haydn, and Mozart.

The air sometimes calls up Handels, Haydns, and

Mendelssohns, on the ocean, in the forest, and on de-

sert wilds ; and these, like invisible, but not inaudi-

ble, musicians, make glorious music. Sometimes the

shrouds of a ship, as she rolls on the tempestuous deep,

raise wild sopranos to the skies ; sometimes the trees

and branches of a forest of gigantic pines become

mighty harp-strings, which, smitten by the rushing tem-

pest, send forth rich harmonies,—now anthems of joy,

anon dirges over the dead ; sometimes the waves of the

sea respond like white-robed choristers to the thunder

bass of the sky ; the Alps and Apennines sounding

like accompanying drums as they cast off the ava-

lanches,— and so make Creation's grand oratorio, in

which " the heavens are telling," and the earth is

praising God ; sometimes " deep calls unto deep," the

Mediterranean to the German Sea, and botli to the

Atlantic Ocean; and these, the Moses and Miriam of the

earth, awaken rich antiphones, and form the opposing

choirs responding from side to side in Nature's grand

cathedral, praising and adoring the Creator and Builder.

Were man silent, God would not want praise.

It is remarkable that almost all the sounds of Nature,

— the bleating of sheep, the lowing of cattle, the moan-

ing of the wind among the pines, the chimes of the

waves, are on the minor key,— plaintive,— sad. This

is Creation itself giving proof of the apostle's assertion,

" All Creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together
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until now." She feels the curse is on her,— cold and

hea^•y on her heart,— and, longing for deliverance, she

gives utterance to her ceaseless, deep, and heart-rending

Miserere; and she will do so until her Lord transpose

and transfigure her, and bid her assume the major key,

and give himself the key-note ; and then the spheres

above and floods below, and the mighty multitude of

redeemed hearts and retuned voices, will raise their

united and everlasting hallelujahs. Sin has thrown

Creation's choir very much out of tune. We hear but

occasional snatches of her grand harmonies, reminding

us of the time when all was very good, and predicting

the time when all will be so again. The great Minstrel

is the same, tne mstrument only is out of tune.

But music exists not only in the lower, but also in

the higher, grades of creation. We laugh, and cry, and

speak music. Everybody is more or less of a musician,

though he knows it not. A laugh is produced by re-

peating in quick succession two sounds which differ

from each other by a single whole tone. A cry arising

from pain, gi'ief, or bereavement, is the utterance of

two sounds differing from each other half a tone. A
yawn runs down a whole octave before it ceases. A
cough may be expressed by musical intervals. A ques

tion cannot be asked without that change of tone which

musicians call a fifth, a sixth, or an eighth. This is the

music of nature. There is not a man who speaks five

minutes without gliding through the whole gamut, only

in speaking, the tones, from not being protracted, slide

imperceptibly into each other. In short, every sound of

the human lip is loaded with music. So much is this

the case, that one man will pronounce your name, let it

be the most plebeian you can specify, with such exquisite
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beauty, and in so musical tones, that the commonest name

will sound grander than a duke's, or an earl's, or a lord's

;

and another man will pronounce your name so unmusi-

cally and harshly that, let it be the Duke of Wellington's,

it will sound as common as the most common name

I have gone into a shop to purchase an article, a lady

has served me, and recommended me something else in

so musical a voice that the sovereigns, shillings, and

sixpences in my pocket, have become choristers, treble,

contralto, tenor, and bass, and I have found myself an

unexpected purchaser of unexpected bargains.

I can tell if a preacher be musical or not as soon as

he begins to speak. I have heard a preacher start on C,

key of A three sharps, and chant the sermon, the audi-

ence asleep, the preacher only awake. Yet some of our

most eloquent preachers have had very unmusical voices.

Chalmers had a most grating, dissonant voice ; but the

weight and magnificence of his thoughts caused it to be

forgotten. Robert Hall had a weak and untuned voice,

and yet his preaching, as testified by all that heard him,

and easily seen from all he has written, was exceedingly

eloquent. Among great living preachers, Melvill has

an unharmonious voice—hard and jerking ; and yet he

rivets and secures the intellect and heart of all that

listen. Dr. M'Neile, if you hear him speak, and not

read, has a magnificent voice, of great compass, melody,

and power, adapted to produce great effect. But pro-

bably the grandest voice I ever heard was Edward

Irving's ; it was unequalled for depth, compass, power,

richness, sind delicacy of intonation. I never heard any

approach to him in these respects. My hair has almost

stood on end while hearing him repeat the 137th Psalm ;

and a celebrated actor declared that the richest musical
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treat in London was to go and hear Edward Irving

repeat the Lord's Prayer.

All the sounds of nature are to my ear, and I dare

say they will be to yours, if London labour suffer you

to hear them, singularly suggestive. I do not mean
the sounds which you hear in the streets of this mighty

Babylon, but the sounds of nature. I never hear the

thmsh or the blackbird, or, as we Scotchmen call them,

and I think more poetically, the mavis or the merle,

without thinking of the Grampian Hills and Dee side

till " auld lang syne " comes up in all the freshness of

boyhood. The owl hooting from the hollow of an old oak-

tree reminds me of the Pope speaking ex cathedra, or a

fat monk chanting a midnight mass in exchange for a

mid-day meal. The lark rising on untiring pinion, and

making the air ring with its sweet minstrelsy, ever

singing and ever soaring upward and upward, as if

borne on waves of sound to the bright sun and blue

sky, reminds me of the Protestant Christian, who visits

earth only to rest, again to rise with the light, and with

renewed vigour mount upwards.

All creation, providence, and redemption, are, to my
ear, rich in grand harmonies. All human life has

seemed to me, as to Longfellow, a vast and mysterious

cathedral, amid whose solitary aisles and under whose

sublime roof mystic tones and melodies perpetually roll.

The mood we are in, as every one knows, gives meaning

to every sound. I hear at times, from its chantry, a

funeral psalm or psalm of life, that has called up the

pale faces of the dead ; at other times, I hear mystic

sounds from the past and future, as from belfries ou^
side the cathedral ; and again, at other times and in

other circumstances, a mournful, melancholy, watery
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peal of bells, as is heard sometimes at sea from cities

far off below the horizon. Walk out on some wild

common, on a still, frosty night— the deep and over-

whelming silence is almost audible. From the mea

sureless heights and depths of air there comes to us a

rich under-tone— half sound, half whisper— as if we

could hear the crumbling and falling away of earth and

all created things in nature's processes of reproduction

and decay ; the very sounds, as it were, of the lapse

and i-ushing of the sands of life in the great hour-glass

of time. So a poet speaks :

—

" Your voiceless lips, flowers ! are living preachers,

Each cup a pulpit, every leaf a book,

Supplj-ing to my fancy numerous teachers

From loneliest nook.

'Neath cloister'd boughs each floral bell that swingeth.

And tolls its perfume on the passing air,

Makes sabbath in the fields, and ever ringeth

A call to prayer,

—

Not to the domes where crumbling arch and column

Attest the feebleness of mortal hand,

But to that fane most catholic and solemn

"V\Tiieh God hath planned,

—

To that cathedral, boundless as our wonder.

Whose quenchless lamps the sun and moon supply.

Its choir the winds and waves, its organ thunder,

Its dome the sky.

There, amid solitude and shade, I wander

Through the green aisles, and, stretch'd upon the aod.

Amid the silence reverently ponder

The ways of (Jod."
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Another of your own poets says :

—

" There 's not the smallest orb which thou behold'at,

But in his motion like an angel sings,

Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubim.

Such harmony is in immortal souls

;

But whilst this muddy vesture of decay

Doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it."

Music is universally appreciated and practised. The
English ploughboy sings as he drives his team, happily

ignorant whether protection or free-trade is the best

;

the Scotch Highlander makes the glens and grey moors

resound with his beautiful song ; the Swiss, Tyrolese,

and Carpathians, lighten their labour by music; the

muleteer of Spain cares little who is on the throne or

behind it, if he can only have his early carol ; the

vintager of Sicily has his evening hymn, even beside

the fire of the burning mount ; the fisherman of Naples

has his boat-song, to which his rocking boat beats time

on that beautiful sea ; and the gondolier of Venice still

keeps up his midnight serenade. One of our own poets

hath said :

—

" The man that hath no music in his soul,

Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds.

Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils

;

The motions of his spirit are as dull as night.

And his affections dark as Erebus.

Let no such man be trusted."

He is sure to be a long-hour employer.

Who has not read of the all but magic power of

Tyrolese song? What terrible excitement has the

Marseillaise produced upon the streets of Paris ! The
old soldier feels young when he hears the sound of

the bugle, or the roll of old England's conquering
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drum. I have seen an old war-horse in a coal-waggon

rear and prance, as ready for the charge, on hearing

the note of a trumpet. What Briton does not feel

thankful to God and happy in hid privileges, on hearing

what is still, and I pray may long be, the national

anthem, " God save the Queen," which I shall now

ask my friends behind me to illustrate ?

[The national anthem was then sung by the chou'.l

Music was part of the preparatory Pythagorean disci-

pline. Aristides says, " Music is calculated to com-

pose the mind and fit it for instniction ;" Picus Miran-

dola, " Music produces like effects on the mind as

medicine on the body ;" Plato, " Music to the mind

is as air to the body;" Homer, "Achilles was taught

music in order to moderate his passions ;" Aulus Gel-

lius, " Sciatica is cured by music;" Milton, "If wise

men are not such, music has a great power and dis

position to make them gentle ;" Chrysostom, " God has

joined music with worship that we might with cheer

fulness and readiness of mind express his praise in

sacred hymns ;" Bishop Home, " The heart may be

weaned from everything base and mean, and elevated

to everything excellent and praiseworthy, by sacred mu
sic." Martin Luther was deeply affected by music.

One day two of Luther's friends, on visiting him, found

him in deep despondency, and prostrate on the floor.

They struck up one of the solemn and beautiful tunes

which the Reformer loved. His melancholy fled ; he rose

and joined his friends, adding, " The devil hates good

music." Some of Luther's tunes are from the old Latin

chants, and others were composed by himsell " Most

of the singing in the Mass," he said, " is very fine and

glorious, breathing nothing but thankfulness and praise,
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such as Gloria in Excelsis, Alleluia, Benedictus, Agnus

Dei

:

" and some of it he devoted to pure Protestant

ends. Luther was a strenuous advocate for iraking

music a part, a prominent part, in the education of the

young; and in 1544, together with George Rhau, he

prepared a hymn-book with music for schools. Carlstadt

objected to harmony on very non-sequitur grounds :
" One

Lord, one faith, one baptism, and therefore only one

melody." Luther replied, " By parity of reasoning,

Carlstadt ought to have but one eye, one ear, one hand,

one boot, and one coat." Luther's celebrated hymn,

Ei?i veste Burg ist unser Gott—" A strong tower is our

God," was written in the castle at Coburg during the Diet

at Augsburg in 1530, when he alleviated his despond-

ency by music. In 1581, Cyriack Spangerberg pub-

lished " Cithara Lutheri," a collection of the songs and

hymns of Luther, in which he says, "We must confess,

tliat of all the master-singers since the Apostles' times,

Luther is the best and richest." Luther was an ex-

quisite performer on the flute ; and when a poor stu-

dent, his beautiful playing secured him many a night "s

lodging. He says, "I have always loved music; 1

would not for any price lose my little musical power

It drives away the spirit of melancholy, as we see in

the case of King Saul. By its aid a man forgets his

anger, lust, and pride, and expels many temptations

and evil thoughts. The devil cannot abide good music

— he hates it. Music is a great disciplinarian ; she

makes people tractable and kindly disposed. Music is

a lovely gift of God ; it awakens and moves me so, that

I preach with pleasure." No one wiU assert that Luther

was less abundant in labours because so fond of music

Writing to a friend who was oppressed with melancholy.
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Luther said, " Up, strike up a song to my Lord on the

organ— the Te Deum, or the Benedictus. Sing away,

as David and Elisha did. If the devil come again, say,

• Out, devil, I must sing to my Lord !' Sing a good

tune or two, and learn to defy the devil." lu the Castle

of Cohurg and in great danger, when he saw the despond-

ency of his friends he said, " Come, let us defy the

devil, and sing Psalm cxxx. Our singing distresses the

devil, and hurts his feelings exceedingly." And when he

had company at his house, sacred music was always the

chief part of the entertainment. " Next to theology," he

said, " I am not ashamed to confess, there is no art or

science to be compared to music." Nicholas Selnecker

says, "One must confess, that surely the Holy Spirit in-

spired both Luther's hymns and tunes." " If Luther had

left nothing else, his tunes and hymns had been enough."

The highest evidence of the power and excellency of the

hymns and music of Luther is the "fact, that the Roman
Catholics adopted them. The people would sing them,

and therefore the priests introduced them into the

Romish churches. A Carmelite friar observed, "Lu
ther's hymns helped his cause astonishingly; they spread

among all classes of the people, and were sung, not only

in the churches and schools, but also in the houses and

workshops— in the streets and market-places, in lanes

and fields." I have just seen and tried a selection of mu-

sic, chiefly old Latin and German, collected and politely

sent me by Ernest Bunsen, son of the distinguished

Prussian minister, in which are several of Luther's

noble, solemn, and plaintive compositions, which are

little knovm in this country. I do so long to see the

wretched rants, that are but too popular, banished from

c c
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our cliurches and chapels, in order that these grave and

noble compositions may occupy their place ; and one object

of this lecture is, to lead you, if possible, to abjure and

eject many of those tunes which have neither merit nor

beauty, and popularise those noble compositions, the

anthems, chants, and tunes of the ancient masters.

John Walthier, organist to the Elector of Saxony,

says, " I know and testify that Luther, that holy man of

God, the apostle and prophet of the German nation, had

great delight in music ; and many a gladsome hour have

I spent in singing with him ; and I have often seen how

gleeful and joyous the dear man has been made by sing-

ing, so that he never would be wearied or satisfied with

music." At the Scottish Reformation some admirable

music was composed, and became very popular. I can

in this lecture but briefly touch on the several stsiges of

the developement of sacred music since the Reformation,

giving only the names of some of the most talented

masters, while I will ask my fiiends who have kindly

come to help me, at my request, to give you one illus-

trative specimen of each. The first ancient tune I will

mention is called " French ;" it was composed at the

time of the Scottish Reformation, and is found in John

Knox's liturgy, or Book of Common Order. I do not

know whether it will suit every taste, but according to

my taste it is a beautiful specimen of the grandeur and

solemnity which should characterise sacred melody. It

ought to be sung in the heroic style, and after the

manner in which we hear " Scots wha hae wi' Wallace

bled." As I am not much acquainted with hjTnns, if

you will excuse me I will give you an appropriate verse

from an old Scotch Church version,

—
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" I to the hills will lift mine eyes,

From whence doth come mine aid.

My safety cometh from the Lord,

Wio heav'n and earth hath made.

Thy foot he'll not let slide, nor will

He slumber that thee keeps.

Behold, he that keeps Israel,

He slumbers not, nor sleeps."

1 give it you as a specimen of sacred music three

hundred years old.

[The tune was then sung by the choir.]

Nothing can be more simple than the melody of this

tune. Were you to hear the melody alone it would seem

naked ; but I know nothing, in the ordinary collection

of psalm tunes, so grand, so massive, so glorious, as its

harmony, and therefore I give it as a specimen of tho-

roughly devotional church music, and of those tunes

which you ought to introduce in church and chapel.

And now, lest Sir E. Buxton should seem correct in

stating what he supposed to be the object of this lee

ture, I will give you a specimen of sacred music from

a contemporaneous composer of England, which I will

also ask my friends to illustrate, as they are well able.

Richard Farrant, the composer of it, lived in the days

of Edward VI. It is a very beautiful piece of music,

and has been introduced into some of our congregations.

After all, and notwithstanding divers objections, anthems
and chants are the most Protestant music. In the me
trical version it is Gods words shaped and adapted to

man's music, but in chants and anthems it is man's music
adapted to God's words. The words of the composition

of Farrant, which I will ask the choir to illustrate, are,

" Lord, for thy tender mercies' sake lay not our sins to
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our charge, but forgive us what is past, and give us grace

to amend our sinful lives, to decline from sin and to in-

cline to virtue, that we may walk with a pei'fect heart

before thee now and evermore."

[The anthem was then sung by the choir.]

You have now had a specimen of the severe, but yet

glorious, Scottish music, and you have had a specimen

of the grander, richer, and yet more magnificent Eng-

lish music. On the whole, do not both very much

agree? I have no doubt that if Scotch and English

Christians could look at each other in a theological

point of view, as well as in a musical, we should see

how much greater harmony and fewer discords there are

than we are disposed to believe.

In the time of Elizabeth, herself a fair performer,

flourished, among others, Tallis, a musician of high

powers, and richly appreciated by the admirers of old

church music, the author of a single chant well known

and generally used. I will ask my friends behind me to

illustrate this \ ery simple chant of his, containing in the

melody not above three or four notes, and yet in its har-

mony extremely expressive, and truly fitted for Christ-

ian worship. " Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, for

be hath visited and redeemed his people," &c.

[The chant was accordingly chanted.]

I wish you to notice how very simple that music is

;

and yet, if ministers of the Gospel and others who have

influence in this matter will introduce that style of

music into their congregations, they will find it the most

popular of all. The melody requires only a few minutes

practice to enable you thoroughly to sing it, and a little

.

study to make you acquainted with its noble and beau-

tiful harmony.
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In the sixteenth century, and on the Continent, flou-

rished Palestrina, called the Homer of music, whose

powers, however, were given to the service of Rome.

In the seventeenth century flourished Orlando Gibbons,

author of a celebrated sanctus,
—" Holy, holy, holy, Lord

God Almighty ! the whole earth is full of thy glory."

It is veiy short, but I think you will concur with me in

thinking it a noble piece of music.

[The choir here sang the sanctus.]

In the beginning of the eighteenth century flourished

John Blow. His beautiful single chant on the minor

key I am never weary of listening to. Among English

composers the most illustrious was Purcell, and one

regrets that his music is not more known, or rather

used, than it is. Time would fail me to speak of Per-

golesi, Jomelli, and others of later times. Handel's

name is a household word ; his music is almost equal to

his theme—rich, glorious, replete with evidences of the

highest inventive genius. Why should there be no con-

gregation able to sing at Christmas, " Unto us a child is

born," &c. ? Haydn's oratorio of " The Creation " is a

wonderful production ; his " Stabat Mater " we may ad-

mire as music, but must renounce as idolatry. One
regrets that the compositions of such masters as Haydn
and Mozart are inseparable from the superstitions of

the Church of Rome. Among English composers I ought

to mention the names of Jeremiah Clark, the favourite

pupil of Dr. Blow, also William Croft, and Dr. Boyce.

These are names of great weight, and tunes that bear

their names are just as superior to the trash too fre-

quently used in our churches and chapels as the poetry

of Milton or Cowper is superior to the rhymes that are

called by courtesy the poetiy of the present day. I
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need not quote such names as Beethoven and Men-

delssohn, the latter of whom may be as familiar to the

siglit as his " Elijah " is to the hearing of many of you.

In listening to the music of some of these great mas-

ters, what rapturous flights of sound ! what pathetic

chimes ! what expressions of agony and woe ! in short,

what an embodiment of all the feelings of suffering and

rejoicing humanity, sympathised with and furnished

with a voice and an eloquent tongue, in these grand

creations of human genius ! How the chorus strikes on

the ear, in crashes of thunder the one moment, out of

which instantly starts a solitary trumpet, like the

trumpet of doom ! Again the chorus swells and dies,

like the wind of summer ; anon we listen to intricate

and mystic passages of music, which wave to and fro like

the swinging of branches of trees in a storm. This

again ceases, as if a lull had occurred in the hurricane.

and some solitary sweet voice, like Jenny Lind's, darra

oflf, like a bird out of the trees, and floats upon the air,

and sings in ecstasy a wild, sweet solo, in the warm sun

shine ! Poetry, Painting, and Music, are three great

interpreters of Nature, each disclosing some hidden

beauty, some inner excellency, some long - concealed

hieroglyphic ; but of the three. Music is the mightiest,

the purest, truest, heavenliest. Painting is Nature

smiling, resting, moving, beautiful ; Poetry is Nature

speaking, whispering, laughing, crying,—" Day unto

dav uttering speech, and night unto night teaching

knowledge ;" Music is Nature rendering forth those deep

and abysmal feelings which the first two are unable to

express,—Nature singing what Poetiy says and Painting

seems,—the three witnesses to the loss of a beauty, a

glory, and a perfection that are gone, but prophets, and
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earnests, and instalments of a glory, and beauty, and

perfection that are promised ; not the devil's property,

and so to be left in his possession, but God's fallen

things, yet to be redeemed and reinstated in their place,

as reflectors of his glory— the trumpets of his praise.

I think the human voice the noblest of all instru-

ments. Organs were not used in the. Christian church

till a very late period. The first great organ was pre-

sented to Charlemagne by the Emperor Michal. In the

Eastern church organs were never approved. In the

Western church they were introduced amid great oppo-

sition. Thus^lrede, a Cistercian monk, in the twelfth

century : — " Unde cessantibus jam typis et figuris.

unde in ecclesia tot organa, tot cymbala? Ad quid

rogo terribilis ille foUium flatus, toniti-ui potius frago-

rem quam vocis e.xprimens suavitatem?"

—

.iElredus,

Speculum Castitatis, lib. ii. 23. " Whence, after types

and figures have ceased,—whence in the church so

many organs, so many cymbals ? For what purpose, I

ask, is that terrible blowing of bellows, expressing ra-

ther the Clashing of thunder than the sweetness of the

voice ?" My idea of an organ is very simple, and, I

think, very true. But, before stating it, I may premise,

that I have no sympathy whatever with the ultra-

puritanic views of some on this side the Tweed, or the

covenanting prejudices of others north of the Tweed in

this matter. I do not admire the anile ignorance

which hears heresy in the sounds of an organ, or sees a

Papist in its patron or player. So strong was the feeling

half a century ago in the Church of Scotland, that, on a

clergyman introducing an organ, the aged females that

sat round the pulpit could hardly be kept down on its

first sound ; and the clamour in the parish grew so ter
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rible, that they were obliged to remove it ; and the poor

clergyman, on leaving the parish for a more suitable one

at a distance, was represented in the prints of the day

and in the shop-windows robed in his canonicals, with a

barrel-organ on his back, and his right hand turning

the handle, and playing the well-known tune, " I'll

gang nae mair to yon toun," &c. Yet a violoncello,

double-bass, or a violin, are more effective instruments

by far. On the orgaa, the same key is both the flat of

one note and the sharp of another,— the transitions are

clumsy and abrupt ; but the violin not only distinguishes

each note and half-note from another by different

fingers, but can render the quarter or eighth of a tone

with unutterable beauty, and pass from one to another

with a delicacy altogether unattainable by organ or

piano. You have excommunicated the violin and con-

secrated the organ, and, like many kindred papal canoni-

sations and curses, on very unsatisfactoiy grounds. But

the organ, grand as it is, is nothing to the human voice.

The Old Hundredth, given by all the voices in this

hall, is grander without than with the organ. The organ,

in short, to express its true value, is a good auxiliary to

bad congregational singing ; but, like the use of a ci-utch.

too long used it prevents our walking without it ; or,

like an ear trumpet, too much had recourse to, it renders

us unable to hear without it. The human voice alone

is the wonderful organ. Intellect is visible on the

brow,— the heart is seen looking through the eye ; but

the soul reveals itself in the voice. Man's soul is au-

dible, not visible, as God gave an apocalypse of himself

of old, not in the blazing fire nor in the bursting earth-

quake, but in the "still small voice." The sound of

the voice alone betrays the flowing of the inner and in-
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exhaustible fountains of the soul, otherwise inappreciable

to man. Mercuiy may have made the lyre, Apollo the

flute, Jubal the harp and the organ ; but God made the

human voice, and the instrument shares in something

of the perfection of the Maker.

But I am speaking of music rather than musical in-

struments. Music is in harmony with all other sciences.

The painter must borrow its language in order to

describe his painting ; he speaks of tone and harmony.

The poet's rhymes and cadences are all musical. Elo-

quence is the master minstrel playing on those responsive

musical strings,—the feelings, fears, and hopes of the

human heart. There is an analogy between music and

geometry. There is a likeness,— a family likeness,

between York minster and Handel's oratorio : the one

represents to the eye, and the other to the ear, a divine

thought ; the cathedral is the dead stone shaped and

fitted to its place, and so vivified by the genius of the

architect that the veiy stone shoots up, and blossoms,

and shines, and sparkles in the splendour of rising and

setting suns, as if circled by a perpetual aureole of

beauty and light ; the oratorio is the cathedral of the

ear, in which the dull air is seized by the master

minstrel, and reverberating from the string, or rushing

through the pipe, or gushing from the human voice, it

embodies and unfolds all great and glorious thoughts.

Even a great poet cannot speak of war— in itself not

very musical,—without bringing in music to illustrate

it :
—

" This is the arsenal. From floor to ceiling.

Like a huge organ, rise the burnished anns,

But from their silent pipes no anthem pealing,

Startles the \-illages \vith strange alamis.
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Ah ! what a sound will rise, how wild and dreary,

When the death-angel touches those swiii keys !

What loud lament and dismal Miserere

WiU mingle with the awful symphonies !

I hear e'en now the infinite fierce chorus,

The cries of agony, the dreadful groan.

Which, through the ages that have gone before us,

In long reverberations reach our own.

The bursting shell, the gateway wrenched asunder,

The rattling musketry, the clashing blade,

And, ever and anon, in tones of thunder,

The diapason of the cannonade !

Is it, man ! with such discordant noises,

With such accm'sed instruments as these,

Thou drownest Nature's sweet and kindly voices,

And j arrest the celestial harmonies ?

Were half the power that fills the world with ten-or,

—

Were half the wealth bestowed on camps and sports,

Given to redeem tlie human mind from eiTor,

There were no need of arsenals and forts.

Down the dark future, through long generations.

The echoing sounds grow fainter, and then cease ;

And like a beU with solemn, sweet vibrations,

I hear once more the voice of Christ say, ' Peace.'

' Peace,'— and no longer from its brazen portals

The blast of war's great organ sliakes the skies

;

But, beautiful as songs of the Immortals,

The holy melodies of love arise."

Music lias a wouderfully soothing influence : purer

than painting, more ethereal than poetry, and the least

sensuous of any, it exercises the greatest power over

the human mind. Are you, young men, worn out with

the toils of the day, and anxious to drown the lingering

echoes of the roar of the wheels and machinery of mam-

mon ? Learn to sing, or play on the violin, sacred anthems.
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airs, and tunes. Amusement or relaxation you must

have Try this ; it will exert on you all the power and

none of the poison of opium. Singing keeps off pul-

monary disease. Disease of the lungs often arises from

failing fully to inflate them. Now moderate exercise of

the voice is just as necessary to the health of the whole

chest as exercise of the whole body to its healthy de-

velopement. Music has also an inspiring power. If

you feel dull, sleepy, and exhausted, a lively tune on the

violin will rouse your nerves, and restore them to har-

mony. Don't have recourse to wine or alcohol ; these

will aggravate, not cure. Try music ; it is essentially

teetotal, and yet inspiriting. We all know the effect

produced on the 42 d Highlanders at Waterloo, when

they seemed beginning to waver, by the sound of the

pipes. The Duke of Wellington, with his eagle eye,

perceived the indications of change, and asked why it

was that so unusual a thing had occurred. The remark

was made by a distinguished commanding oflBcer that

some one had commanded the pipes to cease playing.

Wellington instantly ordered the pipes to be played in

full force ; and, though to English ears not the most mu-

sical, they had the most cheering effect on that gallant

band, who instantly rallied to share with torn colours

and shattered ranks in the trophies of the day.

" And \vild and high the Cameron's gathering rose ;

The war-note of Lochiel, which Albyn's hills

Have heai-d, and heard too have her Saxon foes,

How in the noon of night that pibroch thrills

Savage and shiill. But with the breath which fills

Their mountain pipe, so fill the mountaineers

AVith the fierce native daring which instils

The stirring memory of a thousand years,

Aiid Evan's, Donald's fame, rings in each clansman's ears."
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Is your mind haunted with evil thoughts ? As Christ-

ian young men, you know the sovereign and infallible

prescription. But in its place music has a wonderfully

expulsive power. David played before Saul, and the

evil spirit forsook him. Luther, in despondency, used

to seize his flute and revive his spirits, remarking, " The
devil hates good music " I may add, the Pope also hates

good music. I will give you an instance of it. I was

once along with a clergyman of the Church of England

speaking in a large room to a meeting on the comparative

merits of the Romish and Protestant communions. Some
Jesuits had packed the room with three-fourths of Irish

Roman Catholics from the railway. My friend tried to

speak first, but the tremendous noise of hob-nails and

heavy hoots upon the floor made him positively present

the spectacle of playing a pantomime. Not one syllable

was heard. He sat down in thorough despair, and as it

is said that Scotchmen always come to the breach when

Englishmen give way, he asked me to see what I could

do to still them. I found, however, that I was not more

successful than my friend ; but I was more cunning, for

I went to the singers, ten or twelve, who began our

meeting with praise, and said, " Strike up with all your

force the J 00th Psalm," to some merely descriptive

words, supposing that ten or twelve voices in harmony

would put down many hundreds in discord. There was

perfect silence. Eveiy Roman Catholic walked out,

and in a quarter of an hour we had the meeting tho-

roughly to ourselves. I ought, however, in candour to

explain, that I thought the secret was that the Roman
Catholics hated our Protestant music ; but I found that

they were forbidden to join in worship— such our

singing appeared— with those whom they believe to be
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heretics. If tliis room were filled with Roman Catholics,

I should ask my friends behind me to begin to sing., and

you would see them filing out as fast as their feet could

C£iriy them.

Do I address a Scotchman in this assembly? and

where are Scotchmen not found? Does not " Auld

Lang syne," " Birks of Invermay," " Roslin Castle,"

and still more, the sacred, venerable, and ancient melo-

dies of our national church, make you forget shops,

ledgers, gaslights, troublesome customers, and conjure

up before the mind's eye

" Caledonia, stem and wild,

Meet nurse for a poetic child,

Land of bro\vn heath and shaggy wood,

Land of mountain and the flood .'

"

And have you not, in the enthusiasm of the moment,

exclaimed

—

" Breathes there the man, "u-ith soul so dead,

Who never to himself hath said,

This is my own, my native land

!

WTiose heart has ne'er ^vithin him burned,

As home liis footsteps he hath turned

From wandering on a foreign strand ?"

I recollect lines sung to me by my mother when I was

scarcely four years old. Ah ! a mother's first words

at home are, and ought to be, a son's last and deepest

recollections on earth. There is not a nobler, holier

relationship on earth than mother and son, and that son

who has no veneration for a mother's memoiy, and gives

no obedience to a mother's last advice, is an intolerable

discord and disgrace. Musi^ is essentially Protestant

;

the Pope has spared no money in order to Romanize it.

We Protestants have undervalued it—Romanists have
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idolized it. But music is not the property of the Pope,

or the possession of the devil, or the monopoly of either;

but the creature of God, and meant to be, and yet

destined to be, the utterer of his praise. Popery is pro-

perly represented by unison. Protestantism is properly

represented by harmony. If my friends were to sound

a note, and each of you were to sing the same note,

though in the same octave, or an octave higher, it would

be what is called unison ; but if they were to sound

a key-note, and each one were to take it up in his

part, soprano, contralto, tenor, bass, the whole together

would constitute harmony. Now in the Church of

Rome they boast of unity, but I have always contended

that they have no such thing. They have uniformity

but not unity. Whether in his own palace at Rome, or

where he is now doin^ penance at Gaeta, the Pope

sounds the key-note, let it be B flat or A in the minor

key, and the moment he has sounded that note every

priest sounds the same note, and there is perfect unison.

But in the Protestant Church the Lord of GI017 sounds

the key-note, the Independents take up their loud

soprano, the Wesleyan Methodists the contralto, the

Scottish Church the tenor, and the Church of England

the grand and overwhelming bass ; and the whole con-

stitute the harmony of Protestantism, each taking his

own part, and yet all in perfect order, harmony, and

therefore unity. Music had its origin in Religion, and

to Religion it must render the tribute of its energies ;

and such is the glory of Scripture, that no other book

can furnish themes equal to the demands of musical

genius. Sacred music was heard at the creation, " when

the morning stars sung together, and all the sons of

God shouted for joy." Adam thus addressed Eve :

—
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" How often from the steep

Of echoing hill or thicket have we heard

Celestial voices to the midnight air,

Sole, or responsive to each other's note,

Singing their great Creator."

Adam and Eve, as sketched by Milton, delighted in

song ; they sang many a beautiful duet, and knew not

what discord was till sin entered and death by sin. The
music of the spheres is intimated by David when he

states, " The heavens declare the glory of God, and

the firmament sheweth his handywork." The children

of Israel, on their escape from the reach of Pharaoh,

sang, " I will sing unto the Lord, for he hath triumphed

gloriously ;
" " and Miriam the prophetess, and all the

women went out after her with timbrels." David was a

great musical reformer ; at the close of his reign four

thousand Levites praised the Lord. When the ark was

brought into Solomon's temple, " It came to pass that

the triimpeters and singers were as one in praising and

thanking the Lord : and when they lifted up their voice

with trumpets, and cymbals, and instruments of music,

saying. For he is good, his mercy endureth for ever

;

and when all the children of Israel saw it they bowed

themselves, with their faces to the ground, upon the

pavement, and worshipped and praised the liord, saying.

For he is good, for his mercy endureth for ever."

The blessed Saviour himself, on the eve of his cruci-

fixion, joined with his perfect voice in giving utterance

to the deep agonies of that perfect but suffering heai't,

and sang with his disciples, it is said, a hymn. I

do lament that Rome has secured so rich music fur

Passion Week. I know nothing grander than the

'Misp.rere, sung as a mei'e pageant at Rome, and there-
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fore, to an earnest heart, unsatisfactory in all respects

;

liut in the theme, in the deep cry, "Miserere mei,

Domine," the utterance of the 51st Psalm,— and in that

mournful, monotonous burden of sound, rising and

swelling as if the heavy moan of a world's calamity

;

and yet single voices heard in succession, parting from

the deep current of woe as if each were giving expression

to individual grief, and yet each a part of and insepa-

rable from that wondrous harmony—all this is grand

:

it has been monopolised by Popery because Protest-

antism has disregarded it. The daughters of our country

are taught the light trash of French ephemerals, and

these noble compositions have at length become so iden-

tified with Romanism, that we think them essentially

Ptomish.

Paul and Silas in prison sang praises to God; the

primitive Christians, as noticed by the heathens, sang

hymns. Here is divine precedent, holy sanction ; and

as long as the music suits the words and subserves the

thought, it cannot be too excellent. On a building you

may lay out too much money in an age when many

churches, rather than a few magnificent ones, are needed,

but you cannot lay out too much money in the purchase

of music ; twenty shillings will buy the very choicest

specimens, and your leisure hours for relaxation in cold

winter nights, and the exercise of your voice, which does

you good, will enable you to be one of the congregational

choir. I think it very hard that, while a Romish priest

has only to ask the ladies of his congregation to turn

themselves into sisters of mercy or charity, I can prevail

on so few of my congregation to take their place and

give their ministry in the choir — the noble ministry of

praising God. It is essential to effective general sing-
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ing in a congregation that there be a powerful concen-

trated choir.

It is the peculiar excellence of music that it is not

an ornament added to praise, but an auxiliary to its

manifestation. Music is not for impression, an influ-

ence from •without, but for expression of an inspira-

tion that is within. It is not designed to pour into the

heart new feelings, but to unload the full heart and give

egress and utterance to its otherwise unutterable emo-

tions. A soul full of joy instinctively sings. Music is

the language of joy— the catholic tongue of all glad

hearts in all lands ; other things seek after God, if

haply they may find him, but music professes to have

found him, and stands ever ready to sing his praise.

The waters rush from the hills into the plains below in

search of the Lord of the earth— the flame of fire

mounts upward in search of the Lord of heaven— the

mountains, like great watch-towers, lift their heads far

up into the sky, looking for the Judge of the woi'ld—
the flowers burst from their buds, looking for him whose

smile gave them their tints ; but Music has not to look

for him,—she has found him,—and her perpetual function

is to celebrate his praise and unfold his glory, and shew

how excellent is his name. It is remarkable that in

every portrait of a future state of joy and felicity sacred

architecture and painting are rarely or scarcely alhided

to. "No temple in heaven" is a fixed characteristic.

Living stones laid on the everlasting Rock, and cemented

by love and lighted up by the gloiy of God and of the

Lamb, is t\e gi-and metropolitan cathedral of the age to

come ; no painting or statuary is there, for the living

forms of beauty and of glory transcend all picture luad

render worthless the grandest production of the chisel

:

D D
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but what vindicates my subject, and renders it worthy

of a lecture, is the fact, that in all the disclosures of

the glories of the blessed, music, and song, and praise,

and thanksgiving, hold a prominent place. " A voice

iame out of the thi'one, saying. Praise our God, all ye

his servants." This is a solemn and sublime solo or

recitative. Immediately after, a chorus of symphony

and music, " as the voice of a great multitude, and as

the voice of many waters, and as the voice of mighty

thunderings, saying, Alleluia: for the Lord God omni-

potent reigneth."

I desire now, in few words, to obviate, or rather an-

ticipate, a few objections to sacred music, as well as try

to guard against its abuse. No musical attraction, how-

ever excellent, must draw you to join in a worship that

is idolatrous, or to unite with company ungodly and

profane. This is important ; it is the disregard of this

that has made pious minds hesitate to recommend the

Btudy of music
;

pixre in its place, it becomes pernicious

when thus perverted. It must be borne in mind, that

there is in this country a rapidly increasing taste for

sacred music- It is no longer a question. Cultivate or

not cultivate ? but, Shall we suffer it to pass over to a ser-

vice either profane or superstitious, or shall we advocate

and uphold its application to divine and holy purposes ?

At this moment the Jesuits, driven by late revolutions

from the Continent, are watching with lynx eyes for any

and eveiy plank on which to float into power, and one

of the means they are usurping is music in Popish

worship and music by Popish teachers. I know some

of our friends think Popeiy and Jesuitism are perfectly

distinct. I do not think so ; I regard Jesuitism as the

very essence of Popery— the corrosive sublimate of
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Popery,— the concentration of all its evil and the com-

bination of all its powers for the corruption of mankind

Numbers of Jesuits have become teachers of music

ostensibly, teachers of Popery really. You must resist

the devil in whatever shape he comes, whether building

grand cathedrals or writing sublime oratorios, whether

with tix)wel or with trumpet. The great plan I know

for preventing a musical taste from identifying itself

with idolatry or with the opera, is to point out the need

and source of a new heart. Yet it may not be useless

to invite Christians, not indeed to enter into competi-

torship with Rome, but to give a little more attention

and patronage to this exercise, retaining the severest

simplicity, and yet reaching forth to greater excellence.

Nor do I wish to encourage a mere musical exhibition

before the congregation. I want the whole congregation

to be one grand choir, each member taking his part;

and for this purpose there ought to be four leaders

instead of one. I want not an organ for the audience

to listen to, nor a choir for it to applaud, but one or

other, just to sustain, and lead, and regulate the con-

gregation. Nor do I identify my advocacy of sacred

music with any one way of advancing it. Many spi-

ritual and devoted men entertain strong objections to

oratorios as ordinarily performed. My remarks are not

'o be interpreted as either laudatory or condemnatory.

/ must say, however, I cannot endure the idea that the

sufferings of the Saviour should be turned into a mere

musical gratification ; and still less the idea that a mere

worldly man, fresh fi'om the boards of the opera, should

be the performer in such an exhibition ; nor less do I

dislike to hear an audience shout encore after some deep

and piercing delineation and expression of sorrow or
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solemn truth, as if its music were all its charm, and the

words used merely to make room for the music. This

is to make use of God for our music, and not to make
use of music for the sake of God. But are these things

inseparable from music ? Is it impossible to secure

Christian men of musical attainments? Can the Young
Men's Christian Association do nothing in this matter ?

May not this lecture suggest a new subject for your

meditation? Here allow me to commend to your at-

tentive perusal an admirable little work by Mr. Binney,

which shews that under that severe logical head of his

there are deep springs of beauty, and of sympathy, and

harmony, like the fissures in the granite rock, rich in

green herbage and sweet flowers. "The Ser\dce of Song "

has many good suggestions. It has been urged that

the study of music leads to dissipation, that musical

men are not of the most temperate or domestic habits.

If it be so, it is deeply to be deplored ; but surely there

is no essential connexion between music and wine

:

Apollo and Bacchus are not Siamese twins ; wine-

glasses, and quavers, and semibreves, are not sisters, nor

even second cousins. In the natural world, Music and

Temperance are plainly sisters. The blackbird, thrush,

canary, and nightingale, all exquisitely musical, drink

nothing but water, and smoke nothing but fresh air.

A grove or wood in spring echoes with feathered mu-

sicians, each a teetotaler, temperate without a pledge,

and ever singing and never dry. I do believe that if

music has, in any instance, fallen into bad hands, it is

very much the fault of those who are satisfied with

music in the worship of God, anything but worthy of

the sublime themes of Christianity. Why should the

psalmody of our congregations be a penance to a mu-
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sical ear? The Gospel does not call on us to stop the

musical ear or blind the tasteful eye, but to enlist the

sympathies of both in favour of the grand and sublime

service of Christianity. If Protestants will practically

despise music, the devil, intimately acquainted with its

powers, will seize and secure it for the playhouse ; and

the Pope, no less acquainted with its attractions, will

engage it for the mass-house, and detached from its

primeval fellowship, the worship of God, it will be-

come the ally of idolatry or banqueting, and revelry

and bacchanalian excess. The desecration of the purest

things is always greatest ; an angel falling becomes a

fiend ; music perverted becomes a ministiy to sin and

Satan. I know the heart is the chief element in all

worship, and spirit, and truth, more acceptable to God
than all besides ; but if you have music at all, why not

have the best music and in the best manner? I do not

advocate florid music any more than florid robes or

florid architecture, but severe, simple, solemn music,

beautifying the house and furnishing a channel for the

expression of the praises of the bride of the Lamb, till

that day arrive when all ears shall be music, and all

tongues praise, and all hearts love, and the universe a

choir, and the " Hallelujah Chorus " the anthem peal for

ever and ever. How beautiful is the picture of do-

mestic piety, presented by one who, in some respects,

was unmindful of it :

—

" The cheerfu' supper done, wi' serious face,

They roun' the ingle form a circle wide

;

The sire turns o'er wi' patriarchal grace

The big ha' Bible, aince his father's pride.

Of strains that aince did sweet in Zion glide

He wales a jKirtion wi' judicious care,

And ' Let us worship God,' he says wi' solemn air.
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They chant their artless notes in simple guise,

They tune their hearts, by far the noblest aim

;

Perhaps ' Dundee's' wild warbling measures rise,

Or plaintive ' Martyrs,' worthy of the name."

Such is the picture of an old Scottish family when

there was a Bible in every cottage and worship in every

home. The tune that is here alluded to is called

" Dundee." It is on the minor key, exquisitely solemn,

and perhaps my friends will oblige me with singing one

verse of it as a specimen of the plaintive and beautiful

music that ought to be in every sanctuary.

[The choir here sang " Dundee."]

" Few are thy days, and full of woe,

man of woman bom

;

Thy doom is written, Dust thou art,

And shalt to dust return."

I want you to notice one feature here. The singing

of a congregation ought to be very much hke the singing

of an individual. Did you not observe that the choir

sang from the middle of the third line pianissimo, thus

expressing the idea with greater fullness ?

Now why not make congregational singing just as

expressive as our preaching from the pulpit, or solo

singing at a pianoforte in the drawing-room ? Speaking

of congregational praise, Baxter says, " When we are

singing the praise of God in a great assembly with

joyful and fervent spirits, I have the liveliest foretaste of

heaven, and I could almost wish that our voice were

loud enough to reach through all the world to heaven

itself." I think the chant the most purely Protestant

music ; the common tune and the metrical hymn are

God's word, as I have already said, shaped and adapted

to man's music, but the chant is God's word retained as

the Spirit gave it, and man's music following and un-
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folding it. You have had a specimen of the single chant

by Tallis, I should like to give you a specimen of the

double chant by Cooke, as applied to Psalm Ixvii, "God
be merciful," &c.

[The choir here chanted the above chant.]

The anthem has the same Protestant feature, though

less simple, and so less adapted to be universally po-

pular. Once more I will ask my friends to sing a most

beautiful anthem—the most rich and beautiful I know.

It is by Ebdon, and is adapted to that divine song called

" Nunc dimlttis."

[The choir then sang the anthem.]

I see no reason why every young man in this assem-

bly should not be able, in the place in which he wor-

ships, to take liis part in it. It is God's own beautiful

words ; it is the highest employment of man's genius,

not to adorn it, but unfold it, express it, and make it

come home to the heart with greater emphasis.

To draw to a close : in a glimpse of the upper sanc-

tuary vouchsafed to John in Patmos (Rev. xix. 1), "I

heard a great voice of much people in heaven, saying,

Alleluia : Salvation, and glory, and honour, and

power, unto the Lord our God." Ver. 5 :
" And a

voice came out of the throne, saying. Praise our God,

all ye his servants, and ye that fear him, both small

and great. And I heard as it were the voice of a

great multitude, and as the voice of many waters, and

as the voice of might}'' thunderings, saying, Alleluia

:

for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth." At pre-

sent, nature and the visible Church are partially out

of tune ; and those disputes that agitate the Church

of Christ are the tuning of the instruments preparatory

to the grand rush of song, when all the discoi'ds of na

ture shall melt into harmony,—all hearts be full of love,
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and joy, and gratitude,—all voices retuned and restored,

and the air clear and brilliant as in ancient Eden.

Young men of this Association shall cease to drudge

sixteen hours in close shops, and take their place as

choristers in the last grand oratorio, with voices no

more tremulous from exhaustion. What a chorus, when

winds, and waves, and birds, and wx-man's brilliant so-

prano, and man's deep bass, and every creature in hea-

ven, and earth, and under the sea—the cherubim of the

sky, and the children of the earth— church-tower, and

cathedral-pavement, and chapel-roof—the Archbishop of

Canterbury, Hugh M'Neile, Dr. Chalmers, Baptist

Noel, and Mr. Sherman,—and, greater still than they,

tlie glorious company of the apostles, the goodly fellow-

ship of tlie prophets, the noble army of martyrs, shall

join in that grand jubilee,— in that glorious Alleluia

Chorus, "The Lord God Omnipotent reigneth !
" I have

thus spoken of music in the hands of Christians, amid the

lights of Scripture, and directed by souls that feel that,

whether we eat, or drink, or whatsoever we do, we

should do all to the glory of God.

My first demand of the Christian musician is, that

he should be " born again," that the aflfections of his

soul should be retouched and retuned, the heart charged

with gi'atitude, and joy, and love.

" Art is short, and time is fleeting.

And our hearts, though stout and brave,

Still like muffled drums are beating

Fxmeral marches to the grave."

We are near eternity. Its glorious tones occasion-

ally reach us. We walk as it were in the crypt or sub-

terranean chamber of life, whence at times we can hear,

from the great cathedral of glory that is above us, the

pealing of the organ and the chanting of the choir;
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and ever, as a friend goes upward at the bidding of

death, and joins that sublime choms, waves of riclier

and louder harmony roll down, till our hearts vibrate

in unison with eternal praises ; and occasionally a flash

of the heavenly light streams into our spirits and

reveals to us fathers, and mothers, and sisters, and

brothers, and friends, as " harpers with their harps,"

singing the song of Moses and the Lamb ; and occar

sionally a blessed invitation is heard from the lips of

some familiar one, now a chorister before the throne,

" Come up hither, my son, there is a place empty,

waiting to be occupied by you ! My daughter, here is

a seat for you !
" And again, we hear the anthem peal

louder than the loud thunder, " Thou art worthy, for

thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us by thy blood out

of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation."

" Blessing and honour, and glory and power, to him that

sitteth on the throne, even the Lamb ! " A clearer and

more spiritual apprehension of this divine harmony

would render contemptible the songs of the opera, and

give to sacred music a sublime significance, and to

Christianity itself its trae and divine aspect. Have

you new hearts? These are indispensable requisites

in order to fit you for a place in the heavenly choir

;

the blood of the Lamb is the only title, and the work of

the Spirit of the Lamb the only preparation for taking a

part in that sublime symphony. Thus only the discord-

ant starts of passion, the snatches of appetite, the whinings

of discontent, shall be no more heard ; and the soul, like

an organ delivered 'from chance pressure on its keys,

shall be given into the hands of its divine Maker.

Music is for the expression of gratitude, and joy, and

adoration in the soul. If you are not redeemed and

sanctified, you have no deep inner feeling to express

;
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and therefore music is of no use to you, and you of

no use in glory, and therefore there is no place pre-

pared for you. If you be what your name indicates -r-

Christian young men— cherish the bright prospect of

entering the company and joining in the chants of the

blessed ; of hearing the harp of David sound a yet

nobler music—and the voices of Isaiah and Jeremiah no

longer tuned to sadness—and the adamantine Luther

singing in a nobler strain yet nobler victories—and

Milton rising to the utterance of songs worthy of Para-

dise really regained—and Cowper's spirit, no longer

benighted, desolate, and unstrung—and confessors from

the catacombs of Rome, and martyrs from their flame-

shrouds, and missionaries from the distant isles of the

ever-sounding sea—and Afiica and Asia, and Europe

and America, presenting the rapturous spectacle of the

prophet's strain upon a world's lips— a chorus, every

chord in which is joy, every heart in which is love,

every utterance in which is deep and glorious harmony.

We move to that blessed land— our march is amid the

music of the redeemed. Onward, fellow-Christian, in

your sublime career ! and so, amid crashing sceptres,

and crumbling dynasties, and exploding thrones, and

the earth moved and the mountains reeling, and the

waves of the sea roaring, and men's hearts failing them

for fear of the things that are coming upon the earth,

lift up your hearts and sing, " God is our refuge and our

strength," as old Luther did in trouble ; for this tolling

of the funeral knell of successive kingdoms shall be soon

changed in your hearing into a joyous marriage-peal of

bells, sounding over sea and land, " Behold, the bride-

groom cometh, and the bride hath made herself ready
!

"
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WILLIAM ALLEN,

Gentlemen,— The things which have Lufalleu me
are known to a large portion of this vast audience

After a struggle between duty and grief, duty has con-

quered, and enabled me to appear before you this

evening. I have a strong conviction with Mr. Heniy,

that " weeping should not hinder sowing," and that an

affliction is most likely to profit ourselves when at-

tempted to be improved for the advantage of others

;

therefore 1 come, as it were from the grave, to address

you to-night. Few young men present can have been

in similar circumstances to the speaker. The most

part here are ignorant of the bitterness of sorrow which

attends the loss of a precocious and interesting child,

— a child which soon follows its sainted mother to

Heaven; but some have felt the pang,— and feel it this

moment,— which Death gave them, as he tore a loved

brother from their embrace when his presence was

most needed, or hurried an angelic sister to an un-

timely grave when their hopes ran strongest respecting

her future course. Such, I am sure, will give me their

sympathy and feel how incompatible is the publicity

1 have to endure to-night with the privacy that gi'ief

would seek.

I am not sure that at the best of times I should be

qualified to deliver a lecture of this desci'iption toyoang
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men. When I undertock the task, after repeated soli-

citations, I had fondly hoped to be as a young man
among young men,— to throw sprightliness into a sub-

ject so well calculated to instruct. Now, if I should

fail in this, you must try to forgive me, and atti"ibute

my dulness to a ca.use for which I am sure your

kindness will make due allowance.

In the Bible, which is the model for all books of in-

struction, the wisdom of God has not only given us

doctrines and precepts to teach us what we are to

believe and practise, but biographical sketches of holy

men in every station of life, who became living epistles

of that word ; whose speech, actions, and end of living,

might be known and read of all men. And I need not

say that those lives are parts of that book most read,

most quoted, most remembered, and most influential.

Of all uninspired productions, none are capable of cre-

ating such interest, or of producing so large an amount

of good, as brief, well-written biographies of good men
who have laboured for the public good and died in the

faith of the Gospel.

With some hope of impressing your minds with real

excellence, and leading you to copy the example of one

whose genius and perseverance, consecrated by faith,

made him one of the most exalted men of his day, I

\ cnture to direct your attention to the life of

WILLIAM ALLEN.

" But who is William Allen ? " said a gentleman, about

five-and-twenty years of age. He was a Quaker. "Hem!"
was the reply. " What was he ?" A chemist in Plough

Court, Lombard Street. " Indeed !
" was the exclama-

tion; " I should have thought you might have found a
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better subject than a Quaker and a chemist for your

lecture." Did you ever read his life? "No, never

heard of him before I saw his name associated with

yours on the bill." Well, come and hear I He is

here I see to-night ; and I trust he will find that it is

quite possible for a Quaker to be a man of genius and a

benefactor to his race, and that to him we, as a nation,

are indebted for many of the greatest institutions which,

during the last half-century, have been raised up.

Mauy persons in this assembly, I doubt not, have pro-

posed similar inquiries ; in my own congregation, espe-

cially among the youth, the inquiry seems to have gone

round, "Who is William Allen? What is to be said

about William Allen ? " A dear friend near me to-night,

thinking that he would make himself a little acquainted

with the subject of the lecture before lie heard it, sent

to the Row for the " Life of William Allen," and the

bookseller sent him three huge octavo volumes, of 500

pages each, to read. He laid them aside in despair,

and was willing to come and hear in a condensed lec-

ture a little of the life of AVilliam Allen.

William Allen was born on August 29, 1770. His

parents were Job and Margaret Allen, members of the

Society of Friends. His father was a manufacturer of

silk, and of respectable standing. They lived in a small

house in Spitalfields, and appear to have been remark-

ably pious and sensible persons. They not only, as

most Friends (I mean Quakers) do, taught their boy

orderly habits, but endeavoured to make religion at-

tractive to him ; induced him to love and value Scrip-

ture truths, and the society of such as advocate its prin-

ciples. For a short time he was sent to a Friends

boarding-school at Rochester; but, for reasons unex-

plained, soon returned to the parental roof. He had
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not the privilege of a liberal education— mark this—
indeed it appears that it was originally very limited:

still he gave early indications of a genius which enabled

him to surmount this disadvantage.

His mind had already received a decided bias in favour

of scientific pursuits. Even while a child he had a

particular predilection for chemistry, and was perse-

vering in his efforts to obtain an experimental know-

ledge of this science. Astronomy was also a favourite

study, and, at the age of fourteen, he had himself con-

stnicted a telescope with which he could see the satel-

lites of Jupiter. In describing the circumstance, he

said, that " not being strong in cash," he was obliged to

go economically to work ; he accordingly purchased an

eye-piece, an object-glass, for which he paid one shil-

ling ; he then bought a sheet of pasteboard, which cost

twopence, and having made his tubes, and adjusted his

glasses,, he found, to his great delight, that the moons

ivere visible. Thus, for fourteen-pence, he obtained a

source of enjoyment, the recollection of which always

afforded him pleasure.

On the 19th January, 1788, when he was seventeen,

he commenced a diary, in which he recorded daily his

religious feelings, his progress in science and know-

ledge, his incessant labours, and remarkable perse-

verance and assiduity ; with few intermissions, he

continued this diary for fifty years. His first entries

indicate a remarkable love of religious tnith, and the

deep hold it had taken of his heart at that early age.

He determines, for instance, " to strive against evil

thoughts," " to spend no time unprofitably," and enjoys

" particular satisfaction in the company of Friends."

His attendance at the house of God was constant and

profitable, and the ministry appears to have been accom-
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panied by what he calls " a divine sweetness." The

sentences uttered in private to him by his ministers

have in his estimation an oracular authority, and are

noted by him for everlasting remembrance. Take one

or two examples. One of them said to him, " When
things are in their right places, best things will be

uppermost"— worth remembering. Another said to

him, " Every act of obedience to the Divine requiring

brings strength, and every act of disobedience weak-

ness." " 1 was advised," he says, " by John Pemberton,

to be faithful in small things." And no wonder at his

decision ; for when two things meet in a young mans
histoiy the growth of piety is quite certain. First,

when ministers seek an opportunity in private to im-

press divine things on the mind of a young man ; and

secondly, when that young mans mind is open to re-

ceive, to treasure up, and to meditate on the godly senti-

ments he hears, the consequence will be a surrender of

the heart to God.

His father was very anxious that he should be asso-

ciated with him in the silk business ; but although he

remained under the parental roof till he was twenty-two,

his mind had received too strong a bias for scientific

pursuits to follow that business. At this time the

young man had attracted the attention of Joseph Gurney

Bevan, who introduced him as a partner into his che

mical establishment at Plough Court. Though so young

a man, he devoted himself with characteristic ardour

and fidelity to his new duties ; and within three years

after his entrance, in consequence of the retirement oi

Mr. Bevan, he became the leading partner in the house,

and opened a laboratory at Plaistow.

The same year he entered himself as physician's pupil
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at St. Thomas's Hospital, and before the year closed

was elected member of the Physical Society at Guys
Hospital. This is one of his entries about his atten-

tions to some patients, "AVent to the Hospital, re-

ceived the thanks of a poor sick patient, which did me
more good than a guinea-fee."— Not every physician

will say the same.

Hear his resolutions at the beginning of the year

1796. He was now twenty-six years of age. " Re-

solved to endeavour by all means to acquire more firm-

ness of character, and more indifference to what even

my nearest friends may think of me in the pursuit of

what I believe to be right ; to do nothing to be seen of

men ; to avoid eveiy species of craft and dissimulation,

arid to spend more time in my own room in reading

and retirement." Resolutio>«» which the sequel will

shew how admirably he carried out.

At Plough Court he formed a Philosophical Society,

which afterwards bore the name of " The Askesian

Society;" the object of which was for " exciting habits

of inquiiy and accurate investigation." Among its mem
hers were Luke Howard, Joseph Fox, W. H. Pepys,

Sir Astley Cooper, and Dr. Babington. This society

was sustained by him with great energy for twenty

years. Now he frequently sits up all night pre-

paring lectures and making experiments, by day pays un-

usual attention to his own business, and withal is over

head and ears in love with a certain " dear Mary Hamil-

ton," of Piedruth. Though sometimes " disappointed

in not receiving a letter from her," and in consequence

" very low and overdone," yet love does not slacken his

exertions for himself and others, and he rapidly makes

progress in eveiything that he undertakes.
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On the 13th November, 1796, he was married to this

estimable lady at Tottenham Meeting. Six months

after marriage, he records, " My dearest companion is,

next to divine consolation, the greatest comfort I enjoy."

But alas ! he soon learned by bitter exjierience the un-

certainty of all earthly joy. On the 6th of September,

1797, only ten months after marriage, she gave birth to

a daughter; and on the 11th, five days after, her spirit

was called to put on immortality. William Allen now

says that his tortured heart felt, as it were, the extre-

mity of grief. When his child was put into his arms

he exclaims, " I could not bear to nurse her long. Oh,

I thought how we should have enjoyed her together."

The heavenly state of mind which succeeded this truly

afflictive dispensation shews how richly it was sanctified

for his own welfare and preparation for future usefulness.

The weighty concerns of the laboratory at Plaistow

and of Plough Court were too oppressive, and a new

partnership was formed with Luke Howard. Yet if his

work was lightened in one direction, it seemed to in-

crease in another. Hear him describe a week in which

he tells us, study was suspended by press of business

:

" Attended four anatomical lectures, two surgery, one

physiology
;

" and the next week, " Anatomy, six lec-

tures ;
physiology, two; surgical, three ; chronic diseases,

one." And all this maintained with the claims of

humanity— forming and working soup and clothing

societies in Spitalfields for the poor when bread was

tifteen-pence and eighteen-pence a loaf. It is perfectly

surprising to see the facility with which he turned from

one subject to another, not as a mere dabbler in sci

ence, but as a man determined to make himself master

of all he read and of all he investigated. One day,

in connexion with Astley Cooper and Dr. Bradle}
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he is eagerly engaged in experiments on respiration,

breathing the gaseous oxide of azote ; until fixed eyes,

purple face, swollen veins, and apoplectic stertor,

alarm his friends, and conclude the investigation. On
another, with his friend Pepys, he is freezing quick-

silver with the muriate of lime and snow, or fusing

platina with oxygen or charcoal. A little later, he is

shut up with Humphry Davy, enjoying his experiments

in electricity; and the day following he is at Fox's,

with Dr. Jenner and others, considering a paper on the

cow-pox, to be read by the doctor that night at Guy's.

Nothing comes amiss to him. He is always ready,

always laborious.

In 1801 he commenced a series of lectures to the

Askesian Society, which were very popular even among

the most scientific men of his day. Yet see how he can

blend intellectual enjoyment with the common sympa-

thies of life. Here is a note in his book, " Soup-house

in Spitalfields, to take down the names of some of the

most miserable of the poor, that I may call upon them.

Went to the Royal Institution to hear Davy's first lec-

ture on galvanism— a most capital one."

In 1803 he always had some French work on

hand, and usually read a portion every day. He
also made considerable progress in German, and com-

menced the study of mathematics. He visited many

persons who claimed the exercise of his medical skill,

and was very successful. This year he was elected

Fellow of the Linnean Society, and Lecturer of Che-

mistiy at Guy's Hospital. It appears— and I am glad

to see such entries from men of renown, because they

are a comfort to meaner minds and younger persons

—

that he suffered much to get ready for these lectures.

He tells U3 that he had sometimes " to write his lectures
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three times over." He says, " I rose early, getting ready

for experiments at the hospital ; was disti-essingly low and

anxious. I had a tight job to get ready ; began a little

after eight ; a crowded theatre—120 at least ; shewed the

luminous experiments : all seemed highly delighted."

And when he succeeded, which he almost universally

did in consequence of his previous hard study and care,

he breaks through the Quaker's gi-avity, and enjoys

recording it in his diary Avith rapture,— "succeeded

admirably," " went off gloriously," " began and ended

with loud plaudits."

In 1803 other honours awaited him. He was made

one of the presidents of the Physical Society at Guy's,

and by the advice of Humphry Davy and John Daltou

of Manchester accepted an invitation from the Eoyal

Institution to become one of its lecturers. At this

period the demands made upon his time and attention

were unusually heavy. He was frequently referred

to for chemical analysis, and called upon tq perform

experiments which required not only skill and accuracy

but extensive scientific attainments. Plough Court be-

came distinguished for the excellence of its chemical

re-agents ; its fame in this department extending from

England to the Continent. Professor Pictet, of Geneva,

speaks of " a charming collection " he had been enabled

to obtain from this famous repository, and which he had

exhibited to the National Institute.

The year 1804 found Mr. Allen, if possible, still

more engaged. During the season of that year he de-

livered at the hospital forty-six lectures on chemistiy as

a first course ; twenty-six as a second ; and fifteen on

natural philosophy. Twenty-one other lectures at the

Royal Institution made the total number delivered

one hundred and eight. In the same year he studied
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Ciystallography, and helped to form the Mineralogical

and Geological Societies.

In 1805 he was recognised as a member of the Anti-

slavery Committee, a cause with which he had been

identified from his earliest days, and now he threw his

whole energies into it. His connexion with Wilberforce

began in this year, when he dined with him, and met

Charles Grant and other devoted friends of the Anti-

slavery cause at his table. From that time to the death

of Wilberforce, in 1833, the most endeared intimacy

subsisted between these men.

In 1806 he again entered into the marriage state

with the excellent Charlotte Hanbury, of Stoke Newing-

ton, who proved a comfort to him in his incessant toils.

In 1807 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal So-

ciety—a distinguished, and for him well-earned honour.

That Society also published the result of valuable re-

searches made by himself and his friend Pepys on

carbon and carbonic acid, which excited much interest

in the scientific woi-ld. His joy is unbounded that year

in recording the abolition of the slave-trade, when the

majority was obtained in both Houses, and the royal

sanction given to the bill on Febraary 24th.

He had now become a man sought after. The most

eminent men of the age were numbered by the plain

Quaker of Plough Court among his personal friends.

Wealth and honour strewed his path, and rendered

his situation not a little perilous. But he had a pre-

cious mother who saw his danger, watched over him

with the tenderest anxiety, and wrote him letters which,

for piety and beauty, are rarely surpassed. Although

thirty-seven years of age, his love to her was very

devoted. He did not read her letters, and then commit

them to the flames ; but he had a pocket-book in which
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he kept some of them always ready for reading when-

ever his sjjirit was oppressed. Young men, did you

hear that ? Take one or two extracts from this precious

woman's letters :

—

" Thy talents, my beloved child, if rightly directed, would tend

to spread heavenly knowledge, and to extend the government of

the Prince of Peace.

' Oh, how I long that the Most High would anoint and appoint

dedicated sons, to turn the attention of men to their greatest

good, and to arouse them from their beds of ease before the

solemn sound goes forth, 'Time shall be no longer !' He who

has loved thee from thy earliest youth has called thee to love

him

—

above all, to dedicate thyself to him, to surrender thy all

to him, to be made use of as he shall direct. The reins of

government shall not be in thy hands, but in his, to tm-n thee

into the path he may in future appoint, and out of what tliou,

as a man, wouldst have chosen for thyself. All, my dear, it is

not the strength of natural affection which leads me to say thou

wast not intended to spend all thy time in earthly pm-suits,

but, thi'ough submission to the operation of that power which

creates anew, thou art designed to lead the minds of others,

both by example and precept, from earth to heaven. I believe

it may be said of thee, as it was said to Peter, ' Satan hath

desired to have thee, that he may sift thee as wheat;' but I

humbly hope that the same Advocate \vill plead for thee, that

thy faith fail not."

On another occasion she writes :

—

" I entreat thee again to consider the necessity of setting

thyself more at liberty in future. Thou art too much absorbed

in study, my beloved child ; for however innocent it may be, yet,

like the doves in the temple, it fills up a place in the temple

of thy heart, which ought to be othenvise occupied and dedi-

cated to the Lord, in whose hands thou wouldst become an

insti-ument to promote the knowledge of pure Christianity.

Conic, my beloved, if a right hand or a right eye be calledfor, give

it up. The Lord loves a cheerful giver, and he will restore

thee an hundi-ed-fold."
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These letters seem to have had the desired effect, foi

at the close of the year we find this entry :
—" Finished

my little ti'act on the importance of true religion ;" and

at the beginning of the next year, 1 808, he records :

—

" Though my secret petitions are often put up for my ser-

vants, I beheve I must not be contented -ndth this, but take

courage, as opportunity otfers, to open my mind more freely to

some of them on religious subjects."

This was the year iu which he received his first great

impulse for promoting national education, from a visit

which he paid to Joseph Lancaster's school. He thus

describes it :

—

" I can never forget the impression which the scene mado
upon me. Here I beheld a thousand children collected fi-om

the streets (where they were learning nothing but mischief),

all reduced to the most perfect order, and training "co habits

of subordination and usefulness, while leaiTong the great truths

of the Gospel from the Bible. The feehngs of the spectator,

while contemplating the results which might take place in this

countrj- and the world in general by the extension of the sys-

tem thus brought into practice by this meritorious young man,
were overpowering, and found vent in tears of joy."

It would be easy to form a society for the education

of poor children, in the present state of enlightened

public opinion, when everybody is for educating the

poor ; but go back to that time, and numbers of reli-

gious people, from whom you would have expected better

things, were directly opposed to it. " What I educate

my cook ? Why, she will be always writing letters to

her sweetheart if I do that I What can the poor want

with writing and ciphering ? You will put a power into

their hands, if you give them such an instrument,

which they will ill-use." On this principle, the greater

part of the educated people of England at that time
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were strongly opposed to all education of the poor. But

the opposition did not overcome his determination. He
had to undertake Lancaster's affairs, -which were sadly

and imprudently embarrassed— to endure obloquy and

misrepresentation— to form a society, and become its

treasurer, without funds— to raise them by subscription,

and advance them when necessary— and to labour as

incessantly for years in school concerns, foreign corre-

spondence which related to education on the Continent,

and canvassing for money, as ever he did in his own
concerns. But he triumphed, and, with others who

aided him in this good work, established on a perma-

nent basis, for the children of the poor of all denomi-

nations, that most admirable institution the British and

Foreign School Society.

This year witnessed some experiments on respiration,

which the Royal Society thought of sufficient value and

novelty to publish in their " Transactions ;" and on the

18th of July he held the first conference with Basil

Montagu, to form the " Society for the Abolition of the

Punishment of Death."

In the year 1810 he heard that a Portuguese house

had fitted out a vessel to engage in the abominable

traffic of the slave-trade. With his characteristic energy

he had the vessel watched ; hundreds of handcuffs,

shackles, and instruments of detention and punishment,

were found on board ; and such was his perseverance,

and that of other friends, that the vessel and her cargo

were condemned in the Court of Exchequer, and sold.

It was valued at 20,000Z

As if he had not enough to do, though delivering

lectures constantly before the most scientific assembly

in Britain, he started a periodical, " The Philanthro-
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pist," to stimulate virtue and active benevolence, which

he conducted as editor for some years.

That you may have some idea of his engagements at

this time, I give you the following entries :

—

"Jan. 22, 1811. Counting-house. 12. went to the African

Institution ; Dul^e of Gloucester there, and a large meeting.

Afternoon, Dr. Bradley and mathematics. Lecture, Experimen-

tal Philosophy, No. 13, Pneumatics as far as harometer; vei-y

satisfactory. After lecture took a coach, and went to the Council

of the Eoyal Institution. Home before 11.

" March 5. To Devonshire House to meet committee on sub-

scription for British prisonei's in France.

" 6. Borough Road, 3 o'clock, to meet the Duke of Gloucester,

Sii' John Seebright, and Wilberforce.

" 7. Capital punishment council at 4. Full attendance.

B. Foster resigned the office of secretary, which I took up.

" 8. Thatched House Tavern, about 2. Lancaster's council.

Duke of Bedford present. Good attendance.

"22. Writing a paragraph for 'The Times' newspaper, in

answer to an attack on Spitalfields School."

In this year the Board of Agriculture enlisted his

services, and he delivered to them his first lecture on

wheel-carriages. Twenty of the nobility present. The
next lecture was on roads, a fortnight after. Both

admirably received. On the '23d of September we find

him pretty busily employed in taking angles and cal-

culating them, "which has considerably improved me in

trigonometry."

Next year, 181'2, we find him erecting an observatory

at his house at Newington. He had been long engaged

in preparing tables of the right ascensions and decli-

nations of the stars, from the first to the fourth mag-

nitudes, which he published as a companion to the

•'Transit Instrument;" and now, after the business of

the day was over, he spent part of the night in the
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amusement (as he calls it) of astronoraj', in liis obser-

vatory.

In 1813 he turned his attention to aiding the econo

mical habits of the poor, and was the first man in this

country to introduce savings' banks. In February he

writes to the devoted Richard Reynolds, of Bristol

—

" Hast thou turned thy attention to a bank for the poor, in

which their little savings of threepence or sixpence a-week

might accumulate for their benefit? I have consulted Morgan,

the great calculator, and he is to sketch me a plan."

Just at this time the Duke of Kent, father of our

present sovereign, consulted him on the state of his

affairs. Finding they were greatly embarrassed, the

plain Quaker plainly told his royal friend that there

was but one way to extricate himself,— so to arrange

his expenditure as to leave a surplus to pay off his

debts. When the Duke asked how this was to be ac-

complished, the unflinching Allen replied, " By placing

your property in the hands of trustees, and agreeing

to live upon a certain income." "Will you be one of

the trustees?" said the magnanimous Duke. " I will,"

replied William Allen. And with a noble courage, not

generally followed by men of his rank, the Duke agreed

to the appointment of William Allen and other gentle-

men to carry out William Allen's plan,— a transaction

that did equal credit to the true nobility of both the

men. The affairs of the Duke often took William Allen to

Kensington Palace when our present beloved sovereign

was a very little girl. On one occasion she was at the

window, looking out on the crowd of persons in the

gardens. Her amiable mother, to whose education of

her daughter this country owes much, begged her to

come from the window ; whrch little Miss did not, or

would not, hear. The command was repeated ; and
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when she slowly came away, her mother asked her what

was the reason she did not come away immediately.

With an air of majesty that intimated the future Queen,

she replied, " I was surveying my people !

"

The Duke's grateful sense of Mr. Allen's services

was repeatedly sent to him in most gratifying letters

from the royal hand, which I should like to have read

if time permitted.

The same year brought him into connexion with the

celebrated Owen of Lanark, who came to London to

disjiose of some cotton-mills ; and by the pressing soli-

citation of several Friends, he and they became partners

to carry out the principles which Owen had commenced.

The articles of partnership stated that " nothing should

be introduced tending to disparage the Christian religion

or undervalue the authority of the Holy Scriptures."

But the painful conversations which he had when he

visited Lanark with Mr. 0. convinced him, as he ob-

served, " that Owen, with all his cleverness and bene-

volence, wanted the one thing without which parts, and

acquirements, and benevolence, are unavailing." Con-

versations, letters, entreaties, prayers, which Allen spent

on him, were all in vain ; and after nine years of great

anxiety and incessant toil, Lanark was disposed of. It

was pleasant, however, to find that Owen's infidelity had

not taken root among the population, and that the

general superintendent of the works was a truly reli-

gious man.

On Febi-uaiy ISth, 1814, Wilberforce called on him,

to tell him how cruelly some Lascars had been used,

and to consult him what had best be done. The very

ne.xt day there is this short note in his diary :
" To

Wontner's at the Minories ; Lascars' Society founded."

On the 7th of June :
" A meeting to consider a new
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society to spread tracts, &c. against war,"— the first

intimation of a Peace Society.

The Emperor of Russia (Alexander, not Nicholas)

and the King of Prussia (the father of the present King)

arrived in this countiy on the 8th of June. On the

16th he went, with three of his brethren, to present an

address to the King of Prussia. Stephen Grellet had

only time to say a few words in French about some

Friends in his Majesty's dominions, and to deliver

the Society's testimony against war. The King ob-

served, " They were excellent people ;" and, without

waiting for the conclusion of the sentence, added, " War
is necessary to peace." But his visit to the Emperor

of Russia is too circumstantial and gratifying to be

passed over with a single remark.

The address for the Emperor of Russia was left with

Count Lieven, on the 18th of June, and the next day

William Allen called to arrange for its reception. To

his surprise, however, instead of obtaining a formal in-

terview, he found the Count in his carriage, who bade

him get in, and, driving off immediately, informed him

that tlie Emperor wished to attend a Friends' meeting,

and that there was no time for it but the present.

Calling at Count Nesselrode's for the Emperor, the

Grand Duchess of Oldenburgh, the Duke of Olden-

burgh, and the Duke of Wurtemburg, the whole party

drove off, without the slightest previous intimation, to

the nearest meeting-house then open. No commotion

was excited by their arrival. They were quietly shewn

to the seats usually occupied by men and women re-

spectively. The meeting remained in silence about a

quarter of an hour, " in which time," saj'^s Mr. Allen,

*' my mind was sweetly calmed and refreshed, in the
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firm belief that the Great Master had the work in his

own hands." Kichard Phillips then stood up, with a

short but acceptable address to the meeting ; and soon

after John Wilkinson was engaged in explaining the

effects of vital religion and the nature of true worship.

After he sat down, John Bell uttered a few sentences,

and John Wilkinson concluded in supplication. The

Emperor and the whole party conducted themselves

with great seriousness ; and " after meeting" they kindly

shook hands with the Friends, and departed.

Two days after this the Emperor received Mr. Allen

and the deputation with the Friends' address. Alex-

ander received them alone, and conversed freely with

them in English, asking questions which " evidently

shewed that he was acquainted with the operations of

the Holy Spirit in the soul." He said he " agreed en-

tirely with Friends on the subject of worship." He told

them that he was himself in the habit of daily prayer ;

that at first he employed a form of words, but at length

grew uneasy in so doing, as the words were not always

applicable to the present state of his mind ; and that

" now the subject of his prayer was according to the

impression he felt of his wants at the time." He stated

how " the Lord had made him acquainted with spiritual

religion," after which he had much sought, and that

"herein he found strength and consolation;" adding,

that he and "all of us were only placed in this life to

glorify God and to be useful to one another." During

the interview he repeatedly pressed their hands, ex-

pressed a wish to know more of them, said he should

like to see a Friend's house, and concluded by observ-

ing, that if any Friends should visit Petersburg on a re-

ligious account, they were not to wait for any introduc-
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tion, but to come direct to him, and he would do every-

thing to promote their views.

The "wish to see a Friend's house" was not for-

gotten. When at Portsmouth he again reverted to it,

and arrangements were made for John Glaisyer, of

Brighton, to receive him ; but when he reached that

town, the crowd was so great, that he was obliged to

proceed without fulfilling his intentions. Passing a

farm-house a few miles from Lewes, however, he ob-

served two persons standing at their own gate, who,

by their appearance, he supposed to be Friends. He
immediately ordered the driver to stop, alighted, in-

quired if they were of the people called Quakers, and,

being answered in the affirmative, asked permission to

go into the house. The request, although considered

exceedingly strange and unaccountable (for these parties

had not heard anything of the Emperor's interest in

Friends), was of course cheerfully complied with. The

Duchess then alighted, and they all went in together.

After a little time, the Duchess asked if they might go

over the house ; and they were accordingly conducted

into the principal apartments, the neatness of which

they praised. On returning to the parlour, they were

invited to take some refreshments, which they did, and

seemed pleased with the attention. Finding that the

family had not heard of the Emperor having had any

communication with " Friends " in London, he gave

them an account of his having been " at meeting." At

parting, the Emperor saluted the hand of the lady, and

the Duchess kissed her. They then both shook hands

cordially with her husband (Nathaniel Kickman), and

bade them " farewell." This year closed byWilliam Allen

being elected one of the Council of the Pioyal Society.
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The year 1815 was employed in cariying out plans

for introducing the British and Foreign School sys-

tem into France, Bavaria, and Russia ; in composing

and settling the school-lessons ; in writing a tract on

worship ; in aiming to collect 10,000L for British and

Foreign Schools ; in visiting Cold Bath Fields Prison,

and trying to reform the juvenile thieves; in promoting,

by constant intercourse with the Government, the suc-

cess of the colonists in Sierra Leone ; and in great sa-

crifices of time to arrange the Duke of Kent's affairs.

Yet this was the year that Wellington obtained his

famous victory, and all Europe was frantic with joy at

the tidings.

In 1816 he writes Charles Barcley :
" Charles Dud-

ley and Robert Stevens met me at Plough Court, on

the subject of Savings' Banks for the poor ; and we laid,

happily, the first stone of the building."

He took several extensive journeys on the Conti-

nent ; the first he commenced this year, by accom-

panying some female friends in the capacity of " care-

taker." They passed through Belgium and Holland

to Pyrmont, Hesse Cassell, Frankfort, Strasburg, and

Basle — everywhere inspecting prisons, schools, and

public institutions. Among the j)ersons visited was

Pestalozzi. " The lively old man," says Mr. Allen,

"saluted me with two kisses, one on each cheek. He is

rather below the middle stature, and thin. A spirit of

harmony seems to pervade the whole establishment. I

was much pleased."

At Geneva he was plunged, as he expresses it, into

" inexpressible anguish," by the almost sudden death

of his second wife, who was buried in the cemetery of

Jacconet. Hear his touching allusion :
" In the deptli
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of my grief I have prayed with many tears, that he who

knows the tender feelings of the minds he has created,

would pardon my excessive sorrow, and give me strength

to acquiesce in his holy will."

In the year 1818 he was recognised as an approved

minister among the Friends, and commenced a second

journey, under religious concern to benefit the countries

through which he passed. This journey occupied him

nearly two years, in which he visited much of Northern

Europe, with some parts of Turkey, Greece, and Malta.

Accompanied by his friend Stephen Grellet, (an

eminent minister of the Society of Friends, born in

France, but resident at Burlington, United States,) Mr.

Allen sailed from Harwich on the 1 5th of August,

for Stavanger, in Norway. On the 25th they ap

preached the coast, where ranges of high and rugged

rocks, one beyond the other, presented themselves. Here

they landed and estabUshed "a system of discipline'

among some of the inhabitants who recognise the re-

ligious principles of the Society of Friends.

The voyage to Christiansand was very tedious ; the

wind boisterous and contrary, the country " a picture of

desolation." The land journey to Christiana was ar-

duous and fatiguing, sometimes " beaten by the roads,"

•' six. horses could not force along the carriage." On one

occasion men and horses were alike " used up," obliged

to pass the night by the roadside, " the face of the

country resembling waves;" in fact, " huge masses of

rock, from two hundred to five hundred feet high, mostly

covered with pines, and in constant succession." Fi-

nally, the " roads improve," and the " countiy becomes

beautiful, resembling Switzerland."

Proceeding to Stockholm, the two friends had an
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interview with the King ol Sweden, to whom thej pre-

sented an address on prison discipline, education, the

management of the poor, and religious liberty. They
w^ere afterwards admitted to a private conference, and

in about an hour obtained all the privileges they wished

for " Friends " in Norway and Sweden. The King was

most kind and cordial. " While I was holding his hand

to take leave," says Mr. Allen, " in the love which I

felt for him, I expressed my desire that the Lord would

bless and presei-ve him. It seemed to go to his heart,

and he presented his cheek for me to kiss, first one,

then the other ; he took the same leave of Stephen and

Enoch (a Norwegian), and commended himself to our

prayers."

After entering Finland, they dined with the Arch-

bishop at Abo, and, after a pause, Stephen Grellet gave

a religious address at the table, which was kindly re

ceived. A pleasant thing for a plain Quaker to address

an archbishop, and give those tokens of friendly inter-

course which real union among all those that love our

Lord Jesus Christ w^ll finally, I hope, accomplish

throughout all the world.

At Petersburg every one received them gladly, and

the Lord set before them an open door. Walter Ven
ning. Prince Galitzin, Dr. Paterson, and Lord Cathcart,

cheered and welcomed them. William Allen visited

the Princess Sophia Mestcherskey, and styles her a

" sister and dear Christian friend." She conversed

without the least restraint on religious subjects, and

gave evidence of true piety and deep understanding.

He thus describes her palace in the depth of a Russian

winter :

—

" The large room has a very lofty ceiling and i.s just like a
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shrubberj'. There are some fine tall trees in boxes, and very

pretty trellis-work, covered with a beautiful creeper from New
Holland; the plants are all evergreens, and in a healthy, flourish-

ing state ; among them are cages of singing-birds, some of

which are of magnificent plumage, and there was one elegant

pair of Indian sparrows. Their stoves, and their vmiversal sys-

tem of double windows, keep up a uniform and very agreeable

temperature throughout all the apartments and even passages

of a Russian house. The princess's apartment is so large, and

80 much di\'ided by shrubs and trellis-work, that two or three

parties might converse at the same time without inten'upting

each other."

Dining with the Minister of the Interior at a large

party, Papof, the confidential secretary of Prince Galit-

zin, sat next to Mr. Allen, and entered freely into reli

gious conversation. Papof talked like an " experienced

Christian." He " spoke feelingly of seasons of deser-

tion and di7ness, in which he said that all he could do

was to come to the Saviour with the appeal, ' Thou

knowest that I love thee. If I perish, I perish, but it

shall be at thy feet. I have no hope but in thee, and if

thou wilt not look upon me any more, I must still love

thee. ' But then he sweetly remarked, that after these

deep trials the light of the Lord's countenance shone

upon him again, and he went on his way rejoicing."

Prince Galitzin, himself, was not less sensible of the

necessity and value of experimental piety. He repeatedly

sent for the two strangers, entered into their plans, urged

them to communicate freely with him at all times, and

sometimes united with them in prayer for the Divine

blessing upon their labours. Michael, the metropolitan

of the Greek Church, who received them " in a robe of

purnle silk, ornamented with stars, and a cap enriched

by a cross set in diamonds," kept them in conversation
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at the monastery for four hours, aud chiefly on religioui.

subjects.

The lessons of instruction at the schools in Russia

were very unsuitable and ill-arranged, and some of them

taken from infidel writers. Mr. Allen immediately set

about the herculean task of reforming the Russian

schools. The opposition to the education of the poor

was stronger there than in England, and from reli-

gious quarters also ; but Allen persevered, and gained

the Emperor on his side. Immediately Dr. Pater-

son, the two Vennings, and Mr. Swan, of the Lon-

don Missionary Society, assisted in the compilation

of the lessons, and in a fortnight, by literally working

at them night and day, they had the book ready to lay

before the Emperor, who was so delighted with it that

he instantly ordered 8000 roubles (1400L) to be paid

for an edition. And that book, strange to say, com-

posed in such haste and in that distant and illiberal

land, has ever since, in its English dress, been the

selection used in all the schools of the British and

Foreign School Society ; and has been translated into

modem Greek, French, and Italian.

The Emperor did not forget his promises to them

when in London. He received them without ceremony,

and conversed with them on experimental religion as if

they had been his confidential friends. He told them

that " he had been early favoured with touches of divine

love, though he did not know from whence they came ;

that he and his brother Constantine, with whom he

slept, used to pray extempore, and had comfort in it

;

that afterwards these impressions were dissipated, and

he imbibed French principles, till 1812, when, for the

first time, he read the Bible, recognised the witness
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it bore to the operations of the Spirit in his soul and

found peace in believing."

Yet tliough Mr. Allen had so much to encourage him

at St. Petersburg, he was, -while there, subject to great

religious depressions. He speaks of " being in mental

bonds, deeply tried in spirit, and needing much faith

to remain." Stephen Grellet was a gracious friend to

him, and after the labours of the day would comfort

his tempest-tost spirit with conversation and prayer

The value of such a friend in a Continental journey

no one can tell but those who have experienced its

difficulties

!

In March 1819, they departed in a sledge [kabitska)

for Moscow. The snow lay deep, and the course of the

road was shewn only by branches of pine stuck in at cer-

tain distances ; sometimes they plunged, without any

warning, into holes four feet deep, which the drifted

snow concealed ; sometimes slept in a wolf's-skin ; and

sometimes were obliged to pull up by the side of the

road till break of day. At Moscow William Allen was

introduced to the Empress-mother, under whose super-

intending care the chief public institutions were placed

And this is the character, the man not given to flattery

gives of her : "I have not heard of any woman in the

world who is so heartily and so extensively engaged in

works of benevolence as the worthy mother of the good

Alexander."

They then passed over the steppes of Tartaiy to visit

the German colonies of the Muscovites on the banks

of the Dneiper, and after an interesting intercourse pro-

ceeded to Simperofol to visit the Malakans, or Spiritual

Christians, who separated from the Greek Church be-

cause they believed the Scriptures to be the only
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revealed -will of God to man, and therefore to be pre

ferred to any other writings ; for this they had been

imprisoned, and suffered most cruel persecution. Though

not rich they had paid as much as seventy roubles, or

thirteen pounds, for a copy of the sacred volume With

these people they had cheering communion. Thence

they proceeded to Odessa, where they embarked for

Constantinople ; from thence they went to Greece,

visited Athens, Patras, and Zante, where Mr. Allen

was attacked with fever, and confined for several weeks;

recovering, he went to Corfu, Malta, Geneva, and

Paris, and arrived home on Februaiy 26, 1820.

The third journey in 1822 was undertaken chiefly

for the pui"pose of again meeting the Emperor of

Russia, and endeavouring to interest him in the cause

of the poor Greeks and in the abolition of slavery.

He reached Vienna on the 27th of September, and was

immediately sent for by Alexander. The interview was

long and satisfactory ; the Emperor encouraged him to

speak freely; and in succession, the German colonies,

schools, slave-trade, and the condition of the Greeks,

were severally discussed.

During a second visit, the Emperor urged him to go

to Verona, where he again met him twice, and entered

fully and warmly into his various benevolent pi'ojects.

In the course of these interviews, entire hours were

occupied in religious conversation and in social worship.

The Emperor spoke much of trials known only to him-

self and God ; of temptations under which he could

find no relief except in the promise, " My grace is suffi-

cient for thee ;" and of sorrows which drove him con-

tinually to a throne of grace. After these conversations

they sat in silence, prayed, and parted. On the 31st of
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October, Mr. Allen waited upon him to take leave

After describing a lengthened conversation, he adds,

" It was now between nine and ten o'clock, but we

seemed loth to part. When I arose, he embraced and

kissed me three times, saying, ' Remember me to your

family, I should like to know them. Ah ! when and

where shall we meet again!'" They never saw each

other more ; the death of Alexander, which took place

in 1825, putting an end to this singular friendship

between a Russian Emperor and an English tradesman,

a powerful despot and a plain Friend.

During Mr. Allen's stay at Verona, Prince Esterhazy,

the Crown Prince of Sweden, and the Duke of Wel-

lington, all treated him with the greatest kindness and

attention. The Duke, who seems to have entertained a

sincere respect for his character, asked him to dinner,

to meet some of the eminent pei'sons then assembled

at the Congress ; but Mr. Allen, with characteristic

humility, declined the invitation, stating that " where

duty did not call, he believed it was his place rather to

remain in the shade." The Duke, who saw at a glance

his reasons for refusing, immediately told him with

similar frankness, that he believed he was right.

He next proceeded to Turin ; from the British minis

ter there he learned that the Waldenses were suffering

great persecution. With the Secretary of the Legation

he immediately set off to the valleys ; wrote a report of

the poor Waldenses and their sufferings to the Emperor

of Russia, which was sent by the Duke of Wellington

by a special courier ; and gained for the persecuted

Waldenses the privileges they required. Baron Wylie

found the Emperor at two o'clock in the morning, sit-

ting up reading the document in tears
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Proceeding through Geneva,— where he met the

Baron de Stael, and the Duke and Duchess de Broglie,

— he passed on to Stuttgard, and obtained an inter-

view with the King of Wurtemburg, to whom he was

introduced by the Emperor of Russia. " My visit to

the Waldenses," he says, " naturally opened the way

for conversation upon toleration in matters of religion.

I remarked, in substance, that the business of civil

governors was the protection of the people in their

rights and privileges, but that they had nothing to do

in matters of religion, provided that the good order of

the community was not disturbed " Both the King

and Queen fully assented to this doctrine.

lu 1823 his only child was taken from him by death,

aged twenty-six. " I prayed in agony and with many

tears," he writes, " that this cup might pass from me
nevertheless I dared only ask it in conformity with

the Divine will." How precious she was to him may
be judged by a little note which is in his diary when

he WHS in Russia. " Thou art, my beloved child, doubly

dear to me, dear by the closest ties of nature, and still

dearer by that precious union of spirit which is pro-

duced by religious feeling. I am sometimes obliged

to wipe my eyes in order to get on with reading thy

letters."

In the later years of life, he went to Holland, Han-

over, Prussia, and Hungary, to Spain, the Pyrenees,

and unimportant Continental towns ; but I am neces-

sitated to pass over his remaining journeys,— time, I

see, is swiftly passing away,— by simply remarking

that he endeavoured to exercise on royalty and persons

of station, that influence for the good of his race with

which God had so signally favoured him. Persons of
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all classes not only paid him respect, but God gave him

great favoui* with every one to whom he went ; even

the King and Queen of Spain received him with cor-

diality, and expressed their willingness to forward his

views. Everywhere he insisted on the sufficiency of

the Scriptures, the rights of conscience, the power of

piety in the reformation of man, and the necessity of

union among all Christians in the works of religion and

benevolence. At home, his house in Plough Court

was the resort of the learned and great of all nations

and countries ; and his correspondence and affectionate

friendships were as extensive as civilised humanity.

In the year 1839 he began to complain of a feeling

of sinking and great weakness. " My memory is failing

me, I have noticed," he says, " for some time past. I

feel the infirmities of age coming on. Lord, prepare

me to come to thee !

"

When he had passed his seventieth year, he was

compelled to resign many public engagements. But

even in the year 1840, two years before he died, his

" Diary " shews labours for the cause of education, and

other benevolent objects, that would be felt quite over

powering by many strong men, and even men of energetic

minds. Fearing, however, that he might become peevish

and querulous in his old age, he tells us that he had

adopted an expedient to remedy it by cultivating the

acquaintance of all the young persons within his reach,

and had fixed evenings on which he used to prepare

experiments and instruction for their amusement and

edification ; and he alludes to this in his " Diary " as a

very pleasant way of securing sunshine in winter as well

as in summer.

In 1841 he lost his beloved niece, Eliza Bradshaw
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who resided with him, which was a heavy stroke, and

brought his own death very near. "I am now," he

says, " much oftener than the returning day looking

towards the end of all things here." Fervent prayers

arise for an increase of faith and love :
" Lord, make

me and keep me thine in time and in eternity ! Strong

cries ascend by night and day to our Advocate with the

Father, through whose atoning sacrifice alone pardon

and reconciliation can be experienced." His beloved

friend, Joseph John Gurney, hearing of his increasing

weakness, writes to him in these terms: — "Thou
hast been a kind and faithful father in the truth to me,

and heartily do I love thee. So long as memory lasts,

I shall never forget thy kindness ; and sweet is the

hope that, deeply unworthy as I am of the least of

the Lord's mercies, we shall spend an eternity together

in peace and joy unutterable. It is unspeakably pre-

cious to have this hope, and to know it to be as an

anchor of our souls, sure and steadfast." How speedily

were these blessed hopes realised !

The 15th October, 1843, was the last time he attended

meeting. In returning home he visited an invalid, with

whom he conversed cheerfully ; and the day being very

fine, he walked into his garden and field. He observed

to his niece, Lucy Bradshaw, how particularly comfort-

able he felt, adding, " I am afraid, my dear, we are

almost too haj^pj." He spent much of the evening

in reading, but the next day became veiy seriously indis-

posed, and, from his sudden prostration of strength,

little hopes were entertained of his recoveiy. During

his illness, affectionate consideration for those around

him strikingly marked his character ; and though

extreme weakness at times clouded his mental per-
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ceptions, humility and love were uniformly the clothing

of his spirit. He enjoyed having the Scriptures read to

him, and also the accounts of those who have fought the

good fight : and in speaking of early Friends, he said,

that he felt comforted in the hope of being one day

united to all those worthies for ever. He afterwards

added, with tears, " Oh ! how often I think of those

gracious words of the Saviour, ' That they may be uith

me where I am !
'

"

On the 30th December, 1843, the hour of dissolution

arrived. A heavenly serenity settled on his countenance ;

and his hands, which had been raised in the attitude of

prayer, gradually sank upon his bosom, as the redeemed

spirit gently passed away to its gracious Redeemer,

whom it had so ardently loved and faithfully served.

Thus lived William Allen, an example of piety and

benevolence ; and thus he died, an old man full of days,

riches, and honour.

Young men of London, I could wish you not only to

be almost but altogether such as William Allen. Allow

me your attention while I strive to gather up some of

the peculiar excellencies of his character, and to trace

their source.

You have not failed to observe his peculiar love mid

reverence for his mother. She was a woman, it is tnie,

of singular piety. Her ambition was to see her son

great before God— to this she constantly directed his

attention. Crowns and coronets, philosophy and science,

had no charms, if they were not means to elevate her

son to greater usefulness to the souls of men, and greaier

devotedness to his Redeemer and God. Happily for him.

he caught that spirit from his mother ; he saw her aim,

and loved her as a messenger sent from heaven to warn
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bim of danger^ and to urge him to serve his God and

Saviour. His love to her was almost romantic. Her
letters, I have told you, were kept in his pocket-book

for constant perusal, and her comfort he studied in

every turn of her history. When at a palace in Russia,

his thoughts turned from royalty to the home of his

mother ; and he tells her that the nicely-warmed rooms

made him think of his mother, and wish she could have

her house made equally comfortable. During her last

illness he visited her every day, and in one of the last

of the visits he writes, " I was affected, and told her I

longed that we could go together, for we seemed to have a

foretaste of the glory that should he revealed. But she

said, ' No, no ; there is more for thee to suffer and to

do yet. The Lord has a work for thee.'
"'

Young men, do not think me passing out of the ordi-

nary line which should be observed in delivering these

lectures, if I say to you, " Love your mothei's ! " Did

you ever know a young man prosper that did not love

his mother ? Years have now passed over this head, but

I do not recollect one whose attention and affection were

not given to his mother. Your mothers may not have

similar talents to William Allen's, but they pray for you,

they cai'e for you, they are most interested in you. You

that have pious mothers, prize them, study to com-

fort them, and smooth their passage to the tomb. Be

you to them the prop of their age, and their joy in

their latter moments. You that have not, pray for

them, and use all means that they who watched over

you when you were children may become converted to

Christ. Some of you have lost your mothers : they

have gone to glory, and are now for ever with the Saviour.

You feel her hand upon your head now, and hear the
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voice with •which she used to say to you, " Oh, my dear

boy, you have everything but the grace of God !
" Have

you got it now ? Does that sainted spirit from the

celestial glory see you a partaker and a possessor of this

rich, this inestimable boon ?

I have referred often io his exalted piety— I beg you

to mark it again. I say " exalted." I know he was a

Quaker, and held some opinions on the ministry, and

church government, and prayer, that I should think

erroneous ; but whenever he speaks or writes on evan-

gelical religion, if it were not for a few phrases peculiar

to the Quakers, you would know no difference between

William Allen and John Newton. They both wrote

alike. Hear him :

—

" I feel myself, -with regard to spirituals, poor, and blind, and

naked, and wanting all things, deeply con\inced tliAt I cannot

help myself; may I persevere in humble application to him,

from whom alone help can come. May the Saviour strip me of

the filthy rags of my own righteousness, and clotlie me with his

righteousness."

And forgive me, yormg men, if I say religion is the

basis of true greatness. The smiles of God are better

than the smiles of man—the things of heaven are

superior to the things of earth ;—we believe, and there-

fore are obliged to speak on occasions like these. And
this William Allen kept in his eye, whether in the

presence of an emperor, or by the bedside of a patient.

How did he attain this piety ? By a diligent acquaint-

ance with the Scriptures — by yielding himself to

God as a lost sinner embracing a Saviour. Did you

mark the reverence he paid to personal ministerial

address ? Elizabeth Fiy goes to him—has a monition,

as she passes, that she should step into William Allen's

H a
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house and warn him, because he is in slippery places,

and she drives a dart into his conscience. MaiySterry,

as she passes, thinks it advisable for a man so constantly

employed in science to be awakened to a sense of de

votedness. Thomas Shillitoe comes and warns him

in the height of his prosperity. He does not say, as

some foolish young men, " Why do these old people

come plaguing me ? " But he marks the event in his

diary, puts the words down which they utter, and re-

gards them as a message from heaven. And that re-

gard to the ministry contributed to make him great.

And why should it not you ? Contempt for trath ^ill

never make you great. If it be truth, eveiy man is

bound to receive it and follow it, let that truth be uttered

by an itinerant missionary or a mitred bishop. Suffer

me then, my dear young men, standing, as I almost feel

I do to-night, on the very brink of the grave and eter-

nity, to say, that when sickness or death visits you,

nothing will appear of equal value to an interest in

Christ, to the comforts of the Holy Ghost, and to

having lived a life of devotedness to the Sor: of God.

Let me also press upon you his great disinterestedness.

His whole life was a labour of love for others. No one

can read it without feeling that he lived not to himself.

Had he sought riches, the way was open for the obtaining

any wealth he pleased. One remarkable instance of his

inflexibleness in what he deemed right, though at the

Bacrifice of a treasure of wealth, ought not to pass un-

noticed. The Emperor Alexander urgently requested

him to supply his army with drugs, but his hatred of war,

and the strong conviction that it was contrary to the

gospel, and ought not to be encouraged in any way, were

80 great, that he gratefully but firmly refused to supply
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them. After Mr. Allen's death, the Royal Society re-

corded, in an obituaiy which they published of him, that

act of self-denial in these words : — "To his honour

be it spoken, he resisted a temptation the value of

which it would be difficult to estimate." Now this is

not the fashionable, the worldly spirit, but it is the

spirit of Christ, and the spirit that will bear reflection.

Serving yourself is a poor object, but serving others,

Christ will acknowledge, and own, and bless.

Seeing yourselves placed in the midst of individuals

who need your help, young men ! throw the talents

which God has given you into the mass of misery

by which you are surrounded, and live not for your-

selves, but for God. You may have a very short time

to live, but if you live that short time in the service of

God your Maker, a crown awaits you. When Henry

Martyn went out as a missionary he was told at a

certain place that he would not live long, he was sure

to die. " How long," said he to the physician, " do

you suppose I shall live?" "Seven years," was the

reply. "Oh! seven years?" replied the angelic man;
" how much good may I accomplish if I live seven

years ! " Give up yourselves to God and his service in

tliat way, and you shall discover at the bar of God, if

not before, " He that winneth souls is wise."

Imitate also, young men, his indomitable perseverance

A few words from his diaiy give you the man. "My
spirits much depressed on several accounts, as humbling

views of myself and feelings of great inward poverty

—

school concerns—my treatise for the Board of Agriculture

—impending lectures— business, &c.— but I must brush

up, and hope for the best." Thus he turned from one

thing to another, never leaving it till he had con-

ouered his subject and carried his plan into execution.
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And it is time of every lawful thing we undertake, aa

well as of our salvation, " He that endureth to the end

shall be saved." Young men, be not rolling stones;

determine on a course of industrious energy ; allow no

obstacle to stop your progress. Only satisfy your con-

science that the subject to which you devote your ener-

gies is worthy of an immortal mind, and pursue it with

determination and constancy, and impediments will one

after another be removed, till you triumph in perfect

success.

In conclusion, I could wish that the Life of William

Allen, which is now in three bulky volumes, were reduced

in size. I cau hardly conceive of a book of more useful-

ness than a well-wiitten digest of that life circulated

amongst the community at a cheap rate.

Sir,—I have occupied the attention of this audience

and your own, perhaps to an unreasonable length. I am
much obliged for the kindness and patience with which

you have listened; and though many more interesting cir-

cumstances connected with the life of this holy man might

have been introduced which would have delighted you, and

specially had they been delivered by other lips— yet I

am gratified in being able to bear testimony to a man,

:?ho, though he was of a different denomination, I was

happy, as a young man, to call my friend. In the labours

in which that man was employed, I can only wish that

both you and myself may be employed, living and dying.

If we have not his genius, let us have his benevolence

and his piety ; and let us take care that the first and

main thing be secured — our fellowship with God and

with his saints, and then at the great day we shall share

the pleasures and the glories which are now possessed

by William Allen.
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THE HISTORY

OF FRENCH PROTESTANTISM.

If I were to attempt to make good the promise im-

plied in the title by which this lecture has been publicly

announced, I should have to become this evening the

narrator of a series of events spread over a period of

335 years. A history of those events, if written at

length, would fill many volumes ; and such an abridge-

ment of them as would bring them within the usual

limits assigned for one of these lectures, would be little

more than a mere chronicle or table of principal mat-

ters. I could not hope to sustain your attention for an

hour or two by thus turning history into the shape of

an almanac, for I hold that nothing can be more dull

and uninviting than the bare recital of human events,

without any reference to the motives or principles by

which they were accomplished. It is interesting for a

time to watch the motions, and note do\vn the operations,

of a complicated piece of machinery as it works ; it is

curious to see the writing of a man's hand conveyed

with the speed of lightning by the electric wires through

many hundreds of miles : but when the novelty of the

sight is worn off, and the operations continue ever the
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same, we grow weary with the contemplation, and

we say, "It is enough;" the lifeless, thoughtless

machine acts from no motive ; it ceases to interest,

because it has no power of volition and no variety in

its results. But it is not so when the machine is a

living, rational man—his operations are the result of

thought ; sometimes of unruly will and passion, which it

concerns us to study, that we may take warning ; some-

times of noble and Godlike sentiments, which it behoves

us to analyse, that we may leana from examples : but,

above all, and that which gives history of all descrip-

tions its chief interest, is to see God in it; by which I

mean, that we should recognise an invisibly controlling

Power, which overrules all human events for the general

good of his moral government, and which it is the privi-

lege of the godly man to confide in when all seems to

be sinking into chaotic confusion. " The Lord is king,

be the people never so impatient : he sitteth between

the cherubims, be the earth never so unquiet."

These introductory remurks are intended to lead your

minds to a just discrimination between the facts and

the ethics of histoiy. The bare facts I may compare to

the earth's crust, where the geologist begins his re-

searches ; the drawing out of the facts into moral les-

sons, illustrating the workings of the human character

and the admirable order of God's moral government,

resembles that same earth clothed with verdure, and

pictured in all the variety of nature's dress. Of the

two modes of treating my subject I shall choose the

latter ; but in order to do this, it will be necessary to

limit my narrative to a portion of the history of Pro-

testantism in France. The episodes of history are

generally the most interesting : they can be pursued in
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the minutest detail, and the chai'acters which figure on

the stage can be drawn out to the life ; but an episode,

or a ramification of a general histoiy, is not instructive

unless it be attached to the main trunk. For nearly 200

years, therefore, I shall take a brief review of the history

of French Protestantism, and then group the events of

the last century around two or three remarkable cha-

racters, and conclude with the present condition and

prospects of the Reformed religion in France.

The principles of the Reformation were introduced

into France by some learned Germans, who had been

invited to teach literature in some of the French uni-

versities, at the commencement of the reign of Francois I.

AD. 1515. The lectures of those foreign professors

soon began to take effect upon the minds of the stu-

dents ; and the " new doctrines " gained acceptance

among the higher ranks of the clergy, in the universi-

ties, in the parliament, and even in " Csesar's house-

hold.'' The Iving was for a moment shaken in his

hereditary faith, and wunt so far as to invite Melanc-

thon to Paris. Unfortunately for the cause of the Re-

formation, Francois I. at that time made a treaty with

the Pope, and sacrificed whatever convictions be had to

his political interests. The prisons of Paris were soon

after filled with men and women who had dared to

profess the new religion; and, in 1525, we see a grand

procession moving through the streets of the capital.

In six of the most spacious places prepai'ations were

made for reposing the consecrated wafer ; and by tbe

side of eveiy altar was erected a scaffold, and near the

scaffold a stake. The adoration of the host, in the midst

of clouds of incense, was attended with a human sacri-

fice at each of the six places ; and, by order of the King,
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the heretics selected for the holocaust were tied to a

machine ingeniously contrived for prolonging the suf-

ferings of the martyrs. I conclude, from the writings

of a Benedictine monk (who wrote the " History of the

States of Languedoc "), that the boon companion of our

Henry VIII. was not happy after his services rendered

to the Church. " This Prince," says the monkish his-

torian, " Fran9ois I., had the grief to see Lutheranism,

and Calvinism, and several other profane novelties,

brought into France dui'ing his reign. His severe edicts

did not avail to stop the progress of the heresy, and the

evils came on in such rapid succession that they has-

tened his death." With sufficient candour the same

writer adds, " These never-ending evils owed their prin-

cipal origin to the cormption of morals, to the relaxing

of church discipline, to the ignorance of the clergy, and

to the negligence of the bishops, who, for the most part,

devoured by ambition and avarice, sought only how they

might accumulate benefice upon benefice, and left the

charge of their dioceses to their gi-and vicars."* But

whilst Satan, as Theodore Beza quaintly obsei-ves, was

playing his tragedies at Paris, the Keformation was

making rapid progress in every province of France.

The new doctrines, as they were called, first took root

in the congenial soil of Languedoc, in the south. The

descendants of the Albigenses gathered in crowds around

the Greyfriars, who had been watching for the dawn of

a new era in the Church ; and as soon as the first rays

darted through the bars of their gloomy cells, they

rushed forth with all the energy of first love to preach

salvation by Christ alone ; they counted not their lives

• Vaisette, " Histoire des Etats de Languedoc," torn. v. c. 28.
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dear unto themselves, and many of them were soon

called to finish their course. Stephen Reunier (a good

name for an early martyr) was burnt alive at Vienne, in

Dauphiny, a.d. 1528 ; and in the same year several

preaching friars, who had founded a Reformed Church

at Besan9on, confessed the faith of Christ crucified in

the flames.

William Bri^onnet, bishop of Meaux, was the only

prelate who publicly declared himself in favour of a

reform in the Church. Several young men were in-

fluenced by his preaching. Among his disciples were

James Fabri, Dr. Martial, and William Farel ; but

they all bent before the storm except Farel, who was

destined to act a distinguished part in the progress of

the great Reformation. The congregation at Meaux

was dispersed by persecution, and many suffered at the

stake. The bishop had not faith enough, like our La-

timers and Ridleys, to stand firm ; and in Bri(^onnet

the Reformers of France lost the only ecclesiastical

authority they had for proceeding with their work ; but

those who were scattered abroad by the persecution at

Meaux went forth and preached eveiywhere upon a

higher authority than that which the Bishop of Meaux

could have conferred. Le Clerc founded the Church

of Metz, which he watered with his blood. James Pa-

vannes, another of the dispersed of Meaux, was the

first who preached in Paris, and he was burnt alive. The

Hermit of Liviy and Louis Berguier followed in his

steps, and both obtained the crown of martyrdom. The

former was burnt in front of the grand entrance into

Notre Dame ; the other in the Place Maubert, which

was one of the worst scenes of carnage in the civil war

of June 1848. Religious persecution under any cir-
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cumstances is not only a crime— it is a mistake : it has

rarely accomplished the end it aims at, but generally,

on the contrary, has raised up more adversaries than it

has knocked down. Its operation is like the stormy

wind upon the forest-trees, which scatters the seed to

an incredible distance, and another generation sees a

new forest rise. It was so in the first persecution about

Stephen. The disciples were scattered abroad, and new

churches were planted. It was so when the younger

Pliny saw in that Bithynia which the Spirit suffered

not Paul to enter, the whole province filled with the

followers of Christ, after Nero and his successors had

exhausted all their powers of extermination : and to

pass over the intervening space of the history of the

Church, it was so under the first persecuting kings of

France; for, notwithstanding the fires kindled by Heniy

II. (the successor of Fran9ois I.), and in spite of the san-

guinary edict of Chateaubriand, before the reign of

that monarch had closed, Nismes, the classical ground

of the French Reformation, had proclaimed that the

Protestants were a majority of its inhabitants. In the

province of Bearne, under the protection of Marguerite

of Navarre, Protestantism became triumphant. And it

was estimated, in the year 1556, that one-sixth of the

whole population of France no longer belonged to the

communion of Piome ; and so gi'eat was the number of

persons of rank and distinction who had embraced the

Reformation, that the Pope's legate interfered to pre-

vent a census being made of the Roman Catholic

nobility, for fear that the result might give spirit to

the Huguenots

!

Archbishop Cranmer watched the progress of the

Reformation on the Continent with inteuse interest.
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and he suggested, in a letter which he wrote to John

Calvin in 1552, that the Protestants should hold a

Council as the Roman Catholics had done at Trent.

Calvin had already laid the foundation of a new kind of

church discipline, of which our own Hooker, whom we are

accustomed to call " the judicious," thus speaks :
" This

device I see not how the wisest at that time living could

have bettered, if we duly consider what the present

state of Geneva did then require ; for their bishop and

his clergy being (as it is said) departed from them by

moonlight, or howsoever being departed, to choose in his

room any other bishop had been a thing altogether

impossible ; and for their ministers to seek that them-

selves alone might have coercive power over the whole

Church, would, perhaps, have been hardly construed at

that time : but when so frank an offer was made that

for eveiy one minister there should be two of the

people to sit and give voice in the ecclesiastical con-

sistoiy, what inconvenience could they easily-find which

themselves might not be able to remedy ?"* The

Reformed Church of France ended in adopting that

Synodal Presbyterian form of government which was first

organised at Geneva, and subsequently passed into

Scotland, where it remains, with some modifications,

unto this day.

The first Synod was held at Paris on the 25th of

May, 1559 ; and the moderator was Francis de Morell,

Sieur de Collonges ; the deputies from the several

churches effected their entrance one by one into Paris

by passing unobserved through the files of sentinels and

guards of Henr}" II. ; and in the dead silence of night

• Hooker's Preface to " Ecclesiastical Polity," chap. 2.

I 1
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they passed the stakes aud gibbets read}' prepared in the

streets of Paris, and arrived by stealth, and in various

disguises, at a house in the Faubourg of St. Germain,

the appointed place of meeting. There, in that synod,

was prepared the Confession of Faith, which became,

with some slight alterations, the standard of doctrine of

the French Reformed Church ; this Confession of Faith

was settled three years before the Thii-ty-nine Aiticles of

religion were agreed upon in the Convocation held at

London in 1562. The similarity between these two

summaries of evangelical doctrine, both in matter and

expression, is so striking, that it is evident our Piefor-

mers must have had the French Confession before them

in drawing up the Thirty-nine Articles we now possess

;

and however the Churches of the Reformation differed

in the form they gave to their order and discipline,

the hai'mony which pervades sixteen of the confes-

sions of the principal Reformed Churches is a standing

evidence that there was one body and one spirit amongst

those restorers of Christianity, even as they were called

with one hope, one faith, one baptism. But it was in the

seventh National Synod held at La Rochelle, Apidl 2d,

1571, that the finishing hand was put to the Confession

of Faith. The celebrated Theodore de Beza was the

moderator at that S}Tiod ; and it was there reported

that the Reformed religion could count 2150 churches,

many comprising 10,000 members each, and the greater

number of them supplied with two ministers. But in

the midst of a fraudulent peace* which Charles IX. had

given to the Huguenots, and which had lasted two

years, a deed of horror was preparing behind the scenes

* Benoit, "Hist, de I'Edict de Nantes," torn. i. liv. L p. 40.
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at which humanity has ever since continued to weep.

The massacre of St. Bartholomew thinned the ranks of

the Reformers ; 60,000 Protestants were put to death

in cold blood on that day,—a deed unparalleled in the

history of human crime ! The news of this victory of

the Church fled across the Alps, adding wings to the

feet of every Jesuit that took up the glad tidings ; and

when the last messenger arrived at the seven-hilled

city, a grand mass was celebrated in St. Peter's Basilica

by Pope Gregory XIII. himself, and the event was

commemorated by a medal struck in the delirium of joy :

—ai'ound the figure of a destroying angel, with women
and sucking infants strewed at his feet, there is written

" Strages Huguenotoram, a.d. 1572 :" the medal is

still extant, and looking at the reverse you see " whose is

the image and superscription." It is in vain that Roman
Catholic apologists have sought to detach this deed of

horror, and the conspiracy of the Jesuits at the court

of Charles IX., from the councils of the Vatican. It

is the pursuer of blood which has tracked the spirit of

Rome through three centuries ; and finding a represen-

tative of the system upon the platform of the recent

Congress of Peace held at Paris, an unseen hand raised

the ghastly phantom, and the priest sitting on the right

hand of Victor Hugo being presented with a slip of

paper was asked his opinion of St. Bartholomew's day !

A happier era dawned upon the Protestant cause

when the last of the race of the house of Valois,

Henry III., fell under the blow of an assassin. In 1589

Henry IV. ascended the throne, and within the short

space of four years he had consolidated his power by

conquest, and abjured the Protestant faith in which he

had been so carefully nurtured by a Christian mother.
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The conversion of that popular monarch, regarded by

all parties as a mere political expedient, -was " a heaAy

blow and great discouragement" to the Reformed

Churches ; but the fact did not justify them in forming

a confederation which partook more of the nature of a

political than a religious union, and which, in fact, was

the origin of those exterminating wars waged against

the Huguenots by a succession of kings of France,

having all the appearance of a sovereign dealing with

his rebel subjects. The leaders of the Reformed did

not remember the words of him they professed to fol-

low ;
" If my kingdom were of this world then would

my servants fight." In the meantime, however, it

might be owing, under the moulding hand of Divine

power, that the Protestant cause at length obtained

peace and protection. Henry IV. gave the Edict of

Nantes in 1598.

This celebrated Edict, granted for the security and

liberty of all who professed the Reformed religion, con-

tains ninety-two articles, and sixty-six additional or

explanatory. It is supposed to have been drawn up by

the historian De Thou, assisted by the Chancellor of

Navarre, a zealous Protestant, and then President of the

Parliament at Paris. The Edict began with a procla-

mation of full liberty for religious worship, but ended

by limiting the exercise of it. The great lords and

inferior magistrates were allowed to have one domestic

chaplain, but not more than thirty persons might be

admitted to the service. Chapels might be built upon

lease in the suburbs of lai'ge towns, except in those

where there was a royal residence. Paris and five

leagues round it were exempted altogether. (The great

church at Charenton was not authorised until 1606.)
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No oratory or chapel -was permitted near a military

station, except in the quarter-general of a Protestant

commandant. The Churches were to meet by their

deputies in a general synod, not as a matter of right,

but by royal permission. The King was to be represented

at such synods bj' a Protestant commissary. No books

were allowed to be printed except in the Protestant

towns. Four academies were founded for the educa-

tion of the youth at Saumur, Sedan, Montpellier, and

Montauban. Protestants were declared to be eligible

to all p^ces in the state by taking an oath of allegiance

to the King, and to obey the laws. As a pledge of the

royal faith strongholds (finally to the number of "200'

were guaranteed to the Reformed, and a supply of

2Q5,000 ecus was granted for the general maintenance

of their civil and military establishments. Such were

the principal provisions of the famous Edict of Nantes,

—

an edict of which it has been justly said that it granted

too little and too much ; niggardly in its religious

liberty, it established a political imjjerium in imperio,

and laid the foundation of a series of civil wars, which

ended in the final destruction of the weaker party.

The violent death of Henry IV. a.d. 1610, turned

the hopes of the Reformed into fears and apprehensions.

At the accession of Louis XIII., under the dark

auspices of Marie de Medicis eveiything assumed a

frowning aspect for the Protestants ; the privileges

secured by the Edict of Toleration were no longer

sacred in the eyes of a Court controlled by the agents

of the Inquisition ; and before the first ten years of

the minority of Louis XIII. had elapsed, a civil war

was preparing in the south of France. The Due de

Rohan commanded the Protestant forces, and Louis
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XIII. marched in person against them, but only to wit-

ness 8000 of his best troops fall beneath the -walls of

Montauban. At this period the Cardinal Richelieu rose

up to save the French monarchy ; and with the siege

and capture of La Rochelle, the last stronghold of the

Huguenots, began the ruin of the Reformed Church of

France. The synod held at Loudon on the 10th of

November, 1659, was the last of twenty-nine, which,

during one hundred years, had regulated the doctrine

and discipline of the Churches. The acts of those

synods have been preserved by Quick, a French refugee

pastor, in a work of two large folio volumes, entitled,

" Synodicon, vel Gallia Reformata." The decrees of

the synod were enforced by authority, and obeyed with

cheerfulness, and there is scarcely an instance of pasto-

ral delinquency on record during a hundred years. The

internal wants and discipline of the Churches were

well watched and provided for by the synodal legisla-

tion, but it was powerless without. The Churches had

a visible representative as long as the General Assembly

sat at Orleans, or La Rochelle, or Sainte Foy, or else-

where ; but when dispersed there was no one to con-

front the consolidated forces of Rome. The Reformed

religion wanted a personal representative, with power to

act on its behalf at all times. The episcopate, accord-

ing to my view, could alone have supplied this defici-

ency. But this difference (which you will permit me
to call a defect) in ecclesiastical order did not affect

the doctrinal purity of the Reformed Churches, nor

hinder the bishops and doctors of the Churches of

England from maintaining throughout a fraternal

intercourse with the Protestants of the Continent from

the time of Cranmer to the final dispersion of the
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French Protestants by the revocation of the Edict of

Nantes. A chain of episcopal sympathy may be fol-

lowed in letters and brotherly communications with the

pastors of foreign churches ; and when the links were

broken by the violence of the common enemy, they

were resumed by Archbishop "Wake, when the Church

was driven into the desert at the beginning of the last

centuiy.

The reign of Louis XIII. was marked throughout

by a series of infractions of the Edict of Toleration.

An historian has recorded, in five large volumes,* the

acts of injustice, intrigue, and falsehood, by which

magistrates and ecclesiastics compassed the ruin of the

Reformed Churches. During the minority of Louis

XIV. a few acts of clemency afforded a little respite

and relief to the oppressed spirits of the poor Hugue-

nots ; but with the body of Cardinal Mazarin the hopes

of the Reformed were buried. Cromwell was no longer

at hand to interpose his influence and his stern rebukes

in favour of the Protestants of other countries. The

designs of Louis XIV. and the Jesuits, who filled his

court, were now formed, and the most cruel tragedy

that was ever acted on the theatre of this fallen world

was in the course of preparation at the devout and

licentious court of Versailles.

The age of Louis XIV. may be called the Augustan

period of the French monarchy, the meridian splendour

of a refined despotism. It was an age fruitful in meii

of genius. Poets, orators, philosophers, and divines,

were chained to the chaiiot-wheel of the triumphant

monarch. His court had all the hypocrisy of Charles I.

-^ • Benoit, " Histoire de I'Edict de Nantes."
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and the profligacy of Charles II., without either the

motives of the one, or the popular restraints of the other.

Both prepared the people for an age of infidelity and

for revolutions, which in some respects had a striking

resemblance ; but it would not have been possible, in

the worst times of Reformed England, to have found a

company of agents and ministers like that which stood

round the throne of Louis XIV., with a Bossuet and

a Massillon to shed the perfume of sacred eloquence

upon the responsible authors of ten thousand martyr-

doms. It was stipulated in the marriage-contract which

united Louis the Great to Maria Theresa, Infanta of

Spain, that heresy should be extirpated in France.

This was, perhaps, the only condition of the marriage-

contract which the royal bridegroom faithfully fulfilled.

Soon after the unhappy union, a decree was issued pro-

hibiting the Protestants to bury their dead except at

break of day or by night. The exercise of the Reformed

worship was suppressed in 142 communes, and the

chapels demolished ; and when the oppressed Hugue-

nots began to migrate to foreign countries, where they

might pray to God in peace, an edict appeared, in 1669,

forbidding all Protestants to leave the kingdom without

the King's permission, under penalty of confiscation of

body and goods. The year 1680 was fruitful in inhu-

man laws. Petty magistrates were enjoined to proceed

to the houses of Protestants where they heard of any sick

or dying, and inquire whether they were not ready to em-

brace the Catholic religion ; in case of a refusal, and in

the event of death, their dead bodies were ordered to be

dragged naked through the streets on a hurdle and denied

Christian burial. In 1681 a law was promulgated with a

strange mixture of absurdity and barbarism. Infants of
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seven years old were permitted to declare themselves

converted ; and whenever such innocent declaration was

drawn from a child, he was removed from the parental

roof and put into some school, to be brought up in the

religion of the King, and at the expense of the parents.

A series of edicts or laws, of which these few are spe-

cimens, emanated from the cabinet of the great monarch

of the seventeenth centuiy, until the clause in the mar-

riage-contract, over which the spirit of Philip II. and

the Spanish Inquisition presided, was fulfilled to the

satisfaction of Rome and her obsequious eldest son.

Three years before the fury of a licentious soldiery

was let loose upon the defenceless professors of the

Reformed religion, the Gallican Church addressed a

pastoral warning to the Protestants. It ended by in-

forming them that if they persisted in refusing to be

bent by the tenderness and the prayers of the Church,

tliey must look forward to misfortunes at which the

angels of peace would weep. These misfortunes, 'thus

prematurely announced, began in the province of Bearne.

the cradle of French Calvinism. The royal troops were

the missionaries sent forth to effect the conversion of

the Protestants. The more brutal zeal displayed by

the dragoons, and their more conspicuous uniforms,

gave to those savage expeditions the name by which

they are known in history—the Dragonnades.

A short description of their proceedings will not be out

of place here.

On the arrival of the King's troops in a town which

required converting, the civil and ecclesiastical authori-

ties assembled the Protestants together m the public

square, and, prefacing their address with the announce-

ment that the soldiers had arrived, they signified to the
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trembling multitude that the will of the King must be

obeyed. The people, terrified at the threatening aspect

of the dragoons, in many instances declared themselves

converts with one consent. Those who could read and

write signed a form, declaring their belief in all that the

Church Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman professed ; the

rest simply pronounced the words " I join," or cried

out "Ave Maria," or else made the sign of the cross.

The town -was then registered as converted, and no

longer needing either pastor or Reformed Church. In

certain places, offices of conversion were open, in which

the names of the converts were enrolled, and this en-

titled them to receive a certificate, which was generally

written on the back of a playing-card, and which, being

shown, freed the bearers from the pursuit of the sol-

diers. The people of Nismes called these cards the

Mark of the Beast. But the liberty which was granted

to the troops, to quarter themselves upon any of the

more wealthy inhabitants whom they chose to suspect of

favouring the new religion, was attended with the most

frightful consequences. After locking up the master of

the house in some secluded room, those Tartar hordes

proceeded to throw the splendid furniture into the

streets, and made stables for their horses of the dis-

mantled saloons ; they fed them with milk and wine,

and spread out for them bales of goods, silks, and the

.finest linen, for beds; and if the owner of the house

and property dared to remonstrate, they took him out of

his confinement and subjected his person to the greatest

indignities. Some they sti'ipped naked, and placed

them near a scorching fire, to turn the spit which cooked

their dinner, whilst they amused themselves with pinch-

ing the skin of the victims and burning their hair ;
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some they obliged to take a bot burning coal in their

liands and grasp it until a paternoster was recited

Sleep was sold at ten, twenty, and thirty dollars an

hour. The Bishop of Nismes had the satisfaction of

receiving the abjuration of the aged M. de Lacassagne,

who had becni tormented by fifty dragoons until he sank

beneath the torture. " Now," observed the bishop,

referring to his long want of sleep, " now you may take

your rest." "Alas! my Lord," replied the old man,
" I expect no rest until I reach my heavenly home

;

and God grant that what I have now done may not shut

the gates of rest against me for ever."

The pen of the writer of the nineteenth century

refuses to transcribe the horrors which fill the pages of

tlie historian of the Edict of Nantes. Young mothers

tied to their bed-posts,— their sucking infants placed

within sight but lieyond their reach,—had the alterna-

tive of abjuring their faith or seeing their offspring

perish before their eyes. Men and women, whose only

crime was their adhorence to the religion of the Bible,

were cast into loathsome dungeons, infected by cess-

pools and vermin crawling on sunless walls. The pri-

sons were choked full with those courageous confessors

;

but the diabolical ingenuity ofLouvois, the prime minister

of Louis XIV., found room for more by shipping off in

rotten bottoms, across the Atlantic, the surplus bodies

that could not be piled up in his subterraneous vaults.

This merciless campaign, which united the army and

the Church in a work of merit, was directed from Ver-

sailles. The ferocious Louvois I'eprimanded the gover-

nor or gaoler who had the imprudence to show mercy.
*' His Majesty," so he wrote in his despatches. " desires

that you will drive to the last extremity those who
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nidulge in the vain-glory of wishing to be the last to get

rid of his religion." From every part of France the

King was regaled with bulletins of conversion, and the

chapel at Versailles resounded with the music of a

Te Deum at eveiy message which brought the news of

the conversion of a town. The thousands and tens of

thousands of converts were enumerated to the King,

the numbers were compared with the supposed Protes-

tant population, and the conclusion was that the Edict

of Nantes was no longer necessary, for that there were

no more Protestants in the King's dominions.

But the last act of the fatal drama had still to be

performed at Versailles. More than 250,000 forced

conversions had been effected by the missionaries of

Louvois in boots and spurs, and Louis believed that his

laws had put an end to Calvinism in France ; but as

long as the ministers of the abhorred religion remained

there was the obvious danger of the new converts re-

lapsing into their former heresy. The only remedy for

this was to drive every Protestant minister from the

soil of France. This could not be done without revok-

ing the Edict of Nantes. The King, a little uneasy at

the thought of signing the death-warrant of half a mil-

lion of his subjects, took some time to " file his mind "

and conscience down to Rome's standard of the Most

Christian King's duty. He yielded at last to the impor-

tunities of his prime minister, the exhortations of his

confessor, and the softer entreaties of a guilty paramour,

and on the 22d of October, 1685, the King set his hand

and seal to the Edict of Ptevocation. The apologists of

the great monarch, anxious to preserve the glory of the

golden age, declare that there was no cruelty in Louis'

nature, and that his father confessor. La Chaise, assuied
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him that tlie execution of the Edict would not cost a

drop of blood, and the counter-signature of the vii'tuous

Colbert should be a proof that no mischief was intended.

But if those apologists have succeeded in showing that

the easy and good-natured monarch was incapable of an

inhuman act, they have also succeeded in throwing the

bitterest reproach upon the system of which he was the

victim. The result of a false devotion has been as fatal

to the happiness of mankind as that of a godless phi-

losophy : Paganism has slain its thousands of God's

saints, but Romanism its tens of thousands. Infidelity

has no fire whereat to rekindle its zeal, and after its

first savage onset the giant is exhausted ; but Supersti-

tion, thinking to do God service, lights her torch at the

fire of persecution, and never tires until herself is

changed into the enlightened zeal of Clu-istianity.

Louis XIV. was assured that the most acceptable sacri-

fice he could offer to Heaven, and the surest way of

wearing an immortal crown, was to exterminate heresy

in his dominions. The religion he professed taught

him that heaven belonged to kings who served the

Church, as Mahomet conferred his paradise upon eveiy

Moslem's son who fell in battle against the infidels.

Power was obtained over the mind by both systems ;

and he who has the disposal of the mind of the man
has also tlie disposal of his body. It was under a sys-

cem of this kind that the revocation of the Edict of

Nantes was obtained from a monarch who, perhaps,

placed under the influence of true religion, would have

dashed from his hand the pen that signed and sealed

the doom of a hundred thousand of liis fellow-creatures.

Le Tellier, the Chancellor of France, was on the brink
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of the grave when he affixed his official seal to the cruel

Edict; and the great object of his life being accom-

plished, he sang the song of Simeon in a transport of

joy, and soon after went to his account. The illustrious

Bossuet made his funeral oration : it was the song of

triumph of the Gallican Church, and Louis XIV.
mounted in the car. " Take," said the preacher, " take

up your sacred pens, ye who write the annals of the

Church
; ye who have the pens of ready writers, make

haste to put Louis with the Constantines and the Theo-

dosiuses. Raise your thanksgivings to Heaven, and say

to this modem Constantino, to this modern Theodosius,

to this Marcian, to this new Charlemagne, what six

hundred and thirty Fathers of the Church once said at

the Council of Chalcedon, 'You have established the

faith ; you have exterminated the heretics ; it is the

graud work of your reign—it is the proper character

which belongs to it. Through you, heresy is no more.

God alone could do this wonder. King of Heaven, pre-

serve the king of the earth ! It is the devout wish of

the churches, it is the devout prayer of the bishops.'
"

It is computed that half a million of the most virtuous

and industrious of the French people were, by the revo-

cation of the Edict of Nantes, driven into exile. In

this flight were included 15,000 gentlemen and 1580

ministers. Amongst them were many whose names

still live in the records of sacred literature— Claude.

Dubosc, Dumoulin, Beausobre, L'Enfant, the brothers

Saurin. These great men, ejected from the bosom of

Roman Catholic France, carried their learning and

piety to other lands : they founded schools and colleges

and expended the power of their intellects upon states
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and people which, in tho providence of God, were

destined to diffuse the light of the Gospel among the

most distant tribes of the earth.

In the year 1088, so memorable in the history of

our constitutional liberties, " the feet of him that piib-

lisheth glad tidings " were no longer seen on the

mountains, nor yet in the plains of France. Protest-

antism might be said to be extinguished in all the

provinces of the realm except one ; the families who

had not the means nor the strength for flight, kept

concealed, and hid their Bibles, with the title-page

disfigured, as they would have preserved a treasure

in a field. The workman's hammer was employed not

to build but to demolish every monument of the Reform-

ation ; silence reigned where thousands of voices had

swelled the song of praise in the noble version of the

Psalms by Clement Marot, set to the music of Gondi-

mel. The children of the concealed Huguenots were

trained to secrecy, and taught to answer no inquiries

made by strangers ; but such as could not consent to

keep silence, nor yet to quit their native land, found

their way to the south of France, where the cause and

interests of the Pieformed Church were concentrated

until the breaking out of the great Revolution. This is

my review of the history of French Protestantism, from

its first introduction to the close of the seventeenth

century, comprising a period of nearly two hundred

years. It is a histoiy, so far, which is accessible to you

all ; not so the events of the first half of the last century.

These are less easy of access to the ordinary reader, and

will require to be sketched bv me now with more

minuteness of detail.

When the Redeemer bid the Christians of Judea, in
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the days of tribulation, flee unto the mountains, he

seemed to indicate those solitudes of nature as the

proper refuge for his people in future times of distress

and perplexity. The mountains of Wales were a

dwelling for the primitive Church of the Britons, when

the first efforts were made to contaminate and enslave

them. The Waldenses, flying from the tyranny and

corruptions of Rome, sought their refuge in the Pied-

moutese Alps, where their faithful descendants still

remain, as a link unbroken between primitive Christ-

ianity and the restoration of it in the sixteenth century.

It was the same when the storm arose upon the

Christians of France ; they fled to the fastnesses of

the Cevennes mountains. I take you now to the scene

of a persecution as romantic in its history as it is

unparalleled in its horrors. If you follow the course of

the I'iver Rhone from Valence to Aries, you have the

eastern boundary of our territory ; on the south it is

limited by the salt lakes of the Mediterranean, from the

mouths of the Rhone to beyond Montpellier ; and on the

west we have the plains of Languedoc, which was the

the name of the province. Stretching between the Alps

and Pyrenees is a chain of rugged mountains, 250 miles

iu length, which is seen from the esplanade of Mont-

pellier and the top of the amphitheatre at Nismes, and

which we may consider as the fourth, though irregular,

boundary of the scene of the insurrection. This chain

of mountains was called the Cevennes, and the inhabit-

ants Cevenols. The mountain-chain rises sometimes to

the height of 6000 feet above the level of the sea. The

River Gardon, which flows into the Rhone below Avig-

non, and has its sources in the Cevennes, runs through

the wild country where the remnants of the Reformed
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Church took refuge. During the hundred years that

Protestantism was prosci'ibed and driven into this

region for shelter, it was called, and is still spoken

of as, the Church in the Wilderness. And the ministers

who hazarded their lives for the sake of the Lord Jesus,

are distinguished from those of earlier or later times

by the title of Pastors of the Desert. One of the

earliest of those, and who came a few years after the

revocation of the Edict, was Claude Brousson of Nismes.

who, in dangerous times, had pleaded the cause of the

Protestants as a lawj-er before the Parliament of Thou-

louse. Having fled to Lausanne to save his life, he had

no rest in his soul on account of his suffering brethren ;

and setting out on a journey, which was attended at every

step with danger, he arrived in the Cevennes, and

became the Apostle of the Desert. His abode was a

cavern, his church was the crater of a burnt-out volcano,

or the shelter of rook from whence the pursuer might

be seen afar off. He preached regularly three times

a-week, often every day, and even several times in a day

:

and every ofi5ce which a pastor could perform devolved

upon the indefatigable Brousson. He published his

sermons, preached from 1690 to 1693, under the title

of " Mystic Manna of the Desert." He took his texts

from the " Song of Solomon," and brought the softest

imagery imo contrast with the wildest scenes of nature.

" O my dove, that art in the clefts of the rock, in the

secret places of the stars, let me see thy countenance,

let me hear thy voice : for sweet is thy voice, and thy

countenance is comely."—(Chap. ii. 14.) " The dove,'

said the Preacher of the Desert, " is the Church, the

spouse of Christ ; it is a bird which is not armed with

talons and beak for defence; it is harmless and inoffcn
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sive : it is of all creatures tlie most faithful to its mate,

and cannot endure separation. So is the Church of

Christ. It is generally feeble and oppressed by its

enemies ; it is a chaste spouse, which cannot bear to be

beyond the sound of the Bridegroom's voice." The

preacher then proves, from sacred and ecclesiastical

history, that to suffer persecution is one of the marks of

the true Chux'ch of Chi-ist ; it was originally in the

desert for forty years, and then a captive by the waters

of Babylon. The first Christians descended into the

Catacombs, the Waldenses took refuge in the Alps. " It

is the poor dove of Jesus Christ," he exclaims, "which

keeps in the clefts of the rocks." And thus he con-

cludes the first of his sermons :
—" The good things of

this world pass away, but heavenly things are eternal.

Those who refuse to suffer with Christ will never be

permitted to reign with him. They have their portion

in this life, but one day they will have their portion in

the lake that burneth with fire and brimstone. But as

for you, poor, faithful people, who are persecuted for

righteousness' sake, rejoice in the Lord, for youra is the

kingdom of heaven ! Oh, blessed are you who are now

in misery, for one day you shall be crowned with glory !

How blessed are you who are now driven from your

homes for the Gospel's sake, for one day you shall be

received into everlasting habitations. Oh ! happy you

who now sojourn in forests and desert places, in the

clefts of the rocks and in caverns, for the day will come

when you shall inhabit the palace of the King of Kings,

and shall be eternally refreshed at the river of his joys."

Thus did Claude Brousson console the rustic multitudes

who flocked around him, thirsting for the Word of Life.

And after a series of adventures, and many hair-breadth
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escapes, the intrepid pastor at length fell into the hands

of the implacable Baville, viceroy of Languedoc, and was

executed at Montpellier on the 4th of November, 1698.

A new and most singular page of history opens with

the eighteenth century. The Intendant of Languedoc

had begun to congratulate himself and the King, that by

means of the rack, wheel, and the gibbet, the dark

dungeons of Aiguemortes, and the frowning tower of

Constances, he had stifled for ever the voice of the

evangelist in the south of France, when, all on a

sudden, the remarkable religious ecstasy which a year

before had faintly shown itself in Dauphiny broke out

in the Cevennes mountains, and before a year had

elapsed, the influence had gained the over-heated

imagination of 8000 persons. The account of the

Cevenol prophets (as they were called) presents such

extraordinary phenomena, that it may neither be a

subject for ridicule, nor yet demand the implicit con-

fidence of the sober-minded. Fanaticism in religion is

seldom found in designing minds ; it is the result of an

imperfect understanding, combined with strong convic-

tions ; it is an impulse bordering on aberration of the

intellect, and driving headlong before it pradence, and

knowledge, and judgment. It has generally been

produced by persecution inflaming an ardent mind,

which, placed under more favourable circumstances,

might have had a zeal according to knowledge. But

the Cevenol Protestants, driven to despair by the re

lentless hand of the persecutor, hunted like wild

beasts in the forest, and no prospect before them in

tliis life but exile, the dungeon, the galleys, or a death

by torture, yielded to the impulse which made them for

a moment forget their woes in the uncontrolled emotions
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of religion. " The Spirit," as they called this strange

influence, gained equally the young and the old, and

they considered themselves as living in the days spoken

of by the prophet Joel. Some of those ecstatics fell

down as if they were dead, others remained standing

breathless, and all of them exhibited violent emotions,

accompanied by deep sighs, and sobs, and groans ; it

seemed as if an internal agency was actually struggling

within them to bring the vocal organ into subjestion,

and inspire it with eloquence not its own. But the

most remarkable fact in this singular history is, that

young girls who had never been taught, and boys of

fourteen years of age, should be able to speak with

fluency in a language which, though French, differed

from their common dialect. For two hours, without

interruption, they poui'ed forth, in biblical phraseology,

the most emphatic warnings and earnest exhortations.

The Cevennes mountains were filled with their declama-

tions, echoing to the gimshots of the royal troops, who

tracked the meetings in their secret places by the notes

of psalmody, and the unearthly voice of a prophet-

preacher. Such was the deplorable condition to which

a series of atrocious edicts and persecutions had reduced

this people ; but the wild enthusiasm which marks their

history pi'eseuts a biblical grandeur which fills us with

respect and sympathy, and disarms the contempt of the

unbeliever. Some of the Cevenol prophets came to

London, and produced a great sensation at the court of

Queen Anne. Opinions were divided upon the reality

of this wonderful inspiration, and the prophets either

returned to the scenes of their former exertions, or

melted into the crowd of their fellow-exiles in Spital-

fields.
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The effect of this extraordinary movement in the

Cevennes was to deter the Protestants from outwardly

conforming to the Church of Rome, as many of them

had done to escape the galleys or death; but at the

denunciations of the prophets the churches were de-

serted, and the lamentations of the priests were loud

and long throughout the dioceses of Nismes and Usez.

They complained that their parishioners, in consequence

of the fanatics, no longer observed the fasts and festi-

vals of the Church, and that the most virtuous and

learned of the priests were counted as nothing by the

side of their prophets. Our religion, they said, is fall-

ing into decay and ruin. If a remedy be not speedily

applied, the Catholic faith will perish in the Cevennes

mountains. At these cries of distress the archpriest of

the Cevennes left his residence at Mende, in March,

1702, accompanied by his army of Capuchin friars, and

commenced his twenty-first crusade against the heretics.

This archpriest was a younger son of the house of

Langlade du Chayla, a native of the Upper Gevaudan.

He was early trained for the Church of Rome, and his

adventurous zeal and activity marked him out for the

most perilous and distant missions. The Seminary of

Paris sent him out as a missionary to the kingdom of

Siam ; and he returned from Asia with the Ambassador

of the Indian kings, who came as if to pay homage to

the great monarch of the West. This man of indo

mitable energy was considei'ed the fittest instrument

for converting the Calvinists, after he had served his

apprenticeship in the conversion of the Buddhists ; and

as a retreat worthy of his former sei-vices, an office was

created which gave him the power of life and death in

his native province. He was made Prior of Laval
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Inspector of 2Iissions of the Gevaudan, and Archpriest

of the Cevennes. All these titles may be condensed

into the one of Grand Inquisitor and public prosecutor

of the nonconforniing Cevenols. This priest was a

tall, imposing figure of a man, having more a warrior "s

than a sacerdotal air. To a gloomy and fanatical devo-

tion he joined the vices of covetousness and sensuality

and the ferocity of a Tartar. Upon the Abbot du

Chayla devolved the task of forcing back the Protestants

to the deserted churches, and extinguishing the voice of

the Cevenol prophets. His reputation was staked

upon his success ; and he could hardly hope to justify

the confidence which Louis XIV. and the Jesuits had

placed in him, if by any mistaken act of mercy he had

allowed a preacher to escape. Accompanied by eight

young priests, which formed his sort of clerical court at

Mende, his winter residence, he set out from time to

time on his tours of inspection ; and by means of the

prison and the lash, and instniments of torture, he had

succeeded for twenty years in keeping under the insub-

ordinate Protestants. But in his last circuit of 1702

he found the people impatient under his commands,

and irritated by the wrongs inflicted upon them. They

received his exhortations this time with hisses and

threats, and the fury of the archpriest knew no longer

any bounds. A prophet had passed the night under

the roof of a poor widow of the bourg of Hermet ; he

hastened to the spot with his men-at-arms, but found

no one in the house except the widow's two little child-

ren. In a gentle and winning tone at first he attempted

to extract from the children the place where the prophet

was concealed ; but they remained silent, and answered

no questions. The inquisitor in his fury seized the
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eldest of the two, and so mutilated the child's body with

the lash, tliat the poor infant died of its wounds. The

archpriest had converted the cellar of his house into

dark prisons, where he put the unfortunate victims that

fell into his hands ; and he went down among them

once a-day to see their sufferings under the torture.

He invented new modes of punishment. Some of his

prisoners were made to take into their hands hot burn-

ing coals ; he wrapped up the fingers of others in cotton

which he caused to be steeped in oil, and then lighted

them as lamps. His victims were commonly set in

stocks contrived to hold fast both the hands and the

feet, so that the body might be always bent nearly

double, and the eyes looking on the ground. Some-

times, for a large bribe of money, he let the male pri-

soners go free, and the women at a price which the pen

of the historian refuses to transcribe. For twenty years

did this atrocious despotism oppress the mountain in-

habitants of Languedoc, who had the courage to profess

the religion in which Henry IV. was bom ; but at

length the cup of indignation was made to run over by

the addition of another grain of cnielty.*

Towards the middle of July, 1702, some Cevenols,

in order to get away from a country where they were

hunted down like beasts of prey, agreed to go together

in one company, and to seek for an asylum at Geneva.

Under the guidance of a muleteer, who led them by the

woods and unfrequented paths, this company of men,

women, and children, directed their mai'ch towards the

Rhone : but after a journey of a few hours they fell

into the ambush of the soldiers at the Bridge of Mon-

• " Histoire des Troubles des Cevennes," &c. par Coiirl de

Gibelin, liv. i. torn. I.
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vert, and the archpriest was gratified with the sight of so

many fugitives delivered into his hands. In vain did

the relatives of the unfortunate captives throw them-

selves at the feet of the inquisitor, and beg for mercy

;

the agent of Rome and Louis XIV. was inexorable.

The galleys for the fugitives, and the gibbet for the

poor muleteer, were the tender mei'cies of the wicked

Du Chayla. On the Sunday which followed this cap-

ture a meeting of the Reformers was held upon a moun-

tain of the Bouges. Peter Seguier, commonly called

the Prophet of Magestavols, his native village, preached

at considerable length, and often alluded to the sad fate

of the prisoners of the Bridge of Monvert ; and in con-

cluding his harangue he exclaimed, " The Lord has

commanded me to take up arms to deliver our captive

brethren, and to exterminate this archpriest of Mo-
loch." Solomon Courderc stood forward, and declared

that he had received a like commission. And next rose

up Abraham Mazel, and in the romantic style of these

open-air addresses, said :
" Brethren, I lately had a

vision. I saw some large black oxen, very fat, treading

down the flowers of a garden ; and a voice said to me,

• Abraham, drive out these oxen.' And when I did not

obey, the voice said to me again, ' Abraham, drive out

these oxen.' Then I drove them out. Now, since I

had this vision the Spirit has revealed to me the mean-

ing thereof. The garden is the Church of God ; the

black oxen which lay it waste are the priests ; and the

voice which spake to me is the Eternal, who commands

me to expel them from the Cevennes." The multitude

were carried away at once by this biblical apologue, and

all applauded the genei'ous design of the three prophets.

On that same night, Seguier, Abraham, and Solomon,
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went out to recruit for conspirators against the life of

the archpriest and his satellites. On the northern

summit of the Bouges, then distinguished by three

gigantic beech-trees, of which one yet remains, but fall-

ing into rapid decay— on this summit fifty conspirators

met, under the command of Spirit Scguier. Twenty

only were armed with guns and pistols ; the rest had

scythes or hatchets,— the peaceful instruments of agri-

culture were turned into the instruments of vengeance.

Seguier addressed the assembly iu the name of the God
of armies, and he descended the mountain at the head

of his daring companions, intoning among the forests

the 74th Psalm, as versified by Clement Marot,

—

" Nous as tu rejetes. Seigneur, sans esperance

De ton sein paternel

;

N'appaiseras tu pas apr&s tant de souifrance

Ton courroux eternal !

"

" Why hast tliou cast us off, God ? wilt tliou no more return ?

why against thy chosen flock does thy fierce anger hum ?

"

And as the echo of the words of the sweet singer of

Israel played in the dark forest, the fanatics sharpened

their instruments with which they designed to do the

work of slaughter

!

On the 24th of July, at ten o'clock at night, the

archpriest was at home in the house of a rich citizen at

Mouvert Bridge, surrounded by his retinue of ecclesi-

astiques, his valets, and men-at-arms, wlien all on a

sudden he heard the distant notes of vocal music, which

seemed to be coming in the direction of the Bouges

mountains. When the melody resounded in the bourg,

he took it to be a nocturnal serenade. " Go and see,"

he said to the guards, " wliat hainnony that is." But
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the house -was already besieged by Seguier aud his com-

panions, and " The prisoners ! the prisoners ! "' was now
the cry. " Begone !

" shouted the archpriest from a

window above ; "be off, you vile Huguenots !

" and a

volley from the soldiers, which killed one of the con-

spirators, followed the order of Du Chayla. Excited to

fmy, Seguier and his men raised the trunk of a tree

which lay along the wall of the house, and using it as

a battering-ram, broke in the door, and effected an

entrance. Their first care was to seek for the prisoners.

They break open the doors of the cells, and at the sight

of their brethren their fury is redoubled. The poor

victims could not stand upright ; their feet were swollen

and half broken to pieces, and their countenances be-

spoke the pain under which they had writhed in agony.

The indignation of the conspirators knew no bounds ;

they rush up the stairs, and call aloud for the author of

their brethren's woes ; and at the terrible summons the

archpriest perceived that his hour was come. While he

was giving absolution to his attendants, a struggle

ensued on the stairs. " Children of God," exclaims the

prophet Seguier, " put down your arms ; this work is

too slow. Let us burn in his house the priest and the

satellites of Baal." With these words they pile up

chairs and mattrasses, and the benches of the chapel,

; and set fire to the heap. The conflagration spreads,

and the archpriest with his train retires into a vaulted

chamber beneath the flames. The sheets of the bed

ij. were twisted into a cable, and Du Chayla makes the

1- first attempt to slide down into the garden, and so

escape ; he falls and breaks his thigh, and can only

3. crawl to conceal himself under the foliage of a hedge

;

> the rest got down safe, and escaped across the river
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Tarn, under the fire of the insurgents. Meanwhile the

flames had devoured the rafters, and the roof of the

house fell in ; and the lurid light discovered to the

conspirators the unfortunate archpriest crouched amidst

the shrubs. " Let us strangle the accursed persecu-

tor ! " was the savage cry of the misguided insurgents.

Du Chayla begged for his life, and sorrowfully replied,

" If I am accursed, will you make yourselves accursed

too ? " Peter Seguier at that instant arrived on the

spot. " Art thou there, persecutor of the children of

God ? No quarter ! no mercy ! The Spirit says, 'Let

him die !
'
" and Seguier stmck the first blow. All the

others stabbed after him. " That," said one, as he

struck tbfi instrument into the priest's breast
— "that

is for my father, who was broken on the wheel."

" That," said another, as he aimed a mortal blow, " is

for my brother at the galleys ; that for my mother,

who died of a broken heart ; that for my sister, for my
relative, for my friends in exile, in prison, in misery

!

"

The archpriest received fifty-two wounds, of which

twenty-four were mortal. And thus fell the scourge of

the Protestants of the Cevennes, after a bloody reign of

twenty years. At daybreak the prophet and his com-

panions departed from the scene of slaughter, singing

psalms as they ascended the Tarn towards Frugeres.

Great was the consternation that night at the Mon-

vert Bridge, and not an inhabitant issued from his

house until the psalmody of Seguier and his accom-

plices had died upon the ear. They took up the dead

body of Du Chayla, and carried it to St. Germain,

where the Inquisitor had prepared for himself a tomb.

All the priests and civil functionaries attended the

funeral, and Louvreleuil, priest of St. Germain, made
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the funeral oration. At the end of a pompous eulogy

he pronounced the archpriest a martyr, at the age of

fifty-five, for having undertaken to bring rebels into

the obedience they owed to the Church and the King.

The tragic death of the chief of the Cevennes mission

was the introduction to the war of the Camisards. The

Cevenols, who professed to be the followers of the meek

and lowly Redeemer, verified in their subsequent history

that infallible word, " they that take the sword shall

perish by the sword." But the scene I have undertaken

to depict is not closed until we see the end of the chief

murderer of the archpriest, Seguier, the prophet of

Magestavols. This awful man was a wool-carder of a

hamlet of that name, situated to the south of Bouges.

He was of huge dimensions and a swarthy complexion,

a long, thin face, without any upper teeth, and about

fifty years of age. He had resolved upon a general

massacre of the priests, and his very name, which he

had assumed, and by which he was known, Spirit

Seguier, struck terror into the inhabitants of the Koman

Catholic villages. While 120 horsemen were upon his

track, Seguier saw them from his lofty hiding-place

prowling in the valleys beneath him. He passed his

nights in the mountain, and with the morning light

he issued, says a Roman Catholic writer, like lightning

from the clouds. Wherever he went, he tore down

the crosses and emblems of Catholicism, and, like a

wild beast in his fury, he rent his prey wherever he

alighted upon it ; and as he rolled his wild eyes upon

the bodies of his victims, he raised his song of triumph,

and exclaimed, " The Lord hath gotten himself the

victory!" But the end of Spirit Seguier drew near

The nephew of the murdered archpriest, accompanied
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by all the noblesse of the Upper Gevaudan, arrived at

Monvert Bridge, with a thousand infantry and horse-

men, and the Count de Broglie, the military command-

ant of the province, joined his forces, with the famous

Captain Poul at their head. This rough soldier was

the fittest instrument to deal with the formidable pro-

phet ; and having leamt that Seguier was encamped at

Fontmorte, Poul, on his famous Spanish horse, ad-

vanced to attack the insurgents. After receiving the

first fire from the little troop of Seguier, the captain

rushed upon them, sword in hand, and cutting his way

through opposing scythes and other sharp instniments,

he seized the prophet with his own hand while attempt-

ing in vain to rally his men. He put Seguier and

four of his companions in chains, and dragged them to

Florae. Wliile on the road, Poul addressed his chief

captive, " Now, wretch, that I have thee fast, after all

the crimes thou hast committed, how dost thou e.xpect

me to deal with thee ?" " As I would have dealt with

thee if I had caught thee
!

" replied the undaunted

Prophet of the Desert. He appeared before his judges

with an air of calmness and defiance, and his answers

to interrogatories were returned in Scripture phraseo-

logy. " Your name ?" " Peter Seguier." " Why do

they call you Spirit?" " Because the Spirit of God is

in me ?" " Your abode ?" " In the desert, and soon

to be in heaven." " Ask pardon of the king." " We
have no king but the Eternal Being." " Have you no

remorse for your ci-imes ?" " My soul is a garden full

of shades and fountains !

"

He was condemned to have his hand struck off, and

then to be burnt alive at Monvert Bridge. On the

burning pile (12th August, 1702), the Prophet, pre-
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semng his unruffled calmness, said to the people,

" Brethren, wait and hope in the Lord. Carmel laid

waste shall be clothed again with verdure, and the

solitary Lebanon shall blossom as the rose." The
awful figure of the Prophet of Magestavols stands in

front of the Languedocian insurrection.*

The annals of this civil and religious war (generally

known as the War of the Camisards, and which may be

considered as an episode in French history) are written

in three volumes by a son of the last pastor of the De-

sert. This insurrection greatly weakened the power,

and ended by tarnishing the glory, of the reign of Louis

XIV. It required three marshals of France, and thrice

10,000 men, and ten years of time, to subdue a small

army of peasants, which never exceeded 4000 men.

But it was power unjustly used against weakness, made
strong by right and enthusiasm; and the war of the

Camisards still stands in the records of French history

as a lesson (yet in a great measure to be learnt), that a

priesthood, \nth. a secular arm at its disposal, will end

by destroying religious liberty, and the liberty of the

state itself which lends away its power.

In 1711, the intendant, Baville, had nearly exter-

minated all the Camisard chiefs. The last that fell

was Abraham Mazel, one of the originators of the in-

surrection, and who had the dream of the black oxen.

In 1718 Banlle left Lauguedoc, from whence he had

never absented himself for a single day during the

thirty years of his sanguinary reign. It is said that,

from first to last, he caused the death of 12,000 Ce
venols. The long martyrology opens with the young

• " Histoire des Pasteurs," par Nap. Peyrat, vol. i.p. 805; and
" Histoire des Camisards," liv. i. vol. i.
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evangelist, Fulcrand Key, in 1686, and ends with the

minister, Stephen Arnaud, in 1718. The sun of Louis

XIV., which shone through so many years with meridian

splendour, set in a cloud. The courtiers, who had been

foremost in offering incense to their idol, were the first

to desert him in the dark houi's of his remorse ; and the

monarch, at whose smile or frown a train of degenerate

nobles rose or fell, and at whose command millions

bowed down their heads, was carried to his tomb at

St. Denis, amidst the hisses and pelting of the multi-

tude, who now perceived that the vain-glory of a despot

and the happiness of a people are not necessarily allied

together. The sepulchre shut her mouth upon the

modem Nero in September 1715, and a reign of open

and unbridled licentiousness succeeded to that of a

disgusting hypocrisy. The court of France, during the

minority of Louis XV., is proverbial in histoiy for vice

and immorality ; and amidst the orgies of the Regent

and his dissolute comrades, the agonising cries of the

Protestants, shut up in the tower of Constances and the

dungeons of Aiguemortes, were forgotten. The children

of the Desert had no brighter prospect now that Baville

and the ferocious Duke of Berwick had retired ; and

between the relentless persecution of the priests of

Elome and the disorders of the remnants of the Cami-

sard inspiration, Protestantism was on the eve of ex

piring in the Cevennes mountains. The remnants of the

Reformed Church of France were now scattered abroad

as sheep without a shepherd. They hid themselves

from the pursuits of the persecutor in the caverns and

the thickets of the Cevennes and the Vivarais ; and

whenever they met to edify one another, a preacher or a

prophet was popularly elected, according as they believed
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him to be divinely inspired. To save Protestantism m
France it was now necessary to restore a standing

ministry, and to re-establish the Eeformed Church in

its original order and discipline. This great work,

which might seem to have required the wisdom of a

conclave of experienced Christians, was conceived and

accomplished by a youth of nineteen years of age.

Antony Court, while yet a boy, in his native village

of Villeneuve de Berg, conceived the idea of building

up the walls of Zion. And as he grew up among the

pastures of the Vivarais, with an intelligence far beyond

his years, he saw the evils which must first be remedied

before the hopes of the Protestants for the future could

be revived. At the age of seventeen, and four years

after the war of the Cevennes was ended, he laid the

foundation of his grand design. And while Louis XIV.

was striking off his medals vnth the device of " Heresy

extinct," that heresy was rising up again in all its primi-

tive vigour among the Vivarais mountains, in the person

of a stripling who kept his father's sheep. He had

practised first as a Scripture reader and exhorter in

the nocturnal meetings of his fellow-reformers. He was

endowed with all the qualities fitted for a missionary in

troublous times. He mingled with a remarkable

moral courage the most consummate prudence He
was able to support great bodily fatigue. He wrote and

spoke with equal facility, and joined to all these attain-

ments the strictest integrity and purity of manners.

Obliged at a late period of his life to justify his early

proceedings, he observes, in commencing, that he was

reduced to the painful necessity of speaking of himself.

" It was in 1715," he says, " that it pleased God to call

me to the service of this church (meaning Nismes) ; and
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who can paint the condition to which this church and

religion in France were at that time reduced ?" After

describing the course he traced out for himself, he con-

tinues, " In order to cany my project into effect, I

called together, on the 21st August, 1715, all the itine-

rant preachers of the Cevennes and the Lower Langue-

doc. I invited some of the most enlightened laymen

to join us, and I laid before them the actual condition

of affairs." The meeting took the venerable name of

Synod, and Court was elected its moderator. The

foi'ms of the ancient synods were introduced as far as

circumstances would allow, and rules and canons were

made for the government of the Church in the Desert.

The names of the principal members of this rustic con-

vocation have been preserved. Of the five elders who

sat beside Antony Court, four perished on the gibbet

before seven years had elapsed. It was one of the

most important measures adopted at this synodal

meeting to revive the office of ordained minister, and

no person present had ever been publicly invested with

that sacred character. Court engaged his friend, Cor-

teis, to go to Zurich, and there receive the laying on

of the hands of the presbytery. He undertook the

dangerous journey, and was ordained according to the

rites of the Helvetic Church, and on his return he

ordained Antony Court ; the succession passed on to his

brethren, Arnaud, Crotte, and Durand, and thus was the

sacred fire of the pastorate, which had been quenched

by fire and sword, relumed at the flame which still

blazed in the Church and city of Zwingle. The synod

continued to meet once a-year in some cavera. or in the

depths of a forest; and on the occasion of the one held

in 1719, the voice of James Basnage issued from his

L L
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place of exile to encourage the restorers of French

Protestantism. " I bless God," he wrote, " that he

has commenced his work among you. All the rales

that you observe are in conformity with those of our

fathers, whose labours and courageous acts God so

signally blessed." Court became the apostle of the

Cevenol desert. We have his journal of a visit he

made among the churches in the year 1728. In the

course of two months he held thirty-two large meetings,

and travelled over three hundred miles in a rugged and

mountainous region.* But the principal monument of

the wisdom and piety of Antony Court is found in the

institution he formed for raising up pastors for the

supply of the French churches. Committing the care

of the Protestants in the Ceveuues to his beloved friend

Corteis, Court repaired to Lausanne, and there founded

his Protestant seminary in 1730. Although every

pastor arrested in France was condemned to death,

young students arrived from the south to study divinity

at Lausanne for three years, and then to return ordained

to the ministry to preach among the people of Lan-

guedoc. The learned professor, Alphonse Turrettini,

of Geneva, was one of its original suppoi'ters. Dr
Wake, then Archbishop of Canterbury, with an en-

lightened zeal and love of evangelical tinith which

distinguish his present successor, responded to the

appeal of Antony Court, and was one of the chief

promoters of the noble plan conceived by a youth for

carrying the ark of God through the desert of the

Cevennes. Antony Court continued to direct, alter-

Bately, the academy at Lausanne and the synods of

* " Histoire des Eglises du Desert," par Charles Coquerel,

vol. i. p. 176, &c.
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Languedoc, and he died in 1760, with the well-desen'ed

and honourable title of the Restorer of French Pro-

testantism.

Meanwhile the axe of the executioner, and the iron

bar of the magistrates of Louis XV., were doing their

murderous work upon the bodies of the captured young

pastors. As late as the 27th May, 1752, Francis

Benezet was executed at Montpellier ; and Lafage, two

years later, confirmed the truths he had preached with

his life. The bloody tide rolls still nearer our times,

and forbids the apathy of Protestants to sleep on the

flattering notion that Rome and persecution are no

longer identical. Francis Rochelle was executed at Thou-

louse, 19th Febniary, 1762. Those intrepid ministers

of Christ's Gospel, who counted not their lives dear

unto themselves, met death with all tlie calmness and

dignity of the early martyi*s ; they refused to listen to

the priest, who poured his pernicious consolation into

their ears till the fatal blow stopped the sense of

hearing, and generally the crowds who stood round the

scaffold were melted into tears at the saintly deportment

of the martyrs. But a circumstance at length occurred

which changed the current of public opinion, and ex-

cited throughout France and Europe a deep sympathy

and compassion for the Protestants of the Cevennes.

John Galas was a native of the Cabarede, near Maza-

met, and settled at Thoulouse as a dealer in cotton piints.

His house still exists in the Grande Rue, No. 50, and has

undergone very little change since 1761. John Caks

married Anne Rose Cabibel, who was born in England of

French parents (refugees), and may probably have gone

out from Bethnal G reen. Four sons and two daughters

were the issue of this marriage. The household was
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complete "with the addition of a faithful maid-servant,

who was a devout Roman Catholic, and grew old in the

service of the Galas family. Mark Antony was the

eldest son, a well-educated young man, but of a reserved

and proud temper. Unwilling to follow his father's

occupation, he aspired to the bar, from which his

religion, however, excluded him, whatever might be his

talents. Disdaining to obtain by an act of apostasy

the title of advocate which the law denied him as a

Protestant, he at one time resolved to go to Geneva,

and there qualify himself for exercising in France the

dangerous office of pasteur of the Desert. Having

communicated his intention to his adviser Master

Chalier, " My dear friend," answered the old lawyer,

"it is a poor trade that which leads to the gallows."'

And young Galas, seeing no career open to him suited

to his temper, grew weary of life and wrapped himself

up in his melancholy reserve. On the evening of 1 3th

October, 1761, Galas had invited a friend who happened

to be passing through Thoulouse to supper. Mark
Antony left the table before the rest, and when his

brother Peter a little while after lighted the guest to

the door, what was their surprise and horror when, in

passing the inner dooi-way of the warehouse, they

found the body of Mai'k Antony hanging between the

door-posts ! The distracted parents ran and threw

themselves upon the body of their unfortunate son, and

tried to reanimate it with their warm embraces, but

that son was no more. The first thought of the parents

was to conceal the suicide of their son, but their cries

brought a crowd about the door of the house. Two
magistrates entered and saw the corpse, and were about

to retii'e as having ascertained the fact of suicide, when
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all on a sudden a voice in the crowd exclaimed, " Calas

has killed his son, because he was to have abjured his

heresy to-moiTow." The anonymous denunciation was

caught up by the people, who were on the eve of cele-

brating, under the auspices of the Dominicans, a festival

that had been instituted to commemorate the massacre

of 4000 Protestants. The cry ran from street to street,

" John Calas has killed his son ;" and some more wise

than the rest informed the vulgar throng, that it was

obligatoiy with Protestants to strangle their children

who left their religion. The archbishop came to the

assistance of the magistrates, and summoned all true

Catholics, under pain of excommunication, to come

forward and declare all they knew of the guilt of the

Calas family. The whole household, along with the

corpse, was transfei-red that night to the Capitol on the

evidence of the voice from the crowd, which had sought

secrecy in silence. Next morning the body of the

unfortunate Mark Antony was provisionally deposited

in consecrated ground ; a funeral procession such as

became a martyr was prepared for a coi-pse which under

other circumstances would have been cast to the dogs.

Forty priests and white penitents, and the whole

multitude, with lighted tapers, banners, and chanting,

escorted the body from the Capitol to the cathedral, and

for many days masses were said, and a magnificent

catafalque stood bedecked ^vith emblems expressive of

the supposed martyr's death. These funereal honours

prepared the tribunal for a judgment suited to the

popular taste. The judges condemned Calas, his wife,

and their son Peter, to be examined by torture, and

Lavaisse, the old servant, to be present at their suffer-

ings. The victims appealed to the Parliament, and.
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awaiting their trial all winter, they were kept in a

dungeon in heavy chains and guarded by soldiers. The

fortitude of Galas, and the resignation of his wife, and

the firmness of the son, remained the same ; and after

many forms of trial were gone through, the last scene

at length came. Eight out of thirteen judges con-

demned John Galas, convicted of homicide, to be put

first to the question by torture, then to be broken alive,

and after suffering two hours upon the wheel to be

thrown upon the burning pile. On hearing this hor-

rible sentence the old man, who had been somewhat

subdued by the winter's sufferings, now reanimated

his spirits for death. They hoped that the tortui'e

would have drawn from him an avowal of the crime and

the names of his accomplices. " Where there is no

crime there is no accomplice," was his reply to the

eapitols. Two Dominican friars ascended the fatal

vehicle which conveyed John Galas through the streets,

from church to church, forced to hold a lighted taper in

his hand as one doing penance. The old man, with a

serene countenance, made signs of farewell to bis

friends, and repeating without intermission, " I am
innocent." He arrived at the foot of the scaffold, the

executioner seized him, and at the first blow of the iron

bar he uttered a feeble moan, but he received the rest

without breathing a sigh. Stretched on the rack he

ney^r ceased to pray for himself and his judges,

''^p^hey must have been deceived," said he, "by false

witnesses." Father Bourges, a Dominican, when the

second hour of his sufferings was passed, conjured him

to speak the tiiith. " I have told it already," said

Galas, " I die innocent. Jesus, who was innocence

itself, was content to die for me a more cruel death
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thau miuc. I adore the chastening band of my God."

The martyr having received the last mortal blow

expired. The Dominican went away, and murmuring

said, " lie has died a righteous man ; it was thus our

first martyrs died." Thus perished, at the age of sixty-

eight, the unfortunate Galas, on 10th March, 1762.

Eighty-eight years have not yet expired since this scene

was acted in one of the princi2)al cities of France,

under the direction of priests and friars, in the midst

of civilised Europe ; but the multitude, as fickle under

the reign of Louis XV. as under Louis the President,

turned round upon the judges when Galas had breathed

his last. They wept over the victim of a false accu-

sation, and proclaimed the innocence of the martyr.

In his retreat at Ferney, the master of irony, the

laughing infidel, the personification of his age, Voltaire,

heard with indignation the tragedy of Thoulouse. Two
surviving sons of the murdered Galas took refuge at

Geneva, and Voltaire sent for the youths to recount to

him the disasters of the family. Falling on their

knees before the literary giant, they entreated him,

through sobs and tears, to vindicate the injured name

of their unfortunate parent. The philosopher, moved

by the petition, and convinced of the innocence of

Galas, appealed on their behalf to the Privy Gouncil,

and he engaged three celebrated lawyers to plead their

cause. Madame Galas went to Paris to assist in

obtaining the required redress ; and on the 9th March,

1765, the Royal Gouncil declared unanimously that John

Galas was put to death an innocent man. The family

name was rescued from infamy, and Madame Galas

lived thirty years after the catastrophe. She died in

Paris in 1792.
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No sooner had Voltaire given the word, than magis-

trates, philosophers, literary men, and lawyers, became

the apostles of toleration. Toleration was the universal

watchword, the echo of the sound that issued from

Ferney. The melodrama of the " Honest Criminal,"

written by Voltaire, was received with enthusiasm by

the French people ; and, strange as it may seem, the

first hand that was raised in favour of the persecuted

people of God was that of an infidel writer,—a remark-

able confirmation of that Scripture, " He maketh the

wrath of man to serve him." But that mere expression

of public opinion, although embellished by the poetry

of Voltaire, did not suffice to restore the professors of

the Reformed religion to the rights of citizenship or

the rights of conscience. The enthusiasm and the

sympathy of the nation evaporated over the drama of

Voltaire. Capital punishment was more spaiingly ap-

plied to the crime of reading the Bible and singing

psalms in the open air, but not one of the bai-barous

edicts of the reigns of Louis XIV. and XV. was

repealed. It was still death by law to harbour a

pasteur, and confiscation of goods to be found at a

religious meeting. The ordinances of the Reformed

religion must be administered by stealth, and France

soon forgot the suffering Protestants in the Cevennes

mountains and the Languedocian plains. Who in those

days dared to question the decision of the Church, and

what minister of state could have ruled the nation under

the frown of the priests ?

Paul Rabaut is the great figure of the Desert for the

latter half of the eighteenth century : his adventures

alone would supply ample materials for an interesting

memoir. In one of Antony Court's perilous journeys
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he stopped at the little town of Bedaiieux, and found

an hospitable reception in the family of an honest

tradesman. There he mot two j'oung n)en, one ofwhom
was remarkable for the meekness of his expression and

the gravity of his general demeanour. His parents had

often received under their roof the proscribed ministers

of the Gospel, and they well knew the dangers that

attended the career of the evangelical vocation. Their

pious son listened with deep interest to the naiTatives

of the persecuted pastors, and at length resolved, in the

time spii'it of a missiouaiy, to leave the parental roof

and become a pastor of the Desert. This was Paul

Rabaut. The young candidate for a life of privation

and danger repaired to the seminary at Lausanne, and

having received the imposition of hands he returned to

his native province. Called to minister to the Church

that was at Nismes, he considered that city ever after

as his home ; and it was there he finished his evan-

gelical labours, after having lived to see the emancipa-

tion of the Reformed Church. The popular legends

preserved to this day of the minister Paul Rabaut have

thrown an air of romantic interest on his raemoiy. He
is said to have dwelt for several years in a subterraneous

room, built with rude stones and rubble, in the dull

flats which bound the territoiy of Xismes in the north.

Once surpi'ised by the officers of justice in the house of

a baker, who had afforded him a temporary asylum, he

had not time to escape ; but his presence of mind and

his ingenuity saved him. He enveloped himself in the

costume of a miller, and taking an empty bottle in his

hand he passed the sentinel at the dc^or of the house,

telling him he was going to fetch some wine to refresh

his comrades, and was allowed to pass. He eluded the
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vigilance of the sentinels at the gates of the town by

assuming an air of pleasantry, and to the joy of his

fi'iends, who were not slow to join him, he escaped into

the country. The influence which Paul Rabaut con-

tinued to acquire by his firmness and moderation gained

for him at length the respect of the authorities ; and

although still under the ban of the law, and a price

more than once set upon his head, he maintained a

correspondence with some of the principal men of the

day. He carried to the foot of the throne by means of

his patrons the just complaints of the oppressed Pro-

testants, and he prepared the way for the edict which

at length restored civil rights to the professors of the

Reformed religion.

Louis XV. died of the small-pox in May 1774, tired

of life, sickened with dissipation, and disgusted with

everything. On the followuig day Louis XVI. ascended

the throne, being twenty years of age. At his coro-

nation at Rheims he took the usual oath of the kings

of France to e.x:tirpate all heretics ; fresh alarm was

spread among the Reformed Churches when this oath

was followed by a general census to be taken of all

Protestants in the kingdom : but their spirits were

again composed when it was understood that the young

Idng intended to treat the professors of the Reformed

faith with kindness, and to enforce none of the penal

laws of his predecessors against them. The cause of

toleration found powerful advocates in Malesherbes,

Turgot, De Rulhiere, and others. Lafayette, on his

return from America, in passing through Nismes, be-

came acquainted with Paul Rabaut and his son, the

father being then in the seventy-ninth year of his age.

These liberal advisers of Louis XVI., having collected
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together all the penal laws and edicts which for a hun-

dred years had made the Protestants a proscribed race,

placed them before the King, and in the mouth of

November 1787 was issued the edict which began to

absolve the nation from the great error of Louis XIV.

But the spirit of Rome presided over the composition

even of tliis edict. It was, in substance, as follows :
—

"We, Louis XVI., king of France, convinced of the

uselessness of a century of persecutions, and yielding to

public opinion which is in your favour, have resolved,

hy necessity rather than by sympathy, to recognise your

civil existence : henceforth your wives and your children

shall be considered legitimate, your persons respected,

your worship tolerated, your commerce free. In return

for this our royal favour you shall be subjected to the

service of the State, and to pay for the support of the

Catholic religion, the only one established ; but in other

respects you shall remain for ever excluded from all the

functions of administration of judicature and of edu-

cation, and shall be deprived of all means of influence

in the realm. Finally, you shall obtain nothing of us

except what your natui-al rights do not permit us to

refuse."

Ungi-acious and unjust as this edict was, it was cai*-

ried to Nismes by Rabaut St. Etienne, the son of the

Protestant patriarch, in triumph, and was received with-

out criticising its restrictions by a grateful people.

The municipal ofl&ces were beset by Protestant fathers

ninning with all speed to register their children as

henceforth to be numbered with French citizens. Many
were melted to tears at the thought that they should no

longer be treated as the offscouring of all things. The

tidings spread among the mountains, and brought down
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from their secret abodes the rustic professors of the

proscribed religion.

Then the dove of Claude Brousson flew out from the

clefts of the rocks, but to perish in the storm of an infidel

revolution.

In the convocation of the States-General Kabaut St.

Etienne was elected the first of eight deputies of the

Tiers Etat. He left bis flock at Nismes and set off for

Paris, and on the 15th of March, 1790, was named Pre-

sident of the National Assembly. He announced the fact

in a letter to his venerable father, Paul Rabaut, and ended

it with this salutation, " The President of the National

Assembly is at your feet." Strange vicissitude of this

mortal life ! The son of the pasteur of the Desert, who

for half-a-century had wandered with his life in his

hand, is now elevated to the dangerous eminence of

controller of a revolutionary assembly. The father

escaped the gibbets of Louis XV. ; the son fell under

the guillotine of Robespierre.

It was on Sunday, May 20, 1792, that a religious

edifice, formerly belonging to the Dominican friars, was

consecrated for the use of the Reformed religion at

Nismes Paul Rabaut offered up the prayer of the dedi-

cation, and concluded with the song of Simeon. But

his tribulation was not yet ended. The worshippers of

the Goddess of Reason had now succeeded to the wor-

shippers of Romish saints and images, and both uniting

In their hatred of Christ and his people, dragged the

members of the Protestant Consistory to prison. In

the number of the incarcerated was the aged Paul

Rabaut, who, being unable to walk from weakness, was

transported to the citadel on an ass in derision. For

nearly two years he remained a prisoner, until another
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phase of the Eevolution, in 1794, set him at liberty.

He returned to his home, shattered with the hardships

he had suffered and the grief he had endured in his

captivity; and on the 4th of April, 1795, he went to

the eternal rest prepared for the people of God. He
reached the age of eighty-seven, and during sixty years

he had preached salvation by faith alone in the blood of

Jesus, shed for the remission of his people's sins

The house at Nismes in which he lived is now an

institution for Protestant orphans.

But every voice and every thought of religion among

the French people was now drowned in the din of arms

and the tumults of civil discord ; and in the beginnio}^

of the present century it rested entirely with the fiat of

a young and successful general whether there should be

any religious institutions in France or none. In a

moment of repose after his campaigns in Italy, the

First Consul decided that public worship should be re

organised and established. The State sanctioned by a

concordat the public exercise of the Roman Catholic

worship, and at the same time recognised the existence

of two millions of the French population who professed

and called themselves Protestants. On the 18th of

Germinal, in the year 10 of the Republic, which in

Christian terms means 8th April, 1802, the law for

regulating Protestant worship was promulgated by the

Consul ; and this is the law, without any alteration, by

which the Reformed Consistorial Churches of France,

as well as the Lutheran Churches, are at present recog-

nised and protected. The memorable words which the

Emperor pronounced on the day of his coronation con-

firmed that law. " I wish it to be known," he said,

" that my intention and firm resolution are to maintain
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the liberty of worship : the dominion of the law ends

where the undefined dominion of the conscience begins.

Such are my principles and those of the nation ; and if

any one of my family succeeding me should forget the

oath I have taken, and under the deceiving influence of

false conscience should attempt to violate it, I give you

my authority to stamp him with the name of Nero."

The law of the 18th of Germinal, under which the

Reformed Churches were reorganised, consists of four-

teen preliminary articles for the general regulation of

all Protestant communities. The Reformed Churches

of France were to have imsteurs, local consistories, and

synods. The consistory of each Church to be composed

of the pastors within its circumscription, generally

amounting to five, and a certain number of elders (lay-

men), to be chosen among the congregation from those

who paid the largest amount in direct taxes ; the con-

sistories to have the nomination of tlie pastors to any

vacant posts, subject to the confirmation or approval of

the State,—to have equally the management of the

afi"airs of the Churches,—to watch over discipline, and

administer the charitable funds. The synods were not

to meet without the permission of Government, and

under very severe restrictions. No such permission

has ever been asked or given during the present

centuiy.

The Presbyterian Synodal Government of the Re-

formed Church of France rests upon the two springs of

consistories and synods. It has hitherto been deprived

of its synods, which is the same thing as if the Church of

England should be deprived of its episcopate. Restored

Protestantism in France, therefore, is not synodal, but

consistorial onl-o-. Consistories and pasteurs, with the
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name of elders applied to the lay-raembers of the con-

sistories, are all we hear of in the legalised Protestantism

of France.

Immediately after the promulgation of the law of the

18th of Germinal, the Protestants, coming like the dead

to life in various parts of France, began to form their con-

sistories and elect the\r pasteiirs. Charles X., who suc-

ceeded to Louis XVIII. in 1824, invited the presidents

of the consistories of Paris and Nismes, and of the Lu-

theran consistory of Strasbourg, to assist at his coronation

in their official capacity at Piheims ; but no great encou-

ragement was given by that monarch, under the influence

of Cardinal Latil, to the extension of the Reformed

Church. It was not until the reign of Louis Philippe

that the consistorial bodies began to move and dilate ;

and in 1847 the Reformed or Calvinist Church of France

reckoned eighty-five consistories besides oratories, 473

pastors receiving salaries from the state, and nearly 500

buildings dedicated to the Reformed worship, schools and

religious societies in due proportion. The Lutherans,

or Churches of the Augsburg Confession, chiefly on the

Rhine, had in the same year 243 pastors ; and if to these

numbers we add the chaplains of gaols, and prisons, and

hospitals, and ministers of the Gospel not connected

with consistories, the Reformed body of pastors in France

will amount in number to near 800. The budget for

the maintenance of Protestant worship is now about

1,250,000 francs, or 50,000i. a-year. The expense for

the Roman Church in France exceeds 1,600,000^ The

state salaiy of each pastor varies from 60^ to 80^., except

in Paris and veiy large to^\^1.s, where it amounts to 120/.

The commune or parish is bound to provide a residence

for the pastor as well as for the priest ; and this is the
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reparation which France during the present century has

made to the descendants of those thousands of martyrs

who perished by the sword or on the scafifold in the pre-

vious century. But the written laws of France and the

administration of those laws are two things very different;

and before I close this lecture I shall have to tell you

what may be the meaning of religious liberty under the

influence of forty Romish bishops, 40,000 priests, and a

new republic.

You have seen with me this evening how French Pro-

testantism came out of the Desert ; and afterwards how it

came out of the crucible of the Revolution, and you will

hardly expect me to tell you that its consistories were

orthodox or its pastors evangelical during the reign of

Infidelity, over which the genius of Voltaire presided

Protestants and Ptoman Catholics were involved in the

universal overthrow, and the frantic shriek of the Revo-

lution drove Religion itself, affrighted, to sit down in pale

Melancholy's shade. The chosen members of the con-

sistories, who were to be the most wealthy, were not

generally the most pious. The Socinianism of Geneva,

the neology of Germanj% the indifference of Philosophy,

and the coldness of Unbelief, took their seats in the con-

sistory ; and the pastor, under the name of Tolerance

and Charity, sat down amongst them as brethren. It

would have been difficult to find among the Reformed

Churches of France thirty years ago one bold and un-

compromising preacher of the true doctrine of a crucified

Redeemer. Confessions of faith, the beautiful liturgy and

catechisms which Beza had in part composed, and the Hu-

guenots for one hundred years had loved, were laid aside.

To confess that Christ was very God was considered as

passing under the yoke of a middle-aged formulary, and
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until it pleased the great Head of the Church to revive

his work in France, Protestantism was but a name for

covering eveiy variety of scepticism and cold indifference

to religion. But the spirit of the Monods, the Grand-

pierres, and the Valettes, has been infused into a suc-

cession of young students in divinity, and the Protestant

faculty of Reformed theology at Montauban has been

animated by the evangelical piety of sound and orthodox

professors : and now among the Consistorial Churches,

the French Protestantism of the last generation may be

said to be receivirig its dead back again to life, for 200

of the pastors are now faithfully preaching the stirring

doctrines of the Reformation. As long as they limit

their pastoral labours within the circumscribed territory

of a consistorial, the magistrate approves, and the priest

is quiescent ; but, if actuated by the zeal of an apostle or

a reformer, a pastor should seek to carry the light of

truth into the dark regions of Popery, he is soon made

to leana what religious liberty means in Roman Catholic

France ; and much more, if unconnected with a consistory,

and exercising the office of a missionary, he should seek

to turn sinners to God, does he become an object of

suspicion to the magistrate and of hatred to the priest. By
the side of the consistories, which for the most part dis-

countenance what they call Propagandism, have ariseu

the Evangelical Societies or Home Missions of France ;

and although unconnected with the recognised, that is

the salaried Protestantism, they occupy a wider field

and enter with fewer restrictions upon the work of evan-

gelisation. Under the zealous management of these

societies, the principles of the Reformation have been

carried into the rural districts, and Popery shaken in

secluded villages where it feared no autagonist. The
M M
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Bible has been dissemiuated to the extent of one million

of copies ; and within the last ten years thousands of

Frenchmen have learned that there is a Christianity

which is not dependent on Rome or the Galilean

Church. These are the Protestants who are still sub-

ject to persecution, and who are liable to be put in bonds

at the order of a rural police. In Paris itself, where

liberty is emblazoned upon every public building, the

young and talented minister Pilatte has been twice dis-

lodged from his place of meeting under the Republic ;

and the Prefet of Police, upon his remonstrance, dis-

misses him with the ignominy and contempt which were

Buitable only to the age of Louis XIV.

I am not here this evening to give you a lecture on

French politics. I leave you to estimate the value and

extent of civil liberty in that country ; but of religious

liberty, as connected with my subject, I may be per-

mitted to speak. Religious liberty in France is a new-

born child overlaid by a stepmother, in the presence of

a nurse who looks on with indifference, not sorry to be

rid of the trouble of rearing the infant. The stepmother

is the Church of Rome ; the nurse is the Republic ; the

half-smothered child is Evangelical Christianity. The

power which the priests have gained by universal

suffrage commands the secular arm f o act on their be-

half, or else imposes upon it the part of neutrality while

they act themselves. Whoever mtensihly i-ules in France

at this moment, the political power is in the hands of

Rome. Before the chair of St. Peter, ministers of

state, and generals, and senators bow, and the highest

summit of the Mountain comes down to avow and de-

clare its devotion to the Church. The Montalembei'ts

and Fallouxs are the orators of the day, and they pre-
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Villi in the atmosphere of democracy by exalting the

Catholic, that is the Romish, hierarchy. The humble

colpoHeur waits in the ante-chamber of the prefet for a

license to sell the Scriptures, and often receives his per

mission with a rude threat or an expression of contempt

The evangelist is denounced as an enemy of order, and

the itinerant pastor as an emissary of the Socialists

;

but the priest has liberty to enter every house and hos-

pital, and proselytise the dying patient if he can. And if

any proof of these attempts to revive the times of Louis

XIV. were wanting, you see here this evening your lec-

turer, who no longer ago than October last was arrested

in open day—on a Sunday, at a Protestant service—and

paraded through the streets of Alencon by two police

men, to be examined before a magistrate for the crime

of attending evangelical worship !

There is not at this moment a more affecting and de-

plorable object to contemplate than the French nation

in its moral, religious, and political aspect, redeemed

indeed by the single feature of a chosen few, whom God

has raised up to presei've his truth. Without a religi-

ous reformation, ten more political or social revolutions

will but increase tenfold the misery and disgrace of the

people. The only hope for France is in the Gospel, and

eveiy month brings tidings of some accession to this

opinion. In the course of the year 1849, eight new

Protestant churches, in as many different departementn.

have been finished and dedicated for j)ublic worship.

The number of Protestant institutions for the recep-

tion of orphans is now increased to twelve. The sum

of at least 15,000^ a-year is contributed by Protestants

in France to the various religious societies, which

mainly within the last twenty years have been instituted
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for the propagation of the Gospel ; and under iIm roof

of this building, I am happy to add, there is an office of

a Society, which has for its object the aiding and pro-

moting the revival and spread of the religious principles

of the Reformation throughout the whole of France : I

said that France was a moral and religious ruin—a con-

fused heap of missiiapen masses lying one upon another,

as if upheaved by volcanoes, and covered by fields of

lava. I can imagine a solitary wanderer standing on the

summit of a mountain, and surveying with awe and pity

a scene of desolation. " Never more," he says, "will that

chaos be reduced to order or be clothed with the softness

of Natiu'e's verdure ; never again will the rose and the

lily bloom in that valley of Death, or the cattle feed on

those thousand hills." But, behold ! ere he quits the sum-

mit from whence he has surveyed the scene of desolation,

and ere he seals up in his own mind the doom of that de-

vastated region, he espies a rivulet issuing from beneath

the superincumbent mass ; and as it silently flows and

makes its way through the vast accumulation, it seems

to fertilise the margin of its narrow bed, and finds re-

pose in some basin formed by an accident of Nature. In

the running of that diminutive stream, which would have

escaped the notice of a common observer, our solitary

wanderer, versed in the geology of Christianity, has hope.

He sees through future ages that the stream will at

length become a river and flow into the lowly vale be-

neath, and in its majestic windings not only add beauty

to the scene, but fertilise the whole land, until the wilder-

ness and solitary place shall blossom as the rose. That

vast volcanic field, with its iTide and shapeless fragments

lying on the surface, is the moral and religious aspect

of France as it is ; that stream which issues almost ua-
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seen from beneath the ruin is the Gospel, pouring out its

Wiiters of life ; and he who stands and looks on the process,

which appears hopelessly slow to others, is the man of faith

in the promises of God, who reads in his book, " There is

a river, the streams whereof make glad the city of God ;

the holy place of the tabernacles of the Most High."

In this brief review of the history of French Protest-

antism, and in the glance I have taken at more recent

events as connected with the revival of religious liberty,

it will be seen that France has never yet been able to

lift her head above the waters of the Dead Sea of Popery.

In all her struggles for constitutional freedom France

has been working in chains, thrown around her by the

magic power of the confessional, and the incantations of

a bell and taper. She has not yet risen to the sense of

her duty towards the adherents of a once proscribed reli-

gion, who have not yet enjoyed fifty years of the rights of

citizenship. The professors of the University, severe as

they have been upon the confessional, have not yet dai'ed

to maintain the thesis, " Civil and religious liberty in-

compatible with the sacerdotal predominance of Rome."

Under its baneful influence, the French, not less than

the Irish peasantry, have been gradually degenerating,

physically, morally, and religiously, while the bloom of

evangelical truth and the rights of conscience, wherever

they have budded, have withered and died under the

scarlet glare of the mystic Babylon ; and where the oil of

the spiritual Despotism has attempted to mix with the

turbid waters of Democracy, the forced amalgamation has

left nothing to posterity but confusion and ignorance,

vice and mental slavery.

The priest now officiates at the altar of universal suf-

frage, which is in the hands of thirty millions of a rural
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population, not one in ten of which can read, and scarcely

one in twenty can write : he is secure in the strength of

the Republic arranged on his side, since the head of the

French Police, on the 27th of Deceruuer last, branded

evangelical worship with the name of a " religion of

anarchy." But " there is hope in the end.''' The col-

porteur, within the last twenty years, has disposed of a

million copies of the Holy Scriptures, chiefly in the rural

districts. The evangelist is now received as the mes-

senger of good tidings in fifty-six out of the eighty-six

departements. The Itinerary of Claude Brousson is

being repeated by Napoleon Roussell on the Gardon, and

among the descendants of the Cevenols. The spirit of

Paul Rabaut is reviving in the Church of Nisraes ; and

the eloquence of Saurin, no longer in exile, is heard in

the energetic sermons of Monod in the centre of the

French capital. One hundred itinerant readers of the

Bible are now cariying the bread of life to thousands of

famished souls, which flock around the preacher wherever

he opens his Bible and raises the notes of psalmody. A
new thought has found an entrance into the mind of

France, to cease political revolutions and commence a

religious reformation—to sheath the sword that has been

used in intestine war, and to take up the sword of the

Spirit as the only weapon of warfare. It is in France

as if that day had to come to pass of which the prophet

Zechariah speaks, " The light shall not be clear nor dark,

not day nor night ; but it shall come to pass that at

evening time it shall be light." I have hope in the re-

ligious destiny of France. I see not yet the light above

the dark horizon, but I see the faint streaks upon the

black clouds, which assure me that the dawn is near, and

that " rosy mom advancing will soon sow the earth with
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orient pearl." My hopes are m the first faint blushes of

the morning, which cast a few beams over the dim frag-

ments of the " night of ages and of her night's daughter,

Ignorance." My expectations are in the downfall of that

mediaeval superstition, which is now nodding to its fall

;

and, when no longer supported by 30,000 men of war,

must sink in its turn amongst the ruins of pagan Rome.

My hopes are in the powerlessness of infidelity and phi-

losophy, falsely so called, to fill up the void which Popery

will have left, and in the necessity which man, " on the

dubious waves of error tossed," feels for a word of truth

to be his chart and compass. But, more than this, my
hopes are in the power of that Word, when once it has free

course, to effect again what it accomplished in the Roman
empire, and what it has done and still does for our happy

countiy ; and finally, not our hopes, but our faith in the

Divine promise, that " this Gospel must be preached for

a witness among all nations, and then shall the end

.

come."

If I have been this evening the faithful historian of a

persecution unparalleled in the annals of Christianity,

and if I read aright the signs of the present time, indi-

cating that the spirit of persecution and much of its ele-

ments remain within a few hours' distance of our shores,

we shall retire from this meeting with the conviction

deepened, and our gratitude for the same increased.

" that our lot is fallen in pleasant places, and that we

have a goodly heritage,"—a liberty of thought and action

in religion, of which these meetings are a goodly speci-

men, which it were virtue in all to preserve, and worse

than sacrilege for either monarch, statesmen, or people,

to abuse or violate
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